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PROLOGUE — GONE IN EIGHTEEN
MINUTES

l

Towards sunset on 7 May 1915, an alert member of a lifeboat
crew spotted an intermittent flash of light coming from a dark
shape bobbing on the gentle swell of the Irish Sea. The crew
rowed closer, carefully avoiding the drifting debris of the
Cunard liner Lusitania sunk by a German U-boat a few hours
earlier. As they finally drew near they found that the flashes
were not the desperate signals of a last, despairing survivor.
They came from a handsome diamond ring, glinting in the
evening light, on the well-manicured hand of a female corpse.

All that evening ‘a ghastly procession of rescue ships’ drew
alongside the quay at Queenstown on the southern coast of
Ireland. Under flaring gas torches, they landed the living and
the dead. Most survivors were in shock, wrapped in blankets
and staring silently ahead. Many were injured; at least two
quick amputations, without anaesthetic, were conducted
aboard the rescue fleet. Adult corpses were lifted ashore on
stretchers to be stacked ‘like cordwood . . . among the paint-kegs
and coils of rope on the shadowy old wharves’. Sailors gently
carried dead children and babies in their arms to the hastily
improvised mortuaries. Waiting journalists recorded how one
woman, a baby in her arms and a rough blanket donated by a
sailor around her shoulders, refused to leave the quay. She
waited, the very emblem of forlornness, ‘until the last survivor
had passed, searching each face as it went inked the sinking to
the German Army’s first use, just a few days earlier on the
Western Front, of a new ‘scientific torture’ — poison gas. The
German government then began to imply that the sinking of the
Lusitania had been a matter of chance, that the U-boat
commander had not even identified his target when he
unleashed his torpedo.



 

‘But Why Did You Kill 
 

 a

Us?’ New World

The Kaiser was deeply wounded by anti-German comment in
the world’s press. Under pressure from America and from his
own civilian ministers he ordered a cessation in Germany’s
campaign of unrestricted submarine warfare. Admiral von
Tirpitz, the father of the German Navy, complained that by
abandoning his cherished campaign Germany had lost her best
chance of winning the war, and submitted his resignation. The
United States remained neutral, and the Kaiser now told the
American ambassador that he would not have permitted the
torpedoing had he known about it in dvance. ‘No gentleman’,
he said, ‘would kill so many women and children.’

Official hearings into the sinking were held in Britain, and
later in America, after she entered the war in 1917 following
Germany’s resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare. Both
governments worried that the finger of accusation might point
in directions other than Germany’s, so they steered their
hearings away from sensitive issues. As a result many questions
were not fully answered. Why was a tragedy so clearly
signalled and widely anticipated allowed to happen? Why did
the British Navy not provide the Lusitania with an escort? Why
was the ship going so slowly on a dead straight course after
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receiving warnings about the presence of enemy submarines?
What was really in her cargo hold? What were Captain Turner’s
‘secret’ orders? Why did the ship sink so quickly? Who were the
mysterious stowaways who went down with the ship and what
were their links with the network of German spies and
saboteurs operating in New York?

The Lusitania cast a long shadow. The patriotic press reported
how in late 1917 American doughboys advanced into battle
with the cry ‘Remember the Lusitania!’ In the summer of 1918
the Kaiser, believing the war lost, ordered a review of the
implications of the Lusitania sinking for an armistice and peace
negotiations. He feared that the Allies might press war crimes
charges. In 1937, with a second conflict with Germany
approaching, Winston Churchill wrote of the importance of the
sinking for the Allied cause: ‘In spite of all its horror, we must
regard the sinking of the Lusitania as an event most important
and favourable to the Allies . . . the poor babies who perished in
the ocean struck a blow at German power more deadly than
could have been achieved by the sacrifice of a hundred
thousand fighting men.’

Over the years since, dives to the wreck and searches through
mysteriously incomplete British and American archives have
produced many, often conflicting, explanations and theories
about what happened, but no onclusive answers to the
questions so deliberately left unanswered.

The story of the Lusitania is, above all, about people —
whether British, German or American, whether afloat on the
liner, submerged in the submarine or enmeshed in the various
government machines ashore. Many who lived through the
extraordinary events were deeply affected by their experiences,
not only the survivors waking night after night ‘in a sweat of
terror’ but also the politicians and officials whose careers and
causes prospered or faltered as a result of the sinking. Based on
personal accounts and on archives, including those in Germany



which have often been overlooked, this book tells the story of
all those involved, wherever possible in their own words.

Their stories and this new material provide a fresh
perspective on why some acted as they did and how their
actions and decisions influenced not only the fate of the
Lusitania but, as a consequence, the outcome of the First World
War and the conduct of warfare in general. They allow us to
reconsider that charge of ‘wilful murder’ made in the coroner’s
court in Kinsale on a warm May day in 1915. Was it really
justified? And, if so, against whom?



PART ONE - TROUBLED WATERS

1 - A SCRAP OF PAPER
In the space of just over twenty-four hours at the outset of the
First World War German Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann
Hollweg handed the Allies the moral high ground and an
unassailable propaganda advantage. At 3 p.m. on 3 August 1914,
he rose to address a packed and expectant Reichstag. He
informed them that German troops, advancing on France, had
occupied Luxembourg and were ‘already in Belgium’. Then he
added: ‘Our invasion of Belgium is contrary to international law
but the wrong — I speak openly — that we are committing we
will make good as soon as our military goal has been reached.’

The next day the British ambassador to Berlin, Sir Edward
Goschen, called on von Bethmann Hollweg to present the
British ultimatum: quit Belgium or face Britain’s entry into the
war. Germany had until midnight to decide. Goschen found the
Chancellor ‘excited’ and ‘very agitated’. In his agitation and
indignation he complained that Britain was committing an
‘unthinkable’ act, ‘like striking a man from behind while he was
fighting for his life against two assailants’. Britain, the
Chancellor said, would be responsible for all the dreadful
events that must follow, and it was all ‘just for a word —
“neutrality”, a word which in war time had so often been
disregarded — just for a scrap of paper Great Britain was going
to make war on a kindred nation . . .’ This ‘scrap of paper’ was
the Treaty of London, signed by the European powers including
Prussia in 1839 and guaranteeing Belgian neutrality. Sir Edward
replied stiffly that if it was strategically a matter of life or death
for Germany to advance through Belgium, it was equally a
matter of life or death for Britain to keep her solemn compact.
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It was still some hours before midnight and the expiry of the
ultimatum when Goschen left to find newspaper billboards in
the streets already proclaiming Britain’s entry into the war.
According to one of the diplomats within, a mob ‘of quite well-
dressed individuals, including a number of women’ gathered to
stone the British Embassy, smashing many of the windows. The
crowd, stirred by the accusations of propagandists and the
press, ‘seemed mad with rage and was howling “Death to the
English pedlar nation!”’ that was guilty of ‘Rassen-verrat’ —
‘race treason’. As the British diplomats prepared to depart, the
embassy’s three German servants, who had been paid off with a
month’s wages, ‘took off their liveries, spat and trampled on
them and refused to help carry the trunks down to the taxi
cabs’.

In his unfortunate comments, von Bethmann Hollweg had
highlighted two issues that would recur throughout the war,
issues of respect for international law and the balance between
expediency and the rights of neutrals. In so doing he had placed
Germany at such a disadvantage in the battle for neutral minds
that she would never fully recover. Goschen duly reported to
the Foreign Office in London what von Bethmann Hollweg later
claimed to have been a privileged and personal conversation,
including the disparaging reference to the ‘scrap of paper’.
Goschen perhaps disingenuously claimed he had had little idea
of how the phrase would resonate. For his part, von Bethmann
Hollweg later commented: ‘My blood boiled at his hypocritical
harping on Belgian neutrality which was not the thing that had
driven England into the war.’ Anglo-Saxon hypocrisy would
soon become a familiar German charge against both Britain
and America.

Many argued at the time, and many have argued since, that
world war was not the inevitable consequence of the

ssassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo and
of Austro-Hungary’s subsequent declaration of war on Serbia.
David Lloyd George, then British Chancellor of the Exchequer,
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later suggested that there was a general slide into a war no
nation really wanted. Others have argued that military
mobilisation, once begun, achieved a momentum of its own,
even that holidays and consequent unfortunate delays in
communication played a part in provoking war that summer of
1914, when tensions between the powers seemed if anything to
have eased. A British battleship squadron was paying a
courtesy visit to the Kiel Week regatta — a celebration of the
Imperial Navy — and German officers were entertaining their
guests with great bonhomie when news of the assassination
reached them both courtesy of the Kaiser. Fie had learned of it
himself while competing in one of the races aboard his yacht
the Meteor.

Other contemporaries and historians believed that war could
not have been long delayed. There was tension between Austria
and Serbia over borders; Russia, Germany and Austria were at
loggerheads over Slav rights; France was aching for revenge for
her defeat by Prussia in the war of 1870-1871 and to regain her
lost provinces of Alsace and Lorraine; Germany, was feeling
hemmed in and deprived of the colonies and international
status to which she felt her commercial and military strength
entitled her. Her conservative leaders saw expansion abroad as
a useful dampener on liberal and socialist reforming
aspirations at home. In seeking such expansion Germany was
bound eventually to challenge Britain, either directly by taking
a portion of the Flanders coast (which was one of her later
declared war aims), or indirectly by challenging Britain’s
command of the seas and pre-eminence in maritime trade.

By 1914, Anglo-German naval rivalry was well established and
dominated on both sides by strong, charismatic personalities.
The sixty-five-year-old Secretary of State for the Imperial
German Navy, Alfred on Tirpitz, had been born plain Alfred
Tirpitz, son of a lawyer and a physician’s daughter. He joined
the navy not out of enthusiasm but because he was ‘very
mediocre’ at school. Hearing that a friend was to join he
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decided that ‘it might mean a certain relief for [his] parents’ if
he too ‘were to take up the idea’. During his early years at sea
he came into close contact with the British Navy and admired
their methods. While a gunnery officer in 1877, he reported
enthusiastically on a visit to the Whitehead Torpedo Company
in Fiume and was immediately put in charge of torpedo
development for the German Navy. He tried to render the
wildly unstable torpedoes more reliable. ‘I worked on them’, he
later recalled, like ‘a tinker with my own hands’.

Tirpitz’s success was rewarded by appointment as Chief of
Staff of the Baltic Squadron. One evening he attended a dinner
at Kiel Castle presided over by the Kaiser with Army Chief of
Staff General von Moltke and several senior admirals and
generals in attendance. The Kaiser was seeking advice on the
future of the navy. Tirpitz kept silent throughout a long,
desultory and inconclusive discussion but eventually, at a sign
from his senior officer, gave a spirited exposition of his vision of
a stronger navy, one equipped with battleships rather than the
cruisers deployed at the time. His views coincided exactly with
the Kaiser’s aspirations.

As a result, Tirpitz was soon in Berlin as Chief of Staff to the
Navy High Command where, at the Kaiser’s personal behest, he
was to devise a strategy for a German High Seas Fleet. His
forthright views, bluntly expressed, brought him into conflict
with much of the naval establishment. In particular he irked
the then Secretary of State for the Navy Admiral von Hollmann,
whom Tirpitz typically and rudely wrote off as a ‘high-minded
man who was never quite clear as to the direction to be
followed’.

For a time Tirpitz seemed likely to lose out in this power
struggle, but in January 1896 his memorandum calling for a
German fleet of seventeen battleships reached the Kaiser. It was
excellent timing. The Kaiser was bitterly egretting his
impotence to influence events in South Africa following the
Jameson Raid precisely because of his lack of a high seas fleet.
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Hollmann did not last long thereafter. On 6 June 1897 Tirpitz
replaced him as Secretary of State for the Navy, the post he still
held in August 1914. Just nine days after his appointment he
presented a 2,500-word top-secret memorandum claiming that
‘for Germany at the moment the most dangerous naval enemy
is England . . . the strategy against England demands battleships
in as great a number as possible’. He went on to argue for
nineteen such vessels. By March 1898 a Naval Bill had passed
through the Reichstag, but only after Tirpitz had secured the
support of former Chancellor Bismarck, the armaments
magnate Gustav Krupp and Albert Ballin, president of the
Hamburg-Amerika Line whose ships were becoming a force on
the transatlantic route. A second Naval Bill followed in 1900, at
the height of the Anglo-Boer War. The Kaiser awarded Tirpitz
his ennobling ‘von’ and Britain began to worry that Germany
might soon rival her naval supremacy.

Prime among those doing the worrying was Admiral ‘Jackie’
Fisher. In the spring of 1902 his successful three-year tour of
duty in command of Britain’s Mediterranean Fleet was coming
to an end and his future looked uncertain. He felt he had been
‘tabooed’ by the Admiralty for his radical ideas and that, at
sixty-one, he had no further chance of advancement. This did
not prevent him from arguing to everyone who would listen
that ‘the Germans are our natural enemies everywhere. We
ought to unite with France and Russia.’

John Arbuthnot Fisher resembled von Tirpitz. Both men
combined passionate beliefs with a facility for winning
converts to them. Fisher was born in January 1841 in Sri Lanka;
his father was an ex-army officer and failed coffee-planter, his
mother the daughter of a failed wine merchant. He was brought
up from the age of six in London by his maternal grandfather
and never lost the sense of being abandoned by his parents. He
later claimed, not entirely accurately, that when he joined the
navy he as ‘penniless, friendless and forlorn’. He was more
correct in describing the arcane entrance tests of the time: ‘I



wrote out the Lord’s Prayer and the doctor made me jump over
a chair naked and I was given a glass of sherry.’

Once in, he made swift progress. He became a great advocate
of torpedoes. Soon he was commanding the newly established
torpedo school at Portsmouth, aged only thirty-three and newly
promoted to captain. After that his rise was even faster,
interrupted only by periodic bouts of dysentery and malaria.
The latter left him with a sallow, yellow complexion which his
enemies, imbued with the racist sentiments of their day,
maliciously attributed to Malay or Singhalese blood — a charge
which wounded Fisher and which he took pains to refute in his
memoirs.

To his credit, Fisher was at least as good at making friends as
enemies. He was a man of great charisma, intelligence,
frankness and humour. He was also a superb dancer. The Tsar’s
sister, the Grand Duchess Olga, wrote to him: ‘I believe, dear
Admiral, that I would walk to England to have another waltz
with you.’ He made other eminent conquests, among them
Queen Victoria, and through her won the ear of the Prince of
Wales. Fisher lectured him ebulliently and forcefully about the
right way to run a navy. His plan was simple: less bureaucracy,
less ship painting and far fewer time-wasting drills; far more
training, far better gunnery, heavier armaments, a broader
officer-recruitment base and a new emphasis on torpedoes and
defences against them. Once, when he was in full flow, the
Prince of Wales asked plaintively, ‘Would you kindly leave off
shaking your fist in my face?’

Fisher’s language was exaggerated and colourful. He signed
letters ‘Yours till hell freezes’ and ‘Yours till charcoal sprouts’.
He was often tactless and execrated his enemies in the vilest
terms. The existence of politicians had ‘deepened his faith in
Providence. How else could one explain Britain’s continued
existence as a nation?’ His temperament was mercurial, his
laughter infectious but his anger quiveringly awesome. He
wrote as he spoke — impetuously — and never revised his



 
The humanizing of war? You might as well talk about humanizing Hell! The
essence of war is violence! Moderation in war is imbecility! . . . I am not for war, I
am for peace. That is why I am for a supreme Navy. The supremacy of the British
Navy is the best security for the peace of the world . . . If you rub it in both at
home and abroad that you are ready for instant war . . . and intend to be first in
and hit your enemy in the belly and kick him when he is down and boil your
prisoners in oil (if you take any) . . . and torture his women and children, then
people will keep clear of you.

 

words. His large, bold scrawl was peppered with exclamation
marks, double and triple underlinings and frequent
admonitions to the reader to burn his letters after a quick scan
to protect his confidences. Fortunately for the historian, few
followed his advice.

If Fisher’s good characteristics, his decisiveness and ability to
command, grew more pronounced with age and increased
power, then so did his bad ones, particularly his lack of patience
and restraint. In May 1899 he was appointed a member of the
British delegation to the first Hague Peace Conference, called by
the Tsar to try to limit arms, to define a code to mitigate the
horrors of war and to develop a system of arbitration which
would solve international disputes and thus render war
obsolete. Fisher charmed his fellow delegates and ‘danced
down everyone else in the ballroom’. His influence on the
conference was mostly exercised through informal
conversations. At every opportunity he derided the objective of
humanising war as naive:

An enemy’s realisation of the horrors of war coupled with
conviction about Britain’s readiness to fight were the best
deterrents of all. It was his duty, Fisher said, to see that his
country, and in particular her navy, was prepared.

Fisher was equally impatient with the delegates’ debate about
the theoretical rights of ‘neutral shipping’ carrying supplies to
the enemy:



Suppose that war breaks out, and I am expecting to fight a new Trafalgar on the
morrow. Some neutral colliers try to steam past us into the enemy’s waters. If the
enemy gets their coal into his bunkers, it may make all the difference in the
coming fight. You tell me I must not seize these colliers. I tell you that nothing
that you, or any power on earth, can say will stop me from sending them to the
bottom, if I can in no other way keep their coal out of the enemy’s hands; for to-
morrow I am to fight the battle which will save or wreck the Empire. If I win it, I
shall be far too big a man to be affected about protests about the neutral colliers;
if I lose it, I shall go down with my ship into the deep and then protests will affect
me still less.

b

Both the rights of neutral shipping and the inhumanity of war
would become key to the events of May 1915.

Fisher’s next posting, and the one which in 1902 he believed
would be his last, was to command the Mediterranean Fleet.
But then, much to his surprise, he was offered the post of
Second Sea Lord at the Admiralty. He so excelled in that
capacity that he was soon made Commander-in-Chief,
Portsmouth. Fisher now argued ever more passionately in
favour of submarines, promoting them against opposition from
what he called reactionary ‘fossil’ admirals. He predicted ‘these
invisible demons’ would have an awesome effect on troop
transports whose frightened human cargoes would have to
confront the prospect of ‘Death near-momentarily-sudden-
awful-invisible-unavoidable!’

On 21 October 1904, Trafalgar Day, Fisher became First Sea
Lord, the professional head of the Royal Navy. Now he was in a
position to implement all his plans. He went at it with a will and
with little regard for the enemies he made within the navy. He
scrapped ninety obsolete ships, useful only for showing the flag
and providing a comfortable billet for elderly admirals on
foreign stations; other ships were transferred unmanned to the
reserve. In accordance with his belief that the enemy was
Germany, he concentrated the fleet in home waters. He ordered
submarines. Above all he built the world’s first all-big-gun

attleship, HMS Dreadnought, which rendered all others
obsolete at a stroke. From the laying of her keel to her
acceptance into the Royal Navy in December 1906, a mere
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fourteen months elapsed. Among her many advanced features
were steam turbines, like those incorporated in the Lusitania,
also launched that year.

Von Tirpitz and the German Navy responded by announcing
both an increased battleship building programme and plans to
enlarge the Kiel Canal to allow the new battleships to make
their way easily and swiftly from the Baltic to the North Sea.
Fisher accurately predicted both the cost and timetable for the
canal-widening and that Germany would go to war after
bringing in the harvest in the year of its completion —1914.

Fisher by now had many opponents within the British Navy,
chief among them Admiral Lord Charles Beresford, a generally
amiable but obstinate, rich and aristocratic Anglo-Irish officer.
He was rumoured to have been the lover of the murdered
Empress Elizabeth of Austria. He shared her passion for
hunting to the extent of having a hunting scene tattooed across
his buttocks, the fox going to earth in the cleft. In naval matters
he had a high opinion of his own abilities and a low one of
Fisher’s. He considered Fisher’s very existence a threat to his
own promotion prospects. He opposed anything Fisher
advocated, whether it was submarines, emphasis on gunnery or
concentration of forces, and he made unrestrained use of press
and political contacts. Such was the support for Beresford’s
opinions that Fisher rushed ever more quickly at his reforms
with ever less concern for the feelings of others, so that he
could complete them quickly in case Beresford ousted him.

Eventually Beresford’s insubordination became so blatant
and so well publicised that in March 1909, following a
confrontation with Fisher’s ally Rear Admiral Sir Percy Scott, he
was forced to retire. Their argument was over the relative
merits of gunnery practice, about which Scott was fanatical,
and Beresford’s alleged preference for preserving pristine
paintwork. It was an unseemly nd very public squabble. In the
event Scott also had to retire, and not long after so too did



Fisher, despite an inquiry into the conduct of naval affairs
which broadly exonerated him.

The navy’s wounds needed time to heal away from the public
spotlight. Fisher was not a conciliator, nor was he at his best
when not playing to an audience, preferably an appreciative
one. He was now raised to the peerage as Lord Fisher of
Kilverstone, with the apposite motto ‘Fear God and Dread
Nought’. Lord Charles Beresford became a Conservative MP and
a thorn in the flesh of whoever was responsible for the
Admiralty.

The naval race between Britain and Germany continued to
accelerate. In 1912 von Tirpitz secured an additional 15,000
men for what was now a very substantial German Navy. Britain
adjusted her own plans and encouraged Russian ambitions to
augment their Baltic Fleet.

Since October 1911 Britain’s Liberal government had had a
new First Lord of the Admiralty — Winston Churchill. It is
difficult to view Churchill in 1911 free of hindsight about what
he became in 1940. He was then a young man in a hurry who
had already been Home Secretary. He was born in November
1874 to Randolph Churchill, the Duke of Marlborough’s second
son, and his wife, the beautiful, twenty-year-old American
heiress Jennie Jerome. Randolph soon discovered symptoms of
syphilis and no longer slept with his wife, instead concentrating
on politics while she discreetly took lovers. Neither of them
showed any interest in their son and never visited him during
his wretchedly unsuccessful schooldays, despite his pleadings
and pathetic attempts to attract their attention. His father died
when Churchill was twenty-one. So too did his nanny, to whom
he was devoted as the only consistent source of affection during
his childhood.

After Sandhurst, Churchill went both as an army officer and a
successful reporter wherever the military action was: Cuba, the
North-West frontier in India, the last-ever cavalry charge of the
British Army at Omdurman in the Sudan, and, of course, South



Africa, where he was captured in a Boer attack on an armoured
train. His spectacular escape made him a national hero for the
first time and for the first time his mother took notice and
promoted his career. In September 1900 he was elected a
Member of Parliament, which he was to remain, almost
uninterrupted, until just before his death sixty-five years later.
‘Restless, egotistical, bumptious, shallow-minded and
reactionary but with a certain personal magnetism, great pluck
and some originality’ — that is how the socialist Beatrice Webb
described him during his early years in Parliament. Originally a
Conservative, he crossed the floor to join the Liberals, serving
as Trade Secretary before being appointed Home Secretary and
then First Lord.

The First Lord was the Cabinet minister responsible for the
navy. The First Sea Lord, as the senior professional sailor, was
directly answerable to him. In theory there was a clear
distinction between the professional role of naval strategy,
tactics and operations and the political one; in practice Fisher
had often ignored the bounds, crossing into the political sphere
just as Churchill now crossed into strictly naval matters. The
German naval attaché in London, Captain Erich von Midler,
reported to the Kaiser that ‘the sea-officers of the British Navy
are often enraged against Mr Churchill in spite of their
unlimited appreciation of his merits in Navy politics, for the
youthful civilian Churchill . . . puts on the air of a military
superior. Through his curt behaviour he offends the older
officers in their feeling of rank and personal pride. And thus . . .
through his lack of tact he injures discipline by his ambition for
popularity with the lower ranks, especially the “Lower Deck”.’
The Kaiser noted against this paragraph: ‘Thus, even in England
civilians and the military don’t get along!’

Churchill settled in quickly at the Admiralty and adopted a
reforming programme. This was at least in part due to the
advice he had wisely sought from Fisher and which the admiral
had given in great quantity. Lord Charles Beresford was
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predictably as fierce a critic of Churchill as he had been of
Fisher, but Churchill brushed his laboured Parliamentary
Questions and rambling interventions aside, once saying of
Beresford’s performance as an MP that before he got up to
speak he did not know what he was going to say, that when he
was on his feet he did not know what he was saying, and that
when he sat down he did not know what he had said.

Despite the British and German ordering and counter-
ordering of new ships, both Churchill and the German
administration were conscious of the cost and the potential
threat to world peace. They held inconclusive discussions in
1911 and 1912 about a pause in the naval race. In June 1913
Churchill tried again through private conversations with
Captain von Müller. Von Müller, who disliked the British, sought
advice direct from von Tirpitz rather than from his ambassador.
Von Tirpitz suggested he make a brief report through his formal
diplomatic reporting chain to the German Foreign Office, noting
Churchill’s proposal but suggesting that it was a mere ploy to
delay Germany’s naval plans. He did so, and the initiative
foundered.

Von Müller’s actions in consulting von Tirpitz about how best
to manipulate the Foreign Office were symptomatic of the
conflict between the Kaiser’s civilian ministers and his
immensely influential professional military and naval advisers.
This conflict was crucial both to the slide into war and to the
conduct of naval and in particular submarine operations
thereafter. Put simply, the tall, imposing, chain-smoking
Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg and the
diminutive Foreign Minister Gottlieb von Jagow were more
inclined to caution and to acquiring a better appreciation of the
likely reactions of other nations than the military and naval
staff, who advocated confrontation and, later, unrestrained
action. Unfortunately for Germany the key battleground for
these sparring factions was the uncertain, troubled and shifting

round of the Kaiser’s mind.



 
* * *

 

 

The Kaiser was born on 27 January 1859, the first grandchild of
Queen Victoria, then only thirty-nine herself. His mother was
Queen Victoria’s eldest daughter, ‘Vicky’, and his father the
Prussian heir, known to the British Royal Family as ‘Fritz’. To
Queen Victoria he was ‘our darling grandchild . . . a fine fat



 c

child with beautiful white soft skin, very fine shoulders and
limbs’. In fact, he had a damaged left arm due to a birth injury
for which his mother felt responsible. It was Princess Victoria’s
aim to make her son a liberal, constitutional ruler. When he was
only twelve she wrote home with surprising candour: ‘He is not
possessed of brilliant abilities, nor of any strength of character
or talents, but he is a dear boy and I hope and trust will grow
up a useful man . . . there is little of his Papa or the family of
Prussia about him.’

Over time, following his marriage to Princess Auguste
Viktoria of Schleswig-Holstein, known to her family as Dona,
and under the growing influence of his grandfather Kaiser
Wilhelm I and the Bismarcks, the young Wilhelm began to grow
away from his parents and their liberal views. In 1886 his
father objected to his involvement in Foreign Office business:
‘Considering the unripeness and inexperience of my eldest son,
together with his leaning towards vanity and presumption, and
his overweening estimate of himself, I must frankly express my
opinion that it is dangerous as yet to bring him into touch with
foreign affairs.’ Wilhelm became almost totally estranged from
his parents. Then, in March 1888, his grandfather died. His
father, terminally ill with cancer of the throat, ruled for only
three months. Wilhelm became Emperor on 15 June 1888 aged
just twenty-nine. Within two years he had dropped his pilot
Bismarck. He wrote triumphantly: ‘The position of officer of the
watch on the ship of state has fallen to me. The course remains
the same. Full steam ahead!’

Wilhelm loved ships in fact as well as in metaphor, and it was
for this reason, as well as for political and commercial
considerations, that von Tirpitz’s naval vision and Albert
Ballin’s Hamburg-Amerika ocean liners aptured his
imagination. He was always bombarding von Tirpitz with
suggestions for new ship designs following any discussion he
had aboard ship with naval officers. Von Tirpitz wrote: ‘I could
never discover how to ward off the frequent interference of the



Emperor whose imagination, once it had fixed on shipbuilding,
was fed by all manner of impressions . . . Suggestions are cheap
in the Navy and change like a kaleidoscope.’

Wilhelm was a complex and contradictory character.
Bismarck had convinced him that it was the Emperor’s
prerogative to rule. Ministers were responsible to him, not the
Reichstag, and he could dismiss them at will. Furthermore, the
Reichstag could exercise only limited budgetary powers. The
Kaiser was also head of the armed forces with the title
‘Supreme Warlord’. He involved himself in military and naval
decisions at all levels although he could only play a limited part
in exercises since his staff took the view that ‘as Kaiser he
cannot be beaten by one of his generals’. He was disdainful of
democracy and as a consequence failed to understand both the
power of public opinion in Britain and America and how to
manipulate it — a failing which severely damaged his country’s
relations with both those powers.

The young Kaiser had, however, been deeply devoted to his
British grandmother. He rushed to Victoria’s bedside when she
was dying in 1901 and is said to have held her in his arms as
she passed away. He believed in good relations between ruling
monarchs so that they could between them arbitrate the destiny
of the world. On the very eve of war, in late July 1914, he placed
great credence in an account from his brother Henry, then
yachting in England at Cowes, of a conversation with King
George V in which the latter said that Britain would remain
neutral. He told a sceptical von Tirpitz, ‘I have the word of a
King and that is good enough for me.’ When Britain declared
war he complained, childishly and pathetically, ‘George [V of
England] and Nicky [the Tsar] have played me false! If my
grandmother had been alive she would never have allowed it.’

The Kaiser’s relationship with Britain was his most
ambivalent. He admired not only his grandmother but much
else about the country, especially its might, but felt this was not
reciprocated. At a personal level he complained that his uncle
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Edward VII, whom he loathed, while only Prince of Wales had
treated him, already the Emperor, too lightly. He formally
requested Edward to call him ‘Your Imperial Highness’ rather
than ‘nephew’; Edward wondered privately whether his
nephew was a little deranged. Similarly, Wilhelm believed that
Britain treated Germany too lightly and that she should
recognise Germany’s new position in the world and share
power with the country which shared her race. Together they
could reorder the world.

Initially rebuffed, Wilhelm misread the British character. He
thought that building a powerful rival navy would compel
Britain to concede some of her power, that she would at least
remain aloof while Germany ‘sorted out’ Europe. Bismarck had
shared his view of the British: ‘I have had all through my life
sympathy for England and its inhabitants but these people do
not want to let themselves be liked by us.’ Von Tirpitz also was
something of an Anglophile — he spoke fluent English, read
English books, sent his daughters to Cheltenham Ladies College
and admired the British Navy wholeheartedly. But he too had
come to feel patronised, complaining at the outbreak of war
that ‘the English think they can treat us like Portugal’.
Nevertheless, when the German Cabinet was told on 3 August
by a distressed and weary von Bethmann Hollweg that Britain’s
entry into the war was inevitable, von Tirpitz is said to have
cried, ‘All is then lost.’ James Gerard, American ambassador to
Berlin, described just what a terrible blow it was: ‘The army
and all Germany believed . . . that Great Britain would remain
neutral, and that Germany would consequently become, if not
the actual owner, at least dictator of the world.’

Resentment of years of being patronised mingled with
feelings of inferiority and ‘race betrayal’ focused German
hatred on Britain more than on any other belligerent ation.
But as the early months of the war progressed and the German
push through Belgium into France was halted at the Marne and
before Paris, German bitterness grew too towards neutral



America. She was seen not only as linked to Britain through
culture, language and history but as fast becoming the Allies’
armourer. Ambassador Gerard described the hostility he
encountered even during the opening phases of the war as he
was driven through an angry crowd and was ‘assailed by the
peculiar hissing word that the Germans use when they are
especially angry, and which is supposed to convey the utmost
contempt. This word is “Pfui”, and has a peculiar effect when
hissed out from thousands of Teutonic throats.’

Back home across the Atlantic the American press had tended
to favour the Serbs in the crisis that followed Franz Ferdinand’s
assassination but had not seen events in Europe as likely to
affect the United States. The North Dakota Daily Herald said of
the assassination, ‘One archduke more or less makes little
difference.’ The Philadelphia Public Ledger caught this semi-
detached mood in its punning piece of 28 July 1914 addressed to
Austro-Hungary: ‘If the Serbs defeat you it will “Servia right”.’
There was also a view that the Europeans were sensible enough
and cost-conscious enough to pull back. One columnist
considered that the great safeguard ‘against the armies and
navies Europe has gathered for war is that Europe is not rich
enough to use them and is too human and humane to want to
use them’. These views reflected a consciousness on the
Americans’ part of their rapidly increasing wealth compared
with Europe’s, but also a misplaced and sentimental trust in the
mature wisdom and civilised values of their ‘mother countries’.

War, when it came, was a shock to the American public. Most
had forgotten about the Serb assassination. However, as Count
Johann von Bernstorff, the German ambassador to Washington,
noted, Germany’s invasion of Belgium turned sympathy
towards the Allies. The same columnist previously quoted
wrote that ‘the invasion of Belgium changed the whole face of
affairs. As if by a lightning flash the issue was made plain; the
issue of the sacredness of law; the rule of the soldier or the rule
of the citizen; the rule of fear or of law.’



Such emphasis on the rule of law chimed well with the views
of the Wilson administration, then in the second year of its first
term. Of Scottish descent, Woodrow Wilson was born in
December 1856, the son of a Presbyterian minister. He was a
sickly child and could not read before the age of twelve when
he at last went to school. He soon made up ground, studying
law at Princeton where he founded a new society, the Liberal
Debating Club, modelled on the British Parliament. He became
an ardent enthusiast for Cabinet government, mulling over the
speeches of Britain’s Liberal Prime Minister William Gladstone.

Wilson rapidly became a professor at Princeton and by 1902
was president of the university, which he set out to reform to
produce principled young men dedicated to serving the state.
He introduced a tutorial system based on Oxford and
Cambridge Universities and was a gifted speaker. Both he and
his views soon began to attract attention beyond academic
circles. In 1907, after temporarily losing sight in one of his eyes,
attributed by one doctor to hardening of the arteries, he was
told to rest and took a cottage in England’s Lake District for the
summer. He enjoyed it, becoming even fonder of the poetry of
William Wordsworth. His health also appeared to recover
completely, but in fact over the years ahead he was to suffer
periodic bouts of exhaustion.

Wilson now grew disenchanted with college life and turned to
politics, running successfully for Governor of New Jersey in
1910. One of his key campaign advisers was a young Irish
American, Joe Tumulty. In 1912, still with Tumulty as his aide,
he won a closely fought contest to become the Democratic
Presidential candidate. In the Presidential election itself the
Republican vote was split by Theodore Roosevelt, who was
standing as a Progressive; Wilson beat Roosevelt by two million
votes and the Republican incumbent William Taft by nearly
three million. Their combined votes were one million more
than his, but it was Wilson who moved into the White House.
Tumulty was installed in his outer office as his private secretary
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and acted as a buffer between the somewhat reserved,
patrician, constitutionally delicate President and the demands
of officials, press, public and politicians.

Wilson’s Secretary of State was William Jennings Bryan,
thrice a candidate for the Presidency himself, whose support
had been crucial to Wilson’s success at the Democratic
Convention. Bryan was born in 1860 in Salem, Illinois. He was a
lifelong fundamentalist Christian and teetotaller. After taking a
law degree and making an early marriage, he moved out to
Nebraska. One evening he deputised for an absent speaker at a
Democratic Party rally and was so well received that he rushed
home, woke his wife and told her, ‘I found I had power over the
audience. I found I could move them as I chose . . . God grant
that I may use it wisely.’ Then he knelt by the bed and prayed.
He was swiftly elected to Congress and then, aged just thirty-six,
was chosen as the Democratic Party’s Presidential candidate in
1896. He was only narrowly defeated. The Democrats also chose
him in 1900, but he lost again to McKinley, and in 1908, when he
lost to Taft. On each occasion, though, he won over six million
votes — more than Wilson secured when winning against
divided opposition in 1912. He remained a powerful force on
the left of the Democratic Party, a charismatic politician for
whom a post had to be found in government.

At home, Bryan’s politics were to support labour rights
against Wall Street big business; abroad, he had always been a
champion of the Hague Treaties and of arbitration, seeing the
United States as a ‘republic . . . becoming the supreme moral
factor in disputes’. Propounding the benefits of peace and
arbitration at home and abroad occupied much of his time both
before and after he became Secretary of State. He
supplemented his income as a Congressman by frequent
performances on the lecture circuit. His audiences’ response
convinced him they shared is love of peace, but many
American commentators doubted whether Bryan’s intellect and
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political acumen matched his eloquence and undoubted
sincerity.

One of his first actions on taking office as Secretary of State in
1913 was to persuade most of the major powers, including
Great Britain and France though not Germany, to sign treaties
committing themselves, to some extent at least, to the use of
cooling-off periods and arbitration to settle international
disputes. At the signing ceremonies he presented the diplomats
with paperweights cast in the symbolic form of ploughshares
from old swords from the Washington Naval Yard. On one side
was engraved the phrase ‘Nothing is final between friends’,
while on the other was the quote from Isaiah about the beating
of swords into ploughshares.

Britain and America had been drawing closer over the
preceding years. As Rudyard Kipling expressed it, Britain was
beginning to look consciously to the United States to ‘take up
the white man’s burden’ of policing and arbitrating the world’s
affairs. Together they had devised a solution to border
problems in Venezuela. Britain had given moral support to the
United States during the Spanish-American War. The two
countries had cooperated both in suppressing the Boxer
Rebellion in China and in pursuing an open-door policy in that
country, allowing free trade for all rather than the colonisation
favoured by Russia and Germany. Britain had also supported
the United States when, despite Bryan’s pacifist principles, she
had intervened militarily in Mexico in April 1914. American
forces had seized Vera Cruz in an attempt to prevent a German
Hamburg-Amerika Line ship, the Ypiranga, from delivering
German arms to the Mexican dictator Huerta for use against
internal rebels. Within days Bryan had apologised to Germany
for exceeding international law, and the Ypiranga had slipped
away to deliver her cargo lower down the Mexican coast. The
crisis was smoothed over. However, as a result of a loss of
prestige, Huerta’s regime fell to the rebels in July 1914. A
German cruiser bore the embittered dictator into xile. Key to



Germany’s support of the dictator was the desire to disrupt the
supply of Mexican oil to the British Navy and to divert
American attention from events in Europe. She would persist in
both these objectives.

A further token of the rapprochement between Britain and
America was that the British Admiralty had left the American
Navy out of the equation when making her ‘two-power naval
strength’ calculation. The purpose of the calculation was to
ensure that Britain had a navy strong enough to defeat the next
two strongest naval powers in the event that they formed an
alliance against her. The grounds for excluding America were
that war with her was inconceivable.

The political situation, the ties of language and culture, and
the President’s own personal affinity with Britain all meant that
in August 1914 there was no chance of the United States allying
herself with Britain’s enemies. However, this was far from
implying that America would actually join Britain and the
Allies. George Washington’s advice to avoid foreign wars and
entangling alliances and the Monroe Doctrine’s renunciation of
involvement in Europe’s affairs remained potent. A poll of
newspaper editors in late 1914 showed that 105 favoured the
Allies, 20 the Germans but 242 thought themselves neutral.
Even among those leaning towards the Allies there was
virtually no support for any precipitate action on the part of the
USA. In their turn, the Allies were content to rely on benevolent
neutrality and the munitions with which America supplied
them. After all, if America joined the war she would want to
join them in dictating the peace.

In the days immediately leading up to the outbreak of war,
Wilson himself was preoccupied with domestic tragedy. He and
his wife, Ellen, were a devoted couple — he referred to them as
‘wedded sweethearts’. Now she was dying of kidney disease.
Wilson, when he first heard of Austro-Hungary’s declaration of
war on Serbia, put his hands to his face and said, ‘I can think of
nothing, nothing when my dear one is suffering.’ Ellen died on 6
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August. Just three days earlier Wilson had made his first

ronouncement on the war at a press conference. He told the
eager newsmen that America ‘stood ready’ to help the rest of
the world resolve their differences peacefully and that she
could ‘reap a permanent glory out of doing it’. On 18 August he
asked his people to be ‘neutral in fact as well as in name . . .
impartial in thought as well as in action’ so that the United
States could ‘speak the counsels of peace’ and ‘play the
impartial mediator’.

Yet over the next few months Wilson and his government
were to find their principles of neutrality and impartiality and
adherence to the tenets of international law challenged and
buffeted on all sides. They would have to contend with the
demands of American commerce and British and German
declarations of blockade and counter blockade. Above all they
would have to respond to Germany’s relentless use of a new
weapon — the submarine — which would not only disrupt
transatlantic trade and passenger routes but challenge the
accepted rules of war.



2 - THE WEAPON OF THE WEAKER NATION
The rapid pace of submarine development in the years
immediately preceding the First World War owed much to the
naval race between Germany and Britain, although in both
countries the idea of an underwater vessel as a serious
offensive weapon was initially derided.

The concept of underwater warfare was nothing new. In
classical times the Greek historian Thucydides described how
divers were used as underwater saboteurs at the Siege of
Syracuse. In the Middle Ages Arab historians told the story of
how some kind of underwater apparatus had been used to get a
message into Acre while it was being besieged by the Crusaders.
Leonardo da Vinci sketched a form of diving suit but refused to
disclose his detailed plans because he feared such equipment
might be used to attack ships. In 1578 William Bourne, an
English scientist and mathematician, designed a submersible
which could rise and sink by means of filling or emptying
ballast tanks on either side — a key characteristic of modern
submarines. Early in the next century Dutchman Cornelius Van
Drebbel is said to have demonstrated a vessel based on
Bourne’s design on the River Thames. But it was not until over a
century later, during the War of Independence, that the
Americans produced the first documented precursor of the
modern submarine. In what George Washington described as
an ‘effort of genius’, former Yale Student David Bushnell
launched his submersible Turtle against HMS Eagle in New York
harbour on 6 September 1776.

The egg-shaped Turtle was a one-man vessel, seven feet long
and four feet wide. She was made of wood and equipped with
four portholes, three sleeved armholes and an access hatch on
top. She was propelled by two hand-operated screws, a vertical
one to propel her up and down and a horizontal one to move
her backwards and forwards. A foot-operated valve in the
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bottom allowed water to flow in to help her descend, while a
foot-pump pushed it out again to enable her to rise. Bushnell’s
plan was for the Turtle to attach a 150lb explosive charge to the
Eagle. The attack failed apparently because the operator,
Sergeant Ezra Lee, could not get the drill bit designed to fit the
dynamite charges to penetrate the Eagle’s metal-reinforced hull.

Another American, Robert Fulton, a jeweller’s apprentice
from Pennsylvania, followed up Bushnell’s work. Fulton
believed that navies (the British Navy in particular) were
instruments of oppression and of the old world’s exploitation of
the new, and thus a threat to his ideal of universal peace. In
1797, when Britain was at war with France, he arrived in Paris
and began experimenting with floating mines on the Seine.
Before long he approached the French revolutionary
government with plans to construct a ‘mechanical machine’, the
Nautilus, for ‘the annihilation’ of the British fleet. When the
British Naval Chronicle got wind of the project, it denounced the
inventor as ‘a crafty, murderous ruffian’.

Fulton launched the copper-skinned Nautilus in May 1801.
She was the first submarine to be built of metal. Her barrel-like
shape resembled Bushnell’s Turtle. Despite an initially
favourable reception, her low speed and limited range
convinced Napoleon that she was, after all, useless, and he
dismissed Fulton as a crank. Abandoning his anti-British stance,
Fulton retired in a huff across the Channel to try to interest the
British. However, with Britain’s victory over France at the Battle
of Trafalgar in 1805, there was little practical need for Fulton’s
metal arrel, and anyway, his plans seemed distasteful. Admiral
Nelson, the hero of Trafalgar, had called submarines
‘burglarious . . . sneak dodges down below’. The Naval Chronicle
stigmatised them as ‘revolting to every noble principle’ and
deplored the idea of Britain’s ‘hardy, dauntless tars’ becoming
‘submarine assassins’. Nelson’s old commander Admiral Earl St
Vincent summed up the general view: ‘Don’t look at [the
submarine], and don’t touch it. If we take it up, other nations



will; and it will be the greatest blow at our supremacy on the
sea that can be imagined.’ Rebuffed, Fulton returned to America
where he pioneered steam propulsion for surface vessels.

Roughly half a century later, the USS Housatonic, a new 1,264-
ton frigate, became the first ship to be sunk by a submarine. In
early 1864, the third year of the American Civil War, the
Housatonic was serving with the Yankee Squadron blockading
the Confederate port of Charleston. On a clear, cold, moonlit
February night, the CSS Hunley, a slender submersible about
forty feet long but just forty-two inches in diameter and built of
⅜-inch boiler plate, slunk out of Charleston harbour. The Hunley
had had an unfortunate life. During trials she had been
swamped while sailing on the surface and had sunk and been
recovered three times at a cost of twenty-three lives. Now,
gallantly commanded by Lieutenant George E. Dixon of the
Alabama Light Infantry, she crept semi-submerged towards the
Union fleet. The eight-man crew laboured over the hand-crank
which, connected to the propeller, drove the Hunley forward at
a meagre four knots. Dixon was standing up since the only way
he could navigate was by peering out of the forward hatch.

Just before 8.45 p.m., Acting Master F. K. Crosby of the
Housatonic saw something resembling a piece of driftwood
making straight for the ship. Realising that this could not be
caused by current or tide, he desperately tried to take evasive
action but was too late. Dixon brought the Hunley alongside and
detonated the 143lb of gunpowder supported on her projecting
spar. The result was dramatic and instantaneous: the
Housatonic was flung into the air, settled back and slowly sank.
The Hunley’s crew were also lost, probably sucked into the gash
they had blasted in the frigate’s side.

The sinking of the Housatonic impressed an Irish engineer
and patriot, John P. Holland, who had emigrated to America in
1873. Convinced that underwater warfare was an ideal way to
strike at Britain’s oppressive rule of Ireland, he threw in his lot
with the Fenian Brotherhood, an Irish nationalist organisation



which could provide the necessary funds. In spring 1878 he
launched his first submarine in the Passaic River. A cynical
observer commented sourly that Holland had built a coffin for
himself. Sure enough, the fourteen-and-a-half-foot boat sank
immediately — Holland had miscalculated the boat’s
displacement — but no-one was on board and she was quickly
retrieved. He rectified the errors, and subsequent trials showed
that Holland had achieved major improvements in buoyancy
and stability.

Meanwhile, Manchester clergyman the Reverend George
William Garrett had become convinced that Britain needed a
cordon of submarines to protect her islands from attack. Unlike
Holland, Garrett viewed their role as a purely defensive one,
particularly for the guarding of harbour mouths. This debate on
the submarine’s role — offence or defence? — would continue
until the beginning of the First World War. Garrett built an
experimental boat which, with characteristic optimism, he
named the Resurgam — ‘I will rise again’. The Reverend
Norman McLeod, chaplain to Queen Victoria, endorsed
Garrett’s company’s prospectus, reassuring potential investors
with arguments that sound familiar today: ‘As to the inventions
being for murdering people — this is all nonsense. Every
contribution made by science to improve instruments of war
makes war shorter and, in the end, less terrible to human life
and to human progress.’ Garrett’s prototype was successful, and
a new thirty-ton vessel powered by steam, the Resurgam 2,
followed in 1879. However, she was lost the following year
while being towed along the Welsh coast.

Back in America, Holland was building a new boat to be
deployed against the British. Funding again came from the
Fenian Brotherhood and Holland’s work proceeded in secrecy.
However, Blakely Hall, a dogged reporter from the New York
Sun, discovered enough to dub the boat a ‘Fenian Ram’ — a
name which stuck. Powered by a petrol engine, the Ram had the
streamlined porpoise shape characteristic of all Holland’s
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creations and their modern descendants. Capable of some eight
or nine knots on the surface, she did not ascend or descend by
her own weight but dived by tilting her hydroplanes and
propelling herself by her own engine-power. In 1883 the Ram
dived for the first time and Holland described his excitement as
‘everything grew dark and we were entirely submerged, and
nothing could be seen through the ports except a dark green
blur’. The trials showed that she was well ahead of any rivals.

However, the Ram was soon sacrificed to internal Irish
nationalist politics. The Fenians had been squabbling among
themselves and one faction decided to seize the boat. Forging
Holland’s name on a pass they towed the Ram up Long Island
Sound to New Haven where their inept handling caused an
exasperated harbour master to declare her a menace to
navigation. Her kidnappers promptly beached her and then
tried unsuccessfully to sell her to the Russians. An angry,
disillusioned Holland refused to help, declaring, ‘I’ll let her rot
on their hands.’

After severing his Fenian links Holland was persuaded by the
US Army to design a submarine from which a new ‘dynamite
gun’ could be fired. The wooden fifty-foot craft crashed into
piles at her launch off the Brooklyn shore in September 1885
and a frustrated Holland began exploring the possibilities of
mechanical flight. Yet his true passion remained underwater
warfare. In his article ‘Can New York be Bombarded?’ he
argued that America must have submarines to protect her fleet
and her coastal defences.

The idea that America could be so vulnerable touched a
nerve. The US Navy Department announced a design
ompetition for a submarine and Holland won. His satisfaction

was, however, short-lived because a change of administration
saw the money for his project reallocated to surface vessels.
Holland now took a job in a friend’s dredging company at a
meagre four dollars a day, but after the re-election of the pro-
submarine President S. Grover Cleveland in November 1892 he
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won some powerful and passionate advocates within the US
Navy. Lieutenant Commander William Kimball told a somewhat
astonished Senate Committee on Naval Affairs that if he were
given six Holland boats he would ‘pledge my life to stand off the
entire British Squadron ten miles off Sandy Hook without any
aid from a fleet’.

Holland’s fifth boat, the impractical, steam-powered Plunger,
was launched in 1897. Dissatisfied, he immediately began work
on the famous Holland which, unlike the compromised Plunger,
was built to his preferred design. Constructed in New Jersey, the
Holland VI was nearly fifty-four feet long. Powered by a 45hp
petrol engine for surface cruising and a 50hp electric motor
when submerged, she could be controlled beneath the surface
at any speed. Her main weapon was a single eighteen-inch
torpedo tube and she could carry two reload torpedoes. She
made her first successful dive off Staten Island on St Patrick’s
Day, 17 March 1898, and her formal trials ten days later were so
impressive that Assistant Secretary of the Navy Theodore
Roosevelt recommended that the Holland submarine be
purchased, writing: ‘I don’t think . . . we can afford to let her
slip.’ On 11 April 1900 Holland VI became the USS Holland (SS-1)
and was formally commissioned that October. The American
press greeted her with headlines such as uncle SAM’S DEVIL OF
THE DEEP and THE MONSTER WAR FISH. The modern
submarine had arrived.

In Britain a powerful and contemptuous lobby within the
Admiralty had long dismissed submersibles as ‘not our
concern’. There was a comfortable perception that submarines
were simply not needed. After all, British naval upremacy had
not been seriously challenged since the days of Napoleon. In
April 1900 Lord Goschen, First Lord of the Admiralty, assured
the House of Commons that ‘submarines were a weapon for
Maritime Powers on the defensive’ and that, whatever the case,
‘we know all about them’. His Parliamentary Secretary, Hugh
Oakeley Arnold-Foster, was yet more categoric: ‘The Admiralty



 

are not prepared to take any steps in regard to submarines
because this vessel is only the weapon of the weaker nation.’

There was also a more emotional objection. Many still
considered that there was something dishonourable, sneaky
and unfair about underwater warfare. Rear Admiral Sir Arthur
Wilson VC, Controller of the Navy, said: ‘Underwater weapons,
they call ‘em. I call them underhand, unfair and damned un-
English. They’ll never be any use in war and I’ll tell you why:
I’m going to get the First Lord to announce that we intend to
treat all submarines as pirate vessels in wartime and that we’ll
hang all the crews.’

It was only with the success of the Holland boats in the USA
and the worrying evidence of the interest being shown in
submarines by potential European rivals, particularly France,
that the Admiralty stopped dismissing underwater vessels
outright. Their most vocal advocate was Admiral Fisher, who
believed passionately in ‘the immense impending revolution
which the submarines will effect as offensive weapons of war’
and succeeded in convincing his friend the Prince of Wales. In
1901 the British Admiralty ordered five Holland boats. Even
sceptics accepted that this would at least enable the Royal Navy
to assess the extent to which the boats might be a threat in
enemy hands. An approving Times wrote: ‘We must not be
caught napping, and when a particular weapon has found
favour with a nation shrewd as the Americans and as ingenious
as the French, it behoves us not to neglect it ourselves.’

The boats were to be built in England by Vickers under
licence from the Holland Torpedo Boat Company.
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A Holland submarine in harbour.

Captain Reginald Bacon was appointed Inspecting Captain of
Submarine Boats. The Royal Navy’s first submarine was
launched at Barrow in Furness on 2 October 1901 and began
her trials. The crew spent the night in her to test whether this
would cause them breathing difficulties. So little was known
that some had even warned it was ‘by no means certain that
human bodies in close confinement did not give off poisonous
exhalations!’ In the event, the most trying aspect was not the
bad air but the noise: one elderly member of the team, an
American sent over by the Holland Boat Company, insisted on
playing his flute through the night. Captain Bacon wrote that
the boat’s crew ‘all looked upon flutes thereafter with a
personal measure of animosity’. The trials continued with
surface runs, then the first dives and submerged sea trials took
place. Bacon was soon claiming to be the first to introduce the
periscope to the submarine — certainly the US Holland oats
had had to bob up and down so that men could look through
the glass ports in the side of the conning-tower.

By the end of 1902, after successful trials, the Royal Navy had
her first submarine flotilla when all five of the Holland boats
reported to Portsmouth Harbour. They were berthed alongside
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prison hulks and quarantine vessels in a remote part of the port
— a reminder that they were still unloved parvenus.
Submariners were soon to earn the name ‘unwashed
chauffeurs’ from their snottier surface colleagues.

It was vital to keep the engines well ventilated, for their own
good and to protect the crew from being poisoned. Two
ventilation tubes supplied air to the boat while a third was
intended to siphon away engine fumes. In case it failed three
white mice — preferred to brown mice because they were
believed to be tamer — were on board to sound the alarm.
Picture postcards informed a fascinated public that they could
be relied on to squeak at the slightest escape of gas. They were
apparently so comatose with the food lavished on them by a
sentimental crew that their reactions may well have been
blunted. In any case, like canaries in mines, it was by dying, not
squeaking, that they were supposed to alert the crew to a build-
up of noxious fumes.

Good progress was made in solving the Holland boats’
technical problems, and from 1906 Britain spent some 5 per
cent of her shipbuilding budget on submarines. By 1914 she had
the world’s largest underwater fleet with seventy-five boats
ready for service, twenty of them diesel-powered and truly
ocean-going. A further twenty-eight were under construction.

By August 1914 Germany had twenty-eight submarines in
service and a further twenty-five under construction. Her fleet
was only the fourth largest in the world but it was the newest
and most technically advanced. Germany had been
experimenting with underwater craft for some time. In 1851 a
Bavarian artillery NCO, Corporal Wilhelm Bauer, ad
demonstrated, albeit none too successfully, a submarine
designed to defeat the Danish blockade of the north German
coast. These and subsequent experiments gave rise to
considerable scepticism in official circles. In 1901 von Tirpitz
declared that ‘Germany has no need of submarines’. In the
spring of 1904 he was still lecturing the Reichstag about his



contempt for submarine warfare, but that July he announced
his intention to build a submarine. Germany’s decision, just as
Britain’s had been earlier, was primarily reactive: Britain was
now pressing ahead with a submarine programme, so Germany
must have one too. The construction of the German Navy’s first
Unterseeboot, the U-1, began at Krupps’ Germaniawerft plant in
Kiel. She was completed in 1906 and underwent her trials the
following year.

The U-1 was followed by a succession of U-boat classes, each
surpassing its predecessor in design and performance. German
engineers achieved a breakthrough with the introduction of
improved diesel engines. Beginning with the Danzig-built U-19
class, all German submarines were henceforth diesel-powered.
They represented a significant advance on Germany’s earlier
petrol- or paraffin-fuelled U-boats which, when running on the
surface, had been ‘almost as visible as a smoke-belching
steamer’. Diesel also has a lower flashpoint and is therefore
much safer. However, the real benefits were the reliability and
endurance of these large, powerful diesel engines. Designed by
MAN of Augsburg, they changed the character of submarines.
They need no longer be deployed in the main defensively and
tactically, but could now be exploited as independent, offensive,
strategic weapons. On the eve of the war Germany had twelve
newly built ocean-going diesel-powered craft. These boats had
the best range and depth performance in the world, and each
was capable of travelling some five thousand miles.

As yet, however, few even in Germany realised their potential.
On 2 August 1914 when the U-boats were sent out from
Heligoland with instructions to moor at allotted stations and
keep watch, they were given an escort — the German Navy
would not trust them out of sight of land without a mothering
convoy of surface ships. A young German submarine officer
wrote that little was expected of the U-boats at this time
‘because they had not been tried out and developed, while in
some of the foreign navies many accidents had occurred . . .’ H.



G. Wells’s acid comment that it was hard to imagine a
submarine doing anything other than ‘suffocate its crew’ rang
disturbingly true in these pre-war years. If sea water came into
contact with sulphuric acid leaching from the batteries it
produced lethal chlorine gas. Discharging batteries generated
volatile hydrogen gas which a single spark could ignite.
Between 1901 and August 1914 there were sixty-eight serious
submarine accidents including twenty-three collisions, seven
battery explosions and twelve fuel explosions.

Submarines were also worryingly susceptible to human
error: thirteen sank because hull openings had not been closed
tight. In Britain in March 1904, the A-1 sank with the loss of
eleven men. While concentrating on a mock attack on the
cruiser HMS Juno, she was rammed by the Castle Line steamer
Berwick Castle, thus becoming the UK’s first submarine casualty.
The captain of a Japanese submarine which sank in 1910 after
an operational mishap in Hiroshima Bay spent his last moments
composing a farewell letter later recovered with his body. It
makes harrowing reading. After explaining in careful detail
what had gone wrong and the sad condition of his comrades, he
concluded: ‘Atmospheric pressure is increasing, and I feel as if
my ear-drums were breaking. At 12.30 o’clock respiration is
extraordinarily difficult. I am breathing gasoline. I am
intoxicated with gasoline . . .’

Questions of design, safety and power plagued the creators of
the early submarines. So did the question of how best to arm
them. Torpedoes, named after the cramp-fish or electric ray,
were the natural weapon of the submarine but were at first
erratic and unreliable. Their development owed much to British
engineer Robert Whitehead, born in Bolton in 1823. While
working in Austria for a company supplying the Austro-
Hungarian Navy, he developed in strict secrecy, with the
assistance of only his twelve-year-old son and one trusted
workman, an ‘automobile device’ driven by compressed air
which could travel at some seven or eight knots and carry
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dynamite. Soon after that he perfected a depth-keeping
mechanism. The Royal Navy invited him home to demonstrate
the new weapon and after exhaustive trials in 1870 concluded
that ‘any maritime nation failing to provide itself with
submarine locomotive torpedoes would be neglecting a great
source of power both for offence and defence’. The Royal Navy
paid £15,000 for the right to manufacture Whitehead’s
torpedoes and France, Italy and Germany quickly followed suit.

The first torpedoes were designed to be fired from surface
vessels. Soon all sizes of warships were being fitted with
torpedo tubes. Admiral Fisher was delighted. He had been one
of the first and very few officers to recognise the torpedo’s
potential as a weapon of sudden destruction. Early in 1868, two
years before Whitehead’s invention had even been seen in
Britain, his Short Treatise on Electricity and the Management of
Torpedoes predicted that the weapon ‘would play a most
important part in future wars’ since ships as currently
constructed were powerless against them and ‘the constant
dread of sudden destruction’ would demoralise seamen. Other
senior naval men remained dubious, even hostile. In one sense
the detractors were right: torpedoes did need considerable
further development to improve their accuracy and
dependability. However, by 1904 the British Holland boats had a
one in two chance of hitting a destroyer from a range of three
hundred to four hundred feet with a torpedo set to run at a
depth of six feet.

If submarine weaponry was still an uncertain science, so
were anti-submarine tactics. By 1914 minefields, nets and
destroyer patrols were the principal methods of keeping
submarines at bay; effective anti-submarine devices like the
depth charge had yet to be developed. The best response a ship
could make to a submarine running on the urface was to fire
at it, if she was suitably armed, or to try to ram or outrun it.
Imaginative if impractical British suggestions included
sabotaging periscopes by spraying their lenses with a sticky
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substance, training seagulls to defecate on them, or using a very
long boat-hook to hang explosives on them.

A submerged submarine was even harder to deal with. First
of all, how could a ship even know it was there? The British
Admiralty were bombarded with suggestions, not all of them
helpful. Someone suggested the use of psychic mediums; others
ventured that it might be worth studying the reactions of sea-
lions to underwater noises. A British clergyman, believing,
probably correctly, that it was easier to spot submerged objects
from high above, suggested that ships should carry balloons for
aerial reconnaissance. Hydrophones — listening devices to
enable a ship to pick up the tell-tale thuds of a submarine’s
propellers — were as yet very crude and understanding of
underwater acoustics was limited. The only way a ship’s captain
could hope to hear anything was to take the highly dangerous
course of stopping his engines. Even then it was hard to
decipher the sounds of the sea. In one precarious experiment
Sir Richard Roget was suspended over the side of a ship by his
legs; as a submarine circled round he tried to capture in his
head the pitch and frequency of her propellers so that he could
later make a note of them. It was not until 1916 that the first
successful attack on a U-boat using a hydrophone took place.

In 1914 almost every aspect of the submarine — equipment,
tactics and weaponry — was still evolving. In both Britain and
Germany many still saw submarines as mere ‘tin fish’ going
into battle against the best-built and most sophisticated vessels
the world had yet seen. In Britain the U-boat menace was
considered a chimera by naval men and politicians who
ignored the predictions of Fisher and his ally, retired admiral
Sir Percy Scott, who conducted a pro-submarine campaign in
the pages of Times. Sir Percy irritated his opponents with his
assertion that submarines and aeroplanes have entirely
revolutionized naval warfare’. In the last few days of peace he
wrote passionate warnings that the submarine was a deadly
new weapon. ‘Will feelings of humanity restrain our enemy
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from using it?’ he asked, only to be accused of midsummer
madness. The popular author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle joined the
pro-submarine lobby, arguing that Britain must build
submarines and cautioning that while ‘England has often been
stupid, but has got off scot-free . . . you can’t expect luck to be
your saviour always’.

Yet many members of the establishment, such as Lord Charles
Beresford, continued to find such fears laughable. Beresford
was exchanging chatty notes with the Kaiser on the very eve of
war, assuring him that Sir Percy Scott was a scaremonger, that
he personally had ‘shown up the hollowness of the scare’ and
‘been supported by our sober-minded naval opinion’.
‘Underwater warfare’, he concluded, ‘cannot at present drive
surface vessels from the sea.’

Beresford’s complacency was punished by Germany’s U-boat
men within weeks of the outbreak of war. Admittedly the first
German submarine assault on a British naval ship in early
August failed when the U-15 was sliced in half by the cruiser
Birmingham, but on 5 September the 3,200-ton cruiser HMS
Pathfinder was torpedoed by the U-21 in the Firth of Forth. She
sank in under four minutes with the loss of more than half her
crew of 360. Worse followed on the 22nd. Otto Weddigen,
captain of the U-9 patrolling off the Dutch coast, spotted three
four-funnelled British cruisers — the obsolescent HMS Cressy
and her two sister ships, the Aboukir and the Hogue — steaming
line abreast straight towards him at a modest ten knots. This
seemed a good opportunity to avenge the loss of the U-15 and
Weddigen immediately launched a torpedo attack. The Aboukir
was hit by a single torpedo and began to list as water flowed
into the longitudinal coal bunkers which ran the length of the
ship. The bunkers had been designed to withstand shells, not
torpedoes, and within twenty-five inutes she had capsized,
leaving her crew struggling in the freezing water. The Hogue,
believing a mine to have caused the explosion, approached to
pick up survivors only to be hit herself by two torpedoes. She



 

Stern view of the Lusitania under construction in the yards of John Brown on the
Clyde, 1905.

 

sank in ten minutes. The surviving Cressy also tried to rescue
the drowning and was similarly attacked, sinking in fifteen
minutes.

Within barely an hour the almost unthinkable had happened.
Three ships — 36,000 tons in total — had been destroyed by an
unseen enemy and 1,459 men had been killed, two-thirds more
than the number Nelson lost at Trafalgar. It was an astonishing
event and led to some serious thinking both in Britain and
Germany. Yet even now, in September 1914, neither country
fully appreciated how submarines might be deployed against
maritime commerce and the pivotal role they would play in the
war within a very few months.



Workers leave the Lusitania in the fitting-out basin at the end of a hard day’s work.
 



 

 

The Lusitania is launched in June 1906.

An invitation to the launch.



The Lusitania inspired a popular dance tune.
 

The Verandah Café, a chic rendezvous for first-class passengers.
 

The magnificent double-tiered first-class dining-room.



 

The more utilitarian but still spacious third-class dining-room: decorated in polished
pine, it could seat 350 at one sitting.

 

A first-class cabin, complete with gilding and marble basin.
 



Second-class cabin. The Cunard logo on the bedspreads was to deter souvenir-
hunters. Note the instructions about how to put on a lifebelt (right), which few

bothered to r
 

The ornate grills of the first-class lifts behind which many would be trapped. The
Lusitania was one of the first ships crossing the Atlantic to have lifts.
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View towards the Lusitania’s stern, showing her four tall funnels and her lifeboats
hanging from their davits.

 





Panoramic view of New York harbour with the Lusitania in the centre.
 





3 - MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN SOLOMON’S TEMPLE

 

The Lusitania was the pride of Britain’s commercial fleet. When
she sailed into New York in September 1907 on her maiden
voyage she received a celebrity’s welcome. From the roof of the
world’s tallest skyscraper, the 557-foot-high Singer Building
where a gigantic sixteen-foot American flag flapped in the wind,
a greeting was flashed to the world’s largest ship. A hundred
detectives had been specially drafted in to watch for
pickpockets among the thousands crowding the shore, anxious
for their first glimpse of the Lusitania. As she cruised up the
Hudson — the first liner to enter New York through the newly
dredged Ambrose Channel — hysteria grew. As she approached
the Cunard Line pier number 54 people fought at the dock
gates. Women fainted in the crush.

The 30,396-ton, four-funnel, 785-foot vessel looked to the
admiring crowds like ‘a skyscraper adrift’. She had crossed the
Atlantic at an average speed of just over twenty-three knots.
Excited sightseers up from the country told journalists, ‘No one
will believe us when we go back and tell them about this ship.’
The newspapers raved about the speed, strength and safety of a
liner ‘as beautiful as she was big, as graceful as she was swift’.
She was the loveliest of all ‘that have made memorable
crossings from the carvels of Columbus’. Headlines like
GORGEOUS IN APARTMENTS and A MARVEL OF SPEED AND
LUXURY whetted the American reader’s appetite for the
‘wonders’ inside. Underlying the popular excitement was ‘the
thrill of man’s pride in himself and his achievements’.

The Lusitania compared with St George’s Hall, Liverpool.
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Keyed up by the media coverage, the visitors swarmed aboard
the Lusitania to find her ‘more beautiful than Solomon’s Temple
and big enough to hold all his wives’. She was certainly big. She
could accommodate 540 first-class, 460 second-class and 1,200
third-class passengers and a crew of 850. A stroll around her
promenade deck was a walk of over a quarter of a mile. En
route to New York passengers and crew had eaten their way
through 40,000 eggs, 4,000 pounds of fresh fish, 2 tons of bacon
and ham, 4,000 pounds of coffee, 1,000 pineapples, 500 pounds
of grapes, 1,000 lemons, 25,000 pounds of meat, nearly 3,000
gallons of milk, over 500 gallons of cream and 30,000 loaves of
bread. The ship’s galleys could prepare 10,000 meals a day.

In Britain, Engineering, a publication not usually noted for
emotional outpourings, devoted some fifty pages to a
celebration of her aesthetic as well as technical qualities. It
described the lavishly fitted first-class suites and cabins, which
were well located amidships, the most comfortable part of the
vessel where least movement was felt. It detailed the domed,
double-tiered first-class dining-saloon, decorated in white and
gilt in the style of Louis XVI, and the first-class smoking-room,
also in eighteenth-century style, panelled with Italian walnut
and furnished with ‘dignity and elegance’ under a stained-glass,

arrel-vaulted dome. It lingered over the Adam-style writing-
room and library, whose walls were hung ‘in delicate grey and
cream silk brocade’ and whose etched windows were curtained
with Rose du Barri silk tabouret copied from an old design
discovered at Milton Abbey.

The second-class accommodation, situated towards the stern,
was also a source of wonder. Cunard claimed with justice that,
though it was ‘more chaste’ in style than the Lusitania’s first-
class quarters, it was as luxurious as first-class on any other
ship. Cabins were spacious and well-appointed with wash-
basins in mahogany stands and soft woollen hangings which
could be pulled around the berths for privacy. The public rooms
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were elegant and charming with gleaming mahogany panelling,
well-upholstered furniture and intricate stained-glass ceilings.
They were located in a deck-island at the stern, separated by a
walkway and gate from the first-class section further forward.

Third-class passengers were accommodated towards the
ship’s bows, where the motion was most pronounced. The
cabins were utilitarian but well designed, better fitted and less
cramped than on other ships. Also, unlike many other ships,
they too had public rooms. This was in recognition of the fact
that third-class passengers were the most important to Cunard
financially. Once known as ‘steerage’ passengers because their
accommodation had often been right astern near the steering
gear, they travelled in huge numbers in the final years before
the First World War and were the ‘bread and butter’ of all
steamship companies, providing the bulk of their profit. The
very year the Lusitania made her first crossing, 1907, was the
high point in terms of numbers, with 1,200,000 immigrants
admitted to the United States.

Engineering understandably reserved its greatest plaudits for
the Lusitania’s technical characteristics, concluding that ‘the
vessel represents the greatest step that has ever been taken
either in size or power in a merchant ship . . .’ She was half the
size again of any vessel yet built, and three-quarters more
powerful. She was also the irst ship to incorporate high-tensile
steel in her hull for additional strength. Novel features included
electric controls for steering, for closing her 175 watertight
compartments, and for detecting fire. Her four giant steam
turbine engines, fitted for the first time to a large merchant
ship, were far more efficient than the old reciprocating pistons.
When she was under full steam, her turbine blades produced
68,000hp and her quadruple screws gave a top speed of twenty-
five knots.

The social prestige of sailing on the Lusitania was tremendous.
The Philadelphia Inquirer was in no doubt that ‘Just now the
man who came over in the Lusitania takes precedence of the
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one whose ancestors came over in the Mayflower.’ To other
papers she epitomised progress. They were right. By 1907
passengers could travel across the Atlantic comfortably, safely,
quickly and with relative certainty as to when they would
arrive.

It had taken a long time to reach this stage. Behind a ship like
the Lusitania lay the transition from wooden to iron and then
steel-hulled ships, from sail to steam propulsion, from
paddlewheels to screw propellers. These technological changes
had been driven by fierce rivalry among shipping companies
competing for dominance of the lucrative transatlantic trade
and, particularly in later years, for the rich profits from
transporting increasing numbers of emigrants. Nations raced to
produce the largest, fastest, most luxurious and prestigious
ships afloat as symbols of national power and pride.

American sailing ships of the early 1800s were the first to
adopt fixed schedules. Previously, ships had simply sailed once
their cargo holds were full, whenever this might be. Passengers
were left to cool their heels or find another vessel. The concept
of a ‘liner’, which left port at a specific and previously
advertised time and sailed in a straight line to its destination,
revolutionised transatlantic travel. Nevertheless, there was still
a great deal of uncertainty. Who could say how long a sailing
ship would take to make the passage? Journey times aried by
days, even weeks, depending on the conditions.

The American Moses Rogers pioneered the more predictable
steam propulsion. In 1809 he coaxed the river paddlesteamer
Phoenix from Hoboken to Philadelphia in a precarious two-
week sea voyage. A decade later he captained another paddle-
steamer, the Savannah, across the Atlantic to Liverpool. The
voyage lasted twenty-seven days and eleven hours, during
which time the Savannah used steam power for only some
eighty-five hours and sail for the rest. Rogers then attempted to
use steam and sail combined but the ship keeled over. One
paddle ploughed too deep into the water, the other was left
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impotently beating the air and the Savannah went round in
circles like a one-legged duck.

The first ship to steam continuously across the Atlantic was
the British Sirius in 1838. A wooden ship of about 700 tons with
a mongrel dog for her figurehead, she was fitted with the
recently invented marine surface condensers which prevented
her boilers from becoming clogged with salt. She arrived in
New York with forty delighted passengers to an enthusiastic
reception and a week-long celebration.

Samuel Cunard noted these developments with interest. His
family were Shropshire Quakers who had emigrated to
Philadelphia in the seventeenth century. After the American
Declaration of Independence they, like many other loyalists,
moved to Canada, where Samuel was born in Halifax in 1787.
He became a successful and respected businessman with a wide
portfolio of interests from banking, whaling and lumber to fire
insurance. In 1838, the same year the Sirius made her
remarkable crossing, the British government invited tenders to
carry transatlantic mail by steamer. Samuel hurried to London
where he offered to take the mail to and from America twice a
month for a fee of £55,000. He won the contract and
immediately ordered a fleet of four wooden paddleboats
capable of nine knots an hour to be built on the Clyde in
Scotland. His instructions were simple: ‘I want a plain and
comfortable boat, not the least unnecessary expense for how.’
His orders to his captains were equally blunt: ‘Your ship is
loaded, take her; speed is nothing, follow your own road,
deliver her safe, bring her back safe — safety is all that is
required.’

On 4 July 1840 the first of Cunard’s fleet, the Britannia, made
her maiden voyage from Liverpool, reaching Boston in fourteen
days. Her single stack was painted in the soon-to-be famous
company colours: orange-red between two black bands. The
vivid, distinctive red was the result of an old trick used by the
crews of coastal steamers who mixed buttermilk and ochre to
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produce a species of heat-resistant emulsion. The 2,000 guests at
the celebratory banquet recognised that, though by no means
the largest or the fastest ship of her day, the Britannia had
established an important communication link and source of
prosperity.

These early steamers were, nevertheless, profoundly
uncomfortable. The cumbersome paddlewheels took up most of
the room amidships, and their vibrations shook the whole ship.
Passengers were squeezed into the cramped spaces fore and aft.
Charles Dickens never forgot his experiences on the Britannia
when he embarked on his first tour to America in 1842. He was
shocked by the tiny proportions of his cabin, which he derided
as ‘an utterly impracticable, thoroughly hopeless, and
profoundly preposterous box’. He grumbled that the only thing
conceivably smaller for sleeping in would be a coffin and that
the flat quilt which covered him was ‘like a surgical plaster’.
Furthermore, there was as much chance of accommodating his
wife’s luggage as of persuading a giraffe ‘into a flower pot’. Bad
weather forced him to spend a great deal of time in the
unsatisfactory cabin and he felt seasick. ‘Read in bed (but to this
hour I don’t know what) . . . and reeled on deck a little; drank
cold brandy and water with unspeakable disgust and ate hard
biscuits perseveringly,’ he wrote. ‘Not ill, but going to be.’
Dickens also decided that the much-vaunted saloon, enticingly
described by Cunard as ‘in a style of more than Eastern
splendour’, more accurately resembled ‘a gigantic hearse with
windows’. The lunches of ‘pig’s faces, cold ham, salt eef’
disgusted him. On arrival in Nova Scotia the Britannia ran
aground in a mud shoal. She was freed and sailed into Halifax
where some of her relieved passengers celebrated with over-
generous quantities of oysters and champagne, and were later
found ‘lying insensible on their backs in unfrequented streets’.
When the ship finally reached Boston, Dickens made
determined arrangements to return in a slower but more
spaciously appointed sailing ship.
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Yet, despite cramped sleeping cabins and dubious plumbing,
the steamships had one unassailable advantage over sail —
reliability. Samuel Cunard’s steamers could be trusted to make
the crossing from Liverpool to Halifax in a little over twelve
days. Sailing craft, dependent on the weather, could take
anywhere from twenty-two to thirty-eight days.

The first real challenge to Cunard’s dominance came from the
American Edward Knight Collins, who had started the
profitable and successful Dramatic line of sailing ships. By 1846
his fortune was estimated to be over $100,000, yet he suddenly
chose to sell all his vessels and place his faith in steam and in
the prospect of a government subsidy. He had taken note of a
statement in Congress that American ship-owners should be
encouraged ‘to proceed with the absolute conquest of this man
Cunard’. Collins’ offer to build a fleet of wooden paddle-
steamers was accepted, and the first of these, the comfortable
2,800-ton Atlantic and Pacific, were aunched on 1 February
1849.

For a while Collins prospered. Within two years his ships
were carrying 50 per cent more first-class travellers than
Cunard, including some notable celebrities. In 1850 the singer
Jenny Lind, the ‘Swedish Nightingale’, sailed to America on the
Atlantic. A year later Collins wrested from Cunard the notional
but prestigious Blue Riband for the fastest Atlantic crossing, and
in 1852 the Pacific became the first ship to complete the journey
in under ten days. Collins wooed his passengers with comfort
and elegance as well as with speed. His interiors were inspired
by the umptuous American river steamers and offered steam
heating and thick carpets, although the latter were prudently
rolled up once the ship was at sea. The Cunard ships, by
contrast, seemed austere and utilitarian. The Quaker Samuel
Cunard set no store by what he regarded as fripperies.

Yet, despite a hefty subsidy, Collins lost some two and a half
million dollars. Then came two awful disasters. In 1854 the
Arctic sank after colliding with the French steamship Vesta in



thick fog off the Grand Banks. Collins’ wife, son and daughter
were among the victims. Two years later the Pacific simply
vanished; the only traces ever found were some ornamental
doors floating among the ice floes. Collins lost his subsidy from
Congress and was forced to sell his remaining fleet to pay off his
creditors. With the coming of the American Civil War, the US
government had anyway lost interest in transatlantic shipping.

In Britain, one of the most inspired engineers of the Victorian
period, Isambard Kingdom Brunei, had also been trying his
hand at steamship design. After two smaller ships, the Great
Britain and the Great Western, his Great Eastern was launched
in 1858. She had soaring cliff-like sides, five funnels, an iron
hull secured with three million rivets and a double bottom as
well as transverse and longitudinal bulkheads. At 22,500 tons
she was six times the size of the next largest ship in the world.
Ultimately she was a commercial failure as a passenger vessel,
consistently losing money for a series of owners, yet she proved
that very large ships with iron hulls would not disintegrate in
bad weather.

Cunard’s next serious rival was Englishman William Inman, a
partner in the Liverpool merchants Richardson Brothers. The
company transported emigrants to Philadelphia by sailing ship,
but by the mid-nineteenth century was losing out to the larger,
newer American sailing packets which were taking their
human cargoes to the more popular port of New York. Inman
therefore persuaded his partners to buy the Clyde steamer City
of Glasgow. She was popular because she reduced the journey
time by one half compared to the sailing ships, and also because
Inman provided decent food for his emigrants. Thus they
reached their destination in better condition and were less
likely to be quarantined or rejected by the American
authorities. Then Inman was converted to screw propulsion
when he bought the City of Brussels, powered by a screw
propeller. The orthodox view was that the screw was a slower
form of propulsion than the paddlewheel, but Inman found it



 
Then I saw the first and awful sight . . . a large mass of something drifted past the
ship on the top of the waves, and then it was lost to view in the trough of the sea.
As it passed by a moan — it must have been a shriek but the tempest dulled the
sound — seemed to surge up from the mass, which extended over fifty yards of
water: it was the women. The sea swept them out of the steerage, and with their
children, to the number of 200 or 300, they drifted thus to eternity.

both faster and more economical. In 1866 his City of Paris
crossed the Atlantic at thirteen and a half knots to take the Blue
Riband.

T. H. Ismay’s White Star line was another rival. Working with
the Belfast shipbuilders Harland and Wolff, Ismay developed a
style of ship that paved the way for the floating palaces to come.
His ships were the first to win plaudits for offering all the
comforts and amenities of a good Swiss hotel with smoking-
rooms hailed as ‘narcotic paradises’. Ismay placed his first-class
passengers in the more stable and therefore more comfortable
midships portion of the ship. He also built dining-saloons that
were the full width of the ship and provided far larger cabins
than the ‘coffins’ which had so affronted Dickens. Millionaires
such as William Henry Vanderbilt and John Pierpont Morgan
clashed over securing the best suites.

Yet, despite their advances in passenger comforts, neither
Inman nor Ismay could match Cunard for safety. Inman lost five
ships within three decades, while in 1873 the White Star’s
Atlantic sank within sight of land with the loss of over 500 lives.
Discovering that she had insufficient coal in her bunkers to
reach her destination of New York, her captain had made for
Halifax but foundered in the heavy seas. A witness recorded a
truly harrowing scene:

Crossing the Atlantic, whether by steam or sail, remained a
relatively hazardous business, even in the later nineteenth
century. The sailing packets were nicknamed ‘coffin brigs’; one
in six ran aground or sank. In 1878 Katherine Ledoux, author of
Ocean Notes for Ladies, advised her readers to dress with due



care and attention since ‘I have always felt that a body washed
ashore in good clothes would receive more respect and kinder
care than if dressed in those only fit for the rag bag’. Her advice
on bidding farewell to loved ones on the quayside was equally
depressing: ‘Do not sadden others who are trying hard to be
brave . . . Leave yourself and them in God’s hands, for he will be
with you and them though the trackless deep lies between.’

Cunard was the only major line able to claim the distinction
of never having lost a passenger, yet the austerity of Cunard’s
ships meant that the company was losing ground. Cunard
responded in the 1880s with the single-screw Umbria and
Etruria, fanfared as the epitome of comfort and grace and the
most powerful ships then afloat. Their hulls, funnels and
superstructure defined the style of liner to which Cunard’s
Lusitania would belong. Cunard lured first-class passengers
with the promise of ten snacks and meals a day, from fruit
before breakfast, when passengers could toy with grapes and
melons, through mid-morning bouillon to a late-evening supper.
For those more interested in romance than food, ever more
seductive advertisements promised romantic interludes on
moonlit decks.

The shipping lines vied to produce ever faster, larger, more
advanced and more opulent liners. In 1888 the Inman Line’s
City of Paris and City of New York, completed after Inman’s
death, were greeted with astonishment. Their baronial dining-
saloons were lit by glass roofs over fifty feet long; their
smoking-rooms were panelled in black walnut and furnished
with scarlet leather couches; their oak-wainscotted libraries
held some eight hundred books and were flooded with purple
light through delicate stained-glass windows inscribed with
poems of the sea. The following year the White Star Line’s
Teutonic and Majestic roused similar excitement. All four of
these ships could run at twenty knots. Not to be outdone,
Cunard built the even larger and faster Campania, which
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carried isitors to the Chicago World Fair of 1893 and was fitted
throughout with electric light, and the sumptuous Lucania.

The chief rivalry was still between British and American
companies. Inman’s line had passed to American ownership.
Initially a technicality forbade his ships to fly the Stars and
Stripes because they were British- not American- built, but the
problem was overcome when the owners agreed with Congress
to change the company name to the ‘American Line’ and to
build two new liners in American yards. In return the company
won the right to carry the European mails for four dollars a
mile and to sail under the Stars and Stripes. On 22 February
1893, Washington’s birthday, the American flag was raised on
the City of Paris. The American Line’s St Louis and St Paul were
the first liners to be built in America for thirty-eight years. It
would, in fact, be another thirty-seven years before any further
such ships were built there. Nevertheless, by 1896 the line was
the second largest carrier of cabin passengers to New York.
Cunard was carrying 18,000, the American Line 14,000 and
White Star 12,000 per annum.

Yet the days of Anglo-American dominance were ending. In
1889 the Prince of Wales had taken his nephew, the German
Kaiser, to a naval review. The Emperor proved to be less
interested in the torpedo boats and warships than in the White
Star’s new liner Teutonic, which was taking part in the review
as an auxiliary cruiser before departing on her maiden voyage
to New York. Her beautifully ppointed saloons inspired him to
remark, ‘We must have some of these.’

The Germans did already have ‘some of these’, but their fleets
of liners had not been built either for the transatlantic trade or
for the luxurious end of the market. North German Lloyd and
Hamburg-Amerika, founded in the mid-nineteenth century,
specialised in shipping emigrants worldwide in vessels well
regarded for speed, good food and plenty of music (only
musicians were employed as second-class stewards and they
gave concerts every morning). Now, however, Germany sought
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to challenge Anglo-American dominance of the so-called
‘Atlantic Ferry’.

In 1897, the year of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee — a
significance not lost on the British — North German Lloyd
unveiled the huge Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. The company had
issued an unusual ultimatum to the Vulkan shipyard in Stettin:
if it could build the fastest ship in the world, North German
Lloyd would buy her; if Vulkan failed, the shipyard would have
to keep her. In fact, the huge ship took the Blue Riband from the
Cunarder Lucania on her maiden voyage, and it was to be ten
years before the Lusitania regained it for Britain. Not only was
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse the fastest ship in the world with a
top speed of twenty-two and a half knots, she was also, at 14,350
tons, the largest on the Atlantic. She carried four funnels,
although three would have been adequate. This was for effect
and set a fashion which the builders of the Lusitania and others
would emulate. Indeed, some shipbuilders would even go to the
lengths of fitting a dummy fourth funnel, as on the Titanic,
because of the public perception that four funnels were
synonymous with luxury and speed. Her interiors were on a
monumental scale. ‘Late North German Lloyd’ became a
recognised style causing one American to comment waspishly
that it meant ‘two of everything but the kitchen range, and then
gilded’. She was also the first European ship to be equipped
with wireless as a convenience to passengers, rather than for
use by the crew. However, her op-heaviness meant she was not
the most comfortable of ships and earned her the nickname
‘Rolling Billy’.

In 1900 the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse narrowly escaped a
catastrophic fire when bales of cotton being loaded at the North
German Lloyd piers in New York caught alight. She still had
steam up, and her crew managed to back her hastily out into
the Hudson. Three other North German Lloyd ships were less
fortunate: the flames spread to them, their rope hawsers
burned through, and in spite of frantic efforts by firemen and
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longshoremen, the burning vessels drifted out with the tide.
One ran aground on mud flats north of Ellis Island as fire
blazed from her stem to her stern. Many crewmen were
trapped below decks, and commuters on a passing ferry were
appalled to see a line of white faces pressed desperately against
portholes less than a foot in diameter. Rescuers fought to cut
through the steel deck plates to reach them, but in vain.
Thereafter marine architects designed portholes that were
significantly larger to allow escape. A disaster always seemed
necessary to bring about safety improvements.

The challenge to North German Lloyd, when it came, was not
British or American but German, from Ballin’s Hamburg-
Amerika, which in 1900 launched the Deutschland. This was
another gargantuan vessel. It vibrated horribly but could
achieve twenty-two and three-quarter knots. North German
Lloyd hit back with a fleet of liners named after the German
imperial family: the Kaiser Wilhelm II, in honour of the Kaiser
himself, which took the Blue Riband in 1903; the Kronprinz
Wilhelm and Kronprinzessin Cecilie, in honour of his son and
daughter-in-law; and the Augusta Viktoria, built as a tribute to
his wife, the Empress. The Empress’s name was actually
Auguste Viktoria but the error, perhaps strangely, remained
uncorrected for a decade.

By 1903 Germany owned the four fastest ships crossing the
Atlantic. Although they were only a knot or so swifter they were
new and their magnificence caught the popular imagination.
North German Lloyd quickly captured a uarter of the Atlantic
passenger trade and was soon carrying more first-class
travellers than Cunard, which had no new ships with which to
hit back. The Hamburg-Amerika Line’s Amerika scaled new
heights, offering wealthy travellers sumptuous interiors
designed by architect Charles Mewes, who was responsible for
the decor of the Paris Ritz and London Carlton Hotel, and a
restaurant under the exclusive supervision of Ritz-Carlton staff
trained by Cesar Ritz himself.



White Star had responded in 1899 with the Oceanic — the first
ship to be longer than Brunei’s Great Eastern and, for a short
time, the largest ship afloat. Her marble lavatories attracted
excited comment and she was compared to London’s smartest
hotel, the Cecil. But in 1902 the American banker John Pierpont
Morgan bought up White Star for $25 million in gold for his
new shipping conglomerate International Mercantile Marine
(IMM).

J. P. Morgan was a formidable predator. He was so rich that in
1896 he lent the American government $62 million in gold to
bolster the US Treasury Reserve, and his company, US Steel, was
the world’s first billion-dollar enterprise. He was also a man
who enjoyed travelling, kept suites in the best European hotels
and took a lively personal interest in transatlantic voyaging. Its
commercial possibilities caught his eye and he decided to try to
unite the North Atlantic steamship companies so that they ran
at a monopolistic profit rather than in fruitless competition.
After forming IMM he bought up a number of lines, of which
White Star was by far the most prestigious. His next step was to
negotiate a working alliance with Hamburg-Amerika and North
German Lloyd. These manoeuvres were an obvious threat to
Cunard, which was also in Morgan’s sights. He approached the
company, whose directors were, at first, not unattracted by his
offer for their shares of 80 per cent above the market value.

Public and political reaction in Britain were rather different.
Posters appeared offering ‘a licence to stay on the earth’, signed
by J. P. Morgan, price one penny. The press railed against the
‘Morganization of the Atlantic’ and warned of the consequences
of losing ‘the great north Atlantic trade, the only trade which
can support ships of great speed and tonnage so essential as
cruisers in time of war’. The British government was worried
that Germany would shortly possess a fleet of some nine liners,
all of which could outstrip the fastest British steamers. The
stark choice lay between the acquisition of Cunard by IMM or
rescuing Cunard ‘for the nation’ through a large government
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subsidy. While the debate ebbed and flowed the now ageing
Cunard liner Etruria broke down in the middle of the Atlantic
and had to be towed to the Azores by an IMM tramp steamer.
The press seized on the disturbing symbolism.

In July 1903 an embarrassed British government under
Conservative Prime Minister Arthur Balfour agreed to lend
Cunard £2,600,000 to build two new ships that, with a top speed
of at least twenty-four and a half knots, could outstrip the
upstart German liners and whose specifications would be
approved by the Admiralty. It also agreed to continue to pay
Cunard an annual subsidy of £150,000 for maintaining both
vessels in a state of war readiness, together with £68,000 for
carrying the mail. In return, the Admiralty had the right to
commandeer the ships for use as auxiliary merchant cruisers,
troopships or hospital ships. The agreement stipulated that all
‘certificated officers’, apart from the engineers, and not less
than half the crew must be members of the Royal Naval
Reserve. Cunard also had to guarantee to remain a purely
British concern.

This was the genesis of the Lusitania and her sister the
Mauretania, the largest, most powerful and fastest transatlantic
liners of their day. Lusitania’s designer, naval architect Leonard
Peskett, worked hard to reconcile the Admiralty’s wishes with
those of Cunard, drawing up plans for high, slender ships with
six decks above the waterline. She was built by John Brown on
the Clyde, and both the Admiralty’s specifications and the
design drawings included space for emplacements for twelve
six-inch quick-firing guns to be constructed if required. For
additional safety, the Lusitania was subdivided into welve
watertight compartments by eleven transverse bulkheads
extending up to the main deck, each of which had a watertight
door. Two longitudinal bulkheads extending some four hundred
feet against either side of the ship, similar to those in the
Aboukir-class cruisers, ere used to store coal.
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There had been a protracted but enthusiastic debate about
what the two ships should be called. At one stage a bewildered
Cunard board sat down to consider a list of 461 proposed
names. The problem was eventually solved by Professor G. G.
Ramsay of Glasgow University, who reminded Cunard that the
attractive, evocative names of the ancient Roman provinces had
already inspired the naming of such ships as the Umbria,
Etruria, Campania and Lucania. He suggested that the names of
the old western provinces might be suitable. Many of the latter
had five rather than four syllables but he felt that ‘these new
monsters deserve an extra syllable’. Cunard agreed and named
their newest daughters Mauretania after Roman Morocco and
Algeria and Lusitania after Roman Portugal.

The British press whipped up huge patriotic interest in the
Lusitania and her sister as the last word in naval architecture.
‘Great will be the rejoicing of the British Race when the
turbined Cunarders win back the blue riband of the Atlantic,’
predicted the Daily Mail. The Lusitania fulfilled every
expectation. On only her second Atlantic run she averaged just
under twenty-four knots, reducing the crossing time to four
days, nineteen hours and fifty-two minutes. It was the first time
the crossing had been achieved in under five days and it
brought the highly symbolic Blue Riband home again to Britain.
Newspapers with headlines like first 4 day liner described how
the firemen had laboured in searing temperatures to keep the
boilers going, buoyed up by a promised reward of £175 from
the passengers. The strain was apparently too much for one
man who, overcome by heat and physical strain, went insane:
‘He attacked his fellows with his shovel and for a time it seemed
as though the staff of firemen would e reduced through the
cracking of the skulls of several good men. But he was finally
overpowered and taken to the ship’s hospital.’

During her sea trials the Lusitania suffered serious vibration
in the second-class accommodation in her stern. The public
rooms were stripped and the structure was stiffened with steel
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ribs. This lessened but by no means cured the vibrations, which
afflicted her throughout her short life. Efforts to camouflage the
structural changes with pillars and arches somewhat spoiled
the decor. The Lusitania’s only other teething problem was
minor: steam escaped through the third-class drinking
fountains.

Cunard could reflect with quiet satisfaction that in the Lusitania
and the Mauretania they possessed the largest, fastest, most
technologically advanced and sumptuous liners afloat. They
were also the safest: in over half a century’s operations, Cunard
had never lost a passenger. Yet safety was being taken rather
too much for granted as the new century advanced. Man’s
ability to create ever larger and more marvellous floating cities
suggested that he had also managed to conquer nature. In 1911,
a giant liner, the first to surpass the Lusitania and the
Mauretania in size, was greeted with huge enthusiasm. The
White Star Line’s Titanic was, so it was claimed, unsinkable.
When she struck an iceberg during her maiden voyage the
following year the world was deeply shocked.

The subsequent inquiry revealed a ludicrous and terrible
over-confidence. The Titanic had been carrying insufficient
lifeboats for her 2,201 passengers and crew on the grounds that,
as a company executive sheepishly explained, ‘These steamers
were considered tremendous lifeboats in themselves.’ The
inquiry revealed a further disturbing feature: there had been
little equity in the frantic scramble for the lifeboats. First-class
passengers had a higher survival rate than second-class
passengers who in total had fared better than those in steerage.
Some 34 per cent of first-class men had been saved, compared
with only 12 per cent of steerage men; 97 per cent of irst-class
women survived compared with 55 per cent in steerage. All the
children in first and second class were saved, but only 30 per
cent of steerage children were rescued.

The disaster did not, however, lessen the passion for ever
larger ships. In 1912 Hamburg-Amerika launched the 52,000-
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ton Imperator while the Titanic inquiry was still under way,
though it did festoon her with an ostentatious number of red
lifeboats and mounted an impressive-looking searchlight under
her crow’s nest to search for icebergs. Had the Titanic survived
she would have been the world’s largest ship for only a bare
month more. In fact, the race was now in danger of
degenerating into farce. Cunard promptly announced that their
new ship, the Aquitania, would, at 901 feet, be a foot longer than
the Imperator. Hamburg-Amerika countered by saying that they
had made a mistake. If the figurehead of a huge bronze eagle
bearing the company motto Mein Feld ist die Welt — loosely, ‘the
world is my oyster’ — was included, the ship’s length was 917
feet.

In the event the boastful eagle lost its wings in a gale, but
sailing on the Imperator was clearly an impressive experience.
The American ambassador to the German Imperial Court,
James Gerard, thought her ‘a marvellous ship’, adding that ‘at
times it is hard to believe that one is on the sea. In addition to
the regular dining saloon there is a grill-room and Ritz
restaurant, with its palm garden, and, of course, a Hungarian
band. There is also a gymnasium and swimming pool, and
nightly, in the enormous ballroom dances are given, the women
dressing in their best, just as they do on shore.’ The Imperator
was followed within two years by the Vaterland, ‘designed to
look as much like a sumptuous hotel and as little like a ship as
human imagination can do it’. Then, on the brink of the First
World War, the vast Bismarck was launched.

As soon as the conflict began British and German ships were
requisitioned and converted for war duties. Cunard had some
twenty-six major vessels afloat. The British government
reminded the company of its undertaking to and over the
Lusitania and the Mauretania, but in the event the Admiralty
decided neither was suitable as an auxiliary cruiser — they
simply consumed too much coal. The Mauretania was dazzle-
painted to camouflage her for her new role as a troop



transporter and hospital ship. During a lengthy refit in 1913
four six-inch gun rings had been fitted to the Lusitania’s deck to
allow guns to be mounted quickly in time of war. However, she
was now left with Cunard to continue the transatlantic run,
albeit under the close eye of the Admiralty. The Admiralty
would inform her master of the course she was to follow; any
contact between Cunard and the ship while at sea must be
made through the Admiralty; and her cargo space must be at
the Admiralty’s disposal.

It was a source of national pride that the swift and beautiful
Lusitania would continue the transatlantic run. Her great speed
could outpace most warships and she could run twice as fast as
any German U-boat yet built. There seemed little risk to a ship
with such credentials. In the words of one admirer she was ‘as
unsinkable as a ship can be’.
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By the end of 1914 a line of trenches over 450 miles long ran
from Switzerland to the North Sea. Over 300,000 Frenchmen
and nearly a quarter of a million Germans were dead. Britain
had lost some 30,000 men, nearly one-fifth of her small regular
army. The war of movement on the Western Front was over.
Stalemate had begun. In the east, too, stalemate was
approaching. The Austro-Hungarian Army had lost over a
million and a quarter men and the Russians one and a half
million. Morale in both these armies was low, particularly
among conscript troops from subjugated nations. Both needed
to be shored up by their respective allies, each of whom was in
turn looking for ways to achieve an early end to the impasse
and a speedy victory.

In January 1915 the British War Cabinet, with Winston
Churchill playing a prominent role, saw the solution in a naval
expedition to the eastern Mediterranean and began to plan
accordingly. The aim would be to force the Dardanelles so that,
at a minimum, supplies could be got through to Russia; at best,
Turkey, which had joined the Austro-German alliance on 31
October 1914, could be forced quickly out of the war. Vigorous
Allied action might perhaps draw Greece and maybe even
Bulgaria and Romania into the Allied camp. Churchill believed
that ‘at the summit true politics and strategy are one. The
manoeuvre which brings an ally into the field is as erviceable
as the one which wins a great battle.’ To that end the British and
the French were also strongly wooing the Italians to join their
cause.

Perhaps surprisingly for a nation whose power was
historically land-based, Germany was looking to the sea and to
the submarine to break the deadlock. The actions of a U-boat
captain on 20 October 1914 had first alerted the German Navy
to the U-boat’s potential as a commerce raider. Captain
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Feldkirchner of the U-17 forced the British merchant ship Glitra
to stop in waters off the coast of Norway. He briefly searched
her cargo of whisky and sewing-machines and ordered her
crew to hand over their papers and take to their boats. The U-17
then sank the Glitra but obligingly towed her laden lifeboats for
a quarter of an hour towards the shore. The Glitra was the first
merchant ship to fall prey to a U-boat, and as he sailed home to
Germany Feldkirchner was anxious about how his superiors
would react. According to fellow U-boatman Johann Spiess his
action was ‘entirely unexpected. Attacks on commercial
steamers had not been foreseen. The possibilities of that kind of
warfare had not been anticipated.’ Feldkirchner need not have
worried. He was commended, not censured, for his attack on
the enemy’s supply line.

From the first days of the war each side had attempted to cut
off the other’s maritime commerce. On 5 August Germany
mined the approaches to British North Sea ports. Britain
responded with a long-range blockade of Germany. She
stationed her cruisers to stop and search ships, neutral or not,
destined for enemy ports. The Royal Navy then impounded
‘contraband’ cargoes designed to help Germany’s war efforts. In
November Britain mined the North Sea and warned neutral
shipping to stay clear. Like the German mining of the North Sea
ports, these actions, in particular an elastic definition of what
constituted ‘contraband’ to include food, were of dubious
legality.

Now, incensed at the British blockade and heartened by the
attack on the Glitra, German submariners began to ressure the
High Seas Fleet Command for an all-out unrestricted trade war,
urging that ‘As England completely disregards international
law, there is not the least reason why we should exercise any
restraint . . . We must make use of this weapon, and do so in the
way most suitable to its peculiarities. A U-boat cannot spare the
crews of steamers but must send them to the bottom with their



 

ships. The shipping world can be warned . . . and all shipping
trade with England should cease within a short time.’

The High Command agreed to this new initiative. On 4
February 1915 Germany announced a campaign of unrestricted
submarine warfare. From 18 February the waters around Great
Britain, except for a designated route north of Scotland, would
be a war zone in which all enemy ships ‘would be destroyed
even if it is not possible to avoid thereby the dangers which
threaten the crews and passengers’. The announcement
continued, ‘It may not always be possible to prevent the attacks
meant for hostile ships from being directed against neutral
ships.’ In a telegram to their Washington Embassy, Berlin was
even more specific, advising that ‘Neutral vessels will not in
most cases be recognizable as such in the war zone and will
therefore be destroyed without more ado.’ The embassy should
use the press to warn American vessels to keep clear of the war
zone ‘to avoid dangerous complications’.

U-boats were now to be equipped with machine-guns,
grenades and formal instructions about contraband. Copies of
the British-produced Lloyd’s Register, listing every ship in the
world, were a highly prized aide to identifying targets but, as
Johann Spiess wrote with regret, they ‘could not be obtained in
Germany in sufficient quantities . . . and for the while we had to
dispense with these’. U-boat men were euphoric: ‘We are,
indeed, the masters of the sea,’ wrote one submariner. ‘U-boat
after U-boat . . . like a girdle round our enemies, in defiance of
them and their unscrupulous blockade.’ The Germans struck
medals to celebrate this new phase of the naval war. One was
shown to the American ambassador to Berlin, James Gerard.
Von Tirpitz, with his domed bald head and long white forked
beard, gazed sternly from one side; on the other the terse
legend Strafe England expressed the hope that God would smite
the enemy. Behind this motto Neptune, assisted by a submarine,
rose dripping from the sea to blockade the distant English coast.
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The German declaration was a personal victory for Admiral
von Tirpitz who was convinced that the submarine was
Germany’s ‘most effective weapon’ against British commerce.
According to his post-war memoirs he had personally favoured
a more limited blockade of the Thames on the grounds that
Germany did not yet have sufficient submarines for an effective
blockade of all traffic to British ports. He knew that to have any
semblance of legality a blockade had to be ‘effective’, that is
there had to be a reasonable chance of stopping any ship trying
to break it. However, as one admiring young naval officer
wrote, von Tirpitz had ‘fought with a doggedness which can
hardly be described, for the employment of submarines and for
the inauguration of intensified U-boat warfare’. He had had to
overcome opposition from Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg,
Foreign Secretary von Jagow and the Army Supreme Command,
all of whom had been nervous that an nfettered U-boat
campaign might provoke neutral countries.

But in early 1915 the British were not yet taking the U-boat
threat to commercial traffic seriously. A year earlier Admiral
Fisher, Churchill’s unofficial adviser, had warned that U-boats
were ‘a truly terrible threat for British commerce’. Churchill’s
response had been that no ‘civilized power’ would ever launch
such a submarine campaign. He had continued to believe so,
even after unorthodoxly reappointing the seventy-three-year-
old Fisher, officially over age, as First Sea Lord at the end of
October 1914. The returning Fisher succeeded Prince Louis of



Battenberg, father of the future Lord Mountbatten, who had
retired, despite his royal connections, at least partly due to
suspicion about his German name and antecedents. Lord
Charles Beresford had been more than just suspicious: ‘he is a
German — he has German property and German servants and
should not therefore occupy his present position’.

Fisher strode back into the Admiralty demanding
improvements to his office suite — ‘Lord Fisher can only think
on a Turkish rug,’ commented a colleague acerbically. Fisher
began firing off a series of his characteristic scrawled, heavily
underlined memos in green ink, calculated to shake up the
deepest recesses of the navy. He wrote cheerfully to a friend:
‘I’m exceeding busy! I’ve just told Garvin that war is “Great
conceptions” and “Quick Decisions”! “Think in Oceans”, “Shoot
at Sight”. I’m stirring up accordingly.’ Even so, British merchant
ships continued to operate largely as normal, sailing unarmed
and unescorted. The cream of the British Navy’s destroyers, the
vessels best suited for defending vessels against U-boats, were
otherwise engaged protecting Fisher’s beloved Grand Fleet at
Scapa Flow. It was a good time for Germany to strike.

Yet by declaring unrestricted submarine warfare the
Germans were abandoning established international maritime
law and custom. Indeed, the unfolding conflict was seeing laws
reinterpreted, even reinvented, by both sides with great
rapidity. A cartoon in the Chicago Tribune summed it up well.
Entitled ‘An Overgrown Guest, or The God of War Restricted by
Old Rules’, it showed Mars lying uncomfortably on the
Procrustean bed of ‘international law’, knees forced under his
chin and shoulders against the headboard. ‘How do they expect
a man to be comfortable in this?’ he asks.

The convention the Germans were now challenging was the
ancient and chivalrous ‘Cruiser Rules’ based on a code of
conduct written in 1512 during the reign of King Henry VIII.
They stated that an unarmed merchant ship could not simply
be attacked on sight, she must be stopped and searched to
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establish her identity and the nature of her cargo. If neutral,
she must be allowed to continue on her way after any
contraband had been impounded; if hostile, the ship and her
cargo could be seized as prizes or, if far from land, destroyed.
Whatever the case, proper provision must be made for the
safety of passengers and crew. These rules had largely been
observed during the opening phase of the war, including by the
British in their blockade of Germany, but they hardly fitted the
evolving character of submarine warfare. To conform with
‘Cruiser Rules’ submarines had to surface, as the U-17 had done
to challenge the Glitra, but this made them highly vulnerable to
attack. Furthermore, a submarine was too small either to spare
a crew to take over the captured ship and sail her into port or to
take on board the passengers and crew of a vessel she intended
to sink.

The German U-boat service had been finding these archaic
conventions of the sea increasingly unacceptable, complex and
risky. Johann Spiess, commanding the U-9, recalled a close
shave during a U-boat raid on the British fishing fleet off the
Dogger Bank. Sighting the trawler Merry Islington, he surfaced
and fired a warning shot across her bow as required by the
‘Cruiser Rules’. The fishing crew lost no time and ‘nearly
jumped out of their so’westers in clambering into their boats’.
Nevertheless, it still took too long — and a British destroyer was
making straight for the scene. The U-9 had no time to dive —
she needed seventy-five seconds to submerge the necessary
ifty feet to reach safety — and only narrowly escaped by hiding

behind the trawler in the gathering fog as the destroyer
ploughed past, oblivious.

Another U-boat commander complained that it was often
impossible to distinguish between enemy and neutral merchant
shipping. This was not only because of poor visibility, but
because the British Admiralty had been vigorously encouraging
merchant shipping to adopt what Churchill called ‘the well-
known de guerre of hoisting false [neutral] colours in order . . .
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to baffle and confuse the enemy’. The Germans regarded this as
illegal and began assiduously collecting evidence. Even a faint
handwritten letter by a British sailor noting casually that his
ship had raised a neutral flag found its way on to the files of the
German High Command.

The Germans were particularly angered by one recent such
incident involving Colonel House, President Wilson’s laconic
Anglophile adviser. Edward Mandell House was a Texan some
eighteen months younger than Wilson, the son of an English
emigrant who had made his money running the Federal
maritime blockade during the Civil War. He became a
prominent adviser in Texas Democratic circles. When he first
met William Jennings Bryan he described him as ‘impracticable
. . . he feels his ideas are God-given’ and the most opinionated
man he had ever met. On the other hand, when he first met
Wilson at the Gotham Hotel, New York City, in November 1911,
a year before the Presidential election and just as the latter was
beginning his run for the nomination, each recognised in the
other a sympathetic soulmate and political ally. Soon
afterwards, House asked Wilson whether it was not strange that
two men who had not known each other before should be so
alike. Wilson replied, ‘My dear friend, we have known one
another always.’ House delivered the Texan delegation to
Wilson.

As a man who seems to have enjoyed bad health, House
always refused office, taking pleasure both in proximity to
power and in his ability to take time off when he wished or felt
his health demanded it. In Britain the Daily Mirror ttributed
his lack of personal ambition to being ‘very wealthy and not a
partisan’. Wilson and House became even closer after Ellen
Wilson’s death as the President struggled both with consequent
depression and the early months of the war.

In early 1915 Wilson recognised that the stalemate in the war
offered one of the best opportunities for America to mediate a
peace settlement before casualties rose too high and both



troops and political positions became too entrenched to allow
concessions on either side. He therefore sent House abroad on a
secret mission to investigate the prospects for a brokered peace.

Somewhat surprisingly, given his neutral status, House chose
to sail on 30 January 1915 not on board an American ship but
on the British Cunarder Lusitania. As the liner neared the Irish
coast after a rough crossing, during which, House recalled, ‘the
Lusitania big as she is tossed about like a cork in the rapids’, her
captain, David Dow, flew the American flag. As House wrote in
his diary, this ‘created much excitement, and comment and
speculation ranged in every direction’. A fellow passenger and
relation of Lord Charles Beresford told him that the captain
‘had been greatly alarmed the night before’ and had asked the
passenger, given his naval connections, to remain on the bridge
with him because he ‘expected to be torpedoed, and that was
the reason for raising the American Flag . . . The alarm of the
Captain for the safety of his boat caused him to map out a
complete program for saving of the passengers, the launching
of lifeboats . . .’ He told the passenger that ‘if the boilers were
not struck by the torpedoes, the boat could remain afloat for at
least an hour, and in that time he would endeavour to save the
passengers’. House was pursued by the press as soon as he
landed and gave a subtly evasive and thus suitably diplomatic
response, recording in his diary: ‘Every newspaper in London
has asked me about it, but fortunately, I was not an eye witness
to it and have been able to say that I only knew it from hearsay.’
Nevertheless, he foresaw ‘many possible complications arising
from this incident’, and he was right.

The incident caused fury in Germany, which insisted that it
was illegal for British shipping to hide behind neutral flags. In
America the British action roused fears that U-boats would start
attacking American vessels on suspicion of their being enemy
ships in disguise. President Wilson protested formally to
London on 10 February 1915 that the use of neutral flags would
create intolerable risks for neutral countries while failing to
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protect British vessels. The British government responded
blandly that the flag had been flown at the request of the
Lusitania’s American passengers to indicate that there were
neutral Americans on board. Furthermore, Germany’s
declaration that she would sink any British merchant ships on
sight clearly made such actions legitimate. One American
journalist wrote wryly that Britannia not only ruled the waves
but waived the rules.

Scarcely a week after Germany declared her intention to launch
unrestricted U-boat warfare, the British Admiralty issued secret
guidance to merchant captains. If they sighted a hostile
submarine they should do their ‘utmost to escape’, but if
attacked head-on they were to steer straight for her at ‘utmost
speed’ and force her to dive. In other words, they should
attempt to ram her, although the word ‘ram’ was studiously
avoided in the text. By 15 February the German government
had learned of this unwelcome development from a copy of the
guidance discovered on a captured British vessel. Anxious
memos passed between the various government departments
reporting their interpretation of the document that ‘merchant
ships are ordered to sail in convoy and to ram German
submarines seeking to search them’. The former was not true,
the latter essentially was.

Germany complained to America, alleging that the British had
offered a large reward for the destruction of the first U-boat
rammed by a merchantman. The Germans also claimed that
this ‘right to ram’ changed the status of merchant ships from
peaceful vessels, entitled to be given warning, to that of
warships which often used ramming as  mode of attack. They
warned that any merchant captain who attacked in this way
would be treated not as a serviceman but as a criminal. In
March 1915 Captain Charles Fryatt saved his merchant ship the
Brussels by attempting to ram a U-boat. When the Germans
caught him ten months later they shot him.



 

The Germans were also well aware that a number of British
merchantmen were defensively armed. This was in line with
the precedent established during the age of sail that possession
of one or two modest guns, usually mounted on the stern to
hold off an attacker while fleeing, did not turn a merchantman
into a naval vessel. Winston Churchill had spoken openly of
these armaments to Parliament on several occasions well
before the war, arguing that ‘if the British ships had no
armament, they would be at the mercy of any foreign liner
carrying one effective gun and a few rounds of ammunition’.
The original intention of arming merchant ships was to protect
them against surface raiders, but on 25 February 1915 the
Admiralty advised that if a defensively armed merchantman
was being pursued by a U-boat with obviously hostile intentions
the captain should ‘open fire in self-defence’ even if the
submarine had not yet fired a gun or launched a torpedo.

Britain’s actions were denounced by Germany in an
increasingly angry war of words during which each side
accused the other of illegality and the British taxed the
Germans with ‘pure piracy’. Churchill ordered that in future
any captured U-boat crewmen should not be treated as
ordinary prisoners of war but segregated for possible trial as
pirates. In retaliation, the indignant Germans selected thirty-
seven captured British officers, ‘picking those whom they
supposed related to the most prominent families in Great
Britain’, and placed them in solitary confinement. An enraged
British press demanded that any special privileges given to von
Tirpitz’s son, a naval officer captured earlier in the war, should
be removed.



Hitherto Neglected Study. 
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Philadelphia Record

In America, the German declaration of unrestricted submarine
warfare drew a swift response. On 10 February President
Wilson declared that Germany’s action violated the rights of
neutral countries and that she would be held to ‘strict
accountability’ for any consequent loss of American life. Those
two words would achieve great significance in the months
ahead. Yet he still hoped that this latest escalation could be
curbed. On 20 February he sent a conciliatory note to both
Germany and Britain suggesting that submarines should not
attack merchant vessels of any nationality. He also proposed
that food should be allowed to reach the civilian population of
Germany through agencies in Germany designated by the
United States. Such hopes were soon disappointed. Walter Hines
Page, US ambassador to Britain, reported the impasse: ‘I do not
see a ray of hope for any agreement between Germany and
England whereby England will permit food to enter Germany
under any condition. Since Germany has declared her intention
to prevent anything rom abroad entering England, it is
practically certain that England will prevent everything from
entering Germany.’
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Woodrow Wilson had appointed his friend Page as
ambassador, despite his lack of diplomatic experience, as a
reward for his loyal support. Their friendship went back to the
time when Page, a publisher and editor, had published Wilson’s
books. It continued during his election campaign, in which Page
played a prominent role. Page had at first been slightly
reluctant to serve, worrying that he might not have enough
money to keep up the position and that his attractive daughter
Katherine would have so much contact with foreigners she
might marry one. House advised him to keep her in the United
States, but noted privately, ‘I did not tell him so but I thought
the fact that he was a man of very small means would protect
her more than anything else.’

Once arrived in London in the spring of 1913, the fifty-eight-
year-old Page quickly began to enjoy his new position. Like
House he enjoyed good relations with the long-serving British
Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey. When war came, Grey took
particular care to spend time with both men, listening to them
and carefully setting out the Allied position. Page was soon
unreservedly pro-British, seeing the conflict as one between
British democracy and German autocracy. In September 1914
he wrote that the British were not militarists but that the nation
had ‘a quality that is invincible. I thank Heaven I’m of their race
and blood.’ His wholehearted advocacy of the British cause
slowly lost him Wilson’s trust. It may also have inhibited clear
understanding of the two governments’ respective positions.

America’s threat to hold Germany to account was tested when
on 28 March 1915 the U-28 sank the SS Falaba, an unarmed
British passenger-cargo ship of 5,000 tons, in the recently
declared war zone off the southern Irish coast. Over a hundred
lives were lost including that of one American, mining engineer
Leon Thresher, bound for the Gold Coast. The Falaba was one
day out of Liverpool on her voyage to West Africa and was
given ome warning by the U-28’s commander Baron von
Forstner, who had surfaced. However, he did not allow many



 

minutes for evacuation before firing a single torpedo — twenty-
three minutes according to the U-boat war diary, seven
according to British accounts. The Falaba was hit in the engine
room and it seems likely that one of her boilers exploded. She
sank in eight minutes. The British set up an inquiry under Lord
Mersey, who had chaired the inquiry into the loss of the Titanic.
The Germans claimed that the Falaba had been sending
wireless messages and firing distress rockets, hence the short
time allowed for abandoning ship. They also maintained that
some of the rifle cartridges she was carrying among her general
cargo had exploded, hastening the sinking. There was a furious
outcry in the American press, which called the sinking
‘massacre’ and ‘piracy’, but the President did not invoke the
doctrine of ‘strict accountability’ or react formally in any way.

Meanwhile, Churchill was not unduly perturbed by the U-
boat campaign, which initially was having little impact. By the
end of its first week only eleven ships had been attacked and
seven sunk out of 1,381 vessels arriving or departing from
British ports. During the second week, out of 1,474 arrivals and
departures only three ships were attacked and all escaped. By
April 1915 the British press was rejoicing that inward and
outward sailings were now running at over 1,500 a week. On
the surface it was business as usual. Churchill even believed
that there might be certain political advantages in the new
situation. On 12 February, just a week before the German
declaration came into force, he had written to the President of
the Board of Trade, Walter Runciman, saying that it was ‘most
important to attract neutral shipping to our shores, in the hope
especially of embroiling the United States with Germany . . . For
our part we want the traffic — the more the better; and if some
of it gets into trouble, better still . . .’ He was disappointed by
President Wilson’s reaction to the Falaba sinking but could still
hope that U-boats might attack an American vessel within the
war zone.



* * *

The British press might have been less complacent had they
known that in early March the U-27 had been lying submerged
on the approaches to Liverpool in wait for the Lusitania. In his
war diary for 2 March her commander, Kapitänleutnant
Bernhard Wegener, recorded how several large steamers passed
temptingly close but he let them go. He was reluctant to reveal
his position because, thanks to briefing from Fregattenkapitän
Hermann Bauer, Commander of the Third U-Boat Half-Flotilla,
he knew there was the prospect of a far more glittering prize.
‘The Lusitania was expected to arrive in English waters on 4
March and in my present position I believed I had a good
chance of attacking her,’ he wrote in his war diary. But his wait
was in vain. On 5 March he turned reluctantly homeward.

Wegener missed the Lusitania by less than a day.
Furthermore, Admiralty attempts to provide her with an escort
had degenerated into farce. They had begun at 10 a.m. on
Friday 5 March when the Cunard office in Liverpool received a
telephone call from Holyhead from ‘someone enquiring where
the Lusitania was’. The Cunard official asked repeatedly who
the caller was. Then, over the crackling lines he thought he
made out a voice saying that he was the Commanding Officer of
HMS Liffey, although the line was so bad he could not be sure.
By now thoroughly suspicious he told the enquirer to apply to
the Admiralty and terminated the call. The company at once
alerted Captain Richard Webb who, as Director of the
Admiralty’s Trade Division, was responsible for guidance to
merchant shipping.

Several hours later came a further land telephone call to
Cunard. This time the line was clearer and the caller identified
himself as the officer in command of HMS Louis. He demanded
to know ‘when I may expect the Lusitania off the South Stack as
I have orders to escort her into Liverpool’. Cunard again replied
that they were not in a position to give out such information
and again referred the caller to the Admiralty.



That night Captain Dow, on board the Lusitania, was
astonished to receive a wireless message en clair asking when
he expected to be off the Stack. Using Britain’s Merchant Vessel
(MV) code he enquired who was asking. The reply came back, ‘I
have no MV code. What other codes have you? Laverock and
Louis are detailed to escort you.’ Dow enquired where these
ships were, and learning that they were some distance away
decided he would be better off sailing straight to Liverpool. He
also refused to reveal his position in spite of a further pleading
message: ‘You are quite right not to signal your position “en
clair” but try and give me some hint so as to save wasting your
escort’s time and fuel.’ The Lusitania crossed the Liverpool Bar
without incident in the early hours of Saturday 6 March.

A subsequent Admiralty inquiry into the fiasco revealed that
no-one had bothered to inform Cunard that the Lusitania was to
be escorted; that the two ships detailed to protect her had had
‘no idea at what time she might be expected’; that the officer
commanding the escort had first tried telephoning the
coastguards for help, and when that failed had contacted
Cunard. He had then had the idea of contacting the Lusitania
direct only to be thwarted by his lack of the MV code. After
patrolling fruitlessly he had at last recalled both vessels back to
Milford. His report to his senior officer ended apologetically: ‘I
did everything I could think of to find the Lusitania. But I regret
that I did not think of communicating with the Senior Naval
Officer at Liverpool.’ The Admiralty inquiry concluded that the
inducements to the Lusitania to ‘hint’ at her position were
‘extraordinary’ and that ‘had this hint been received by a
submarine she might have made use of it’. But it also concluded
that no further action should be taken.



5 - THE AMERICAN ARMOURY
Germany, meanwhile, was growing increasingly anxious about
the huge quantities of armaments being shipped from America
to the Allies. America had half a dozen large powder and
explosive factories and numerous other industrial undertakings
which had readily been adapted to produce war materials. At
the outset of the war Britain, France and Russia had agreed
‘cash and carry’ contracts whereby they undertook to receive at
the factories whatever war materials were available, to pay for
them on the spot and to accept the whole risk of transporting
them.

In August 1914 the French government had attempted to raise
loans to finance their purchases through J. P. Morgan and Co.
However, Secretary of State Bryan believed money to be ‘the
worst of contrabands . . . it commands all other things’. He
persuaded President Wilson that it would be ‘inconsistent with
the true spirit of neutrality’ for American bankers to make
loans to belligerent governments. J. P. Morgan Junior, known as
‘Jack’, who now headed the company following his father’s
death in 1913, was determined to overturn this ruling by an
administration he despised. In his view, ‘A greater lot of
perfectly incompetent and apparently thoroughly crooked
people has never, as far as I know, run or attempted to run a
first class country.’

Jack Morgan first approached Robert Lansing, a fifty-year-old
New York lawyer. Lansing had been appointed Counsellor to the
State Department in March 1914 following the resignation of
the original appointee, at least in part because of the chaotic
way in which Bryan ran the department. Lansing was an
Anglophile and an ambitious right-wing Democrat often to be
found wearing British tweeds; one of his colleagues unkindly
described him as ‘meticulous, metallic and mousy’. Lansing was
out of sympathy with Bryan’s radical, anti-establishment ideas.
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Both temperamentally and professionally he inclined towards
interpreting the detail of existing legislation to justify his
preferred policy stance. Nevertheless, he took much of the
burden of day-to-day administration away from Bryan, who
had never been happy with detail. In any case, it distracted
Bryan from the lucrative lecturing which the President had
specifically agreed he could continue. Wilson and Lansing were
drawn into frequent contact, short-circuiting Bryan. Lansing’s
butler later recalled that messages and calls to Lansing’s home
came often from the White House but only infrequently from
Bryan.

Morgan and fellow banker Samuel McRoberts of National City
Bank soon persuaded Lansing of the benefits to US commerce of
a more flexible approach towards the financing of Allied
purchases. On 23 October 1914 McRoberts provided Lansing
with a helpful memorandum on the subject. Profiting from
Bryan’s absence from Washington, Lansing quickly copied the
phraseology of the letter verbatim, pausing only to insert a few
first-person pronouns so that he could claim the ideas as his
own. He rushed round to the White House at 8.30 p.m. that
same evening with his memo and secured Wilson’s approval.
Henceforth, American banks would not make loans to warring
governments, they would extend them credit.

The hair-splitting distinction between credits and loans could
only have come from lawyers such as Wilson and Lansing. ‘An
arrangement as to credits has to do with a commercial debt
rather than with a loan of money’ and therefore was not a
matter for government, they oncluded. Lansing’s stock rose
with both Wilson and Wall Street. Bryan’s views can be
imagined. The Allies hastened to agree large credits with
American bankers who in turn eagerly advanced money to
fund contracts with American manufacturers. J. P. Morgan and
Co. was soon playing a pivotal and highly profitable role in
keeping Britain and her allies supplied with American
munitions.
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George Booth, Deputy Director-General of the Ministry of
Munitions and a cousin of Alfred Booth, the chairman of
Cunard, had quickly identified Britain’s need for a central
purchasing and financial agency in New York and suggested
Morgan’s. He believed not only that they would do the job
competently but that it would bind this powerful banking house
still closer to the Allied cause. The arrangement worked well. In
the first year of the war Morgan’s purchased war matériel
worth $1,100,453,950, assisted by British Treasury staff and
naval and military ordnance officers dressed as civilians and
attached to the British Consulate in New York. After inspection
the purchased goods were passed to the British Admiralty’s
forwarding agents G. K. Sheldon amid strict security to prevent
enemy agents discovering the names of shippers and
manufacturers.

Germany observed these activities with anger and alarm.
Feelings against America ran high in all levels of society. When
Ambassador Gerard sought an audience with the Kaiser in
March 1915 the uncompromising reply was ‘I have nothing
against Mr Gerard personally, but I will not see the Ambassador
of a country which furnishes arms and ammunition to the
enemies of Germany’. Indeed, the Kaiser’s refusal to receive
Gerard would last until 25 September. The ambassador was
taken aback by the strength of feeling and was surprised to find
an article in a Cologne paper which said ‘quite seriously’ that
‘Germany had done everything possible to win the favour of
America, that Roosevelt had been offered a review of German
troops, that the Emperor had invited Americans who came to
Kiel on their yachts to dine with him, and hat he had even sat
through the lectures given by American exchange professors!’

America responded that under international law private
individuals and corporations had the right to sell arms and
munitions to any belligerent country they chose and that the
1907 Hague Convention had expressly endorsed this right. In
theory there was no reason why Germany, too, could not import
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munitions from America, but she knew there was little chance
of getting them through the British blockade. In April the
German ambassador, Count Johann von Bernstorff, delivered a
note from his government complaining, with some justice, that
‘In reality the United States is supplying only Germany’s
enemies, a fact which is not in any way modified by the
theoretical willingness to furnish Germany as well’. Germany
also saw evidence of America’s partisan stance in the fact that
when war broke out she had interned German liners berthed in
American ports on the grounds that they were effectively
auxiliary cruisers of the German Navy. Yet no such criteria had
been applied to British ships like the Lusitania and the
Mauretania which were classed as Royal Naval Reserved
Merchant Cruisers and liable to be called up at the Admiralty’s
pleasure.

The German government tried to pressure the Wilson
administration, arguing that the level of exports from America
to the Allies had reached unacceptable proportions. Official
German communiqués contained such pointed references as
‘Heavy artillery fire in certain sections of the West front, mostly
with American ammunition’ and ‘captured French artillery
officers say that they have great stores of American
ammunition’. The American government remained
unsympathetic, but Germany was already pursuing another
method of redressing what she perceived to be an unfair
balance — sabotage. A German Foreign Office telegram
despatched to the German military attaché in Washington on 25
January 1915 said bluntly, ‘The sabotage in the United States
can extend to all kinds of factories for war material deliveries’
and named several contacts who could suggest he names of
‘suitable people for sabotage’. Such activities were, of course,
both illegal and undiplomatic and could only lead to a
worsening of relations if revealed.

By early 1915, New York, and particularly the hectic docksides
from which 80 per cent of ships bound from America to Great



Britain departed, had been infiltrated by Allied and German
spies. The latter included Captain Franz von Rintelen, a tall,
well-dressed German naval officer with greenish-grey eyes and
hair cut en brosse. He was well connected and knew von Tirpitz
as a family friend.

On 22 March the thirty-six-year-old von Rintelen had boarded
the Norwegian ship SS Kristianiafjord for America, travelling
with a false Swiss passport under the alias Emile Victor Gâché.
New initials had been sewn onto his linen, which had then been
laundered to prevent it looking too new. He reached New York
safely on 3 April. He had two main objectives on which to spend
the considerable official German funds at his disposal. The first
was to bring about General Huerta’s return to Mexico, and to
power, and thereby embroil America in Mexico again. If
successful, this stratagem would both distract America from
goings-on in Europe and prompt the diversion of weapons from
export to the Allies to use by America’s own forces. Von
Rintelen’s second and more general mission was to sabotage the
shipping of war materials from America to Germany’s enemies.

According to his memoirs he had very specific orders in this
regard. A member of the German Reichstag, Herr Erzberger,
had made contact with an American called Malvin Rice who
claimed close connections with the American Dupont de
Nemours Powder Company, believed to be supplying the Allies
with various explosives, including pyroxiline, commonly
known as ‘gun cotton’. Rice said that the company was holding
a large stock of explosives and von Rintelen hoped that
Germany ‘might, with his help, make large purchases of that
product . . . sufficient in fact to jeopardise, for some time at
least, the delivery of munitions for the Allies’. He summarised
his task with cheerful directness: ‘I’ll buy up what I can, and
blow up what I can’t!’

When Malvin Rice failed to make contact, von Rintelen bided
his time. He called on the monocled German military and naval
attachés Franz von Papen and Karl Boy-Ed at the German club



where they stayed when in New York. ‘I cannot say that they
were very glad to see me,’ he later wrote, but he was not
perturbed, dismissing von Papen as a crude, stupid man who
had married for money and whose only qualifications for the
status of military attaché were ‘good horses, good address, and
similar social amenities’. For their part, the two attachés had
their own schemes in New York. They resented an interloper,
however enthusiastic, over whose activities and funds they had
little control. The mood was little different when von Rintelen
was summoned to meet Count von Bernstorff, the suave,
elegantly dressed German ambassador with a well-deserved
reputation as a lady-killer. Over drinks at the Ritz-Carlton, von
Bernstorff coolly and directly asked von Rintelen, ‘What is the
object of your presence in America?’

Von Rintelen’s arrival threatened to disrupt Germany’s
carefully oiled, if somewhat crude, intelligence and propaganda
machine in New York City. At its head was George Viereck, a
‘rather decadent poet’ whose works had overtones of Wilde and
Swinburne, but who, as editor of The Fatherland, the chief
newspaper for German-Americans, was an eminent pro-
German publicist. He had set up a ‘Propaganda Cabinet’ of ten
men including Dr Bernhard Dernburg, erstwhile Colonial
Secretary of the Reich who was also heavily involved in
espionage, and Dr Heinrich Albert, Commercial Councillor at
the German Embassy, who would later distinguish himself by
leaving a briefcase full of secrets in a New York street car. Their
aim was to influence American public opinion in favour of the
German cause. They also tried to woo influential public figures.
Viereck managed, for instance, to engineer a meeting with
former President Teddy Roosevelt in February 1915 only to be
told that Germany was ‘a nation without a sense of
international morality’.

The Propaganda Cabinet worked closely with the German
ambassador and the naval and military attachés but their
efforts sometimes lacked subtlety. The Times correspondent in



Washington reported that ‘The story is revived that Mr Schwab
and the Bethlehem Steel Works are evading Mr Bryan’s
prohibition of the export of submarines to the Allies by
despatching to England and Canada parts of submarines packed
and disguised as machinery. This story is regarded as the
product of the band of propagandists who, under the auspices
of Captain Boy-Ed, the German Naval Attaché, were apparently
responsible for other canards which have been exposed.’

Boy-Ed and von Papen were also embroiled in hare-brained
schemes of which the ambassador chose to be unaware. As von
Bernstorff later wrote, ‘each received independent instructions
from Berlin’ from their military and naval superiors. Indeed he
went on to describe their activities as ‘crimes’. They had close
links with the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, Constantin
Dumba, another enthusiastic intriguer. Boy-Ed had encouraged
Richard Stegler, a German naval reservist, to obtain a false
American passport so that he could travel to England as a spy.
He was arrested by Federal Secret Service agents and put on
trial but managed not to implicate Boy-Ed, whose involvement
was so well known that the press reported the case under
headlines such as STEGLER KEEPS BOY-ED OUT OF PASSPORT
CASE.

Von Papen’s activities were inhibited by his scarcely
concealed contempt for his hosts, whom he considered ‘idiotic
Yankees’. He had recently and unsuccessfully incited a German,
Werner Horn, to blow up one of the railway bridges connecting
Maine and Canada — one of several such plots. A witness later
gave evidence that in early 1915 von Papen had ‘financed to the
extent of over $3,500 . . . an outfit of sleigh and horses,
dynamite, fuse, food, etc, etc, in Tacoma for the purpose of
going through the Rockies and dynamiting a bridge . . .’ Like
von Rintelen, von Papen was anxious to frustrate British
purchases of munitions. His tactics were to uncover the names
of Britain’s suppliers and to place huge orders to delay the
filling of British ones. He also invented fake companies with
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reassuringly English-sounding names which offered non-
existent products to the Allies and wasted their time and
sometimes even secured substantial pre-payments. However, J.
P. Morgan and Co.’s coordination of purchasing for the British
largely put paid to this. With Boy-Ed, von Papen was keeping a
close watch on the docks and sending regular reports to Berlin
of shipping schedules and cargoes. In the spring of 1915 oth
were taking a keen interest in the Lusitania.

The British were well aware of such activity through their naval
attaché at their Washington embassy, Captain Guy Gaunt, who
co-ordinated intelligence reports from Allied agents and
informants. Gaunt had been born in Australia and was a
likeable, outgoing man. He was also a fine horseman and
yachtsman. Among his key contacts in the American
administration was Robert Lansing, with whom he lunched
frequently and discreetly and soon formed a close friendship.
Both their careers and their countries benefited from the
confidences exchanged. Unsubstantiated gossip suggested that
Lansing also benefited financially due to his exploitation on
Wall Street of insider information on forthcoming British arms
contracts with American companies. It was not the first time
Lansing had been accused of using insider knowledge and an
official position for his own commercial benefit. Similar charges
had been made ten years earlier, but when re-examined at
President Wilson’s request, prior to Lansing’s appointment in
spring 1914, they were found to be unproven.

To provide intelligence on the activities of the German and
Austro-Hungarian Embassies, Gaunt had the good luck to
secure the services of a Czech patriot by the name of Emmanuel
Viktor Voska. Voska saw the Austro-Hungarian Empire’s defeat
as key to his country’s independence. He managed to secure
intelligence for Gaunt from Czechs already employed at the
Austro-Hungarian Embassy such as the mail clerk. He also



infiltrated compatriots into the two embassies, including, he
claimed, a young woman as Countess von Bernstorff’s personal
maid and a young man as one of the German Embassy’s
chauffeurs. Among the intelligence provided in due course by
the chauffeur was news of former Mexican dictator Huerta’s
return to the United States in April 1915 and his contacts with
von Rintelen, von Papen and Boy-Ed. Guy Gaunt kept such
valuable information largely to himself but occasionally traded
it with Robert Lansing over their confidential lunches. He
leaked much of the low-level but discreditable material,
including details of Ambassador von Bernstorff’s affairs with
American beauties, to friendly American newspapers to assist
the British propaganda campaign.

Gaunt also worked closely with Britain’s Consul-General in
New York Sir Courtenay Bennett, who was responsible for
civilian counter-intelligence. Gaunt was irritated by ‘the
excessive stupidity and gullibility of the Consul-General’ who
had ‘an unfortunate knack of believing any story no matter
what its source’. However, he shared Bennett’s alarm at the
poor security and potential for sabotage in the docks, which
were a melting pot of different nationalities. Sir Courtenay had
long been sending agitated reports to the British Foreign Office:
‘There is no doubt whatever that every vessel of the Cunard
Company whilst in the port of New York, is kept under the
closest possible observation by German agents from the time
she arrives to the moment she sails . . . men of unmistakable
German appearance have been on the docks at different times,
whilst steamers including the Lusitania have been tied up.’
Gaunt and Bennett knew the Germans were targeting not only
German-Americans but also supporters of the Irish nationalist
cause and crew members of German ships interned at the start
of the war. These men were cooling their heels with little to
occupy them and could mingle easily among the dock-workers.
As a result, Gaunt and Bennett were employing detective



agencies like Pinkerton’s to keep watch on the docks and
photograph anything suspicious.

As early as December 1914 Cunard had alerted the captains of
the Lusitania and the Mauretania to Admiralty concern over
‘the question of enemy aliens working in connection with
loading and discharging cargo or bunkers on board British
ships’. In reality the ships’ officers had as much chance of
vetting dock workers as the US Customs’ Neutrality Squad had
of ensuring there was no contraband aboard departing ships.
Bennett also warned Cunard that attempts might be made to
smuggle bombs on board the company’s ships, but Cunard’s
general manager in New York, Bostonian Charles Sumner, was
dismissive.

Sumner’s attitude confirmed Bennett’s long-held belief that
Cunard’s New York offices had been infiltrated at senior level.
He had previously complained to British Intelligence in London
about Sumner’s attitude and behaviour, which he considered
disloyal, offensive and rude. Gaunt’s reaction was more
measured. When he first met Sumner he concluded that he was
‘undoubtedly hostile to the British Government’ but he
wondered ‘how far this negative attitude had been brought on
by a stupid Consul-General and how far it had existed before’.

Meanwhile, von Rintelen had soon discovered that his plan to
buy up large quantities of explosives was a pipe dream.
America’s manufacturing capacity was so great that ‘if I had
bought up the market on Tuesday, there would still have been
an enormous fresh supply on Wednesday’. Instead, he too
began to frequent the docks and saw ‘numerous English,
French and Russian transports waiting to take munitions on
board’. He systematically studied conditions in the docks,
looking for potential saboteurs. He noted the ‘large number of
German sailors, mates, and captains . . . hanging about the
harbour with nothing to do’ and the many Irish dockers ‘who
were far from friendly to England or those allied to her’.
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Yon Rintelen re-established contact with a man he had known
previously who seemed to be trusted by both Germans and
Irish alike. Dr Bunz had formerly been German Consul in New
York, but was now the representative there of the Hamburg-
Amerika Line. He asked von Rintelen to help him lay his hands
on some detonators to enable him to sabotage Allied shipping
leaving New York. Von Rintelen eagerly agreed and set up a
spurious import/export company, E.V. Gibbons Inc., in a two-
room office in Cedar Street in New York’s financial district. One
day, a German chemist, Dr Walther Scheele, whose Hoboken
laboratory was already funded by von Papen, called on him
bringing with him a curious device ‘as big as a cigar’ and the
same shape. It was made of hollow lead with a circular disc of
copper dividing it into two hambers. One chamber was filled
with picric acid, the other with sulphuric. Wax plugs at either
end ensured that it was airtight. Dr Scheele then explained the
simple principle behind his surprisingly effective invention.
The two acids would gradually eat their way through the
copper disc. When they came into contact an intensely hot
flame some eight to twelve inches long would shoot out of both
ends and the lead tube would melt away. The device was, in
fact, a time-delayed firebomb. He described to the fascinated
von Rintelen how, by precisely controlling the thickness of the
copper disc, one could also control the time of the explosion.

Von Rintelen immediately saw the possibilities and paid the
chemist for the right to use the device however he wished. He
then set about finding dedicated saboteurs to smuggle them on
board ships carrying munitions to the Allies. His plan was to
make the copper disc sufficiently thick to delay the moment of
ignition until the ships were well beyond US territorial waters.
But he faced a problem. Where could these incendiary bombs
safely be manufactured? The New York Police Bomb Squad
were keeping a rigorous look-out for exactly such activities. The
most secure place von Rintelen could think of was on board one
of the German liners interned in New York harbour. If his
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scheme was discovered at least Germany could not be accused
of making bombs on American soil. Von Rintelen chose the liner
Friedrich der Grosse and assembled five bombs in this ‘great
dark ship’ which now became the scene of ‘ghostly activity’.
They were designed to explode fifteen days after manufacture.

Meanwhile, stories were reaching the German Embassy that the
Lusitania, due to sail from New York on 1 May, as carrying
small-arms ammunition concealed in barrels of flour and that
heavy guns were mounted on her deck. Captain Boy-Ed was
instructed to find out whether the Lusitania was indeed armed.
He approached Paul König, originally an auditor for the
Hamburg-Amerika Line but since 1912 a special investigator
and security chief in harge of the interned German liners at
Hoboken. He was also a spymaster and saboteur with close
links with Boy-Ed, von Papen and von Rintelen. When war
broke out he had organised a network of agents and discreetly
worked with the German Embassy, instructing the attachés in
such elementary espionage techniques as how to avoid being
shadowed. This quiet, tall, powerfully built man was a user of
many aliases and his agents knew him as ‘Stemler’. Evidence
suggests that he had a number of New York detectives on his
payroll and that he had even infiltrated agents into the police as
cadets.

König was particularly interested in the movements of enemy
ships, their cargoes and routes. In early 1915 he sent a man
called William McCulley to Britain to obtain ‘information as to
certain ships’ which would be useful to German U-boats. In New
York he paid his spies three dollars a day for intelligence. One
of these was a poor German reservist, Gustav Stahl, who had
arrived in America in August 1914 after, it was rumoured, a
fight with a policeman whom he had pushed off a Frankfurt
bridge into the Main River. Stahl, always desperate for money,
agreed to find out whether the Lusitania was carrying guns and
report back. There was a long-standing suspicion that she was.
Two years previously, in May 1913 when she had entered dry



dock in Liverpool for repairs, the New York Tribune had
reported dockside gossip that she was to be equipped with
‘high-power naval rifles in conformity with England’s new
policy of arming passenger ships’.

The German Propaganda Cabinet was also worried about the
Lusitania, but their concerns were rather different. Sensitive to
American public opinion, they were becoming increasingly
anxious about what might happen if a large number of
Americans were killed in a U-boat attack. As George Viereck
remarked, ‘Sooner or later some big passenger boat with
Americans on board will be sunk by a submarine, then there
will be hell to pay.’



PART TWO - FINAL CROSSING
 

The Lusitania leaving New York.
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Veil, Ve Varned ‘Em’! Brooklyn Eagle



The Announcement. 
 

New York Herald



6 - THE WARNING

 

 

As New York’s docks stirred into life early on Saturday 1 May,
1915, the Lusitania’s sailing day, a rumour began to spread from
pier to pier. Men left their work and hurried through the light
drizzle to find a paper and read the startling news for
themselves. In the York Times, on the very page where Cunard
was advertising its transatlantic schedules, was a stark warning
framed in black:

It was unprecedented, and of course it caused a sensation.
Ambassador von Bernstorff told the reporters who now
swooped on him that the notice was no more than a general
friendly warning. However, he later confided to a well-known
American newspaper editor that Berlin had sent him the notice
two months previously. He had kept it in his desk until Berlin
peremptorily ordered him to publish it. George Viereck would
tell a different story, claiming in his memoirs that he and the
German Propaganda Cabinet had drafted the warning and
urged it on the ambassador, who had in turn consulted Berlin
before approving it.
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The British ambassador, Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, was also
besieged by newspapermen, which he probably disliked as
much as did von Bernstorff. Bearded, bespectacled and balding,
and with a preference for baggy suits whose pockets he stuffed
with documents, he was a nervous man whose health had
broken down soon after his arrival in 1912. Although only in his
mid-fifties, he was by now a semi-invalid, which accounted for
his sometimes peevish manner. Spring-Rice had received prior
warning of the notice on 29 April when an anonymous caller
left a proof at the embassy with a terse note: ‘Above notice will
appear in a local paper Saturday, May 1 and in about 40 other
papers the same day and two ensuing Saturdays. The
information may have no value but am sending it because I
wish Allies to win. No signature because it might cost me my
job. Signed “patriotically” 1776.’ Spring-Rice had dismissed it as
a hoax or a bluff. It was only now, on 1 May, that he cabled the
news to London.

To the Lusitania’s passengers, some of whom were already
converging on Cunard’s Pier 54 at the bottom of 14th Street in
New York’s meat-packing district, the warning was a shock.
Although the notice did not specifically mention the Lusitania,
the threat seemed clear enough. Charles Sumner hurried to the
pier as the Cunard Company’s spokesman. The tall Bostonian
assured anxious passengers that there was no risk whatsoever
and briefed reporters with equal confidence: ‘The Germans

ave been trying to spoil our trade for some time, but never
until to-day have they manifested such an actively unfriendly
desire to put us out of business . . . The fact is that the Lusitania .
. . is too fast for any submarine. No German vessel of war can
get near her.

Sumner did not mention that the ship would be sailing under
reduced power. Cunard had closed down one of the ship’s four
boiler-rooms at the beginning of the war as an economy
measure to conserve coal — at top speed the liner consumed a
thousand tons a day. As a result the Lusitania’s top speed was
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reduced from twenty-five knots to twenty-one. But although
speed was commonly agreed to be the best protection against U-
boat attack, such a small reduction seemed insignificant. No
ship doing more than fourteen knots had yet been torpedoed.
Sumner’s staff adopted the tactic, when asked, of giving
passengers an ‘indication’ that the Lusitania would arrive ‘on
the sixth day’ while being vague about the precise arrival time.
Meanwhile, another Cunard official was telling a New York
Tribune reporter that not only was the liner fast but the British
Admiralty would take ‘mighty good care’ of her. There was
‘absolutely nothing to fear’.

Despite the persistent reassurance, arriving passengers were
disconcerted by press attention that smacked of hysteria.
Photographers seemed more assiduous than usual. Neither
were they exclusively interested in celebrities. One remarked
ghoulishly to a young man, ‘Well, if anything happens, we’ve
got your picture!’ A young woman who had been visiting her
sister in Canada and was now sailing home was chilled to notice
that some photographers were taking pictures of the ship while
‘announcing blatantly “Last Voyage of the Lusitania”’. Other
passengers were disturbed that, as far as they could see, no
special precautions were being taken. Friends and relations
were allowed to accompany them on board without challenge
for the ritual of fond farewells. One first-class passenger fretted
that ‘No officer or any one else questioned me or asked me
about my baggage.’ Captain Gaunt shared their concern about
security. He new, through British decoding of messages from
the German Embassy, that von Rintelen and von Papen were
meeting the chemist Scheele. Possibly suspecting they were
manufacturing incendiaries to be smuggled on board, he had
asked Consul-General Bennett to insist that only bona fide
passengers be allowed on board the Lusitania the day she was
due to sail.

Some efforts were indeed being made by Cunard and the US
authorities. US immigration officials were moving among the
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throng on the pier while private detectives ‘were all about the
ship to make sure that no explosives were smuggled aboard’.
Secret Service men also mingled with the excited crowds. They
watched while passengers handed over their tickets and were
then escorted by uniformed Cunard clerks to their baggage,
which was marked in chalk before being loaded onto a wide
conveyor belt. But it was no easy task to keep track of everyone
and everything, given the commotion and piles of constantly
arriving baggage. One male first-class passenger alone arrived
with one large steamer trunk, two dress suitcases, one umbrella
bag, one silver-mounted rosewood cane, one silk American flag,
one silk Irish flag, a package containing some eleven pounds of
Old Rover tobacco and three hundred cigars. In the
circumstances total security could not be guaranteed, and
within hours of the ship’s sailing would come evidence that at
least three ‘suspicious characters’ had slipped aboard in the
confusion.

As the morning unfolded with more than the usual bustle and
chaos, Charles Sumner could at least congratulate himself that
the German warning had had little practical effect. On that
warm spring day five liners were scheduled to sail from New
York carrying 2,500 passengers — the largest number to depart
on a single day so far that year. Few of the Lusitania’s
passengers had opted to transfer. Officially, the company
vigorously denied that anyone had cancelled, but this was not
strictly true. A sprinkling had switched to other ships or
abandoned plans to travel ecause of the notice or because of
more general unease. These included two friends who had only
been prevented by luck from sailing on the Titanic. Others
retained their bookings but were sufficiently apprehensive to
write letters to loved ones in Europe which they posted in New
York so that they would follow on other vessels.

Most passengers, however, placed their faith in the qualities
of the Lusitania. Oliver Bernard, a British theatrical designer,
read the German warning over breakfast in the Knickerbocker



Hotel. This rather waspish young Englishman was about to
board the Lusitania for what would be his twelfth transatlantic
voyage. He had never forgotten the impact on his artistic senses
of his first arrival in New York with her ‘mighty stronghold
ascending sheer out of the sea; towers of burnished brass
welded into cliffs of bronze, smouldering above massive
shadows descending far below where hoards of electric jewels
glittered’. The sirens of the ferry boats ‘were as the sound of
many times seven rams’ horns before the ark of a new empire,
their signals blended in a symphony of acclaim before the walls
of new Jerusalem’. His primary motive for returning home was
patriotic: he was going to make a further attempt to enlist. His
earlier efforts had been frustrated by ‘deafness and
discriminating methods of muddled recruiting’. He was also
motivated by a nagging disillusion with his profession. He had
once relished New York’s exuberant energy and the company of
chorus girls whose careers had become ‘a matter of sinister, not
to say succulent report’ in their home towns. He had even met
Oscar Hammerstein on a shoe-shine stand at the corner of
Broadway and 42nd Street. But he had begun to feel
embarrassed by being poor in a city where poverty was
regarded ‘as infamy’.

He had moved to Boston where he became resident
technician at the newly built Opera House. However, his job
failed to satisfy his creativity and he developed a love-hate
relationship with America, commuting restlessly between
England and the United States in search of fulfilment. The final
straw had been a commission from William Lindsey, ‘by
occupation a millionaire, by inclination a successor of minstrels
in Provence’, to design the set for ‘a deplorable play which he
had written round medieval Picardy’ which performed
disastrously at the box office. Bernard had not yet severed his
connection with Lindsey, who had made his fortune
manufacturing military equipment. The aspiring playwright’s
newly married daughter Lesley and her husband Stewart
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Mason were also sailing on the Lusitania on their honeymoon
trip. Lindsey’s parting words to Bernard were ‘Keep an eye on
my little girl, please!’

Bernard was not unduly worried by the German warning,
dismissing it as a bluff to annoy the American government and
cause consternation in England. Like many other passengers he
believed that the speed of the fastest liner on the Atlantic would
‘reduce possibilities of submarine attack to zero’. He began his
final packing with only momentary regret for what he was
leaving behind in America — ‘the biggest hotels, the finest
theatres, the handsomest apartments, the most luxurious clubs,
the most gigantic office buildings’ and, best of all, ‘the most up-
to-date plumbing’.

In his yet more handsome permanent suite in the
Knickerbocker, fifty-five-year-old Charles Frohman was also
preparing for the transatlantic voyage. This renowned
impresario and theatre manager had produced over five
hundred plays on both sides of the Atlantic. He travelled every
year to England, his cabin filled with sweets for which he had a
boylike passion, to find the cream of London’s plays to bring to
America. Frohman was a quiet, humorous, mildly eccentric
man with kind but blunt views. He once sparred with the
redoubtable Mrs Patrick Campbell. When she rejected his
criticisms of her acting on the grounds that she was an artiste,
he replied, ‘Madam, your secret is safe with me.’ He worried
what would become of the American stage, foreseeing a future
of ‘popular drama, bloody, murderous, ousting drawing-room
comedy. Crook plays, shop-girl plays, slangy American farces,
nude women invading the uditorium as in Paris.’ He predicted
chaos but told a friend that ‘Fortunately you and I won’t live to
see it.’

When Frohman announced that he would make his yearly
visit to the London stage despite the war, his friends protested,
particularly when he decided to sail on a British ship. He
derided their fears but took the precaution of dictating his
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entire programme for the next season before he sailed,
something he had never done before. The day before the
Lusitania was to depart Frohman’s friend A1 Hayman made one
final attempt to dissuade him. He pointed out that Frohman
could just as well travel on the American Line’s New York,
scheduled to sail under her neutral American flag just two
hours later, at noon, for Liverpool, where she would arrive just
a day later than the Lusitania. The actress Ellen Terry, Isadora
Duncan and her dance troupe and many of his friends would be
on board. Frohman brushed him off with a ‘Well, Al, if you want
to write to me, just address the letter care of the German
Submarine U-4.’ He told another friend that ‘when you consider
all the stars I have managed, mere submarines make me smile’.
As he stood on the dock another friend, the composer Paul
Potter, who had come to see him off, asked curiously, ‘Aren’t you
afraid of the U-boats, C.F.?’ Frohman replied, ‘No, I am only
afraid of the I.O.U.s.’

Frohman’s friend, the actress Rita Jolivet, was similarly
dismissive of the danger of sailing on a British ship. She decided
at 8 o’clock that morning to book a cabin on the Lusitania and
ignore the suggestion of her friend Ellen Terry that she join her
on the New York. Of French parentage, she had a sudden
impulse to get to Europe to see her brother who was going to
the Front. She was delighted to encounter on board not only her
brother-in-law, thirty-eight-year-old George Vernon, but
another of Frohman’s set, the playwright Charles Klein. After an
unsuccessful stint as an actor — his small size and nervousness
restricted him to minor character parts — Klein had turned to
writing plays and also to reading scripts for Frohman. When
asked about the German warning as he alked towards the
companionway, he told a reporter that he was going to devote
his time on board to thinking about his new play Potash and
Perlmutter in Society. He would not have time ‘to worry about
trifles’.
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The reporters were also quick to spot the striking figure of
Elbert Hubbard in his wide-brimmed Stetson, long coat, baggy
corduroys, floppy ‘aesthetic’-style silk cravat in a bow at his
throat and page-boy-length hair falling over his ears. This fifty-
five-year-old Illinois-born author, publisher, philosopher and
founder of an artistic colony in Roycroft, East Aurora, regarded
the German warning as a challenge rather than a threat. He
was travelling to Europe to do battle with the Kaiser, at least
figuratively. In a supplement to the October 1914 edition of his
‘magazine of protest’ The Philistine, he had written an
uncompromisingly bitter indictment of the Emperor under the
title ‘Who Lifted the Lid off Hell?’ It depicted him as a monster
lusting for blood: ‘“Bill Kaiser” has a withered hand and a
running ear. Also he has a shrunken soul, and a mind that reeks
with egomania. He is a mastoid degenerate of a noble
grandmother [Queen Victoria]. In degree he has her power, but
not her love. He has her persistence, but not her prescience. He
is swollen, like a drowned pup, with a pride that stinks . . .
Caligula, the royal pagan pervert, was kind compared with the
kaiser . . .’ While praising ‘the Germany of invention, science,
music, education, skill’, Hubbard reminded his readers that
Germany had resorted to cannibalism during the Thirty Years
War and suggested she might do so again under the malign
leadership of ‘the crazy kaiser’. He had packed copies of his
essay to distribute to fellow passengers.

Before he could sail, Hubbard had been obliged to take the
unusual step of seeking the President’s pardon in order to
regain his rights as a US citizen and secure an American
passport. In 1913 he had pleaded guilty in Buffalo, New York, to
misusing the mails by sending ‘filthy’ material and been fined a
hundred dollars. One of the counts related to a joke in his
magazine about a ‘whirling-spray ffair’ birth-control device.
The conviction automatically deprived him of his rights of
citizenship. At first President Wilson denied Hubbard a pardon
on the grounds that his application was premature. However,
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after the outbreak of war Hubbard called at the White House
and made a passionate appeal to Wilson’s private secretary Joe
Tumulty that he must go to Europe to write about the conflict.
President Wilson at once signed a pardon.

Now, standing on deck surrounded by newspapermen and
munching an apple, Hubbard said: ‘Speaking from a strictly
personal point of view, I would not mind if they did sink the
ship. It might be a good thing for me. I would drown with her,
and that’s about the only way I could succeed in my ambition to
get into the Hall of Fame. I’d be a regular hero and go right to
the bottom.’

As the Lusitania’s sailing time drew closer the crowds grew.
The photographers and pressmen flitted among the passengers,
friends, relations and curious sightseers and the stacks of
trunks and suitcases. The arrival of the lean, tall and elegant
Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt prompted a scramble. He had
inherited the bulk of the fabulous Vanderbilt fortune and
moved in a society of unimaginable opulence. His socialite
friends gave dinners during which their dogs were fed pâté de
foie gras by footmen and for which the famous restaurateur
Delmonico, goaded to produce ever more impossibly
extravagant dishes, invented truffled ice-cream.

Alfred Vanderbilt, though, was personally modest and
unpretentious. He had followed the family tradition of
theoretically beginning at the bottom of the ladder by working
for a while as a clerk in the family business. But his weakness
was women, as the pressmen buzzing around him knew very
well. His first marriage to the rich, ‘tall and divinely fair’ and
well-connected Elsie French had ended in divorce in 1908
because of his adultery aboard his private railroad car the
Wayfarer with Agnes O’Brien Ruiz, the wife of Cuba’s attaché in
Washington. The settlement was reputed to have cost
Vanderbilt $10 million. Not long afterwards Agnes Ruiz, duly
divorced y her husband, killed herself in a London hotel and
the story was hushed up. It was rumoured that the only two



journalists present at the ‘mysterious inquest’ were bought off
for a spectacular sum. Vanderbilt himself would never discuss
the matter.

In 1911 he married Mrs Margaret Emerson McKim, heiress to
the vast Bromo Seltzer fortune. Her doctor husband, whom she
divorced on grounds of drunkenness and cruelty, had earlier
threatened to sue Vanderbilt for alienation of affection but
settled with his enormously rich rival out of court. The rumour
was that Vanderbilt’s bride price was sufficiently high to soothe
McKim’s injured pride. Margaret shared Vanderbilt’s passion
for horses, which he trained at his farm in Newport, Rhode
Island, equipped with the largest private riding ring in the
world. While he sailed to Europe she had chosen to remain in
New York with their two young sons at the Vanderbilt Hotel
which her husband had built on Park Avenue. As a director of
the International Horse Show Association Vanderbilt was
anxious to attend a board meeting in London in May. He also
wanted to offer a fleet of vehicles to the British Red Cross. The
night before sailing he and his wife went to see Charles
Frohman’s and David Belasco’s co-production on Broadway A
Celebrated Case. That morning they both laughed at the news of
the German warning.

Jack Lawrence was one of the ship news reporters to descend
en masse on the stout, white-bearded, fifty-year-old chief purser
James McCubbin. The accommodating McCubbin, who was
planning to retire after this voyage to a farm in Golders Green,
then a leafy rural area on the fringes of north-west London, told
them which celebrities were on board. Lawrence tracked down
Vanderbilt in his suite on the starboard side of the Boat Deck.
His valet, Ronald Denyer, was busy unpacking so Vanderbilt
opened the door himself, his ‘inevitable pink carnation’ in the
buttonhole of his charcoal-grey pin-stripe suit. According to the
journalist he was holding a telegram in his hand. The message
was brief and signed ‘Morte’. It read: ‘The Lusitania is doomed.
Do not sail on her.’ Vanderbilt shrugged it off on the grounds
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that it was ‘somebody trying to have a little fun at my expense’.
In 1912 he had booked passage on the Titanic but had changed
his mind several days before she sailed, and he believed in fate.

Charles Lauriat, a distinguished Boston bookseller who had
been crossing the Atlantic for the past twelve years, though
never before on the Lusitania, was one of those who did feel
uneasy, even before he learned of the German warning. When
purchasing his ticket at Cunard’s Boston office he had asked
whether the ship would be convoyed through the war zone and
was told, ‘Oh yes! Every precaution will be taken.’ When he
read the German notice he tried to reassure himself with the
thought that no ‘human being with a drop of red blood in his
veins, called a man, could issue an order to sink a passenger
steamer without at least giving the women and children a
chance to get away’. Ogden Hammond, a former member of the
New York Legislature with interests in the insurance business
and planning to travel with his wife, was similarly cautious. He
sought advice from the Cunard office and was told that the ship
was ‘perfectly safe; safer than the trolley cars in New York’.

Many read the warning only after they had boarded the
Lusitania. Oscar Grab and his wife were driving through
Central Park on their way to the ship when Grab’s brother-in-
law, who was coming to see them off, asked, ‘Do you feel
nervous about that article in the paper this morning?’ Grab
noticed his mother-in-law nudge him to keep quiet and decided
not to pursue it, but as soon as he was on board he went to find
the chief purser. McCubbin showed him the advertisement but
reassured him that the ship was too fast to be caught. Mr and
Mrs Theodore Naish, an affluent couple from Kansas City, only
read the warning once the Lusitania was heading out to sea. Mr
Naish decided to ignore it, believing that if it were official ‘each
American passenger would have had warning sent and
delivered before boarding the vessel’.

Many of the British passengers saw it as their duty to ail on a
British vessel, whatever their fears. One of the most prominent



was fifty-nine-year-old David Thomas, the Welsh coal magnate
and former Liberal Member of Parliament who had been in
America on a business trip to discuss his wide-ranging interests
there. These extended from coal-mining ventures in
Pennsylvania to plans for railways across northern Canada and
a new barge service on the Mississippi. This unpretentious man,
said to have ‘the income of a duke and the tastes of a peasant’,
was now sailing home with his daughter Lady Mackworth, in
her early thirties, after an enjoyable stay at the Waldorf-Astoria.
In the days leading up to the ship’s departure Lady Mackworth
had become aware of ‘much gossip of submarines. It was freely
stated and generally believed that a special effort was to be
made to sink the great Cunarder, so as to inspire the world with
terror.’ However, this strong-minded former militant suffragette
tried to dismiss such thoughts.

Also eager to return home were Ian Holbourn, laird of the
Shetland Isle of Foula and an art and architecture historian,
who had just completed a lecture tour of America; Matt
Freeman, amateur lightweight boxing champion of England;
and Commander J. Foster Stackhouse, who was returning to
England to be reunited with his wife and twelve-year-old
daughter. This Quaker explorer was planning to lead the British
Antarctic and Oceanographical Expedition to survey as much of
the Antarctic coastline as possible. He had put down a thousand
pounds as a deposit on Captain Scott’s old ship the Discovery;
which he hoped to purchase from the Hudson’s Bay Company,
and had been in America raising funds. There were also
rumours that Stackhouse was a British agent.

Art expert, collector and director of the National Gallery of
Ireland, Sir Hugh Lane had been in New York to advise an
insurance company on a claim relating to a shipment of
valuable pictures damaged by fire. Knighted for his services to
art in 1909, this frail, greyhound-thin Anglo-Irishman had just
offered to donate £10,000 to the Red Cross for a portrait to be
painted by John Singer Sargent. He had not yet chosen the sitter.
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Famed for his discovery of a fine Romney beneath an early
Victorian layer of paint, his most passionate ambition was to
build a modern art gallery in Dublin to house his collection of
paintings by French, Italian and British contemporary artists.
On 1 May the forty-year-old Sir Hugh was more preoccupied
with the safe stowing in the hold of a collection of paintings he
was bringing back from New York than with any submarine
threat, which he dismissed as ‘too absurd for discussion’. The
canvases, reputedly including works by Rembrandt, Monet and
Rubens, whose paintings were considered too fleshy for New
York tastes, were rolled up, sealed into lead tubes and packed in
a crate. Sir Hugh was shipping them to Ireland on behalf of a
fellow art dealer for inspection by the National Gallery of
Ireland. He was said to have insured them himself for $4
million shortly before sailing.

As the time before departure ticked away, Charles Sumner
realised that the Lusitania would actually be carrying her
biggest east-bound complement since the start of the war.
According to Cunard’s official list 1,257 passengers would be on
board. They were predominantly British and Canadian but
included nearly two hundred Americans. Many passengers
were travelling precisely because of the war. There were
businessmen like the millionaire Dr Frederick Stark Pearson,
one of the leading consulting engineers of his day, and
munitions and equipment manufacturers like Isaac Lehmann,
who was furnishing supplies to the Allies and hoping for
further contracts. Some were in the shipping business, like
Charles Bowring of Bowring’s Shipowners and Agents and Fred
Gauntlett of the Newport News Ship Building and Dry Dock
Company, who was travelling to the UK ‘to make arrangements
with builders of a certain submarine, with a view to building
them in this country’. He hoped that his company might thereby
‘assist in overcoming’ the submarine menace facing Britain.
Another passenger claimed o have developed a formula for the
manufacture of poisonous gases which he intended to offer the



British government as a means of retaliating against German
chemical warfare. A Chicago manufacturer, Charles Plamondon,
fearing that prohibition was imminent in America, was
travelling with his wife Mary in the hope of finding European
markets for his brewing equipment. He was particularly
hopeful of concluding a deal with Guinness in Dublin.

There were also convalescent soldiers like Captain Fred
Lassetter, an officer in a Scottish regiment who had been
wounded early in the war and was now returning home with
his mother. He was pleased that his friend from Oxford days,
twenty-three-year-old Harold Boulton, was also on board.
Boulton had been invalided out of the British Army in 1912 and
had been working for the American Creosote Company but was
anxious to persuade the army to allow him to re-enlist.

A lieutenant in the 60th Rifles of Canada, Robert Matthews of
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, was also hoping for a fresh start. In
his mid-thirties, he was accompanied by a woman named
Annie, ten years his junior. She was travelling as his wife —
which she was not. Matthews had left England for Canada in
1904. He had run a labour bureau, married and had two
daughters. In 1913 he was given a commission in the 60th
Rifles, but his marriage was breaking up at the time and in 1914
he abandoned his commission and spent the winter on a farm
in northern Manitoba with Annie. After failing to obtain
another commission in the 46th Battalion of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force he had decided to return to England and
booked passage for himself and Annie on the Lusitania.

There were other young Canadians who were also hoping to
join up, and Canadian families travelling to Europe to be closer
to their men who had already enlisted. A young woman from
Toronto was sailing to England to attend to the affairs of three
brothers, all of whom had been killed in action. George Smith, a
thirty-two-year-old Scottish-born Canadian, was like many
others going back to Britain to seek work. He was a ship’s
carpenter and knew that ‘men were needed for war work’ in
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the docks and the pay was good. There were Americans
planning to volunteer as ambulance drivers with the Red Cross
or, like Dorothy Conner and her brother-in-law Dr Howard
Fisher, brother of a former US Secretary of the Interior,
intending to help set up hospitals. A party of Persians from
Chicago were on a sad mission to visit the sites of recent
Turkish massacres to discover the fate of their relations.

Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl was taking his young family to
London, where he had been instructed to report to the
American Embassy. He had served as a surgeon in the United
States Army during the Spanish-American War. The previous
year he had been arrested by the Germans in Lübeck on
suspicion of being an English spy; now his chief concern was to
settle his family and their two nannies into one of the regal
suites and adjacent cabins. Marie de Page, special envoy in the
United States of the King and Queen of Belgium and wife of the
Surgeon-General of the Belgian Army, was also on board.
During her time in America she had raised over $100,000 for
the Belgian Red Cross but now family ties were bringing her
back to Europe. A few days earlier she had received a message
that her seventeen-year-old son Lucien had joined the Belgian
Army and would soon be in the trenches. She was on the
Lusitania by chance. She had intended to sail the previous day
on another ship but had delayed her departure to address one
more fund-raising meeting. She was accompanied by an
American doctor, James Houghton, who was going to assist at
her hospital at La Panne. She hoped that British nurse Edith
Cavell, well known for her work in Brussels, would join him
there.

In addition there was the usual miscellany of people to be
found on board a transatlantic liner in times of war or peace.
Newly-weds, like the imposingly tall Reverend Gwyer and his
wife Margaret and the youthful Harold and Lucy Taylor, were
on their honeymoons. The Taylors ad been planning to travel
on another ship but a maiden aunt had paid the difference for



them to travel on the Lusitania ‘as a wedding gift’. Nineteen-
year-old Lucy was so shy that she did not want people to know
she was newly wed, but confetti dropping from their clothes
betrayed them.

Margaret Cox, a lively and resourceful Irish woman living in
Winnipeg, was homesick and thought it would do both her and
her infant son Desmond, just recovering from whooping cough,
good to see the ‘old country’. Julia and Flor Sullivan were
returning home to Ireland to take over the Sullivan family farm
in Kerry. Their feelings were mixed: Flor was leaving a job he
enjoyed as a New York bartender. Julia had worked for a long
time for a kindly, generous old couple on Long Island of whom
she had grown very fond but who had recently died. Shortly
afterwards, a letter from Flor’s father had begged them to
return home, then he too had died. The Sullivans knew that if
they did not go back to Ireland they would lose the farm.

Doris Lawlor was travelling with her father, a Canadian book-
dealer. He was taking some valuable manuscripts to England
and had decided to bring his twenty-one-year-old daughter, who
was about to be married, with him as a treat. On the dockside
she was amazed by the ‘huge wide escalator’ carrying the
passengers’ luggage on board and by the ship herself which, ‘so
big and beautiful’, was beyond anything she had imagined. In
their first-class staterooms they found piles of books sent by
New York publishing friends, five-pound boxes of Hardy’s
Candies and bouquets of sweet-scented roses. Doris felt on the
verge of ‘something so new in my life’.

Edwin Friend, a thirty-five-year-old graduate of Harvard and
former official of the American Society for Psychical Research,
was travelling to England with Theodate Pope, an architect,
interior designer and progressive thinker from Farmington in
Connecticut, fifteen years his senior. This tall, imposing woman
was also a keen psychical researcher who was planning to
induce the English counterpart of the American society to
organise a new body in the States. While in England she was to



be the guest of Britain’s leading spiritualist, Sir Oliver Lodge.
Sixty-six-year-old Father Basil Maturin, the Roman Catholic
chaplain at Oxford University who had been Lenten preacher at
the Church of Our Lady of Lourdes in New York, was returning
to his pastoral duties. While in America Maturin had carefully
canvassed the views of Americans, particularly the Irish-
Americans with whom he chiefly mixed, about the war. He had
been a little apprehensive but was gratified to discover that
‘The whole tone in regard to the war is all that we could wish . .
. I can’t imagine where we got the idea in England that they are
pro-German.’ He was particularly anxious to sail on the swift
Lusitania because he was impatient to return to Oxford.

William Mounsey of Chicago was also hoping for a swift
passage. He was sailing to Liverpool with his daughter Sarah
Lund and her husband in the hope of a poignant reunion with
the wife he had believed dead. The family had thought that Mrs
Mounsey had been lost on the Empress of Ireland, which had
sunk the previous year with the loss of over a thousand lives
after colliding with a freighter in thick fog in the St Lawrence
River. However, her body had never been recovered and the
family had recently received news of a mysterious ‘Kate
Fitzgerald’ who answered her description and had been found
sheltering ‘in a Liverpool asylum under a mental cloud’. Not
surprisingly, the family were so overjoyed at the thought that,
however mentally confused, she had been ‘rescued from the
dead’ that, like many passengers that warm spring day, they
paid no heed at all to the German notice.



7 - LEAVING HARBOUR
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News of the German warning spread quickly among the
Lusitania’s crew. Firemen and trimmers came up from the
bowels of the ship sweaty and grimy from their shift to see
what was going on. Coaling had been completed by 9 o’clock the
previous night, the coal shovelled by hand from the barges onto
elevators which carried it up to the loading bays in the ship’s
sides. From there it had been spread evenly between the
longitudinal bunkers stretching down each side of the ship. The
Lusitania had taken on some 5,690 tons of Berwick’s Standard
Eureka coal — it took twenty-two trains to deliver the coal for a
single transatlantic passage — and her bunkers now held some
6,010 tons. For eighteen hours before she could sail her firemen
and trimmers had been working to raise steam, the trimmers
bringing coal from the bunkers and piling it ready for the
firemen to shovel into the furnaces. Now, leaning curiously over
the rail, they saw people they believed to be German agents,
‘aliens — they were giving pamphlets out to various people all
round, especially the passengers that were coming aboard . . .
and sticking these things on the wall — don’t go on this ship . . .
she won’t reach Liverpool, all that kind of business’.

A fifteen-year-old bellboy, William Burrows, returning to the
ship in the early hours, had been greeted by a policeman on the
dock gate who said with grim humour, ‘You’re not going to get
back this time, sonny. They’re oing to get you this time.’ Some
of the crew did feel the tension. Passenger Lucy Taylor was
amazed when a sailor grabbed her hat off her head and hurled
it into the sea. She had bought it for her trousseau and was
particularly proud of the lavish peacock feathers adorning the
crown, but the sailor told her firmly that peacock feathers
always brought bad luck. Some crewmen also took it as a bad
omen that the ship’s cat and stoker’s mascot, black, four-year-
old Dowie, had run away the night before. Yet most of the crew
going about their duties that morning shrugged off thoughts of
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danger. It seemed unreal. As one later recalled, ‘We had no idea
about what would happen if we got belted but . . . we knew no
submarine could chase us and catch us . . .’ Another
remembered that ‘quite a lot of passengers backed out, but we
the crew, we took no notice at all — you don’t if you’re a
member of a crew of a ship — you’ve got a different outlook, it’s
work whereas the other people they’ve nothing much to think
about — they’re liable to get a bit jittery’. Allied to an inherent
confidence in the Lusitania’s performance was a quiet belief
that ‘they daren’t sink her’.

This confidence was echoed by their captain, fifty-eight-year-
old ‘Bowler Bill’ Turner, who told a reporter in his broad
Liverpudlian accent, ‘It’s the best joke I’ve heard in many days,
this talk of torpedoing the Lusitania.’ He had ome experience
of submarines. In January, while captaining the Cunarder
Transylvania, he had successfully eluded a pursuing U-boat, and
on the recent outbound voyage from Liverpool on the Lusitania
he had outrun what he believed to be a submarine while
clearing Irish waters. Known to his friends as ‘Will’, this short,
stocky man was popular with his crew ‘up to a point’ but was
hardly ‘the picture-postcard commodore of an Atlantic fleet’. He
struck his passengers as an ‘ordinary type of “old man” who
wore, rather than carried, his gold braid as if conscious of his
Sunday best’. He was certainly taciturn. He disliked idle chit-
chat with passengers whom he was prone to describe as ‘bloody
monkeys’ and gratefully left the social side to his more
‘clubbable’ taff captain, forty-nine-year-old John Anderson.

Turner was born in 1856 to a Liverpool sea captain, Charles
Turner, and his wife, the daughter of a cotton-mill owner. His
parents wanted him to be ‘respectable’ and enter the Church.
This led to violent scenes; Will Turner stubbornly refused to
become ‘a devil-dodger’, as he called it. Aged just thirteen he
found a berth on the small barque Grasmere only to be
shipwrecked off the northern Irish coast and forced to swim
ashore. He next ran off as a deck boy in the sailing ship White
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Star plying the route between the Mersey and Aden around the
Cape of Good.

Turner was soon appointed a junior officer by the Cunard
Line but left after discovering that it was impossible to captain
a vessel of this most prestigious of lines without having held a
previous command elsewhere. He duly became captain of a
sailing ship and after several successful voyages re-joined
Cunard in 1883. But it was to be twenty years before, in 1903, at
the age of forty-seven, he was finally appointed master of one of
the company’s small steamships, the cargo boat Aleppo trading
in the Mediterranean. Thereafter, though, promotions came
quickly; he commanded the Carpathian Ivernia, Caronia and
others on the transatlantic run. The company regarded him not
only as a safe pair of hands but as one of their most skilful
navigators and the most speedy of all their captains at docking
large liners to meet tight schedules. He deserved his high salary
of a thousand pounds a year. Turner was also a man of
considerable personal courage and an excellent swimmer. In
1883, the year he returned to Cunard, he jumped into the
freezing waters of Liverpool’s Alexandra Dock to rescue a
drowning boy and received the Shipwreck and Humane
Society’s Medal for bravery.

Turner briefly commanded the Lusitania before being given
command of the Mauretania and becoming Commodore
Captain of the Cunard Line. In August 1913 he was appointed
an Honorary Commander in the Royal Naval Reserve by King
George V — the closest he came to formal contact with the
Royal Navy. In May 1914 he took ommand of the mammoth
Aquitania on her maiden voyage to New York, but on the
outbreak of war the Aquitania was commandeered by the
Admiralty. Turner was then given various commands before
again being assigned to the Lusitania when her captain David
Dow became ‘tired and really ill’ in early 1915, possibly because
of the stresses of the February voyage and the American flag
incident.
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Turner was married with two grown-up sons. The elder,
Percy, was ‘very big and strong and never happy unless mixed
up in a fight’. He had gone to sea but gave it up and went to
Mexico where he became ‘mixed up in Huerta’s rebellion . . .
and narrowly escaped being shot against a brick wall’. For
whatever reason, Turner’s relationship with his wife had
become increasingly strained. They lived largely apart, and he
now employed a lively young woman, Mabel Every, as
housekeeper. Austere in many respects, Turner was nonetheless
a connoisseur of good food and wine ‘with a preference for
German restaurants and cooking’ and enjoyed smoking a pipe.
He had dined the night before the Lusitania sailed from New
York at his favourite New York hostelry, the Nibelungen Room
at Lüchow’s Restaurant on 14th Street. The proprietor, August
Lüchow, had emigrated from Hanover thirty years earlier and
offered his guests hearty German cooking to the
accompaniment of an eight-piece Viennese orchestra.

Earlier in the day Turner had given evidence as an expert
witness in the case before Justice Mayer to determine the White
Star Line’s financial liability over the loss of the Titanic. When
asked what he knew about the construction of ships, he had
answered, ‘I don’t bother about their construction as long as
they float. If they sink, I get out.’ When pressed about what
lessons he had learned from the Titanic disaster his bleak
response was that he had not learned the slightest thing and
that ‘It will happen again.’

Afterwards Turner had called at the Custom House where,
before Deputy Collector John Farrell, he swore that the single-
page manifest he was presenting was a full nd truthful list of
all goods and merchandise on board the Lusitania. Under the
heading ‘Shipper’s Manifest — Part of Cargo’ it listed thirty-five
miscellaneous consignments from bacon, beef, pork, lard and
205 barrels of Connecticut oysters to shoe laces, cloth, furs,
machine parts and tobacco samples. Neither Farrell nor Turner
noticed that the paperwork had actually been completed in the



name of the Lusitania’s previous captain, David Dow. The
Lusitania had already been searched in the days prior to
departure by the US Neutrality Squad, which had strict orders
to look for guns or for evidence of attempts to mount guns.
Turner knew that the next morning Dudley Field Malone,
Collector of Customs for the Port of New York, and Farrell’s
boss, would come on board to inspect the ship. However, as all
parties recognised, this was little more than a formality. As
Malone, a former Treasury Department lawyer appointed
collector by President Wilson in 1912, later wrote after the
adequacy of his inspections had been queried, it was ‘entirely
impracticable to make a physical examination of each package
or case going into the cargo of an outgoing ship’.

As he returned to his ship Turner’s greatest concern was
probably over the number and calibre of his crew. He would
have been affronted to learn that Captain Boy-Ed shared his
view. The German naval attaché had reported to Berlin on 27
April that ‘The crew of the Lusitania is in a very depressed
mood and hopes this will be the last Atlantic crossing during
the war . . . The Lusitania crew is incomplete. It is difficult to
service the engines adequately.’ In addition to Staff Captain
Anderson, Turner had six other deck officers and a total crew of
702. Of these, seventy-seven were seamen in the Deck
Department but their quality, compared with ‘the old-fashioned
sailor’ of pre-war days, gave him little satisfaction. Many were
relatively untrained replacements for the men of the Royal
Naval Reserve and the Royal Fleet Reserve who had been called
up for war service, but Cunard had little choice but to employ
any likely young men who presented themselves.

On the forthcoming voyage the likely young men included
two brothers, Leslie and John Morton, although their father
would have been surprised to learn the circumstances under
which they were aboard. They had just completed ‘a
particularly vicious passage from Liverpool’ of sixty-three days
on the sailing ship Naiad, with Leslie serving as second mate
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and his brother completing his indentures. Faced with the
prospect of a year-long voyage taking oil to Australia and grain
back to England they had appealed to their father for help, and
he had cabled them the money to enable them to sail home in
second class on the Lusitania. Leslie was keen to qualify as a
full mate and both brothers were anxious to see something of
the war which they believed was likely to be ‘over and done
with in a matter of months’.

Together with some similarly disillusioned shipmates from
the Naiad they went to look at the Lusitania lying in her berth
‘as large as a mountain’ and were persuaded to sign on as deck
hands by an officer who complained that ‘we have had ten of
our deck hands run away this trip in New York’ because of ‘the
threat of conscription coming at home. They don’t like the idea.’
The Mortons and their friends readily agreed, and that night
they recruited some further escapees. They put on ‘as many
clothes as we could possibly, wearing singlets, shirts, jersey,
oilskins, in fact we must have looked like . . . supermen from
another world as we waddled up the wharf from the Naiad. We
could not for obvious reasons take our trunks with us, and we
had £37 10s. 0d. in our pocket.’ Later they went on a
tremendous spree with the now unneeded money from Morton
senior, drinking Manhattan cocktails with cherries on sticks. It
was only the second time in his life that Leslie Morton had
tasted alcohol, and he passed out on Broadway. But by 8.30 a.m.
on Friday 30 April the sore-headed and bleary-eyed young
seamen went up the crew’s gangway of the Lusitania to report
to Chief Officer Piper.

Another new crew member was a slightly built Englishman of
average height with dark brown hair and a hin smooth face,
Neal Leach. He had only recently arrived in New York and had
spent the days prior to sailing living in a boarding house on
West 16th Street where he had made numerous German
acquaintances. Leach, who was in his early twenties, was the
son of a magistrate in Jamaica. He had studied to be a barrister



but, failing to pass his final exams, had gone to Germany to be
tutor to the son of a wine-grower in Steeg. On the outbreak of
war he was interned but was subsequently released, according
to his own account, through the help of his employer and a
Jesuit priest, apparently on the promise that he would return to
the West Indies and not become a combatant. Leach sailed via
Holland to America, but on 24 February 1915, before he had
even embarked, the German Foreign Office sent a coded
message to their Washington Embassy: ‘Please inform Dernburg
that Neil [sic] Leach has received permission to leave for
America.’ This is the only such notification of a departure to be
found in any surviving German messages intercepted by the
British. During the voyage Leach met the spymaster Paul
König’s agent Gustav Stahl. On their arrival in New York Stahl
took him to his lodgings. Through his uncle, who had friends in
Cunard, Leach had managed to secure a position on the
Lusitania as a steward.

As both crew and passengers prepared for departure in the
curious circumstances of 1 May 1915, the tension on board the
Lusitania was heightened by an unexpected delay. At the
expected cry of ‘All ashore!’ friends and relations had made
their last farewells. Oliver Bernard, feeling a frisson of
excitement that ‘the voyage might rank as an event in the war
itself’, noticed how ‘a sense of importance rather than
apprehension’ pervaded these partings. As friends and relations
clustered along the pier the excitement was palpable. But the
departure time of 10 a.m. came and went and news spread that
the sailing had been delayed to allow forty-one first- and
second-class passengers and crew who should have sailed on
the Anchor Line’s Cameronia to be transferred. The Cameronia
had been requisitioned by the Admiralty as a troop transporter.
Trucks and taxis were despatched to the Anchor Line pier at the
foot of West 24th Street to bring the passengers down to the
Cunard pier at the foot of West 14th Street, but it took time to
ferry them and their bags.



Captain Turner had received his operational instructions
from Cunard’s general manager in Liverpool, Mr Mearns,
before leaving England but, like other captains of merchant
vessels, he had effectively been under Admiralty control since
the war began. The government had set up the Liverpool and
London War Risks Association whereby the government
indemnified merchant ships subject to their obeying Admiralty
guidance and instructions issued without reference to the ship’s
owners. If the ship failed to follow guidance without good
reason and was lost, her owners forfeited their rights to
insurance payment. In recent months Turner had received a
stream of general Admiralty guidelines on how to counter the
risk from submarines and what route to follow across the
Atlantic. Among the advice were reminders to avoid headlands
where submarines were said to lurk, to pass harbours at full
speed, to steer a mid-channel course and to approach ports at a
time when there was no need to linger outside the harbour.
Specific instructions were ‘regarded as confidential’ and
forwarded unread by the company to their captains. Turner’s
personal view was that there was far too much paperwork.
However, his recollection of and adherence to such guidance
would be scrutinised in the light of subsequent events.

The all-ashore gongs finally sounded on the Lusitania shortly
after 11.30 a.m., the last visitors reluctantly streamed ashore
and the gang plank was raised. But the departure of the
Lusitania was delayed yet further when Captain Turner
suddenly appeared at the top of the gangway with his actress
niece Mercedes Desmore. He had visited her backstage the
night before at the New Amsterdam Theatre where she was
appearing in Henry Arthur Jones’s The Lie and she had come on
board to say goodbye. Turner called angrily for the gang plank
to be re-lowered. It was. She disembarked. It was raised again.
The hawsers were loosed from the bollards on the quayside.
Finally, just after 12.20 p.m., to the gentle thrumming of her
four steam turbines, the Lusitania backed into the Hudson
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River, nudged by three tugs. She gave three ear-splitting blasts
of her horn while on the quayside people waved hats,
handkerchiefs and flags and flung fistfuls of confetti into the air.
At one end of the boat deck the ship’s band played ‘Tipperary’
while at the other the Royal Gwent Male Voice Singers from
Wales who had been touring America and Canada sang the
‘Star-Spangled Banner’. Their famous tenor Parry Jones was in
particularly good voice. He had heard the warnings but had
been told that even if she were attacked ‘a great ship like this
wouldn’t sink for five or six hours so there would be plenty of
time to get everybody off’.

The rain had cleared and the great vessel sailed away in
brilliant sunlight, caught on cinefilm for one last time by a film
crew on the pier. Although her name and port of registry had
been painted over as a precaution, she looked both festive and
magnificent with streamers of alphabet flags fluttering from the
fore and aft masts and thick black smoke pouring from her
stacks. She passed the German liners laid up alongside their
piers at Hoboken, scene of the gruesome fire in 1900. The old
American Line’s ship New York was just ahead and managed to
beat her glamorous rival past the harbour bar. In the
increasingly salty air the Lusitania nosed past Sandy Hook, the
pilot departed and the expanse of the Atlantic began to open
out before her. Passengers crowded the rails to see the three
camouflage-painted British warships keeping watch from
outside American territorial waters on shipping entering and
leaving New York. They included the Cunard liner Caronia,
converted into an auxiliary cruiser and looking as if she were
now ‘armed with teeth’. Twelve of her seamen rowed a cutter
into the swell to sling sacks of mail aboard the liner. A
photographer on the deck of he Caronia took one of the last
pictures of the Lusitania.



Longitudinal section.
 

The passengers now thronging the Lusitania’s decks were
pinning their faith on the ship’s speed, great size and special
construction — especially her honeycomb of watertight
compartments. Many naval experts believed that if she were hit
they would keep her afloat long enough for the lifeboats to be
launched. Passengers also reminded each other, as many had



1. Mai: D.  (Cunard), englisch, 30,396 R.T., nach Liverpool, an etwa 8
Mai [1 May:  (Cunard), English, 30,396 tons, on passage to Liverpool,
[arrival] around 8 May].

eagerly told reporters, that the Admiralty would send an armed
escort when the Lusitania reached the war zone.

They would have been disturbed to learn that just five days
earlier a top-secret intelligence report had been prepared in
Berlin and passed to German ministers and military and naval
heads of staff for onward distribution. It detailed the
movements of enemy merchant ships. A brief entry under
‘Steamer Departures from New York’ read:

Lusitania
Lusitania



8 - THE OSTRICH CLUB
Despite the lovely spring weather, seasoned transatlantic
travellers quickly noticed that the mood was more subdued
than usual. Spiritualist Theodate Pope decided that her
companions ‘were a very quiet shipload of passengers’. Some
were still unnerved by the German warning: one young woman
had barely boarded the ship before she ‘looked about and
mentally decided upon the place to make for in the event of any
incident . . .’ Others were inevitably reflective because the
Lusitania was bringing them closer to the conflict. Leaflets
issued by the Victoria League and placed strategically around
the ship informed passengers about ‘the origin and issues of the
present war’. Cunard management had issued instructions to
all captains to have these placed ‘wherever possible in the
hands of passengers of neutral nationality . . .’ Red Cross
collecting boxes and appeal notices were also prominently
placed.

Yet the routine of ship life soon asserted itself. The ship’s
doctor was worrying about the ‘epidemic outbreak of typhus
fever’ in New York, of which he had been warned, and
wondering whether any passenger was infected. Chief Purser
James McCubbin, under instructions to ensure that the ship’s
music programme was ‘not calculated to cause offence’,
particularly on a Sunday, was scrutinising the band’s musical
programme in the purser’s office facing the main first-class
staircase. Standing behind decorative metalwork grilles
resembling the cashiers’ cages of fashionable shops, his staff
were carefully issuing receipts for valuables from wealthy
passengers like Mr and Mrs Theodore Naish, who wanted to
deposit $390 in gold.

In normal times, the purser’s office also served as a telegraph
office, sending passengers’ messages on to the radio room for
transmission. Transatlantic passengers could wire other ships
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at sixteen cents a word, although wiring the UK or the US was
much more expensive — a short telegram could cost a manual
worker a week’s pay. But in May 1915 this was academic. Robert
Leith and David McCormick, the two experienced telegraphists
in the radio room in the Marconi house high up on the
Hurricane Deck under its mass of wire aerials, were working
six-hour shifts to keep up a continuous service. However,
Captain Turner had instructed that ‘no passengers’ messages
must be sent from the ship whatever’. His own instructions
from Cunard were to use his wireless ‘as little as possible and
send us no messages’. The only radio contact with the ship
would be controlled by the Admiralty. The ship could, however,
receive messages, and a number of passengers including
Frohman and Vanderbilt were sent fond farewells. An
affectionate message to Frohman ended, ‘God bless you dear
friend.’

The purser’s staff were also kept busy explaining the layout of
the enormous ship to bewildered and inexperienced
passengers. Some were confused that the six decks where
passenger cabins and the public rooms were located had names
but were also known by designated letters. The Boat Deck,
beneath the Hurricane Deck and where the lifeboats were
hanging, was also known as A Deck, the Promenade Deck,
immediately beneath, was known as B Deck, the Shelter Deck as
C Deck, the Upper Deck as D Deck, the Main Deck as E Deck and
the Lower Deck as F Deck. (Lower still were the Orlop and
Lower Orlop Decks used for cargo and crew purposes.)

The staff had to deal with passengers’ complaints about heir
accommodation. Actress Rita Jolivet was disappointed with her
first-class stateroom, an inside cabin on the Upper Deck and ‘a
very bad room’. Theodate Pope found the noise made by the
‘very noisy family’ next door to her intolerable and changed her
stateroom for one on the Boat Deck. This presented no
problems since there were only 290 passengers in first class in
the comfortable centre section of the ship compared with the
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540 it had been designed to carry. Their staterooms, with cabin-
to-cabin telephones connected through a central switchboard,
were nearly all on the Boat, Promenade and Upper Decks. The
two-tiered dining-room was accessible from both the Upper and
Shelter Decks, while the main lounges, libraries and smoking-
rooms were all high up on the Boat Deck.

The third-class section, situated in the forward third of the
ship, was also relatively empty with just 367 occupying
accommodation on the Lower and Main Decks designed for a
capacity of 1,200. Although this part of the ship was the least
comfortable when the ship was pitching, the third-class cabins
were thoughtfully though plainly fitted out. Passengers were
gratified to find the two- to eight-berth cabins clean,
comfortable and, somewhat to their surprise, equipped with
crisply laundered sheets. Six months earlier the chief steward
of third class had reported that ‘quite a number of the third
class passengers who were of a very superior type had
enquired for sheets for the beds’. A Cunard study established
that it would cost only £358 to equip the Lusitania with bedding
and quilts, and it had promptly been done. To discourage
pilfering, the bedclothes were embossed with the company
emblem of a lion gripping the world between its paws. The
Lusitania’s designers, fearing third-class passengers might not
have seen flushing lavatories and might not understand the
principles behind them, had taken the innovative step of
installing lavatories which flushed automatically.

Among those now settling in were Elizabeth Duckworth, a
fifty-two-year-old twice-widowed weaver in a Taftville,
Connecticut, cotton mill. She was returning to her native
Lancashire simply because she was omesick. Her companions
in third class included the friendly Hook family. George Hook
and his children Frank and Elsie had originally planned to
travel second class but on learning that their former
housekeeper, her husband and baby boy were returning to
England and would be travelling in third had good-naturedly
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decided to join them. The Hooks had quickly befriended young
New York engineer Jack Welsh, who was already much smitten
by a milliner, Gerda Nielson, whom he had met on deck. Also in
third class was Annie Williams, whose husband John had
deserted her and their six children immediately on their arrival
as immigrants in the US. She was returning to England with her
offspring, ranging from nine-year-old Edith to four-month-old
David, in the desperate hope of tracking down her runaway
spouse.

They could take the air by promenading along a portion of the
Shelter Deck. They also had the benefit of clean and
comfortable public rooms on that deck, including a smoking-
room and the best dining-saloon for steerage passengers on the
Atlantic on the deck below. The long tables were arranged in
rows with steel-legged, wooden-backed chairs ten to a side, but
the room was well lit and the austerity was softened by Doric
columns whose purpose was structural as well as artistic.
Women had their own sitting-room. Although it was uncarpeted
and furnished with un-upholstered wooden benches, it was
spacious and airy and offered a welcome degree of privacy.
Poorer passengers also appreciated the fact that medical care
was free in the twenty-four-bed hospital — an incentive, or so it
was said, for pregnant women to time their voyage with the
date on which they expected to give birth. An isolation ward in
the stern of the ship dealt with passengers with highly
infectious diseases. The Lusitania’s usual doctor was laid up
with rheumatism and his place had been taken by a younger
man, thirty-eight-year-old Dr McDermott.

Second-class passengers, whose accommodation was in the
third of the ship towards the stern and whose open decks were
separated from those of first class by a angway, were less
content. Some 600 had been crammed into quarters designed
for 460 and consequently there were two sittings instead of one
for meals. The reason for the congestion was two-fold. Second
class on the Lusitania was considered as good as first class on
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many other ships and was therefore popular. The sixty-foot-long
dining-room on the Upper Deck, with its delicately carved
panels under a graceful open well, was built in the Georgian
style like the handsome, barrel-vaulted smoking-room on the
Promenade Deck where passengers could puff on a cigar while
contemplating a handsome mosaic panel depicting a river
scene in Brittany. The adjacent ladies’ drawing-room featured
deep, prettily curtained windows and slender fluted columns.
The Louis XVI saloon up on the Boat Deck was in soft grey and
rose, set off by gold-hued satinwood furniture. What’s more,
Cunard had discounted the second-class tickets from $70 to $50.
One man found himself sharing an inside cabin with three
other men on the Shelter Deck ‘but we joked about it and slept
with the doors open, and we got on fairly well’. Some
passengers who had wished to travel in second class had been
forced to take cabins in third.

For many passengers new to the Lusitania or to transatlantic
travel there was the charm of novelty. They were fascinated by
the ship, gazing up at her four great funnels rearing seventy-
five feet above the Boat Deck and secured by thick guy wires to
prevent their keeling over in high seas. They hungrily absorbed
snippets of information from the crew, such as the fact that four
million rivets weighing some five hundred tons had been used
in the ship’s construction. One steward who was quite lyrical
about the Lusitania assured his passengers that ‘The personality
of the ship was perfect, she had no high speed roll, and was a
very comfortable ship to sail in.’ Experienced sailors like
Florence Padley from Vancouver knew better. She had sailed on
the Lusitania before and recalled that she had a ‘wonderful roll
in the calmest of seas!!’ Passengers also learned that, like most
ships of her period, the Lusitania’s bow was delicately flared so
that he cut deep into the sea rather than pushing it aside,
throwing up great sheets of water almost vertically. She was
therefore regarded as a ‘wet ship’. Seawater regularly sprayed



the passenger decks, which had an eighteen-inch camber to
allow water to drain off.

But the Lusitania was quieter than she might have been
thanks, as better-informed passengers knew, to her powerful
steam turbine engines. The marine steam turbine was the
product of the buccaneering talents of British engineer the
Honourable Charles Parsons. He had built the world’s first
turbine-driven vessel, the elegant little Turbinia, driven by nine
propellers divided between three shafts, each connected to a
turbine. Parsons had chosen a spectacular occasion on which to
reveal her to the world: the naval review at Spithead in 1897 in
honour of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. The Prince of
Wales, wearing the magnificent regalia of an Admiral of the
Fleet, was surveying the assembled fleet when the Turbinia
suddenly dashed out in the wake of the royal yacht. Only a
hundred feet long, a mere nine feet wide and with a twenty-foot
flame leaping from her stack, she gave a dazzling display of
speed, reaching around 40mph as she dodged between lines of
battleships and narrowly avoided collisions with pursuing
naval craft. No other ship could catch her and Parsons had
made his point. Within a very short time the Royal Navy was
building ships powered by Parsons’ turbines and Cunard
installed them in the Lusitania.

On the first full day at sea Captain Turner conducted the
Sunday Service but as usual showed little inclination for
socialising with his passengers. He hated answering their
ignorant questions and had a particular distaste for the pushier
ones among them. On one occasion when the wife of a
prominent passenger tried to pressure him into letting her onto
the bridge while the ship sailed down the Mersey, he told her
that only those responsible for the ship’s navigation were
allowed there while she was negotiating narrow waters. She
asked what his reaction would be if a lady were to insist. His
acid response was, ‘Madam, do you think that would be a lady?’
Burly Staff Captain John Anderson, urbane and charming,
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supplied the deficiency. He chatted easily with passengers and
initiated them into the mysteries of how a ship was run.

Passengers quickly discovered that the ship was a highly
organised, stratified world with different officers in charge of
different departments. The Stewarding Department of 306
under Chief Steward John Jones made the most immediate
impact on passengers’ comfort. His staff included a large body
of stewards, twenty-one stewardesses including four from the
Cameronia lodged well away from male employees who were
liable to be sacked if caught making nocturnal visits, cooks and
scullions, the five-man orchestra and a trio of barbers including
the popular and heavily booked Lott Gadd. Many were related
to one another; sixteen-year-old assistant cook George Wynne
from Liverpool had managed to secure a job as a scullion for
his semi-invalid though only thirty-seven-year-old father
Joseph. It was hard work preparing mountains of vegetables in
the pantries or toiling in the steaming galleys, where in high
seas cooking vessels could easily jump the guard rails around
the stove and spill their boiling contents. Dressed in the
traditional cook’s garb of checked trousers and white singlets
the Wynnes worked fourteen-hour days, but conditions and pay
were reckoned to be far better than anything to be had ashore.
George earned £3 15s. a week and sent ten shillings of that
home to his mother. The young bellboys like William Burrows
also worked hard, sometimes sixteen hours at a stretch, racing
around the ship in their brass-buttoned uniforms. They
nicknamed the Cunard lion on their peaked caps the ‘monkey
and duff’. But the tips made it all worthwhile. A successful
bellboy could earn enough to set himself up ashore in a trade.

The 314 men of the Engineering Department worked under
Chief Engineer Archibald Bryce, a powerfully built, leathery-
skinned fifty-four-year-old veteran of the engine-room. A Scot,
he had been chief engineer on the Aquitania efore the British
government had requisitioned her a few months earlier. He was
a close friend of Turner’s and had sailed with him for many
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years. His father had been chief engineer on one of Cunard’s old
paddle-steamers. Bryce’s men included the trimmers and
firemen of the ‘black gang’. Most passengers were unaware of
the hidden but essential world where these men toiled to feed
coal to the Lusitania’s immense boilers, operating at 195lb of
pressure to the square inch to produce steam to power the
massive turbines. Some 65,000 gallons of water per minute
were needed to cool the engines. The turbine-rooms were in the
stern section but the four boiler-rooms housing the ship’s
twenty-five boilers extended towards the bows. Beyond them
was a small hold and the trim tanks. The engine- and boiler-
rooms, rudder and steering equipment were sited as far below
the waterline as practical to protect them against enemy fire,
while the huge coal stores were located within the longitudinal
bunkers to give additional protection to the boilers. The engine-
room communicated with each of the four boiler-rooms and
with the bridge, seven decks above and four hundred feet
forward, using a system of engine telegraphs.

The black gang — including many Liverpool Irishmen like
John O’Connell, who at nineteen was the youngest — worked
two four-hour shifts in each twenty-four-hour cycle in the
‘stokeholes’, as they called the boiler-rooms. Their dormitories
and washing facilities were located close by the engine-room
hatches so the driving hum of the ship’s engines was for them
ever-present.

At the very bottom of the engineering hierarchy were the
trimmers. Their job was to shovel away inside the coal bunkers
themselves, shifting the coal to the doors so that a ready supply
could be harrowed across to the firemen at the furnaces.
Stripped to the waist and wearing clogs to protect their feet
from the showers of hot ash, the firemen had a precision task.
They usually worked the furnaces in twenty-one-minute bursts:
seven minutes to clear the fire grate with a ten-foot skewer, the
slice bar, sending ash to the pit below and raising the white-hot
‘clinkers’ — fused umps of impurities — to the top of the coals;



 

Life on board the  shown in section.

A: Boat Deck; B: Promenade Deck; C: Shelter Deck; D: Upper Deck; E: Main Deck; F:
Lower Deck; G: Orlop Deck; H: Lower Orlop.

 

seven minutes to rake them over; and seven minutes to load the
coal into the roaring furnaces and ensure that it was levelly
spread over the glowing bed to a depth of some four inches.
After a brief pause the indicator gong sounded and the
relentless cycle began again.

Lusitania

It was noisy, scorching, choking, exhausting work in air that
was thick with acrid, noxious gases and coaldust — soft,
bituminous American coal like that loaded in New York by the
Lusitania had a particularly high dust content. In high seas it
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was even more hazardous. The firemen struggled to keep their
footing on the coal-covered floor as the ship heaved and
pitched, bows sometimes rearing sixty feet before plunging
back again into the waves. The firemen would aim to stoke as
the bow went down, slamming the furnace door shut as soon as
the ship began to rise to avoid being showered with burning
coals. The work was also stressful mentally — a man knew that
to slow up meant dropping behind his comrades and appearing
weak. It was not surprising that firemen and trimmers, wisely
denied access to alcohol on board, went on gargantuan
drinking binges ashore. Tales were still told of the men of the
stokehold on the Cunarder Ultonia who went on the rampage
and broke into the wine stores before being rounded up and
confined. A gruesome story went the rounds of an engineering
officer who unwisely intervened in a fight between stokers, was
felled with a shovel and incinerated in a furnace. Passengers on
the Lusitania who caught sight of the ‘black gang’ thought them
‘a wild lot’.

Passengers found the activities of the deck hands more
appealing. The Morton brothers’ daily routine consisted of
washing down the decks, the paintwork and the lifeboats and
doing ‘a great deal of sailoring’ like repairing and maintaining
the ship’s mooring ropes, lifeboat tackle and davits. They
frequently had an audience. Leslie Morton, a newcomer to
liners, found himself ‘putting an eye splice in an eight stranded
wire hawser on the fore deck, with a crowd of admiring
passengers watching me, hich called forth all my latent
histrionic abilities’. He added gratuitous flourishes to what was
usually a simple activity and was amused by the ‘oohs’, ‘aahs’
and gasps of admiration.

At first the Mortons found the Lusitania disconcertingly
different to their former vessel the Naiad. The vast ship was
confusing with ‘innumerable people, noise, passengers’, while
the fo’c’s’le three decks down where many of the crew had their
bunks was ‘more like a work-house dormitory’. But the sheer
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wonder of the great ship soon gripped them. There was a
porthole by Leslie Morton’s bunk and he wrote of ‘the thrill of
looking through . . . watching the water cutting away like magic
as “Lusitania” went through the seas . . .’

As mere deck hands they had virtually no contact with
Captain Turner, but they did not desire any. Turner had a
reputation for conscientious efficiency but also for aloofness.
One of the Lusitania’s young quartermasters recalled that ‘as
far as the quartermasters or the seamen or anybody else in the
crew is concerned the captain doesn’t know anything about
them as long as they are all doing their job’.

Turner certainly set great store by old-fashioned seamanship.
One evening, as four of his officers were sitting down to a game
of bridge, he sent them a four-stranded Turk’s Head knot with
the message ‘Captain’s compliments, and he says he wants
another of these made.’ The card game was reluctantly
abandoned while the exasperated young men tried to
remember how to tie this extremely complicated knot. As one
wrote, ‘It was Turner’s idea of humour.’

One of Leslie Morton’s tasks was to paint the lifeboats on the
Boat Deck with the grey paint known as ‘crab fat’. One day he
was lying flat on his back beneath one of the boats when he
heard the patter of feet followed by slower, rather heavier
footsteps. Glancing from under the boat he saw two girls with
their nanny. They made a deep impression: ‘I could not help
thinking what lovely children they were and how beautifully
dressed.’ The eldest was earing a white pleated skirt and a
sailor blouse. They stopped and quizzed him about what he was
doing, then asked whether they could help. Morton sensibly
replied that it was too messy a job, but the elder girl seized the
piece of rag he was using to apply the paint and ‘dabbed it on
the boat and also all over her beautiful clothes’. Fearing both
the furious nanny and ‘the irate bosun’, Morton slid over the
side and down to the next deck.
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There was in fact an unusually large number of children on
board. According to one stewardess, ‘it was a record number of
youngsters for the Lusitania’ with fifty-one oys, thirty-nine
girls and thirty-nine infants. The children of first-class
passengers, like the six young Cromptons whose father was a
business associate of Cunard chairman Sir Alfred Booth, could
be left to play in a nursery on the Shelter Deck under the
watchful eye of stewardesses. They also had a special dining-
saloon where the decoration was in the style of Louis XVI but
‘advisedly simpler’. In second class a section of the dining-room
was used as a children’s play area when meals were not being
served. Some of the children were so strikingly beautiful that
there was talk of organising a baby contest, but the idea was
wisely abandoned for fear that ‘many mothers might be up in
arms if somebody else’s child won’. The youngsters included
twelve-year-old Avis Dolphin, on her way to school in England.
Her parents had emigrated to Canada but her father had died
within a year from tuberculosis contracted while fighting in the
Boer War. Avis’s mother had set up a nursing home in Ontario
but was now sending her back to England in the care of two
nurses, Hilda Ellis and Sarah Smith, in second class.

The Lusitania was an amazing sight for the young girl, ‘a
wonderful ship . . . like a floating palace’, but early in the
voyage Avis had begun to feel homesick and seasick. She was
also lonely, realising that the nurses supposed to be looking
after her ‘had other interests on board’. She was lying rather
miserably on a deck chair when the writer and laird of the Isle
of Foula, Professor Holbourn, lso travelling in second class,
noticed her. Missing his own little boys back home in Scotland,
Holbourn was glad to befriend a child and took Avis under his
wing. Together they roamed the ship, and as he was a keen
yachtsman she found him very knowledgeable. He showed her
the small observation corridor forward on the Promenade Deck
which gave first-class passengers a spectacular view over the
bows and, like all the children, she was fascinated by the two
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first-class lifts. These had intricate grilles with gilded rosettes
and medallions, and each was operated by a uniformed lift
attendant.

As they rambled, Holbourn told Avis how, in August 1914, the
terrible news of the outbreak of war had taken time to reach
the Isle of Foula because the weekly mail boat had been
delayed. The husband of the island’s schoolmistress had thrust
a copy of the Scotsman at Holbourn, exclaiming, ‘There is war!’
To Holbourn it had been ‘so totally unexpected that it seemed
incredible. I sat down on the grass dazed and stupefied, and
watched the islanders quietly unloading sacks of flour and
meal, and talking calmly about things in general.’ He told Avis
all about his beloved island — just three and a half miles long
and half a mile wide and so remote that it took four days to
reach from Edinburgh. He described its heart-stopping beauty,
the changing colours of the hills ranging from ‘a pale jewelled
green to deep purple’. Holbourn himself was of only medium
height but strongly made and athletic with deep-set,
penetrating eyes. He had an extraordinary talent for story-
telling and he made the shy, homesick child laugh with his
quirky tales of the Foula Bogey-man who lived in an old,
wrecked herring boat and was swept out to sea one day to the
great satisfaction of a watching small boy who remarked, ‘The
Bogey-man will be getting his feet wet.’ He also told her about
the giant of Foula who became so enraged that he hurled a
large boulder from the island across the twenty-mile stretch of
sea to the mainland.

Holbourn, who was a cautious, sensible man as well as a kind
one, ‘thought that everyone should know how to ut their
lifebelts on and suggested this to a number of passengers but a
deputation came to him asking him not to talk about the
possibility of trouble because it was upsetting the women
passengers . . . he named them “the Ostrich Club”’. Professor
Holbourn was ‘angry with the captain because he refused to
order a lifeboat drill. The captain gave as his reason for
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refusing that he feared that such a drill might cause panic or
worry.’ Although he promised to discuss the matter with the
First Officer, Arthur Jones, nothing resulted. Perhaps Captain
Turner feared that some passengers would refuse to be drilled.
As one later recalled, ‘we should not have stood it at that time’.
Holbourn also noted that although there was a list of designated
boat stations for the crew, nothing had been done to assign
passengers to specific boats — a practice suggested after the
Titanic disaster but rejected by Cunard as ‘impracticable’.

Some shared his concern that the ship’s safety arrangements
seemed complacent and amateur. The daily crew boat drills
seemed particularly pointless. At the sounding of the ship’s
siren eight crew members would line up in front of either
lifeboat thirteen on the starboard side or lifeboat fourteen on
the port side, depending on the wind direction. After being
inspected by the Third Officer the men ‘climbed up the davits
into the boat; they then stood for a moment in the boat with
oars dressed, and immediately sat down ready for the boat to
be launched’. At a further command they jumped back on deck
to be dismissed. One passenger described the performance as
‘pitiable’. Another suggested to an officer that ‘unless they
changed their boat, they would wear the boat out’. ‘Would you
like to take your chances with that crowd in case we are
torpedoed?’ a third remarked sourly.

Theatrical designer Oliver Bernard noticed that during the
drills at sea the boat was not lowered or even brought to the
ship’s deck level so that there was ‘no actual practice of
launching the boat’. What, he wondered, would happen if the
boats had to be lowered fully loaded and in difficult conditions?
He comforted himself and ellow passengers with the thought
that the crew’s casual approach must mean that ‘the
possibilities of submarine attack were to be regarded as
extremely remote’. He would have been alarmed to know that
some of the crew shared his misgivings. Black-gang fireman
John O’Connell grumbled that all the crew were required to do
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at boat drill was ‘give your name in and that’s the lot . . . No idea
of how to get the boat away, lower the boats, or . . . who’s going
to pull the oars or any damn thing.’

There were, however, plenty of life preservers — big, bulky
‘Boddy’s Patent Jackets’ filled with fibre which made their
wearers look like ‘a padded football player, especially around
the shoulders’. The Lusitania carried lifebelts for all 1,959
aboard with 1,228 to spare and 175 for children. Knowing they
would soon be sailing into the war zone and conscious of the
terrible lessons of the Titanic disaster, passengers quizzed the
crew about the provision of lifeboats. As a result of the Titanic
inquiry, Cunard had doubled the number of lifeboats on the
Lusitania. She was carrying twenty-two open wooden lifeboats
capable of carrying 1,322 people and twenty-six collapsible
boats which could hold a further 1,283. The collapsibles were
boats with shallow, rigid wooden keels and folding canvas sides
which could be raised and held in position by wooden pins and
iron or steel stays. The action of raising the sides also pulled the
seats into position. Most of these collapsibles were stowed in
cradles under the main lifeboats so that they could be slung
from the same davits once the wooden boats had been
launched. Alternatively, if time were running out, the theory
was that they could simply be released from the deck by slip
hooks and allowed to float away.

While the Lusitania had been berthed in New York, ship’s
carpenter Neil Robertson had checked the wooden lifeboats’
condition and equipment and tested them for possible leaks by
‘sounding the boat’. He had also examined the six-foot-long
snubbing chains, two of which were fastened to each wooden
boat and secured to the deck. Their purpose was to prevent the
wooden lifeboats from winging back and forth too much and
crashing against the sides of the collapsibles when the Lusitania
rolled. Before the wooden boats could be launched the peg
holding the snubbing chain had to be knocked out with the
wooden mallet stored in each boat. Significantly, Cunard had
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not followed the Titanic inquiry recommendation that high-
sided liners should use a type of davit which would allow
lifeboats to be swung out effectively, even if the ship were
listing. Neither did Cunard act on a suggestion that a form of
geared davit should be used in preference to a manual system
of blocks and pulleys. Instead, the Lusitania’s boats remained
slung from metal brackets at either end of the lifeboat. These
davits were worked by simple block and tackle. They were also
independent of each other so that if the ship were down either
at the bow or the stern it would require great expertise from
the men using each block and tackle to lower the boats evenly.

After the recent reports in the newspapers, passengers were
also debating whether the ship was armed and what was in her
cargo. Michael Byrne, a first-class passenger, decided to make a
search for guns. Setting off briskly at 7 a.m. on the first day at
sea he checked from bow to stern and inspected every deck
above the waterline. He found no traces. Passengers could not,
of course, check the hold. The Lusitania’s relatively limited
cargo space was located near the bows, on the Orlop and Lower
Decks, and was accessible only to the crew, such as the group of
bellboys who had spent the night before sailing electrocuting
rats down there. One described the procedure with relish: ‘We
got some electric wires, we took off the insulation and we laid
there while the rats ran across . . . that was our pastime.’

Crew members told curious passengers that she was carrying
‘general cargo’. That was certainly true according to the one-
page manifest sworn by Captain Turner the day before sailing
which did not refer to any munitions. But four days after the
Lusitania had left New York, a twenty-four-page handwritten
‘Supplemental Manifest’ as submitted to the New York
customs authorities. The list of some eighty consignments
included further enormous quantities of cheese, beef, lard,
bacon and furs together with 655 packages of confectionery,
bales of leather, automobile parts, dental goods, crates of books,
sewing machines, wool, beeswax and the case of oil paintings



 

belonging to Sir Hugh Lane. The cargo list also disclosed
munitions: 4,200 cases of Remington rifle cartridges packed a
thousand to a box; 1,250 cases of shrapnel shells and 18 cases of
fuses from the Bethlehem Steel Company; a large amount of
aluminium and 50 cases of bronze powder. In monetary terms
over half the Lusitania’s cargo comprised material being
shipped for the Allied war effort. In the words of a US Treasury
official, ‘practically all of her cargo was contraband of some
kind’ in the sense that if the ship had been stopped by a German
vessel and boarded most of the goods in her hold would have
been impounded and destroyed. The carriage of both small-
arms ammunition and empty shell cases, as these shrapnel
shells were stated by their manufacturers to be, was, however,
legal under US law. In May 1911, the Department of Commerce
and Labor had issued revised orders allowing small-arms
ammunition to be carried on passenger ships. The cases of
small-arms ammunition and fuses now in the Lusitania’s hold
were all stamped ‘non-explosive in bulk’.



A page from the  handwritten manifest.Lusitania’s

Passengers of course knew nothing of the ship’s diverse cargo of
goods as the Lusitania steamed onwards. Neither did they know
that the war had moved in the hideous direction some had been
predicting. First reports were coming in of ‘a new phase’ in the
war — the use in the trenches of ‘a very barbarous form of
attack . . . asphyxiating gases’. In Britain horrified people were
scanning accounts of how ‘by means of poisonous gases’
German troops had finally succeeded in taking a hill near
Ypres.
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Passengers were also unaware that on the day the Lusitania
sailed from her berth in New York, a German U-boat had
torpedoed the American oil tanker Gulflight ff the Scilly Isles
near the southern entrance to the Irish Channel, close to the site
of the recent attack on the Falaba and in the very waters for
which the Lusitania was now making. Two members of the
Gulflight’s crew, terrified that the cargo would ignite, jumped
overboard and drowned, while her captain, Alfred Gunter, died
of a heart attack induced by the shock. In London, American
emissary Colonel House was worrying that ‘a more serious
breach may at any time occur, for they [the Germans] seem to
have no regard for consequences’. The British press were
demanding to know whether, following the Falaba sinking,
President Wilson would ‘make good his words of February and
hold the German government to “strict accountability” ‘.

Nevertheless, the outside world was continuing to treat the
German warning to transatlantic shipping with complacency,
even derision. Cunard chairman Sir Alfred Booth had only
learned of the threat on 2 May when he opened his newspaper.
His New York agent Charles Sumner had not even bothered to
cable a report to the company’s Liverpool headquarters. Booth
pondered the significance of the warning but decided there was
no reason to think that ‘the ship was in any serious danger of
being sunk’. In mid-April Cunard had briefed its captains on the
submarine menace, ordering that, while in the danger zone,
watertight doors were to be closed, boats swung out, portholes
closed and the ship darkened. Ships bound for Liverpool were
not to stop at the Mersey Bar for a pilot but to make straight for
the home port and safety. Booth believed that if there were any
specific risk to the Lusitania the Admiralty would advise her
captain and send an escort.

Booth’s confidence reflected the general reaction to the
German warning. On 3 May the Daily Telegraph called it
‘Berlin’s latest bluff’ and maintained that it had been ‘Ridiculed
in America’. The Times carried an article under the headlines
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THE INEFFECTIVE BLOCKADE — NEW TRICKS TO FRIGHTEN
AMERICANS — LUSITANIA WARNED. It further declared that
‘the manoeuvre is simply an ill-timed and xcessively
impertinent effort, begotten probably of the failure of the
submarine blockade, to advertise German frightfulness . . .’ The
American Tribune of 2 May commented ironically, ‘No big
passenger steamer has yet been sunk.’

Wesley Frost, US Consul in Queenstown on the southeast coast
of Ireland, learned of the German warning from the Irish press
on 2 May. The Lusitania had in the past called in at Queenstown
and he knew that she was already eastward-bound out of New
York. But neither was he worried for the people on board,
particularly the Americans. ‘The reference to the Lusitania was
obvious enough,’ he later wrote, ‘but personally it never
entered my mind for a moment that the Germans would
actually perpetrate an attack upon her. The culpability of such
an act seemed too blatant and raw . . . in addition, I did not
believe that the submarines had yet shown any striking power
equal to the task of attacking and destroying a ship as huge,
well-built and fast as the Lusitania.’

Passengers on the Lusitania reassured each other with these
same arguments during the early days of the voyage. Theodate
Pope told her companion Edwin Friend of her conviction that
‘they intend to get us’ but comforted herself with the thought
that ‘we would surely be convoyed when we reached the war
zone’. An additional frisson was provided by reports, confirmed
by Staff Captain Anderson, that three stowaways had slipped on
board. They were discovered hiding in a steward’s pantry near
the Grand Entrance on the Shelter Deck during a routine check
for stowaways. Detective Inspector William Pierpoint, a fifty-
one-year-old Liverpool policeman and erstwhile clerk and
ship’s steward, questioned them through the ship’s interpreter,
Adolph Pederson. Pierpoint had also been on the Lusitania’s
outbound voyage, was travelling first class and was said to have
been assigned to protect the vessel. He now ordered the men,
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who were found to be German-speaking, to be locked in the
Lusitania’s comfortable cells below the waterline where they
could do no harm. They could e questioned properly on
arrival in Liverpool.

The strong rumour was that they were not simple stowaways
but German spies or saboteurs. After all, why else would
Germans wish to travel to the country with which they were at
war?



9 - FELLOW PASSENGERS
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Despite the underlying unease, time ebbed away pleasantly for
most passengers. Some read and wrote letters or simply relaxed
in the comfortable Georgian-style first-class lounge with its
veneered, inlaid mahogany panelling, satinwood furniture and
wood-burning fireplaces. They could recline comfortably on
‘double-stuffed settees and large easy chairs’ and gaze up at a
stained-glass ceiling. Lit with skylights by day and electric bulbs
by night, it depicted the twelve months of the year.
Alternatively, there was the plant-filled Verandah Café at the aft
end of the Boat Deck. Open on one side to the deck it recreated
the ambience of an elegant pavement café from which the
fashionable could watch their friends stroll by. Cunard had
recently refurbished it, adding deep wicker chairs and hiring
large numbers of plants from a florist to create an impression
of relaxing greenery.

Some, such as wealthy New York wine merchant George
Kessler, known as the ‘Champagne King’, held lavish private
parties. He had a reputation as an extravagant host and had
once recreated a Venetian lagoon by flooding the courtyard of
London’s Savoy Hotel and serving his guests dinner in a
shimmering white gondola. This imposing man with a thick,
bushy black beard was travelling with $2 million in cash and
securities. Harold Boulton, the young Briton travelling home in
the hope of enlisting, was enjoying eyeing lamorous,
fashionably dressed women like actresses Rita Joli vet and
Josephine Brandell drifting elegantly around the ship. Rita was
well known for her appearances as the heroine in such plays as
Oh, I Say! and When Knights were Bold. She had also starred in
Kismet for four years. Josephine had been leading lady in the
London Opera House’s production Come Over Here in 1914.
Boulton was hoping for the opportunity to dance with one of
them.
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After dinner the small ship’s orchestra, whose number
included the splendidly named Handel Hawkins, played for
first-class passengers wishing to indulge in such new crazes as
the One Step, the Bunnie Hug and perhaps the Turkey Trot,
which was so deplored by the Kaiser for its lack of dignity and
decorum that he banned his officers from taking part. Tables
and chairs were unbolted from the deck and the dancers neatly
side-stepped the metal fastenings. Evening concerts were held
in the first- and second-class lounges. Third-class passengers
were invited to entertainments in the second-class lounge. On
several occasions Welsh tenor Parry Jones and his fellow
choristers entertained guests with stirring suites of songs.
Dedicated bridge players like the Reverend Gwyer and young
Scottish structural engineer Archie Donald, on his way like
Boulton to enlist, quickly found soul-mates in the second-class
lounge. Bridge was fast becoming fashionable, supplanting
whist. Nevertheless, keenly fought whist drives were also
organised in each class. Medical student Dick Prichard was an
avid player. Those who enjoyed playing cards for serious money
made discreet arrangements. Gambling was not formally
allowed, but the rule was ignored. Games could easily be
arranged in private rooms and suites away from the public gaze
where passengers played for high stakes.

Chief Purser McCubbin kept a watchful eye in case any
professional card-sharps had managed to get aboard. A six-day
crossing was an ideal length of time for an experienced sharper
to find his prey, win his confidence, then his money before
fading conveniently from the scene. They perated all kinds of
scams. A favourite ploy was to steal the wallet of a wealthy
passenger and hand it in to the purser with some spurious
message about having found it and being anxious to return it to
its owner. When the grateful passenger went down to his
benefactor’s first-class cabin to thank him he would find him
smoking a cigar and engaged in a lively game of cards in which
the passenger would be courteously invited to join. The
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passenger would initially win, but on the last day, or perhaps
even on the boat-train to London, would suddenly lose heavily.

The card-sharps were seemingly charming, cultivated,
sophisticated people — women as well as men — who blended
easily into first class. One gambler called Jay Yates went down
like a true gentleman with the Titanic after sending a poignant
farewell letter to his family in Ohio on a departing lifeboat
crammed with women. Oliver Bernard had had his first
experience of these plausible individuals in his naive younger
days. Boarding the Umbria, he had been gratified by the
number of extremely sociable people anxious to make his
acquaintance, only to be warned against being too friendly with
so many strangers. One of these indeed turned out to be one of
‘those card-sharping scoundrels’ who made their living
travelling in style and fleecing the rich. On her last voyage the
Lusitania was certainly not immune. Julia and Flor Sullivan
were taken by a friend to watch card games in the first-class
smoking-room. Here they saw an argument break out between
a passenger and a well-dressed sharper. Staff Captain Anderson
was summoned to adjudicate and the incident was smoothed
over.

Pursers on ships like the Lusitania kept lists of notorious
gamblers and posted warnings on the walls of the smoking-
rooms. Sometimes victims would suspect they had been cheated
and shamefacedly seek the purser’s help. There was little he
could do after the event, although he might try to memorise
particular card frauds to help him identify the perpetrator on a
subsequent voyage. Sometimes the tricksters worked in pairs
and operated ther kinds of confidence tricks. In some cases the
female of the pair would seduce one of the many rich men
travelling alone on business. As soon as they were in her cabin
in a sufficiently compromising state of undress an angry, pistol-
brandishing ‘husband’ would burst in. Calming down slightly in
response to his ‘wife’s’ distraught pleas, he would eventually
settle for money in recompense for his lost honour. The ‘Girl
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with the Waxen Arm’ — a siren with a withered limb who
brought many naive men to their ruin — achieved almost
legendary status on the transatlantic run.

As the Lusitania sailed onwards bright sunshine, a calm ocean
and the occasional sighting of porpoises lured many outside.
Theodore Naish’s wife Belle was delighted that ‘the vessel
pitched only slightly at times’ and that ‘the sky was clouded
only enough to make the light easier for the eyes than the
brilliant sun would have been. The wind was not strong . . . it
was most delightfully warm all the way across, and the few
whitecaps looked not over six inches high. I marvelled that the
Atlantic could be so smooth — it was like Detroit River on the
finest afternoon.’ Women took their children outside for regular
airings. People played deck-games with gusto, in particular deck
quoits and the old-established game of shuffleboard derived
from the ‘shoveboard’ of Shakespeare’s day when coins were
‘shoved’ along a board in an effort to cover numbers at the
other end. The maritime version involved using long shovel-like
sticks to push disks along the deck towards chalked numbers.
Throwing the heavy medicine ball was a more energetic game,
as were the hotly contested sack, egg-and-spoon and potato
races. A runner-up in one of the egg-and-spoon races was the
woman passengers knew as Annie Matthews, ‘wife’ of
Lieutenant Robert Matthews. She was awarded a badge of the
Lusitania which she delightedly slipped into Robert’s pocket.

Physical activity did something to offset the meals. Eating was
a great pastime in all classes. Even in third class the food was
more abundant and varied than many assengers’ normal
diets. Breakfast there usually began with oatmeal porridge and
milk or syrup, followed by a variety of savoury dishes from
boiled eggs and Irish stew to fried fish or steak and onions with
plenty of ‘best quality’ bread, jam and marmalade. The midday
‘dinner’ was a substantial affair of roasts, pies and puddings,
followed by a tea offering such dishes as mutton chops,
sausages and fish cakes with yet more fresh bread and butter
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washed down with plenty of tea. Gruel was served at 8 p.m. to
anyone who was still hungry. Invalids could order a range of
nourishing broths and easily digestible jellies. There were even
plants on the long tables, although not as numerous or fine as
those in first and second class.

In second class, the food was elaborate as well as generous.
Breakfast offered haddock or Yarmouth bloaters, omelettes
cooked to order, broiled Wiltshire bacon, American hash,
sautéed liver, grilled steak or lamb chops, fried potatoes and
hominy cakes with golden syrup. Passengers could choose from
different types of rolls, breads and scones. A typical lunch
included hors d’oeuvres, soup, a fish course, a choice of salmis
of game, boiled mutton, pork cutlets or cold meats with salad,
sago pudding, apricot tart and cheese. Dinner was as bountiful
but more sophisticated, featuring such dishes as fillets of plaice
in white wine, braised Cumberland ham with Madeira sauce
and roast gosling Normande, rounded off with puddings, ices,
cheese, nuts and fruit.

In the tiered first-class dining-saloon the food was luxurious,
even sumptuous, with mounds of glistening caviar, served with
wafer-thin slivers of toast and finely minced hard-boiled eggs,
and dishes of juicy oysters nestling on beds of crushed ice.
Passengers could choose to dine off the table d’hôte in the
marble-columned restaurant or à la carte in the elegant and
intimate salon overhead. They soon discovered that the war
had influenced the range of drinks: American lager had been
substituted for German and passengers were informed by their
stewards that ‘Austrian claret and enemy mineral water’ had
been embargoed. The war had also pushed up he price of
champagne: a bottle of 1906 Lanson could be had for 15s. and a
bottle of Perrier Jouet for 12s. 6d. Nevertheless, the Lusitania
took nearly seven times as much money from the sale of wine
and liquor (£1,150) as it did through charitable donations from
all classes from the ships’ concerts (£175).
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Oliver Bernard, eating in the main first-class restaurant, was
outraged to find that an ‘abominably supercilious’ saloon
steward, ‘the autocrat of the Lusitania’s dining-table
arrangements’, had given his table to a more important
passenger, no doubt in return for a large tip. On the first night
of a voyage there was always ruthless jockeying for the best
tables. On the plus side, Bernard was relieved that the newly
married Masons seemed to be ignoring him. He had no wish to
keep an eye on his former patron’s ‘little girl’. Jilted not long
before by a sultry Italian opera diva, Bernard was not disposed
to look kindly on young love, especially not the gushingly
sentimental outpourings of this privileged young couple. His
own early years had been bleak. His parents, a theatrical
couple, had taken little interest in him as a child, leaving him
with an aunt in case he ‘encumbered them on their travels’. He
once overheard his nurse telling another woman that his
mother’s first words on seeing him were ‘Very nice, but please
take him away.’ Bernard disliked most of the well-heeled
passengers with whom he shared first class, writing acidly
about ‘that guy Vanderbilt’ with ‘nothing better to do than
driving a four-in-hand to Brighton and coming three thousand
miles to do it’. He concluded that ‘even America was lousy with
idle rich who commissioned the best architects to fake homes
like royal brothels, steam yachts like harems . . . a
conglomeration of tawdry dwellings like Coney Island for the
rich when they’re not prancing around the Pyramids or . . .
Paris.’

Unaware of the bitter gaze of his critic, Vanderbilt, dining at
the captain’s table with, among others, the Hubbards, Rita
Jolivet and George Kessler, was gregarious and pleasant to all.
Few knew that on the second day f the voyage he had been
distressed to receive a radio message from his wife informing
him that his great college friend Fred Davies had died. He was
inevitably a focus of gossip and speculation about everything
from his marriages to his four yachts, racehorses stabled under
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name plates of solid gold, $30,000 90hp Fiat automobile and
passion for driving a coach and four which so irritated Bernard.

But the true source of people’s fascination was his vast
fortune. His elder brother, Cornelius Vanderbilt Junior, who
should have been the heir, had been virtually disinherited by
his father following a family breach over his marriage to
‘queenly’ Grace Wilson, whose family moved in circles similar
to the Vanderbilts but had a reputation for being ‘fast’. The full
extent of the Vanderbilts’ disapproval had become clear three
years later when Cornelius Vanderbilt Senior unexpectedly died
aged just fifty-six. The grieving but expectant family gathered
for the reading of the will in the walnut- and leather-panelled
library of the family house in Newport, Rhode Island, to learn
that Cornelius had left the bulk of the $72 million Vanderbilt
fortune (around $1 billion in today’s values) to Alfred. His
inheritance symbolically included the gold Congressional Medal
awarded to the founder of the family’s fortunes Commodore
Cornelius Vanderbilt for his gift of the SS Vanderbilt to the
Union government during the Civil War. Alfred tried to make
amends to his brother by giving him a further $6 million and
thereby making his share equal to the sum received by the
other Vanderbilt siblings. However, this led to arguments,
eagerly reported in the press, about whether far from
committing an act of unprecedented generosity Alfred was
reneging on a private compact that Cornelius should receive
not less than $10 million. The once affectionate brothers were
still unreconciled when Alfred sailed for England. Indeed, as
Cornelius’s son later sadly described, they were ‘as far apart as
the planets’.

Vanderbilt often called in on Charles Frohman, who largely
kept to his suite with its open fireplaces and urtained windows
in place of portholes. The Lusitania’s famed suites, which came
in every style from English and Colonial Adam, Georgian,
William and Mary to Empire, were fitted out in beautifully
grained satinwood, mahogany, sycamore and walnut. The pièces
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de résistance were the two Regal Suites. The suite on the port
side had a private dining-room with mouldings of burnished
gold, panelled ceilings in white and gold and a fleur-de-pêche
marble fireplace modelled on the interior of Marie Antoinette’s
Petit Trianon at Versailles. The suite’s drawing-room was
modelled on the one at Fontainebleau.

The impresario enjoyed both the comfort and the privacy. He
had bought a portable gramophone which he had placed next to
his bed so that he could listen to his favourite song, ‘Alexander’s
Ragtime Band’. Just three years earlier Frohman had tripped on
the porch of his house at White Plains and become almost
crippled. What had at first appeared to be only a bad bruise on
his right knee seemed to have prompted articular rheumatism.
When he did occasionally venture out on deck or to the
smoking-room — a short, squat figure in a dark, double-
breasted suit, starched collar and felt hat — he moved stiffly,
even painfully. He needed the support of the stick he ironically
called ‘his wife’, though people whispered that he was secretly
married to his protégée, the boyish actress Maude Adams who
had made her fortune when he cast her as Peter Pan.

In his last letter, sent with the departing ship’s pilot, Frohman
had sketched a submarine attacking a transatlantic liner. What
he called ‘the horror, the tragedy, the wantonness’ of the war
obsessed him. He had even produced a play, The Hyphen,
written by forty-one-year-old author Justus Miles Forman, who
was also on board, which expressed this inner anguish. The
word ‘hyphen’ referred to the nickname ‘hyphenated
Americans’ by which German-Americans, that is US citizens of
German origin, were known. But the play was not in keeping
with the mood of the public and it had flopped. Forman was one
of the many who now paid court in the impresario’s

onderfully appointed suite. Depressed at the failure of his
play, Forman had decided to try his hand as a war
correspondent.
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The unmistakably flamboyant figure of Elbert Hubbard
stalked the decks telling anyone who would listen that ‘If Teddy
Roosevelt and his rough riders went over there they could clean
up the Germans in a couple of days . . .’ He had begun life
soberly enough as the only surviving son of a country doctor. In
1875 he became junior partner in a soap manufacturing
company where his innovative approach to direct mail
marketing brought him sufficient money to sell out and
transform himself. An admirer of William Morris and the
English Arts and Crafts movement, he launched his own
publishing house, the Roycroft Press, which led to other
creative ventures in furniture, metalwork and leather goods.

Hubbard’s artistic community in East Aurora became a
perfect example of self-sufficiency and tourists flocked to see it.
Still not content, Hubbard launched himself as a popular
philosopher and champion of self-help and self-education,
styling himself simultaneously an anarchist, socialist and
defender of big business. He advocated fresh air, hard work,
individuality and positive thinking and disparaged formal
education, lawyers and doctors. His ten-page pamphlet A
Message to Garcia, a pro-employer polemic about US labour
relations first published in 1899, sold some forty-five million
copies. He also argued keenly for feminism, women’s rights and
liberal divorce laws. The latter was partly a result of personal
experience. He had become bored with his first wife, Bertha
Crawford, whose banality and preoccupation with potted plants
got on his nerves. The opening sentence of one of his novels
read ‘Great men often marry commonplace women’, and this
was a recurring theme in his writing. Modest Hubbard was not.

Poor ‘commonplace’ Bertha divorced him in 1903 after a
considerable scandal which split the local community. The
cause was his long-standing affair with Alice Moore, a graduate
of Emerson College in Boston who taught in he East Aurora
Academy and had boarded with the Hubbards. This forthright
feminist rode in bloomers and exemplified the ‘New Woman’.
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Their affair produced a daughter, Miriam, in 1894. They were
finally married in 1904, and Alice was now accompanying
Elbert to Europe on his crusade.

Margaret Mackworth, the Hubbards’ fellow passenger in first
class, was something of a kindred spirit. She was still feeling
exhilarated by her experience of ‘open-hearted American
hospitality’ in a city whose dazzle and sparkle contrasted
agreeably with ‘the heavy cloud of war at home’. For the first
time in her life she had felt able to shed the ‘annihilating
shyness’ which had plagued her ever since she was a girl. She
had never forgotten the young Englishman who had urged
champagne on her in the hope that ‘it might make you talk!’

In fact she had plenty to say. This energetic, strong-jawed
young woman had unconventional views and little time for the
idleness of ‘drawing-room life’, despite her privileged
upbringing. She was a feminist who believed that it was wrong
to treat prostitutes as untouchables because they performed sex
for money. She was also a staunch suffragette. Her most
militant act had been to attempt to set fire to a letter box using
tubes of combustible substances. It had taken far more courage
than she had supposed and she had paced to and fro several
times before finally stuffing the phials into the red pillar box.
Returning home, she had buried the rest of her sabotage kit
under some blackcurrant bushes. A week later she was arrested
and put in a cell reeking of vomit and urine. Her husband, Sir
Humphrey Mackworth, who disapproved of her methods but
was fond of his wife, helped her get bail. He also stood by her
when she insisted on going to prison rather than paying a fine,
and when she went on hunger-strike.

Margaret and her industrialist father David Thomas made
friends with their table neighbours Dorothy Conner and her
brother-in-law Dr Howard Fisher and learned of their plans to
set up Allied hospitals. Dorothy confessed in  lighter moment
that ‘I can’t help hoping that we get some sort of thrill going up
the Channel.’ They also chatted to Lady Allan, wife of Canadian



shipping magnate Sir Montagu Allan and mother of the two
pretty girls Anna and Gwen who had sabotaged Leslie Morton’s
attempt to paint lifeboats. Theodate Pope, however, remained
an imposing and somewhat unapproachable presence in the
first-class salon, talking to practically no-one except Edwin
Friend and the pretty Belgian special envoy Madame de Page.

The more gregarious Boston bookseller Charles Lauriat was
enjoying ‘roaming about the boat exceedingly, as I had never
before taken passage on one of the “greyhounds”, although it
was my twenty-third crossing’. He preferred smaller and slower
boats but this year had wanted to keep his business trip as brief
as possible by sailing on the fastest ship. He was an enthusiastic
participant when, each evening in the smoking-room, the pool
for the following day’s run was auctioned. Passengers estimated
how many sea miles the ship was likely to make and bid for the
particular number they favoured. The money they staked was
pooled, hence the name, and then paid out to the winner. The
pool was so enthusiastically supported that the proceeds
averaged £105 a day.

However, like other observant passengers, Lauriat quickly
realised that the ship was not making the speed he had
expected. Oliver Bernard was chagrined to discover on the very
first day that ‘the Lusitania was making no effort to maintain
her reputation as the record holder of the Atlantic’. He
reckoned they were averaging no more than eighteen knots
despite the calm weather and the most tranquil seas he could
recall. Another disappointed passenger, equipment supplier
Isaac Lehmann, asked First Officer Jones, with whom he
strolled most evenings, the reason. ‘Jones told me that they
were not working all of the boilers, and that the crew was
picked up here and there as they could get them, and they were
very scarce over in Liverpool at that time.’

Passengers now became aware of the fact kept from them at
the time they had booked: boiler-room number four with its six
boilers had been closed down as an economy measure. As the



Lusitania neared the war zone on 5 May this topic began to
dominate the conversation. After all, the ship’s speed was
supposed to be her greatest protection against submarine
attack. Lauriat, confident that Turner would put on a burst of
speed when the Irish coast was sighted, ‘bought the high
number in the pool’ for three pounds. It was to prove a poor
investment.



10 - INSIDE THE U-20
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At 6 a.m. on Friday 30 April, 1915, the narrow gangway was
yanked ashore, the ropes were cast off and brief words of
command rang from the conning-tower. The slim, grey U-20
quivered as her engines began to revolve and she glided slowly
between the cork fenders of the dock towards the harbour
mouth and out of Emden, the German naval base on the North
Sea west of Wilhelmshaven. Her thirty-year-old commander,
Kapitänleutnant Walther Schwieger, had briefed his crew on
the official object of their voyage. His general orders from his
commanding officer, Fregattenkapitän Hermann Bauer, read:
‘Large English troop transports expected starting from
Liverpool, Bristol Channel, Dartmouth . . . Get to stations on
fastest possible route around Scotland. Hold as long as supplies
permit . . . U-boats to attack transport ships, merchant ships and
warships.’

Schwieger’s mission was part of a concerted action to be
undertaken by the Third U-boat Half-Flotilla comprising the U-
20, the U-27 and the U-30. The U-20 was to make for the
approaches to Liverpool, the U-27, due to sail several days later,
was to go to the Bristol Channel, while the U-30, which had
already sailed and received her orders by radio, was to make
for Dartmouth. Schwieger had also received further oral orders
but he did not record these or divulge them to his crew.

Walther Schwieger was an urbane, cheerful man from n old-
established Berlin family. Photographs show a sharply chiselled,
square-jawed face and close-cropped blond hair. Tall and broad-
shouldered, he had a confident, easy manner and a reputation
for being good with his men. They, in turn, respected him, and
this was critical to their safety. As another U-boat captain wrote,
‘The commander must possess the absolute confidence of his
crew, for their lives are in his hands.’ Schwieger was not afraid
to exercise his own judgement even when this conflicted with



orders. Indeed, he considered it his duty to take operational
decisions at sea as he saw fit. He would have agreed with the
German admiral who later wrote, ‘The submarine commanders
had to be given freedom of action as the authorities back home
were never in a position to ascertain accurately what military
and nautical conditions the submarines would encounter in
their field of activities.’

Hermann Bauer encouraged such initiative. As commander of
the Third Submarine Half-Flotilla, he had little patience with
the nervousness of the civil government about the possible
consequences of U-boat warfare. On the very eve of the
unrestricted U-boat campaign a worried Chancellor von
Bethmann Hollweg had insisted that U-boat captains be ordered
not to attack neutral and hospital ships. Since then, Bauer felt
that the U-boat service had been subjected to a flood of
confusing, contradictory instructions which he found
increasingly frustrating. He was determined that his U-boats
should not be put at risk because of political wavering and that
his captains must have some freedom to act. He also agreed
with Naval Chief of Staff Gustav Bachmann, who had been
lobbying the Kaiser for ‘yet harsher measures’ against Britain
and her allies.

Walther Schwieger had entered the Imperial Navy as a sea
cadet at the age of eighteen and gained rapid promotion. He
joined the U-boat branch in 1911, winning command of his first
U-boat, the petrol-driven U-14, the following year at the age of
only twenty-seven. He was appointed to the U-20 in December
1914 as a successful U-boat commander with a proven track
record. He was also by now a recognised expert on submarine
matters, one of the few commanders who were consulted by
Grand Admiral von Tirpitz and on whose advice von Tirpitz
relied.

Schwieger was proud of the U-20, with her beautifully fitted
optics, instruments and equipment, built by the Kaiserliche
Werft shipyard in Danzig. She was the second of the first class



of four diesel submarines to be commissioned in 1913 and was
powered by two eight-cylinder engines. She had a displacement
of 650 tons and a length of 210 feet, while the width between
her ribs was just 20 feet. She mounted one 3.5-inch gun and
seven torpedoes of two types — the old-fashioned bronze
torpedoes and the newer gyro torpedoes which were in short
supply at this stage of the war — which could be fired through
18-inch torpedo tubes, two forward and two aft. Each torpedo
carried a charge of 350lb of a new TNT-type explosive called
trotyl. She could make over fifteen knots on the surface and
over nine knots beneath it. In October 1914 her previous
commander, Dröscher, using a school atlas to navigate, had
circled the British Isles in her, becoming the first man to take a
U-boat west of Ireland and the British mainland.

The U-20 was carrying her wartime complement of four
officers and thirty-one men. Among them were Schwieger’s
young torpedo officer Oberleutnant Raimund Weisbach from
Breslau, who had joined the navy two years after his
commander, radio operator Otto Rikowsky and ex-Merchant
Navy mariner Lanz, on whom Schwieger relied for his
encyclopaedic knowledge of British shipping, and who would
act as pilot. Lanz was adept at identifying ships from their
silhouettes, smokestacks and masts, knowing ‘all English ships
from their structure’ and ‘at what speed they usually run’. The
rank and file of the U-boatmen were largely ‘good-humoured,
solid seamen’. They included twenty-year-old Hermann Lepper
from Bochum and Charles Voegele, a young electrician from
Alsace conscripted at the start of the war. Electricians,
machinists and other technical personnel were needed to man
the constantly evolving and technically challenging U-boats.

As the U-20 slipped out to sea, the barking of dogs mingled
with the thudding sound of the engines. Schwieger had adopted
a dachshund which his men had plucked from the water after
they had sunk a Portuguese sailing ship. She had later given
birth to a litter of puppies which helped give some sense of



In order to live at all in the wardroom a certain degree of ‘finesse’ was required.
The Watch Officer’s bunk was too small to permit him to lie on his back. He was
forced to lie on one side and then, being wedged in between the dripping
bulkhead to the right and the clothes cupboard to the left, to hold fast against the
movements of the  The occupant of the berth could not sleep with his
feet aft as there was an electric fuse box in the way. At times the cover of this box
jumped open and it was all too easy to cause an electrical short circuit by
touching it with one’s feet.

I had a strange bedfellow aboard the U-20. We were short of room and when the
boat was fully loaded there was one torpedo more than there was place for. I
accommodated it in my bunk. I slept beside it. I had it lashed in place at the
outside of the narrow bunk, and it kept me from rolling out of bed when the boat
did some of its fancy rolling. At first I was kept awake a bit by the thought of
having so much TNT in bed with me. Then I got used to it, and it really made
quite a comfortable ‘Dutch wife’.

normality to an otherwise very abnormal world. The U-boat
crews worked under difficult and stressful conditions. Every
spare inch of the U-20 was crammed with supplies, from butter
under the bunks to sausages next to the grenades. A young
officer wrote a heartfelt description of ‘the poor living
conditions’ on board a U-boat:

boat . . .

The ordinary crewmen were even more cramped. Their
quarters were further aft so they felt the motion of the
submarine even more acutely. Only a few had bunks; the rest
had to sleep in hammocks. There was not even enough space
for the torpedoes, those ‘gleaming, red-tipped, death-dealing,
precious “eels”’ to which they gave such names as ‘Yellow Mary’
and ‘Bertha’. One U-boatman recalled:

Schwieger knew that in the days ahead all his crew, officers
and seamen alike, would be living cheek by jowl in a physically
and mentally taxing world of foul air — ‘enough to give you a
headache that you would never get over’ — foul breath,
slopping bilge water and fluctuating temperatures. Water for
washing was scarce and men stank of sweat and oil fumes. Lack
of fresh food, fresh air and exercise would wear them down
and nerves would begin to fray. Constipation was an
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occupational hazard and officers doled out castor oil to
sufferers who then had to negotiate the unpredictable sanitary
system.

If anything exemplified the sheer nastiness of life on board a
submarine it was the lavatory arrangements. The WCs, or
‘internal heads’, operated on a complicated system of valves
and levers which blew the contents back in the user’s face if he
made a mistake. Submariners called it ‘getting your own back’.
They could not flush the lavatories while their U-boat was
submerged in enemy waters during daylight because the frothy
release of air bubbles from the compressed air used to
discharge the contents could betray her presence. Lavatory
pans frequently overflowed as a consequence. One German U-
boat officer advised colleagues likely to be at sea for more than
twelve hours to take opium for its binding rather than for its
hallucinatory qualities.

There were other discomforts. Since the internal temperature
of a U-boat was greater than that of the sea water outside, ‘the
moisture in the air condensed on the steel plates and forced
drops which had a very disconcerting way of dripping on the
face of a sleeper . . .’ The crew tried to protect themselves with
waterproof clothing or rubber sheets, but the fact remained ‘it
was really like living in a damp cellar’. Men woke up choking
and ongested ‘with considerable mucus in the nose and
frequently a so-called “oil-head” U-boatmen wore the same
leather clothes day in, day out, sometimes for weeks on end.
They hardly shaved, becoming, in the words of one, as bearded
and shaggy-haired as ‘the real pirates of old days’.

Some of the crew, like the men in charge of the lateral and
depth steering or those handling the torpedo tubes, had to
perform hard physical work in the confined space. While off-
duty the crewmen were expected to be as inactive as possible to
save air in a submerged submarine. One U-boat captain noted
that sleeping men used up less air: ‘A well-drilled crew, off duty,
is therefore expected to sleep at once, undisturbed by the noise
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around them, and their efficiency is all the greater when the
time comes to relieve their weary comrades.’ He added
approvingly that his wireless operator, whose duties ceased
after submersion, ‘had so well perfected the art of sleeping that
he never cost us more than fifteen litres of air, hourly,
underseas’.

Yet the harsh conditions were balanced by moments of
exhilaration. Submarines offered new and exciting experiences,
sights and sounds. Claus Bergen, a German war artist seconded
to the U-boat service, described what happened on the order to
dive — ‘Alarm! Tauchen!’ In an instant the deck of the U-boat
emptied as men jumped, climbed or swung down the open
hatchway and the smooth iron ladder, careful that their fingers
were not crushed by the great boots of the seaman above. Each
crewman dashed to his position, dodging the hazards of ‘this
iron tube, plastered with iron plates, levers, screws, and wheels
and now crammed with scrambling men’. In the conning-tower
the captain stood at the periscope as the heavy hatch was
swung shut over his head.

A bell signalled shrilly that the hatch was sealed. Levers spun
and sea water poured hissing into the diving tanks. Gently the
floor began to sink and the boat tipped forward. The interior
took on a spectral quality. ‘In the dim glow of the electric light, a
mystic modulation of various hades of grey, stands a figure
enclosed in a narrow iron space, surrounded by all manner of
levers and wheels, on a sort of pedestal, connected with the
periscope that can be raised and lowered like a lift . . . the
commander.’ Oily water, trickling through the crevices round
the periscope, dripped down onto the commander’s cap as he
kept watch.

Faces pressed against the glass of a small side porthole saw
‘foaming masses of water crashing over our bows . . . Then a
confusion of bright foam and clear water, inaudible, fantastic,
outside the glass: light grey, dark grey, the deep water grows
ever darker and more calm.’ There was an enchantment in ‘the
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magical green light’, the air bubbles sparkling over the hull, and
a nervous thrill in the knowledge that the ‘greased and
glittering’ periscope was the only link with the brighter world
above. As a U-boat came to rest on the ocean floor shoals of fish,
ordinarily frightened away by the noise of the propellers, were
lured by the electric lights and would ‘come and stare at us with
goggling eyes close to the windows in the turret’.

Later, at the order ‘Surface stations’, the chief engineer blew
out the diving tanks with compressed air. The boat began to rise
to an ‘infernal din of hissing, roaring water’. The bow and the
gun rose first from the water; soon the whole deck was clear.
Men swallowed to relieve the pressure in their ears. They
opened the conning-tower hatch again. Fresh sea air streamed
in. With the sea slapping against the hull, the diesel engines
began to hum once more. The conning-tower and deck dripped
with sea water. Fragments of jellyfish and strips of golden
yellow seaweed dangled from the steel hawsers. It was a relief
to surface, and it was also essential. The batteries which
powered a submerged U-boat’s electric motors needed frequent
recharging — an exercise which could only be carried out on
the surface.

A U-boatman never forgot the ‘peculiar thrill and nervous
sensation’ of standing for the first time in the conning-tower
and looking through the glass ports cut into the sides at a
stream of silver bubbles as the deck ubmerged. Or the tension
of hours spent wondering whether all the valves and hatches
had been properly closed, whether the steel body could resist
the pressure and when the next attack would come. He and his
comrades would shuffle a pack of cards to predict the outcome,
feeling that the boat around them had become ‘a gigantic
mouse-trap’. If a submarine were rammed or struck a mine
death would be almost inevitable, and very unpleasant. One
shaken German submariner described what it was like to open
a U-boat which had been salvaged after hitting a mine: ‘a burst
of choking poisonous air poured out, and the sight of the
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corpses was terrible . . . What scenes of horror and madness
had been enacted in that narrow cabin! The scratches on the
steel walls, the corpses’ torn finger-nails, the blood-stains on
their clothes and on the walls, bore all too dreadful witness.’
The sight brought home that ‘death in a plunging submarine
was as evil a fate as the imagination could conjure’.

Schwieger and the U-20 had had a narrow escape just a few
months earlier. Sailing submerged off the Scottish coast she had
become enmeshed in a giant metal antisubmarine net
suspended between two buoys. He and his terrified crew heard
a rasping sound ‘as if huge chains were banging against the
boat and were being dragged over it’. The men at the diving
rudders found that the submarine was out of control and
wondered what to do as ‘the boat turned this way and that,
lurching and staggering drunkenly’ as she quickly sank,
thudding helplessly against the bottom. ‘Each man thought of
his home in Germany and how he would never see it again.’ A
desperate Schwieger ordered the engines to reverse and the U-
20 painfully tore herself free with ‘a ripping and ending’. He
was lucky the net had not been ‘hung with bombs, like tomatoes
on a vine’, as would soon become the practice. But British
destroyers were waiting patiently above, like cats by a mouse-
hole, and the U-20 had to run blindly through deep water to
evade ‘those persistent hounds that were on our trail’.

The lack of visibility under water was very stressful. One U-
boatman described how ‘light objects and even the stem and
stern of our own boat are invisible from the turret. We are
unaware, therefore, of advancing ships, derelicts, or projecting
rocks, and no look-out can preserve us from these dangers. The
crew is entirely ignorant of their surroundings. Only the
commander in his turret surveys through the periscope now
and then a small sector of the horizon; and in turning round the
periscope he gradually perceives the entire horizon.’ But it was
gruelling, nerve-racking work:



The periscopes erected through the upper cover of the turret must not be too
easily turned in their sockets, and the latter are very tightly screwed in, for
otherwise they would not be able to resist the water pressure at a great depth.
The effort of simply turning the periscope is so exhausting that casual
observations of the horizon are made by the officer of the watch; but during
naval manoeuvres or in time of war, the commander alone manipulates the
periscope. It is essential in this case that the periscope should not arise needlessly
above water and betray the presence of the U-Boat.
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Captains knew that it was good for crew morale to allow their
men to look through the periscope: ‘it is their highest ambition,
and the result is excellent, for it reassures them and they feel
more confident as to their own safety after the granting of this
small favour’. Even so, knowledge of their own vulnerability
was inescapable and difficult to live with.

Schwieger understood this, and the critical importance of
maintaining morale. As 1914 drew to a close he had been
determined that his crew should enjoy Christmas even though
they were on patrol. He ordered the U-20 to dive and ‘found a
snug resting place on the muddy floor of the North Sea’. The
tiny mess room was decorated with a green wreath in place of a
Christmas tree. There were no candles because naked flames
would have been too risky in the reeking, oil-laden interior of a
submarine, but the ables were loaded with food. Fresh food
had run out long ago and it all came ‘out of cans, but we didn’t
mind that’, wrote one feaster. Men and officers, dressed in their
creaking leather submarine suits, ate together, washing the
meal down with tea laced with rum. After dinner there was an
impromptu concert based on a violin, a mandolin ‘and the
inevitable nautical accordion’ played by a gnome-like, red-
haired crew member from the engineering department.

Schwieger found his own relaxation in classical music. One of
his greatest pleasures was to listen to the gramophone he had
inherited from the U-20’s previous commander, Dröscher. Of all
the crew, the captain most needed some form of release. As one
of Schwieger’s fellow commanders wrote bleakly but stoically:



The commander, himself, is on duty during the whole of the expedition in time of
war, and he seldom gets a chance for rest in his tiny little cabin. Day and night, if
there is the slightest suspicion of the approach of the enemy, he watches on the
exposed bridge on top of the turret; for a few seconds’ delay in submerging might
forfeit the taking of a much coveted prize. So he learns to do without sleep, or to
catch a few brief seconds of repose by lying down in his wet clothes, and he is at
once ready to respond to the alarm signal of the officer of the watch.

The captain knew that if a ship were sighted he must make his
observations in a few seconds. It was all too easy for a sailor
perched high in the crow’s nest ‘to detect the slender stem of a
periscope, although the hull of the boat is scarcely visible on the
face of the waters’.

Schwieger clearly merited the respect his crew accorded him.
He combined concern over their safety with coolness and
daring. He was an ambitious, often ruthless submariner, calm
under pressure and unsentimental about the outcome of his
actions. On 30 January 1915, before the proclamation of
unrestricted warfare, he had sunk three British merchant ships
outside Le Havre without giving warning. In February he had
fired a torpedo at the British hospital ship Asturias, painted
white with red crosses on her sides. He missed, probably
because of torpedo malfunction. He later claimed that he had
believed her to be an enemy merchant vessel, probably a troop
transport ship, adding for good measure the justification that
since she was outward bound from Britain she could not have
had wounded on board.

Now, on 30 April, Schwieger must have wondered what his
journey would bring. Although ordered to reach his station as
quickly as possible the route ahead was necessarily circuitous.
He would have to negotiate his way around northern Scotland
into the Irish Sea. Earlier in the war U-boats had been able to
take the shorter, swifter route to the Irish Sea via the Dover
Straits, but now a combination of British mines, wire nets and
frequent naval patrols had made this too dangerous. Schwieger
would then need to decide whether to take the North Channel
between Britain and Ireland, ‘the fastest possible route’ albeit



the more hazardous, or to go west of Ireland, the longer but
safer passage. On the eve of his departure his commanding
officer Hermann Bauer had instructed him that ‘In view of the
great distances all detours on the way to the field of operation
must be avoided unless necessary for the safety of the ship.’

As the U-20 passed the Borkum Reef Lightship she tested her
radio by signalling to the Borkum station and to the Arcona, an
old German cruiser in the North Sea. Schwieger noted
cheerfully ‘signals good at both ends’. He could congratulate
himself on the excellent quality of German transmitters as he
proceeded to report his progress some fourteen times during
the first twenty-four hours of his journey. He knew that if
atmospheric conditions allowed he could remain in contact for
up to five hundred miles.

He would have been appalled to learn that every single one of
his messages had been intercepted and decoded by the British.



11 - THE MIRACULOUS DRAUGHT OF FISHES
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All communications to and from the U-20 were being carefully
studied by a small team working in absolute secrecy in a room
in the Admiralty’s Old Building in London. Known simply as
‘Room 40’, the unit owed its existence to a haphazard sequence
of events early in the war.

On 5 August 1914 the British had severed the first of
Germany’s five overseas cable lines running from Emden to
France, Spain, Africa and America. By early 1915 Germany’s
remaining cable links had also been cut, so she could only send
cablegrams to a few adjoining neutral or allied countries.
Instead she was forced to communicate either by letter — a
slow and risky process since the post could easily be
intercepted — or by wireless, over which transmissions had to
be encoded.

At first Britain did little to monitor the growing stream of
German wireless traffic. The messages were passed to the
Director of the Admiralty’s Intelligence Division, Rear Admiral
Henry Oliver, who realised their significance but had no
infrastructure or code-breaking capability for dealing with
them. He asked an old friend, Sir Alfred Ewing, Director of
Naval Education, to set up a code-breaking organisation. Ewing
was a distinguished engineer with a predilection for mauve
shirts and dark-blue bow ties with white polka dots and an
American wife ho was a great-great niece of George
Washington. He now spent many hours combing the dusty
shelves of the British Museum in an attempt to educate himself
about codes. He also began to seek out suitable volunteers for
Room 40. The criteria were discretion and a good knowledge of
both German and mathematics.

Room 40’s role expanded with Britain’s acquisition within just
four months of the German Navy’s three principal codes
through an astonishing run of good luck. On 11 August 1914



 

men of the Royal Australian Navy disguised as quarantine
inspectors boarded the German-Australian steamship Hobart
off Melbourne. In the early hours they caught the German
captain in the act of retrieving his confidential papers from
behind a secret panel in his cabin and forced him at pistol point
to hand them over. Among them was the Merchant Shipping
Code Book, or Handelsverkehrsbuch (HVB). This code was
originally intended to help warships and merchant vessels
communicate with one another, but it was also used within the
German High Seas Fleet including the U-boats.

By the time the HVB code reached London, Room 40 had
acquired a second and even more important German naval
code — the Signal Book of the Imperial Navy, or Signalbuch der
kaiserlichen Marine (SKM), courtesy of their Russian allies. In
late August in deep fog a German light cruiser, the Magdeburg,
had run aground on an island off the Estonian coast. An
accompanying German destroyer, the V.26, came to her aid but
it soon became clear she could not be refloated. Orders were
hastily given for her crew to board the destroyer with the
cruiser’s confidential papers and for the Magdeburg to be blown
up. However, before the sailors could do this two Russian
cruisers loomed out of the mist and attacked. In the confusion
the Germans detonated their explosive charges on the
Magdeburg too soon, injuring some of the Magdeburg’s crew.



A page from the SKM code book: from ‘Torpedoheizer’ to ‘Torpedowerft’.
 

According to the First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston
Churchill, the German petty officer responsible for the SKM
code book was blown overboard. Next day the Russians
retrieved his corpse and discovered the code and its key —
‘priceless sea-stained documents’, as Churchill called them. This
story may be romantic elaboration. The code book can be seen
in the Public Record Office in London. It is some twelve inches
by eight inches with thick pages, examples of Morse code with
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neatly written amendments and updates and illustrations of
signal flags in red, blue, yellow and green. It shows no sign of
water damage. According to other accounts the Russians found
the code in the ship’s charthouse, and it seems clear that three
copies of the SKM were seized on the Magdeburg, but whatever
the case it was a fortunate find. Although Prince Henry, the
Kaiser’s brother and Naval Commander-in-Chief in the Baltic,
wrote to alert the Commander-in-Chief of the High Seas Fleet
that the Russians might have recovered the code, the signal
book continued to be used as before.

Then, within just three further weeks, and through a piece of
almost outrageous good fortune, the British gained possession
of the third Imperial German naval code book — the Traffic
Book, or Verkehrsbuch (VB), used to communicate with overseas
naval attachés and warships. On 30 November a British trawler
fishing off the Dutch coast winched up a lead-lined chest. On
opening it the British found that it contained a collection of vital
German documents including the VB, the last piece of the
jigsaw. The captain of the German destroyer S.119 had
jettisoned the chest in desperation while under attack from
British ships. Room 40’s personnel called this last discovery ‘the
miraculous draught of fishes’.

With the SKM, HVB and VB codes all safely in Room 40, staff
could now decode most intercepted wireless signals sent by the
German Navy. They could follow the movements of the German
fleet and know the total strength of the U-boat fleet, which
submarines were in port or at sea and which had failed to
return home. They also knew which areas were most at risk
from U-boat activity. By February 1915 the Marconi Company
had perfected a technique of radio direction-finding. This was

articularly timely since the Germans had discovered that U-
boats could receive and send wireless messages at far greater
distances than previously thought. U-boats now tested their
communication systems by reporting their positions frequently,
sometimes every two to three hours, during the first two days of



their missions. These often unnecessarily chatty messages
provided Room 40 with specific information about their course
and speed. Once U-boats were far out into the Atlantic, the huge
area of the sea, weather conditions and decisions of individual
U-boat officers prevented Room 40 from pinpointing positions,
but they made informed guesses.

The Room 40 team was responsible to Henry Oliver, now
Chief of the Naval War Staff, who was personally briefed by
Churchill on how to run the unit and to preserve absolute
secrecy. Within the Admiralty circulation of the decodes was
limited to only a privileged few, including, of course, the First
Sea Lord Jackie Fisher and Churchill himself. Even some
members of the Cabinet do not seem to have been permitted to
know either of Room 40 or of the material it produced, although
Prime Minister Asquith seems to have discussed it often with
his mistress, twenty-seven-year-old Venetia Stanley, a cousin of
Churchill’s wife. At the Admiralty, the man best placed to exploit
the information flooding into Room 40 was the newly appointed
Director of Naval Intelligence Captain William Reginald Hall,
known as ‘Blinker’ within navy circles because of his habit of
constantly blinking his eyes. Hall’s father had been the first
director and it had been his life’s ambition one day to succeed
him. Hall now learned from the intercepted messages that the
U-20 and the U-27 would be operating off the Fastnet within just
a few days.

He was in fact himself partially responsible for their missions,
which had been prompted by a careful campaign of
misinformation. The reason for Hall’s campaign was that the
British were planning to go ahead with amphibious landings in
Gallipoli, as advocated strenuously by Winston Churchill. They
were doing so despite the failure of purely naval attempts to
force the Dardanelles and against the opposition of Admiral
Fisher, who insisted that any seaborne invasion should be in the
Baltic and a direct threat to Germany herself.



In April 1915 Hall had become busily engaged with
Lieutenant Colonel Drake of MI5 on a scheme to make the
Germans believe that the Allies were, as Fisher wanted,
planning an early invasion of Schleswig-Holstein. The aim was
to convince the Germans that the massive shipping of Allied
troops to the Dardanelles — the first landings in Gallipoli were
planned for 25 April — would not cause any diminution in the
strength of the British Expeditionary Force in France. On 24
April the Germans accordingly received false reports, planted
by Hall, of heavy sailings of transports from Britain’s western
and southern coastal ports. As a result they immediately
instructed their U-boats to hunt these transports down. As well
as the tasks given to the U-20, U-27 and U-30 by Hermann Bauer,
the U-35, U-36, U-39 and U-41 had all been ordered out on 29
April.

Schwieger, of course, knew nothing of this as he set a course
north towards Peterhead on the north-east coast of Scotland
that would eventually see the U-20 threading a careful path
between the Orkneys and the Shetland Islands, watching out for
patrols of British destroyers protecting the Grand Fleet in its
Scapa Flow home and avoiding areas mined by the Allies. In
this first stage of her journey the U-20 was running on the
surface. It was pleasant to be outside on the deck in the fresh
air and the spray. Schwieger and his men had become
accustomed to the various ‘square holes in the deck that catch
one’s boot-heels’ although some still stumbled around clutching
the rails. His men were still laughing about an encounter with a
German fishing trawler which had sold them fresh herrings.
One of Schwieger’s officers signed a bill to the German
Admiralty. He responded to the fishermen’s cry of ‘Good
hunting!’ with the usual mantra ‘Gott strafe England!’

Schwieger was certainly hoping for some good hunting.
Although sixty-six merchant vessels had been sunk since the
declaration of unrestricted submarine warfare, April had been
an unsatisfactory month. Only seventeen merchant ships
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(eleven British and six neutral) had been attacked, of which six
had escaped. He badly wanted to add to the tally. There was a
strong element of competition between the U-boat commanders
and the German government had begun to publish a record of
the tonnage sunk each month, including neutral vessels ‘in the
service of the enemy’. Like other U-boat commanders,
Schwieger believed there would be huge kudos in sinking a
liner. After the declaration of unrestricted U-boat warfare, war
artist Claus Bergen wrote of a trip he had made aboard a U-
boat: ‘We are now outside the entrance of the North Channel to
the Irish Sea, a highway of the great Transatlantic steamers. An
alarm soon followed, and we dived ahead of a gigantic creature,
guarded by two destroyers, coming in from the Atlantic. Their
speed was far too great to give us any possibility of
manoeuvring into a position for attack. And regretfully we
watched the 24,000-ton Cunarder make her escape. It would
have been a good catch.’

However, on 1 May Schwieger was worried to find thick fog in
the North Sea and a growing swell. He was forced to submerge
until mid-morning, but even then visibility in the light drizzle
was poor. By 4 p.m. the U-20 was again under water because she
was now in the steamer lane to the Firth of Forth. A small
steamer passed by, heading east, but Schwieger could not attack
because of the poor weather.

On 2 May came real danger. Now some forty miles off
Peterhead, the U-20 was forced to dive to avoid patrolling
British destroyers. At 3.20 a.m. Schwieger spotted a group of at
least six coming directly towards him ‘in a broad searching
line’. After his initial order it took an agonising seventy-five
seconds for the U-20 to plunge the necessary fifty feet. The
watch officer and his look-outs jumped down the hatchway in
the conning-tower, scrabbling for a urchase on the narrow
steel ladder. The last man slammed the upper hatch behind
him, then secured it with two levers and snapped the lower
hatch shut. Inside there was desperate activity as the ear-
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splitting klaxon summoned the crew to open the diving valves
to flood the tanks.

That evening Schwieger ordered the U-20 up to periscope
depth. His batteries badly needed recharging and he was in
danger of being pulled off course by the strong currents around
the Orkneys. To his relief he saw no further signs of enemy
vessels and ordered the tanks to be blown so that the U-20 could
surface and run on her oil-burning diesel engines. He recorded
that if any destroyers had still been around ‘our situation would
have been critical as our battery was pretty nearly gone’.

On 3 May the U-20 reached the North Atlantic in ‘very
beautiful weather’. Schwieger sighted a number of ships
including a Danish freighter off Ronaldsay, and later ‘a large
neutral steamer, her name lit-up, which had apparently passed
Ronaldsay and was now sailing to North America (probably a
Danish passenger steamer from Copenhagen to Montreal)’.
German intelligence reports had noted that British ships often
used Danish flags to disguise themselves as neutrals. She was
moving too quickly for him to attack, Schwieger wrote in his
diary. It seems he would have gone for her, if he could, without
warning despite doubts as to her nationality.

Then, in the hazy early-evening light, the U-20 encountered
another small steamer. Lanz told him it was an English vessel
from Leith, although she was flying a Danish flag. Schwieger
ordered a torpedo attack. If all went according to plan the
torpedo’s compressed-air motor would launch it from the tube
and the twin propellers rotating in opposite directions would
hold it on course. As it hurtled towards its target the small
propeller on its nose would spin down a threaded rod, arming
the torpedo. But the firing lock jammed and the bronze torpedo
stuck in its tube. It was a frustrating but common problem.
Between February and September 1915 some 60 er cent of
German torpedo launches failed because of faulty triggers, dud
warheads and defective steering mechanisms. It was nerve-
racking for the crew who knew that a torpedo which failed to
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eject might explode in its tube. Further attempts to attack
steamers that night, including an English ship which fled past
without lights, were similarly unsuccessful. Schwieger wrote
reflectively that ‘in twilight and under water it is easy to
underestimate a target’.

Careful and cautious as ever, Schwieger decided not to risk
the North Channel route but to go west of Ireland. The next day,
4 May, he sighted the north-western point of Ireland. Black Rock
Light was clearly visible despite a hazy horizon. Spotting a
steamer coming towards him Schwieger dived and prepared to
fire a ‘clean bow shot’, but she passed too close. He recorded
that ‘The steamer was Swedish. Hibernia with neutral markings,
no flag.’

On 5 May Schwieger rounded the southern tip of Ireland and
entered the Irish Channel to run into thick fog. The U-20 was
now in the lanes of the great passenger steamers. They could
easily smash his fragile craft so he decided to submerge until
conditions improved. At 8.25 a.m. Schwieger brought his
submarine to the surface again but spent a disappointing time:
‘during the entire afternoon no steamer sighted in spite of the
clearing weather, although we were within one of the main
shipping lanes’. Still on the surface and approaching the Old
Head of Kinsale towards evening, he at last spotted a small,
three-masted, 132-ton schooner, the Earl of Lathom, coming out
of the mist. She was too small to be any threat so he challenged
her, shouting through a megaphone that her crew should
abandon ship and surrender her papers. Schwieger sank the
old vessel with her cargo of Irish bacon, eggs and potatoes
bound for Liverpool with twelve shells from his deck gun while
her crew rowed frantically for the Irish shore some ten miles
away.

Later that evening, while the U-20 was still on the surface, a
3,000-ton steamer loomed out of the fog, passing perilously
close. She was ‘Norwegian with neutral arkings’ but these
looked ‘unusually high’ and were ‘probably painted on



 

tarpaulins’. Suspecting she was a British ship in disguise
Schwieger manoeuvred for a torpedo attack, calculating his
target’s course, speed and range. One U-boat officer described
the principle as being like that of duck shooting — firing ahead
of the target in the expectation that it would fly into the shot.
Schwieger attacked, loosing ‘a clean bow shot’ with one of his
bronze torpedoes at his target some three hundred metres
away. The torpedo just missed, leaving a tell-tale trail of
bubbles. Schwieger hastily veered ‘around hard and ran away
to avoid the danger of being fired upon’. As fog and darkness
increased he dived to avoid being rammed by other vessels in
the shipping lane.

Schwieger had now been at sea for five days. His early radio
messages had been intercepted by the Room 40 team and he
had now given ample evidence of the U-20’s location. The attack
on the Earl of Lathom had been heard clearly on the Irish coast.
At 10 p.m. that night in Queenstown, a worried Vice-Admiral Sir
Charles Coke, the naval commander for that area, informed the
Admiralty in London of the menace. At 10.30 he began
broadcasting a message at regular intervals to all ships. It
warned that a U-boat was active off the southern Irish coast.



First-class passengers promenade along the wide deck outside the Verandah Café.
 

A male passenger turns a rope for a child on the second-class deck.
 

Captain William Turner of the Lusitania.
 



Left: The boat deck where Charles Frohman and Alfred Vanderbilt had their suites.
Right: A view to the stern. The stabilising wires were needed to brace the 75-foot-high

funnels in high winds.
 

A 1914 view towards the prow. Note the look-out in the bows and the gun-mounting
installed in 1913 half concealed under the coil of rope on the left.

 



A party of nurses bound for the Western Front look down from the decks as the
Lusitania leaves New York for the last time.

 

Kapitänleutnant Walther Schwieger of the submarine U-20.
 

 
The U-20, commissioned in 1913.



A 1912 photograph of the Lusitania passing the Old Head of Kinsale. On 7 May 1915
children playing on the Head watched the ship sink.

 

A photograph taken by the radio operator Bob Leith as the Lusitania entered the war
zone on her final voyage. The damage around the edge was caused by sea water after

he leapt overboard.
 



Possibly the last photograph of the Lusitania, taken from the deck of HMS Caronia as
she headed out into the Atlantic in May 1915.

 



12 - INTO THE WAR ZONE
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On 6 May Theodate Pope was awakened in her boat deck
stateroom at around 5.30 a.m. by ‘shouts and the scuffling of
feet’ and the sound of the ship’s bugler, Vernon Livermore. She
looked out of her porthole to see ‘the crew loosening the ship’s
boats and swinging them clear of the railing’. This noisy task
was being undertaken by a mixed bag of cooks, stewards,
sailors ‘and any other men that we could raise’, according to
one of the officers. All twenty-two wooden lifeboats, suspended
eight feet above the Boat Deck, were made ready for lowering
and their ropes, the ‘falls’, brought down. The boats’ equipment
— matches, sea anchor, oil for their storm lamps, provisions,
drinking water — were all checked.

Belle Naish also heard the commotion and jumped up, saying,
‘Oh, what can it be?’ ‘Keep cool,’ her husband told her, ‘don’t
worry, just take a look.’ He had been seasick all the way and
lacked the energy to go and see for himself. Belle went out to
discover what was happening and was not reassured, returning
to tell her suffering husband that if trouble came ‘our only hope
lay in our life preservers, as the boats seemed very small and
the passengers were by hundreds’. Another passenger, Mrs
McFarquhar, was also ‘rather uneasy’ and wondered why the
boats had not been swung out earlier and why they were being
swung out now. Another noticed that ‘they did not tear off the
cover of canvas on the collapsible boats, which ere piled on
the aft saloon decks in groups of three . . .’

There was a growing sense of expectation as the Lusitania
neared the danger zone. Passengers speculated about the real
chances of an attack and when a Royal Navy escort might be
expected to appear. It gave some a not unpleasurable frisson. To
those sitting comfortably in the well-appointed walnut-panelled
first-class smoking-room with its dignified decor in ‘old Italian
red’, the threat seemed reassuringly remote, even academic.
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But others were not so sure. They noticed that at sunset that
night the crew extinguished all outboard lights, placed covers
over cabin skylights, drew curtains in the saloons and closed
and darkened portholes. One passenger berthed on the
Promenade Deck found ‘a blotter placed over my skylight that
night to obscure the light’. The Admiralty had not yet banned all
lights on merchant ships, believing that a U-boat might assume
a partially lit vessel was neutral whereas any blacked-out ship
would be marked down at once as an enemy. Nevertheless,
even these precautions brought home the reality that the
Lusitania would shortly enter the war zone. The betting among
passengers was now ‘that the attempt would be made in the
Irish Sea during our last night’.

That evening some passengers felt sufficiently nervous to
form a committee to instruct everyone, including the children,
how to put on their lifebelts. Notices about use of the lifebelts
were displayed on cabin walls and posted around the ship, but
few had bothered to read them. Captain Turner was asked to
sanction the idea. He gave his approval in principle, but
cautioned the committee to take care not to cause panic. There
should be no suggestion that this safety measure was at all
urgent. Turner might have felt differently had he known that
during the six days the Lusitania had been at sea twenty-three
merchant vessels had been torpedoed in the waters his ship
was now entering.

Some of these had, of course, fallen victim to the U-20. The sixth
day of May had been a particularly rewarding ne for Walther
Schwieger and his crew. Early in the morning, despite thick,
drifting fog and poor visibility, the U-20 sighted a large steamer
some thirteen miles south-east of the dark-green Coningbeg
Lightship off the Waterford coast. Her name had been painted
out and she was flying no flag. Schwieger had to decide quickly
whether she was a neutral or an enemy vessel. His
interpretation of his orders was ‘if in doubt, attack’.
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Schwieger would have had little sympathy with the letter sent
that very day by Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg to
Naval Chief of Staff Gustav Bachmann complaining about the
large number of neutral ships that had been attacked in recent
days and demanding a guarantee that U-boats would not
destroy neutral ships. Bachmann had been urging the Kaiser to
be less squeamish about neutral vessels, insisting that the only
way to damage Britain’s economy was by waging a vigorous
campaign ‘without regard to the special rights of ships under
neutral flags’.

Von Bethmann Hollweg and Foreign Minister Gottlieb von
Jagow were also trying to ease tension with neutral countries
through diplomatic channels. In particular they were anxious
to appease American public opinion. On 6 May a senior German
Foreign Office official in Berlin told an American diplomat that
although Germany would do everything in her power to destroy
British merchant shipping she had never had any wish to
interfere with neutral shipping unless it was carrying
contraband. While the occasional destruction of a neutral ship
was unavoidable given the British practice of arming their
merchant vessels and disguising them under other flags,
submarine commanders had been given special instructions ‘to
use the utmost care consistent with their own safety to avoid
attacks on neutral vessels’. If a neutral ship were accidentally
destroyed Germany would immediately make a formal apology
and pay an indemnity. Any reports of the destruction by
German vessels of a neutral ship would be immediately
investigated by the Foreign Office and the Admiralty and, if
necessary, the case would be ettled by a commission composed
of representatives of both nations with a neutral arbiter whose
decision would be final.

Untroubled by this political sparring behind the scenes in
Berlin, Schwieger launched a surface attack, firing on his target
with his deck gun. He was confident that in the poor visibility
‘there was little danger of our boat being rammed or fired
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upon’. In fact, the steamer tried to make a run for it as soon as
she saw the submarine but the U-20 gave chase, firing on her.
The fleeing vessel ‘continued at top speed even after she had
received two hits’ and disappeared into the fog banks. However,
they failed to blanket her completely. As soon as she became
visible again Schwieger continued the assault and the steamer
stopped at last. Her frightened crew, including her sweating,
coal-streaked firemen, abandoned ship, tumbling into four
overcrowded lifeboats, one of which was swamped as soon as it
hit the water. They were later picked up by a naval trawler and
landed at Milford Haven.

Schwieger launched a bronze torpedo which smashed into
the steamer’s engine-room, but still she would not sink. Finally
he ordered his helmsman to steer in closer and told his gun-
crew to fire at her waterline. Schwieger identified his victim
correctly in his war diary as the Candidate. The 6,000-ton
Liverpool steamer had been en route to Jamaica with a cargo of
groceries and hardware. News of the sinking of the Candidate
would not reach the Admiralty until the early hours of 7 May.
Vice-Admiral Coke in Queenstown would not learn of it until
over twenty-four hours after the attack.

Within an hour of disposing of the Candidate Schwieger was
doing his best to sink, without warning, a 16,000-ton passenger
steamer, again with no visible markings, which he sighted on
the port beam and identified correctly as a liner of the White
Star Line. She was keeping a straight course and not zigzagging.
Schwieger was hopeful, but this time his target, the Arabic, was
too uick. Schwieger was still manoeuvring for his favourite
clean bow shot’ when she shot past some three kilometres
away and vanished into the fog banks. The Arabic’s luck,
however, was not to hold. She would be torpedoed just three
months later by the U-24 off the Irish coast and would sink
within minutes.

Finding that the fog had become ‘thicker again’, Schwieger
dived to twenty-two metres. An hour later, rising to eleven
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metres, he was pleased to find it had ‘cleared a little’ and that
there was just a gentle swell. In the early afternoon Schwieger
was excited to see another steamer ‘heave in sight’, smoke
spiralling from her stack. Once again he prepared to attack
without warning, launching a gyro torpedo from three hundred
metres and hitting the ship near the bridge. The ship began to
sink by the bow almost immediately and her crew abandoned
her, pulling away frantically in the lifeboats. Schwieger loosed a
bronze torpedo to complete his task. The air split with the
sound of the explosion and air hissed from the stricken hull.
Schwieger did not wait to watch her sink but was ‘as good as
certain’ of his kill, recording that he had sunk a ship of some
6,000 tons whose name was again concealed and which flew no
flag. He also recorded that she was English. She was in fact the
Centurion, sister ship o the Candidate, of the British Harrison
Line. She had been en route to Durban.

According to the U-20’s official war diary, Walther Schwieger
now ordered his boat to dive and head out to sea while he
reviewed his options. His position was some twenty miles due
south of the Coningbeg Lightship and his orders were to head
north to his assigned station off Liverpool. He still had three
torpedoes left but he was under standing orders to save at least
two for the return voyage. The war diary goes on to record a
momentous decision in considerable detail. He would not sail
on to ‘my true field of operations’ because the thick fog of the
past two days would probably not clear, the poor visibility
would put his U-boat at risk in the busy shipping lanes and he
would have to sail submerged. It would be hard in these
conditions to attack troop transports, which would e likely to
slip out at night under cover of the fog and would perhaps be
escorted by destroyers. Also, if he went on to Liverpool he
would not have enough fuel left to enable him to return to
Germany around the south of Ireland. He would be forced
instead to take the dangerous North Channel between England
and Ireland. The U-20 would therefore remain in the Irish
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Channel south of the entrance to the Bristol Channel and attack
steamers until she had used up 40 per cent of her fuel. Then she
would begin her journey home, retracing her outbound route.
That night the U-20 made for the open sea to recharge her
batteries at a safe distance from enemy lightships and bide her
time till dawn.

At 7.52 p.m. on 6 May bellboy Ben Holton handed Turner a
plain-language wireless message from Coke sent via the
Valentia station. It read ‘Submarines active off south coast of
Ireland’ and was one of the general messages Coke had begun
transmitting the previous evening. This was the first warning
the Lusitania had received. A perturbed Turner dashed off a
response asking for the message to be repeated. It was so brief
that he feared some of it might have been lost in transmission.
By 7.56 one of the Marconi operators was tapping out the
request in Morse. A few minutes later Turner had his answer —
the message was identical to the first. At 8.30 came a further
general message from the Admiralty, this time in code: ‘To all
British ships 0005: Take Liverpool pilot at bar and avoid
headlands. Pass harbours at full speed. Steer mid-channel
course. Submarines off Fastnet.’ Turner knew that the Lusitania
was now some 370 miles, or eighteen hours’ steaming, from the
Fastnet landfall.

Earlier that year, while commanding the Transylvania off the
Irish coast, Turner had received an order to divert to
Queenstown because German U-boats had sunk three British
ships off Liverpool the day before. He had tried to dismiss the
fears of his passengers and had finally reached his destination
with the comment, ‘I fooled them that time.’ Now he must have
wondered whether a similar equence of events was about to
unfold and whether he could fool the U-boats again.

In the circumstances, a preoccupied and anxious Turner felt
more than ever disinclined to socialise with his passengers, but
he had no option but to attend the traditional passengers’ talent
concert in aid of the Seamen’s Charities due to take place that
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night in the first-class saloon. It was the last important social
event of the voyage and an excuse for extravagant party-giving.
George Kessler was once again urging cocktails on his guests,
including businessman Fred Gauntlett, Charles Lauriat, the
formidable Theodate Pope and the more sociable Staff Captain
Anderson. Charles Frohman’s suite was jammed with the
theatrical set. Alfred Vanderbilt was also there, buoyed up by an
affectionate wireless message from a woman in Britain called
May Barwell: ‘Hope you have a safe crossing. Look forward
very much to seeing you soon.’ The democratic Frohman had
also invited the gregarious ship’s barber Lott Gadd. The
brewing-equipment manufacturer Charles Plamondon and his
wife Mary were celebrating their thirty-sixth wedding
anniversary in quieter style with a bottle of champagne in their
cabin nearby.

Taking his place for the concert, Oliver Bernard noticed how
polarised people were, ‘split up into dismal twos and threes . . .
not on speaking terms with anybody’. He reflected darkly that
‘a submarine would have at least socialized the audience’. He
watched Alfred Vanderbilt insist on paying a young Canadian
woman, Charlotte Pye, five dollars for one of the ten-cent gold-
embossed programmes she was selling depicting a little girl
pulling blossoms from a bough. The event was a good-natured
success, raising £123 10s. 7d. compared with the £6 15s. 4d.
collected at the separate third-class event. The Welsh choir and
Parry Jones sang, a pianist played Irving Berlin’s ‘I Love a Piano’
and passengers tried their hand with varying degrees of success
at telling jokes, conjuring tricks, singing such popular songs as
‘Indian Love Lyrics’ and reciting poems. Some crew members
took part, hough not Chief Purser McCubbin. Famed for his
flute-playing while purser of the Saxonia, some wag had put
flour inside his instrument prior to a concert. At the first note
both he and the imposing Bostonian matron accompanying him
were enveloped in a white cloud. He had refused to perform in
public again.



There was an expectant hush as Turner stepped forward to
address his passengers during the interval. He explained that
there had been a submarine warning but assured them that ‘On
entering the war zone tomorrow we shall be securely in the
care of the Royal Navy’ and that ‘of course there is no need for
alarm’. He added that the next day he would steam at full speed
so as to arrive at Liverpool in good time. Finally, he warned
male passengers not to light their cigarettes on deck that night.

The concert went on, but many, distracted by news of the
warning, found it difficult to concentrate on their fellow guests’
artistic efforts. As soon as the ship’s orchestra had wound up
with ‘God Save the King’ and ‘America’, an anxious murmur
broke out. Equipment supplier Isaac Lehmann was so
perturbed that he decided not to go to bed but to remain
‘dressed all night’ in his stateroom on the Upper Deck. Some
passengers were too nervous to spend the night in their cabins
at all and opted to sleep in the public rooms. Stewards and
stewardesses bustled backwards and forwards with blankets
and pillows. Other passengers walked on deck to calm their
nerves. When they saw a thick pall of fog beginning to descend
they wondered whether this would protect the ship as she
neared the war zone.

Professor Ian Holbourn was simply hoping for the voyage to
end quickly so that he could be reunited with his family. That
night on the Isle of Foula his wife had a bizarre experience
which she would later describe as ‘a waking vision’. She had
read of the German warning but had been reassured by the
attitude of the British press, which depicted the threat ‘as an
impudent joke — like a small boy putting out his tongue at the
headmaster’. She had dismissed it from her mind. Now, on the
night of 6 May, she retired to bed at about eleven. She was not
yet asleep when she saw ‘a large vessel sinking with a big list
from side to side and also from stem to stern. There was a crush
of frightened people, some of them slipping and sliding down
the sloping decks. I thought it strange that I could be seeing this



while I was wide awake, and I stretched my arms out of bed
and clenched and unclenched my fingers to make sure that I
was not dreaming . . .’ Mrs Holbourn was not the only one to
have presentiments. Captain Turner later recalled that both
Staff Captain Anderson and Chief Purser McCubbin had had
premonitions of death.

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, telephones were ringing in New
York’s newspaper offices. Perplexed and irritated editors were
assailed by a barrage of mysterious callers, many from suburbs
in Long Island, New Jersey and Connecticut. Had the Lusitania
arrived in England? Was she in any danger? Had she actually
been torpedoed? Editors dismissed the individual anonymous
calls as a hoax perpetrated by cranks. Only later, when they
compared notes, did some begin to see the episode in a different
light.



13 - ‘SUPPOSE THEY SHOULD SINK THE LUSITANIA . .
.?’
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While passengers slept fitfully, seamen worked through the
night. Look-outs were replaced every two hours but it was
stressful, eye-straining work. Leslie Morton, on watch between
2 a.m. and 4 a.m., felt drained from peering anxiously into the
darkness and starting at shadows. Others were preparing for
the Lusitania’s arrival in Liverpool in twenty-four hours’ time.
Thomas O’Mahoney and his colleagues on the 4 a.m. to 8 a.m.
watch sweated to bring up the mail bags from the mail hatch.
O’Mahoney’s height and long arms made him particularly adept
at reaching into the cavernous hatch and he was told to stay
there and take his turn as look-out at midday. The mail was
always the first cargo to be unloaded. The deck hands knew
they would be expected to spend most of their watches that day
in the mail- and luggage-rooms to which the only access was by
electric lift.

The early hours of 7 May were fresh and clear, but at around
six o’clock a heavy fog closed in again. Julia and Flor Sullivan,
who had risen early for their first sight of their native Ireland,
were disappointed. Flor had been intending to recite a poem to
mark their homecoming. The master-at-arms called for two able
seamen to go to the fo’c’s’le as extra look-outs. The fog was so
dense that by the time Captain Turner arrived on the bridge he
was orried about his precise position and the depth of water
beneath his keel. He ordered depth soundings to be taken, then
went off to his usual breakfast of porridge, kippers and a boiled
egg.

At around 8 a.m., as those passengers who had chosen to
sleep in the saloons were picking up their pillows and blankets
and returning to their cabins to dress, Turner telegraphed the
engine room to reduce speed from twenty-one to eighteen
knots. A little while later he ordered the duty engineer to lower
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it yet further to fifteen knots — the same speed which the U-20
could travel on the surface in a calm sea. He also ordered the
foghorn to be sounded every minute. Its mournful tone woke
some passengers. It also alarmed them. Theodore Naish
remarked to his wife Belle, ‘I do not like this; it is too much like
calling for trouble.’ David Thomas was also anxious,
complaining to his daughter, Margaret Mackworth, that ‘That
wretched foghorn gives our whereabouts away.’

The ‘continued sounds of the Lusitania’s siren’ spoiled Oliver
Bernard’s breakfast. ‘Now that they were so near the danger
zone’ he ‘could not understand the policy of announcing a
liner’s whereabouts to friend and foe alike . . .’ For some, the
fact that the captain felt sufficiently confident to do this
restored their sense of equilibrium, but others were becoming
increasingly tense and beginning to plan what they would do if
the worst should happen. One group of men agreed that ‘in
view of the number of women and children on board’ it would
be impossible for any men to get away honourably by lifeboat.
These should be left to the women. In an emergency the men
would meet at the stern on the Promenade Deck to see how best
they could save themselves. A clergyman, all too aware that his
wife suffered bitterly from the cold, decided that a place in a
boat would be her only chance of survival. She would die if in
the water for any length of time. He must ensure she reached a
lifeboat. Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl, travelling with his
extensive young family, made sure that his wife and their
nurses, Alice Lines and Greta Lorenson, ‘had been drilled as to
what to do in an mergency’. Henry Adams, a London merchant
who had been reluctant to travel on the Lusitania but had been
persuaded by his wife of four weeks, ‘a confirmed Cunarder’, to
book passage on her, insisted on getting their lifejackets down
from the top of their wardrobe and trying them on. Then he
stowed them carefully under their berths where they would be
more accessible if needed in a hurry.
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Around 10 a.m. the spring sun began to burn off the fog. Soon
the look-outs aloft could make out ‘the loom of the land through
the haze’. By midday the visibility was good; the sun shone,
glinting on a pancake-smooth, deep-navy sea. Captain Turner
sighted familiar landmarks along the Irish coast. Relieved, he
brought the speed back up to eighteen knots. The sight of the
southeast coast of Ireland ‘in the sunshine of an ideal early
summer day’ reassured some passengers, but not Charles
Lauriat.

Lauriat had woken to the sound of the ship’s foghorn. He had
decided to take a bath and then returned to his warm berth for
a few hours’ ‘extra snooze . . . for there was no use in getting up
if it was foggy and disagreeable weather’. His steward roused
him at noon. He told him that Cape Clear had been ‘picked up’
by the look-outs. Lauriat decided to take a stroll around the
deck before lunch. He found it was now a beautiful day with
‘light wind, a smooth sea, and bright sunshine’, but reflected
that ‘if a German submarine really meant business’ the
conditions could not be more ideal. On the port side he could
clearly see ‘the good old Irish Coast’. As a transatlantic veteran
he noticed that Captain Turner was taking ‘the good old beaten
track that ocean liners have taken for the last fifty years’, but he
was surprised that Turner was keeping the ship ‘the same
distance off’ as on previous voyages and that ‘we went in there,
so near shore’. Joseph Myers, another seasoned transatlantic
traveller, shared his concern. To his recollection the only time
he had ever sailed closer to land was one occasion when the
ship ‘went inside Fastnet’, the solitary rock at the south-west tip
of Ireland. Myers felt particularly ervous. He could not banish
for long disturbing memories of a recent Channel crossing
when a U-boat had chased his ferry.

Passengers were puzzled by the ship’s persistently slow
speed. Mabel Henshaw, who had settled in Saskatoon and was
taking her baby Constance to England so that her sick father
could see his granddaughter, felt it was as if the Lusitania were
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saying to the enemy ‘here I am, do your darndest’. Oliver
Bernard agreed. He felt that Turner was calling the bluff of the
Germans’ newspaper warnings ‘more heavily than healthily’.
He noted how ‘The general feeling . . . that morning was . . .
patient expectation, that when the fog lifted the Lusitania
would at last give some demonstration of speed to meet the
potential danger she now faced.’ But that did not happen.

As an enthusiastic participant in the daily pool, Lauriat had a
sharp eye for such things. He checked the notice in the
smoking-room announcing the previous day’s run to find that
the Lusitania had sailed just 462 miles during the past twenty-
four hours and ‘wondered at our loafing along at this gentle
pace’. He thought it particularly strange given Turner’s
comments at the previous evening’s concert that he intended to
make full speed. Another passenger recalled: ‘You could hear
[the comment] whenever you passed a group of passengers:
“Well, why are we not making full speed . . . as Captain Turner
told us? “‘ Harold Boulton asked a crewman why the ship was
travelling at a snail’s pace and was told, ‘It’s not only the fog, sir.
We’re saving coal and keeping reserve steam up so that if we
spot a submarine we can muster enough speed to get us out of
danger.’ Belle Naish thought it would be worth running the ship
faster through the fog. Any increased risk would be balanced by
a lower risk of submarine attack.

In fact, Turner had another reason for reducing speed, apart
from the fog. He was planning to steam through the final
stretch of the Irish Sea in darkness, timing his arrival at the
Mersey Bar to catch the tide in the early hours. He then
intended to sail straight over the Bar without waiting or a pilot,
to avoid delaying in waters known to be infested with
submarines. High tide at the Mersey Bar was 6.53 a.m., giving
him a window of opportunity of some five hours.

Others attributed the ship’s ‘curiously cautious’ progress to
the fact that the captain must be ‘waiting for something to
happen, perhaps for an escort’. They anxiously debated the
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whereabouts of the British warships expected to see the
Lusitania safely home. Now that she was in the war zone,
where were they? The Naishes recalled how at the concert
Turner had promised that on entering the war zone they would
be safely in the care of the Royal Navy. The empty seas puzzled
and worried them: ‘We had been told that we were protected all
the way by warships, wireless and that submarine destroyers
would escort us in the channel.’

In fact the Lusitania had received a fresh warning about U-boat
activity. At 11.02 a.m. that morning, the Valentia station had
relayed a message from the Naval Centre in Queenstown in the
Admiralty’s Merchant Vessel (MV) code. It read simply
‘QUESTOR’, meaning ‘Which edition of the MV code do you
have?’ The Lusitania replied ‘WESTRONA’, meaning ‘I have the
first edition of the MV code.’ Having established this, the
Valentia station quickly transmitted a coded warning. The
Lusitania received it while she was off the Fastnet. It read:
‘Submarines active in southern part Irish Channel; last heard of
twenty miles south of Coningbeg Lightship.’ The Valentia station
had been instructed to ‘make certain Lusitania gets this’.

Turner had already taken precautions as he entered the war
zone. In accordance with Admiralty guidance he had ordered
portholes to be closed, together with all watertight doors not
necessary for the operation of the ship. The hydraulically
operated doors in the engine-rooms had to be left open to allow
the ship to function but could quickly be closed from the bridge
in an emergency. Staff Captain Anderson assured Turner that
he was satisfied hat all ports and bulkheads were closed on the
Main and Lower Decks but Turner did not order a spot
inspection. The majority of portholes on both decks were in any
case dummies which could not be opened, while the Lower
Deck was closed up and not in use. As also suggested by the
Admiralty, Captain Turner had doubled the look-outs at dawn
and posted two quartermasters on either side of the bridge ‘to
look out for submarines’. In addition he had instructed the
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engine-room to be ready ‘to give her full speed’ and ‘to keep the
highest steam they could possibly get’ on the nineteen
operational boilers. But he did not order the boilers in the
fourth engine-room to be fired. Senior Third Engineer George
Little, coming on duty at midday, found the engines working at
some 120 revolutions, sufficient to give a speed of eighteen
knots. He was handed a written instruction from the chief
engineer telling him that ‘in the event of any emergency arising
the telegraph would ring’ and that he must ‘keep a good head of
steam . . . to give exceptional speed . . .’ if suddenly required.

As the morning drew on ‘everybody was tense’ on the bridge.
Quartermaster Hugh Johnston, coming on duty to take the
wheel at midday, overheard worried officers discussing the
danger: ‘. . . you could catch words about the submarines and
they were in the vicinity and all this stuff you know . . . Oh we
knew there were submarines around . . .’ Neil Robertson, the
ship’s carpenter, noticed how the off-duty chief engineer spent
much of the morning looking out to sea through his binoculars,
‘watching for ships or anything like that in the water’.

Cunard’s senior staff in Liverpool were also tense. That
morning company chairman Alfred Booth learned for the first
time of the sinking of the Harrison Line’s Candidate and
Centurion in St George’s Channel. Up to this point he had
‘preferred to trust to the Admiralty and to Captain Turner’s
discretion’, but now, ‘knowing that the Lusitania was likely to
be coming along that afternoon or sometime before very long’,
he felt compelled to do something, if nly for his own peace of
mind. His membership of the Committee of the War Risks
Association had made him particularly aware of the danger to
ships approaching the port of Liverpool. Turner must be
warned ‘that these submarines were on his track’. Since the
Admiralty would not allow Cunard to communicate direct with
the Lusitania, Booth asked the Senior Naval Officer in Liverpool,
Admiral Stileman, to send a wireless message to the ship.



Stileman promised to see what he could do and a relieved Booth
returned to his office.

US Consul Wesley Frost was busily at work in his office in
Queenstown. Frost had arrived a year earlier in this little town
whose serene beauty had captivated him from the first: ‘The
landing was like an arrival into paradise. A rose madder
daybreak in the east and a pale gold moon setting in the west
threw an unneeded glamour over the romantic fortresses of
Carlisle, Camden and Templebreedy, and over the estuaries and
inlets of the most beautiful harbour in the world.’ Now, on this
lovely spring day, Frost would have found it inconceivable that
in just a few hours Queenstown would become known to the
world as ‘the port of horrors’.

Queenstown was a gateway for emigration to the USA. Nearly
three million Irish people had already left for America from the
port. Frost’s duties were quite time-consuming: ‘The inspection
of emigrants, the invoicing of Irish whiskey, mackerel and
tweeds, and the issuance of bills of health to the passenger
liners . . . provided a substantial office routine.’ The outbreak of
war made him busier yet as he found himself dealing with a
stream of anxious American nationals — ‘judges and
policemen, ladies’ maids and chauffeurs, clerics and liquor-
vendors all poured in and out of the Consulate in quite a
continuous stream; often merely to learn in what way the war
was likely to affect their personal plans, and also to apply for
gratuitous transportation or loans’. Occasionally Frost was
induced to loan money, including to a stranded and bemused
‘aggregation of Irish-American motion-picture artists who had
been staging scenes in the Black Valley’.

Following the declaration of war and the severance of
diplomatic relations between Britain and Germany, the United
States had agreed to represent German interests in Britain.
Frost therefore also assisted German sailors from captured
ships on their way to internment and helped support the
dependents of those German nationals who had been interned
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with funds lodged with US Ambassador Walter Hines Page in
London. If the Lusitania were to call in with her large
complement of American passengers there could well be
further demands on his limited time.

First Lord of the Admiralty Winston Spencer Churchill had
other matters on his mind. He had left the country on 5 May. He
was staying incognito in Paris at the Ritz Hotel under the name
of Spencer and participating in negotiations with Italy, which
had broken off diplomatic relations with Germany and Austro-
Hungary on 4 May, about her possible entry into the war. He
was then intending to travel to Sir John French’s headquarters
at the Front at the weekend for discussions and to witness an
attack to be launched at daybreak on Sunday 9 May.

He had left the First Sea Lord, Admiral Jackie Fisher, in charge
in London. The relationship between the two had become
increasingly difficult as their disagreement over the wisdom
and conduct of the Dardanelles campaign came to a head. As
early as 2 April Fisher had written that the Dardanelles entirely
exhausted his time. He resented the heavier and heavier calls it
was making on his naval resources, particularly in the build-up
to the first amphibious landings on the Turkish coast which had
taken place none too successfully on 25 April. He also feared the
consequences of diverting forces to the Mediterranean away
from the Home Fleet. He thought that any decisive naval action
could only be fought in the North Sea and that the British Home
Fleet’s margin of superiority over the German High Seas Fleet
was already dangerously narrow.

By early May Fisher was generally worn out and in a high
state of nervous tension. The seventy-four-year-old dmiral was
rising at around 4.30 a.m., working until 8 a.m. then usually
attending service at Westminster Abbey before returning to the
Admiralty and working until 7 p.m., going to bed only an hour
or so later. His hours, like his views on the Dardanelles, were
completely out of harmony with those of the forty-year-old
Churchill, who rose late and worked late and who, according to



In his place was a sorely harassed and disillusioned man who was overtaxing his
strength in the attempt to carry on. He might still on occasion show the old
flashes of brilliance, but, beneath the surface, all was far from being well. In
these critical days he could display a nervous tension which only remained
hidden from those outside owing to the tireless efforts of his naval secretary. At
any moment, we felt, the breaking-point would come.

Naval Intelligence supremo Reginald Hall, was usurping
executive functions which were properly Fisher’s. Hall could
see that Fisher was no longer his old self:

However, the Lusitania was being discussed in the highest
diplomatic circles in London. At 10 a.m. on 7 May the American
peace-broker Colonel House called on Foreign Secretary Sir
Edward Grey. The two men had been planning a pleasant
morning together at Kew Gardens, but House had been invited
to see the King at 11.30 which meant their visit to the botanical
gardens must be brief. As they drove through London’s western
suburbs towards Kew, House and Sir Edward discussed the
ways in which America could best aid the Allies were she to
enter the war. They also ‘spoke of the probability of an ocean
liner being sunk’ and House told Grey that ‘if this were done, a
flame of indignation would sweep across America, which
would, in itself, probably carry us into the war’. Later that
morning, in his study on the second floor of Buckingham Palace
overlooking the gardens, the King greeted House cordially ‘and
then we fell to talking, strangely enough, of the probability of
Germany sinking a trans-Atlantic liner and of the consequences
of that act’. House repeated many of his earlier comments to
Grey and the King said thoughtfully, ‘Suppose they should sink
the Lusitania with American passengers aboard?’

On board the Lusitania passengers continued to go about their
normal activities, trying to push their fears aside and taking
comfort from the proximity of land. Julia and Flor Sullivan
gazed delightedly at the light green coastline of their native
land, dotted with fishermen’s cottages, through binoculars lent
them by Chief Purser McCubbin. Art collector Sir Hugh Lane



was also watching the sharpening outline of his homeland. A
press photographer was busily taking pictures of life on the
ship. He hoped that by capturing the atmosphere of this
controversial voyage he would get a good price for his work. A
woman had just completed a letter to be posted in Liverpool
ending, ‘We can see Ireland quite well now. Thank God for a
safe journey.’

Some were reading the Cunard Daily Bulletin, scanning it for
news of the war. The banner headline, set in bold type, read
REPORTS OF GERMAN VICTORY A HOAX. The Bulletin claimed
that the French had made a string of gains in Belgium and
reported that the Germans had made ‘lavish use of gases
against British’. Tactfully, there was no mention of submarines.
Submarine sinkings had been covered in the Bulletin during the
outward voyage, but it was thought that any mention of them in
the wake of the German warning would only agitate people.

Others were already packing in preparation for the morrow’s
arrival in Liverpool, wondering what the weather would be like
and what clothes to wear. Many first- and second-class
passengers had sent their young children to the nurseries to be
kept amused by stewardesses. Avid bridge players like Archie
Donald were playing their customary game. Poker players like
Martin Mannion were wondering whether they would have the
opportunity to recoup losses or make fresh profits during the
few remaining hours of the voyage.

Avis Dolphin had been for another enjoyable walk with
Professor Holbourn, who pointed out the coast of Ireland to her.
Like many children on board she understood why so many of
the adults seemed anxious and preoccupied. One small boy had
even got into the habit of adding to his nightly prayers an
additional plea: ‘Please God, do keep the nasty submarines
away.’ Holbourn reflected on how the children had ‘been the
life and charm of the voyage’. The previous day a little girl of
eight, Ailsa Booth-Jones, had proudly shown him and Avis the
four prizes she had won in the various sports and games



organised for their amusement. They included a small mock-
gold brooch in the shape of the ship.

Just before noon, a hazy smudge of land appeared off the port
bow. Captain Turner decided it must be Brow Head, a
promontory almost on the western tip of Ireland and fifteen
miles north-west of the Fastnet Rock, which he had been unable
to see through the fog, though some passengers thought they
had glimpsed it. He was surprised — by his calculations the
Lusitania should have passed Fastnet well to seaward and
should now be running up the coast towards Queenstown.

At around 12.40 p.m. Turner was handed a further coded
warning: ‘Submarines 5 miles south of Cape Clear proceeding
west when sighted at ten a.m.’ Turner hastily assessed the
position. Devoid of modern techniques like radar and unable to
make radio contact, he had to rely on his navigational skills and
the judgement born of many years at sea. He also took his
decisions alone — in his view that was a captain’s duty and
responsibility although it made his position all the lonelier and
more stressful. Turner reasoned that if the land spotted at noon
had indeed been Brow Head, then the Lusitania must be well
past the U-boat which should now be many miles astern,
probably on a south-westerly course. Bearing in mind the
earlier warning of other U-boats ahead of him twenty miles
south of the Coningbeg Lightship, Turner decided it would be
safer to move in towards land and altered course to 67° East.
Soon after 1 p.m. the watch on the bridge picked up a landfall
that Turner assumed must be Galley Head. But Galley Head was
forty miles from Brow Head. The Lusitania could not possibly
have covered that distance since just before noon when Turner
had sighted what he believed to be Brow Head. He had
therefore identified one of the two landmarks wrongly. He
comforted himself that the U-boat spotted off Cape Clear must
by now be far away.

The captain was hugely relieved when, around 1.40 p.m., the
familiar landmark of the Old Head of Kinsale, rising 256 feet
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out of the water, extending three miles seaward from the
mainland and with its lighthouse quite unmistakable, came in
view. At last Turner knew where he was and reverted to his
original course of 87° east, ordering his helmsman to starboard.
Passengers felt the ship change course ‘very quickly’. They
wondered for a moment what was happening before resuming
their lunches or their conversations.

Turner decided to make for the Coningbeg Lightship and to
take a four-point bearing on the Old Head of Kinsale, on the
port side, to fix his exact position. Precise navigator that he was,
he wanted the best possible fix in case the weather deteriorated
again. Taking the bearing would occupy some forty minutes
and require him to hold his ship on a rigorously straight course
at a completely constant speed while he and officers made the
necessary calculations. With the ship running on a steady
course some twelve miles from land at a speed of eighteen
knots, Turner ordered Junior Third Officer Albert Bestie, now
on duty with Second Officer Percy Hefford, to make the
calculations. The captain then went briefly below to his day
cabin, probably to use the lavatory.

At 1.50 p.m. Bestie began to take the bearing on the lighthouse
tower, from which he would be able to calculate the distance
once it came abeam. Ten minutes later another officer relieved
him and Bestie climbed down the bridge ladder to his cabin. On
the way he met the senior Marconi operator Robert Leith who
told him he had heard that one submarine had been reported at
10 a.m. off Cape Clear, now astern of them, and that another
had een spotted ahead of them a few miles south of the
Coningbeg Lightship. Bestie did some quick mental arithmetic.
The Coningbeg Lightship was still some four hours’ steaming
from the Old Head. In that time any lurking submarine would
probably have moved off into the Bristol Channel. Reassured,
he carried on to his cabin, planning to write up the log and then
rest before going back on watch.



Within moments came a knock on the door. John Crank, the
baggage master, told him that as the weather was fine orders
had been given to bring the luggage and mail right up on deck.
The rules required the presence of an officer. The weary young
man promised to get down to the baggage-room as soon as he
had changed out of his clean uniform, just purchased in New
York, into an old one. His decision to change would save his life.



PART THREE - AN OCEAN RED WITH
BLOOD

 



14 - ‘MY GOD . . . WE ARE LOST’

 s
All morning, unknown to Turner and his crew, the gap between
the Lusitania and the U-20 had been closing teadily. Also
unknown to them, the U-boatmen had been closely watching
the ship’s latest manoeuvres. The decision Turner had just
taken to alter course had played almost uncannily into Walther
Schwieger’s hands. He had turned the Lusitania directly
towards the U-20, now some eleven miles away and racing to
get into position for an attack.

According to his war diary, Schwieger had surfaced at 5 a.m.
to find the same thick fog which was dogging the Lusitania. It
was dangerous running on the surface in his vulnerable craft
but at least he could recharge the U-20’s wet cell storage
batteries while he ran on diesel power. He could also renew the
air below, expelling the mingling odours of oil fumes and close-
confined human bodies. By 10 a.m., with the liner and the
submarine now less than a hundred miles apart, visibility was
good enough for the U-20’s look-outs to spot a small trawler
approaching slowly from the coast. Fearing that it might be a
naval patrol boat Schwieger dived to twenty-four metres. At
11.50 a.m. the U-boatmen heard the thudding of a vessel with
powerful engines passing overhead. Rising cautiously to eleven
metres pilot Lanz identified her as an older English warship,
possibly a small cruiser of the Pelorus class. She was in fact the
elderly cruiser Juno, hurrying back into Queenstown after
receiving warnings sent at 7.45 a.m. that U-boats were active in
these waters. Schwieger decided to pursue her in case there
was an opportunity to attack but she was running at full speed,
zig-zagging as she went in accordance with naval practice to
avoid giving a submarine time to aim a torpedo. She soon
vanished towards Queenstown. A disappointed Schwieger
swore in exasperation and took solace in a lunch of sausage and
potato soup.



The Juno was a sister ship to the Aboukir, Cressy and Hogue.
Like these ill-fated vessels and the Lusitania, she had
longitudinal coal bunkers which were highly vulnerable to
torpedo strike. Juno had therefore been relegated to the small
fleet of some forty ships commanded by Vice-Admiral Sir
Charles Coke from his headquarters in Queenstown and
nicknamed the ‘Gilbert and Sullivan Navy’ by other commands.
Coke’s job was to ensure that some 285 miles of the south coast
of Ireland were adequately patrolled. He was assisted by Vice-
Admiral Sir Horace Hood, recently transferred in semi-disgrace
to Queenstown from command of the Dover Patrol after
incurring the wrath of Admiral Fisher. The volatile First Sea
Lord had blamed him for the fact that U-boats had begun to
appear in the Irish Sea, assuming wrongly that they must have
slipped through the Dover defences.

Any regrets over the lost prize of the Juno quickly faded on
board the U-20, which had resurfaced. At 1.20 p.m., in ‘very
beautiful weather’, an excited petty officer summoned
Schwieger. As Schwieger later told his friend Max Valentiner, he
saw ‘a forest of masts and stacks’. At first he thought ‘they must
belong to several ships. Then I saw it was a great steamer
coming over the horizon.’ As he and his men watched in
excitement, Schwieger’s war diary records how they made out
the four funnels of a large passenger steamer dead ahead.
Schwieger gave the order ‘diving stations’ and the men in the
conning-tower flung themselves down the steel ladder. Quick,
efficient hands spun the wheels opening the vents, allowing the
U-20’s tanks to flood while the boat’s pumps expelled the air
from them.

The U-boat slid under the water, levelling off at the periscope
depth of eleven metres. Powered by her electric motors, the U-
20 began a stealthy approach at nine knots as the Lusitania
sailed closer. Schwieger watched through the periscope’s lens.
According to Max Valentiner, at first he feared his efforts would
be futile: ‘When the steamer was two miles away it changed its
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course. I had no hope now, even if we hurried at our best speed,
of getting near enough to attack her.’ A disappointed Schwieger
called to his pilot to take a look at her through the periscope,
but ‘at that instant . . . I saw the steamer change her course
again. She was coming directly at us. She could not have steered
a more perfect course if she had deliberately tried to give us a
dead shot. A short fast run and we waited.’

With his target just seven hundred metres away, Schwieger
ordered his torpedo officer Raimund Weisbach to prepare to
fire a gyro torpedo, the fifth of his original seven torpedoes.
Weisbach checked the position of the hydroplanes and the
rudder and set the torpedo’s depth at three metres. Aware that
the target was a passenger ship, Charles Voegele, the young
conscript electrician from Alsace, protested against attacking a
ship carrying women and children. He was ignored. At 2.10
p.m. Schwieger gave the order ‘Fire!’ With a shudder and a hiss
the heavy missile went singing through the water from a bow
torpedo tube, unleashing a trail of bubbles as it went.

Many of the Lusitania’s passengers had just finished eating.
Others were lingering over what they knew would be the last
lunch before Liverpool. For two-thirds of those on board it
would be the last lunch of their lives. The orchestra was playing
the perky strains of ‘The Blue Danube’.

Oliver Bernard noted that ‘the anticipative animation which
breaks out on board a liner nearing port’ had asserted itself at
lunch time, in spite of everything, ‘in the usual manners which
are characteristic of different nations’. American passengers
‘became quietly and alertly interested in the landbreak of the
old world’. Several sked him ‘why there were no warships
about’. The British, who were in the majority in first class,
‘woke up, as it were, and put on those authoritative habiliments
of mind which distinguish British passengers as such’. That
attitude, he surmised sourly, ‘would be almost torpedo proof;
England had been ruled by an authoritative class that had
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always agreed to agree’ that they could never be ‘in the wrong
about anything’.

Bernard was amused that people were at last taking the
trouble to become acquainted as the voyage was about to end.
‘The dining-saloon was transformed by the invasion of a spirit
of animated, intimate, spontaneously confidential sociability
which had been conspicuously absent during the past week of
the voyage. Even those marine ambulances, otherwise
deckchairs, gave up their dead to join the party.’ He found
himself being chaffed by the wife of an American ambassador
‘about her choice of lifeboat in case anything happened later’.
He told her he would prefer to be on a raft.

Looking around the magnificent room with its sparkling
glass, shining silver and lavish flower arrangements, Bernard
caught sight of his bête noire Alfred Vanderbilt laughing with
Staff Captain Anderson at the captain’s table. An animated
Charles Frohman sat surrounded by his theatrical friends at
another table. The actress Josephine Brandell was making her
way gracefully between the tables, collecting for the members
of the orchestra. Detective Inspector William Pierpoint was, as
usual, lunching alone.

While he ate, Charles Lauriat noticed that the portholes were
open, allowing warm spring sunshine and sea air to flood the
first-class dining-saloon. In fact there was such a draught that
Lauriat asked the steward to switch off the electric fan directly
above his chair. Theodate Pope and Edwin Friend were
lunching with a young Englishman who looked mock-ruefully
at some particularly tempting ice-cream and remarked that ‘he
would hate to have a torpedo get him before he ate it’. They
laughed and talked about how slowly the ship seemed to be
running. So lowly, in fact, that they ‘thought the engines had
stopped’.

In the second-class dining-room Margaret Cox was at the
second sitting eating a bread-crumbed pork chop her steward
had ordered for her specially. She was looking forward to a
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pudding of pears and blancmange. By her side was her five-
month-old baby, Desmond. The steward had tried to persuade
her to come to the first sitting when the food would be hotter
and the table linen cleaner, telling her ‘some of these people
don’t know how to eat’, but she had declined. She felt thankful
that her journey was nearly over and that Desmond would soon
be safe on dry land. As soon as she had finished eating she
planned to put her baby son down for his afternoon nap, as
many mothers would already be doing with their young
children, and then have a sleep herself. Medical student Dick
Prichard was teasing Grace French, the young woman sitting
opposite him, telling her she had a double on board. As soon as
they finished eating they went ‘laughing and joking’ out on deck
to search for the woman.

In third class, passengers like the Hook family, Elizabeth
Duckworth, and the lovers Jack Welsh and Gerda Nielson were
enjoying the generous and hearty fare laid out on the long
banks of tables. Some were reflecting that once the voyage was
over they would be unlikely to eat so well for a long time.

Meanwhile, the Lusitania’s look-outs were keeping their vigil.
They had been ordered to ‘report anything that appeared
suspicious’, even if it was just ‘a broom handle in the water’. At
about 1.50 p.m. they had spotted ‘an object 2 points on the
starboard bow, conical in shape’ which caused ‘a little
commotion on the bridge’ but turned out to be only a buoy.

Just before 2 p.m. Leslie Morton came up on deck to recover
his sweater and other gear ready for going on look-out duty.
‘My place was extra look-out right up in the eyes of the ship on
deck; my responsibility being the starboard side of the bow
from ahead to the beam.’ His ld friend Joe Elliott, who had
joined with him from the Naiad, was extra look-out on the port
side. The two friends were supplementing Able Seamen Frank
Hennessy and Tom Quinn watching out from the crow’s nest. In
the clear, fine weather they could see some twelve to thirteen
miles without the aid of binoculars.
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Suddenly Morton, on the starboard side, ‘saw a turmoil, and
what looked like a bubble on a large scale in the water,
breaking surface some 800 to 1000 yards away. A few seconds
later I saw two white streaks running along the top of the water
like an invisible hand with a piece of chalk on a blackboard.
They were heading straight across to intercept the course of
Lusitania. I grabbed the megaphone which was provided for the
look-outs’ use and yelled towards the bridge: “Torpedoes
coming on the starboard side, Sir!”’ His immediate thought was
to find his brother John resting down below, and he left his
position to dive down the scuttle to the fo’c’scle.

Up in the crow’s nest Hennessy heard the shout as Tom
Quinn, the starboard look-out, yelled, ‘Here’s a torpedo coming,
Frank!’ The two men leapt for the rigging and began scrambling
down, shouting warnings as they went. Hearing Quinn’s cries,
Second Officer Hefford grabbed his binoculars and saw the tell-
tale traces in the water. Within seconds he gave the order for
the closure of all watertight doors. Albert Bestie, coming out of
his cabin and onto the deck still buttoning up his old uniform,
also heard the warnings. He could see a lengthening streak of
white, bubbling foam heading straight for the ship. His one
thought was, ‘This is the approach of death.’

Turner heard Hefford call out, ‘There’s a torpedo!’ Running
from his cabin up the narrow stairs to the bridge he was in time
to see the ominous stream of bubbles from the missile’s wake as
it sped towards his vessel. But it was too late to take evasive
action. He heard a sound ‘like the banging of a door on a windy
day’ followed by ‘a kind of a rumble’. He thought the ship had
been struck between the second and third funnels.
Quartermaster Johnston, hanging desperately to the wheel and
choking in coal-dust o thick ‘we couldn’t see each other for
quite a while’, thought she had been hit ‘very close behind the
bridge’ and that ‘she was going straight over’.

Many passengers returning from lunch had been drawn out on
deck by the lovely weather just as Schwieger was positioning
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the U-20 for the attack. Oliver Bernard, strolling aft to the
Verandah Café, gazed at a sea which pleased his artistic eye and
soothed his irritation with the ship’s slow speed and the
vagaries of his fellow passengers. He saw ‘a sunlit expanse of
perfectly smooth water; the sea was like an opaque sheet of
polished indigo, absolutely still’. Then he saw on the starboard
what at first seemed to be ‘the tail of a fish’. He was convinced it
was a submarine periscope. As he stared, fascinated, he saw
‘the fast-lengthening track of a newly-launched torpedo, itself a
streak of froth’. Although he and his fellow passengers had ‘all
been thinking, dreaming, sleeping, and eating submarines’ from
the hour they left New York he could hardly believe the
evidence of his own eyes. An American woman rushed up to
him for reassurance, exclaiming, ‘This isn’t a torpedo, is it?’
Bernard, spellbound and ‘absolutely sick’, could not answer. A
broad-shouldered American he was never to see again then
said, ‘“By heavens, they’ve done it”’ . . . Then the torpedo hit. He
felt ‘a slight shock through the deck’ and then ‘a terrific
explosion’. A column of white water rose high in the air
followed by an eruption of debris. A moment later came ‘a
sullen rumble in the bowels of the liner’. A huge column of
water seemed to shoot upwards and tons of debris to rain down
on the deck. ‘Water seemed to be cascading everywhere . . .’

Theodate Pope and her companion Edwin Friend had been
leaning over the railing on deck and looking at a sea that was
such ‘a marvelous blue’ and so ‘dazzling in the sunlight’ that
Miss Pope remarked, ‘How could the officers ever see a
periscope there?’ Within seconds they felt the impact of the
torpedo. The sound was ‘like that of an arrow entering the
canvas and straw of a target, agnified a thousand times, and I
imagined I heard a dull explosion follow’.

Michael Byrne — the first-class passenger who had personally
searched for guns on the Lusitania’s first day at sea — was
walking on the Boat Deck. He had halted just beneath the
bridge when he saw ‘what I thought was a porpoise, but not
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seeing the usual jump of the fish I knew it was a submarine’. It
disappeared, and about two minutes later he saw a torpedo. ‘In
an instant it hit the ship . . . It made a noise like a million ton
hammer hitting a steel boiler, a hundred feet high and a
hundred yards in length. Then came that awful explosion, the
expansion of which lifted the bows of the ship out of the water.’
Joseph Myers had also seen the periscope, remarking with
horror to his friend Frank Kellett, ‘My God, Frank, there is a
periscope . . . My God, Frank, they have put off a torpedo. My
God, Frank, we are lost.’ As the two men stared paralysed, they
saw it ‘cutting through the water like a razor describing a
distinct arc rising from the submarine’. It seemed to hit with ‘a
flash like lightning accompanied by a peal of thunder’. They
watched in horror as ‘clouds of debris, bits of wood, iron and
cinders were blown up through funnels and fell down’ on the
roof of the Verandah Café and smoking-room.

Oscar Grab was another who saw the periscope and
something streaking through the water. He had been planning a
quiet afternoon, finishing off a book on the Boat Deck. He
paused to talk to two fellow passengers on the starboard side
when one of them pointed out to sea and asked, ‘What is that
over there?’ Grab noticed something like ‘a stick out of the
water’ and exclaimed, ‘I will be darned if it isn’t a submarine.’
Then he saw ‘this torpedo coming straight towards us from this
object in the water and I followed it very carefully and slowly
because it could be very plainly seen . . . It was like when you sit
in the rear of a motorboat and you see the white foam.’ He
leaned over the rail and, as he watched, it hit the ship.
Involuntarily he yelled out loud, ‘I knew it would happen!’ In
that moment he perhaps recalled his rother-in-law’s remark
about the German warning as they rode through Central Park
on the way to the ship: ‘Do you feel nervous about that article in
the paper this morning . . .?’

Charles Lauriat, ready for ‘a real walk’, had gone to his
stateroom to put on a sweater under the coat of his



knickerbocker suit. As he came up the main companion-way
and stepped out onto the port side of the Boat Deck he saw the
Hubbards standing by the rail. Elbert Hubbard, who was about
to play a game of medicine ball, was in cheerful mood,
remarking that he was unlikely to be ‘a welcome traveller to
Germany’ because of his vitriolic essay ‘Who Lifted the Lid off
Hell?’ He had barely finished speaking when they felt the shock
of the impact. It sounded heavy and muffled and ‘the good ship
trembled for a moment under the force of the blow’. They
looked in the direction of the sound to see ‘smoke and cinders
flying up in the air on the starboardside’. A second explosion
followed quickly but it sounded different to Lauriat.

Passenger James Brooks was talking with his friends the
Grants on the Hurricane Deck. They were planning to play a
game of shuffleboard and waiting for a fourth to join them
when Brooks saw a torpedo approaching on the starboard side.
He stood mesmerised as ‘a tremendous — or a solid shock went
through the ship, as if it had struck an immovable object, and
instantly up through the decks went coal, debris of all kinds, as
far as I could distinguish it, in a cloud, up in the air and
mushroomed up 150 feet above the Marconi wires’. This was
closely followed by ‘a volume of water thrown with violent
force’ which knocked him to the ground. Brooks got shakily to
his feet and heard Mrs Montague Grant call weakly to her
husband, ‘Oh, Monty.’ He ran to their aid and found them lying
by the side of the Marconi house, between the second and third
funnels, on the starboard side. Suddenly Brooks felt ‘a slight
second shock’ and clouds of hot, dense steam enveloped
everything, making it hard to breathe. When it cleared, his
friends had disappeared. Grace French was on deck with Dick
Prichard when ‘the awful crash came’. She looked around for
her companion ‘so sunburned and full of life and ambition’, but
he too was gone.

Businessman Charles Hill, hurrying to an appointment with
the ship’s stenographer, stopped on the starboard side of the
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Promenade Deck for a quick word with Chief Steward John
Jones. The steward was at the railings, intent on something
moving in the water. As Hill stepped up to him, Jones turned
and whispered, ‘Good God, Mr Hill, here comes a torpedo.’ Hill
followed the steward’s outstretched arm and made out the
periscope of a U-boat. He also saw the wake of the torpedo and
the line of disturbance in the water. Hoping the torpedo would
cross the ship’s bows, the two men leaned over the rail and ‘saw
something strike the side of the ship’ accompanied by ‘a noise
like that made by the slamming of a door’ immediately followed
by ‘a dull, heavy, muffled explosion’.

As the torpedo struck, those inside the ship had little doubt
what had happened. Isaac Lehmann was smoking in the
Verandah Café when he heard a noise ‘like a blast in the
subway or a cannon’. The ship herself ‘shook like a leaf’. The
café’s hanging baskets and plants came crashing down around
them. Fred Gauntlett was still in the first-class dining-room
when he ‘heard the sound and felt the jar’ of an explosion. For a
moment he was stunned, then he left his coffee and nuts, rose
from the table and shouted to the stewards to close the ports.

Actress Josephine Brandell had just finished taking her
collection for the musicians and was lunching with a Mrs
Crighton, in whose cabin she had slept the previous night
because she was in such ‘a state’ about submarines, when they
heard the explosion. They all jumped up and Mrs Crighton
exclaimed, ‘They have done it!’ To Charles Bowring, lunching at
the purser’s table, the torpedo sounded like a ‘damnable
concentrated thud’. He found himself sitting in a shower of
glass and water. Margaret Cox, still at lunch in the second-class
dining-room, felt a thud and a shiver in the ship’. The young
Scottish engineer Archie Donald heard ‘a shattering of glass’ as
if somebody were falling through a glasshouse.

Margaret Mackworth and her father were strolling into the
lift when David Thomas decided to go out on deck and take the
air. The mine owner had just been telling his daughter that it
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might be wise to sleep up on deck that night. Before his
daughter could reply ‘there was a dull, thud-like, not very loud
but unmistakable explosion’ which seemed to come from below
them. Margaret’s correct instinct was to step out of the lift
immediately; ‘somehow, the stairs seemed safer’. David Thomas
rushed to look out of a porthole.

The Sullivans were still watching the coastline in quiet
content when ‘the most dreadful explosion the world has ever
heard’ shook the liner, lifting Julia up and then ‘throwing her
down and rolling her from side to side’. Half-stunned, the young
woman grabbed her husband. Harold Boulton was in the
Verandah Café drinking coffee and talking to Commander
Stackhouse, who ‘was busy explaining to me how the Lusitania
could never be torpedoed, that the watches had been doubled,
and the people were looking out, and they’d see the periscope of
the submarine a mile away . . . And in the middle of his trying to
prove to me that the Lusitania could not be torpedoed’ there
were two ‘almost simultaneous crashes’. Water and debris came
crashing through the roof and the two startled men rushed
outside.

Norah Bretherton, who had just put her little boy Paul to
sleep in her second-class cabin on the Upper Deck and taken
her little girl Betty up to the nursery on the Shelter Deck, was
on the stairs midway between the two decks when she heard
the explosion. Paralysed with panic, she could not decide which
way to run first. Passengers resting in their staterooms or
packing felt the impact and wondered what it could be. One
woman looked up from her cases to see ‘what looked like
splinters of wood falling from the port hole’. Rita Jolivet, who
had had a bad night and had just got up, ‘felt a great big shock’.
She was thrown about a great deal’. Feeling trapped and
isolated in her inside cabin she looked out into the corridor to
see a woman putting on a lifebelt.

Among the crew, Senior Third Officer John Lewis was just
finishing lunch with First Officer Arthur Jones when they heard
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a sound ‘just like a report of a heavy gun about two or three
miles away from us’. It was followed within seconds by a
further ‘heavy report’ and ‘a rumbling noise like a clap of
thunder’. Realising what had happened, the two men looked at
each other aghast before jumping to their feet. Senior Third
Engineer Robert Duncan was walking on the Shelter Deck,
looking across to the land and trying to calculate how long it
would be before the ship arrived in Liverpool, when he heard
two successive crashes and felt the ship ‘give such a shudder’.

Radio officer Robert Leith, just starting his lunch when the
torpedo struck, rushed immediately up to the Marconi room.
Men on the starboard watch preparing luggage for
disembarkation in the hold heard the thud and made for the
electric lift, their only means of escape. Cornelius Horrigan, a
steward in the first-class dining-room, heard the explosion and
knowing exactly what it meant dropped the plates of pudding
he was carrying and ran outside. Bellboy Robert Clark was
sitting on his bunk in the crew’s quarters, directly above the
propellers, having just changed from the uniform in which he
had helped to serve lunch into his ‘working uniform’ when he
felt ‘this terrific explosion’. It was as if ‘two gigantic hands lifted
the vessel out of the water and shook it and put it back again’.
He ‘was thrown to the deck from my top bunk’.

Fireman John O’Connell was off duty and had just been
complaining that there was no jam left for his lunch. A fellow
stoker promised him ‘a tin of jam provided I read the [ship’s
news] bulletin’ which was the only source of news afloat. About
half his colleagues were illiterate, and as he read out the
highlights he collected a crowd of some forty seamen around
him. Disgusted that the tin of jam had not after all materialised,
O’Connell went up on deck. He was just observing the wash of
the ship when he heard this dull thud’. It took him a moment to
realise what it was. ‘I was surprised and we stood and looked . .
. wondering what happened.’



 

Down in the galley, young Liverpudlian cook George Wynne
had wearily begun preparations for that evening’s dinner. He
had fallen behind and was not looking forward to tackling the
‘asparagus and Jerusalem artichokes which was one of the
worst jobs’. He and seven others were hard at work in the
vegetable locker when he heard ‘a kind of thud’. Running into
the galley he saw his heavy pots and pans shooting over the
guard rails to the floor. Bellboy Ben Holton was just rounding
off his lunch in the pantry with a ‘sweet boiled apple pudding’
when he heard ‘a shattering roar’.

At 2.12 p.m. Turner ordered Quartermaster Johnston to steer
‘hard-a-starboard the helm’, intending to make for the shore.
Johnston wrenched the wheel thirty-five degrees to starboard
and shouted the stock response, ‘Helm hard-a-starboard!’ The
captain shouted to him to hold the ship steady and ‘keep her
head into Kinsale’. Johnston tried to steady the helm but found
he could not. Turner repeated the order ‘hard-a-starboard’.
Johnston put the wheel round again but this time she would not
respond. The steering mechanism had locked.

A despairing Turner tried to check the ship’s speed by
reversing the engines and gave the order ‘full speed astern’.
Down in the engine-room Senior Third Engineer George Little
heard the bell ring with the order but there was nothing he
could do. Second Engineer Smith was shouting to him in
despair that the steam pressure had plunged from 195lb to 50lb.
The engines were out of commission.

The Lusitania was out of control, arcing helplessly into the
wide blue sea.



Oliver Bernard’s eyewitness sketch of the moment the torpedo exploded against the
side of the ship.

 



A reconstruction from the Daily Graphic of the sinking.
 



A drawing published in the Sphere showing desperate people struggling in the water.
 

Oliver Bernard’s sketch of the Lusitania’s final moments.



15 - RATS IN THE DARK
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The Lusitania ploughed onwards at what seemed a frightening
speed. Quartermaster Hugh Johnston was still reporting ‘Ship
not answering the helm’ as he tried desperately to steer her.
Turner told him tersely to ‘keep trying’. Second Officer Percy
Hefford, scanning the list indicator beneath the compass, told
Turner that the ship was listing 15° to starboard. Johnston
heard him mutter, ‘My God.’

Turner immediately ordered all boats ‘to be lowered to the
rail’ and sent Staff Captain Anderson to superintend, with the
instruction that it must be ‘all women and children into the
boats first’. He despatched the remaining officers, with the
exception of Hefford and Chief Officer Piper who had gone
forward to close a hatch in the bow, to their boat stations. First
Officer Jones, hurrying to the Boat Deck, met the carpenter’s
yeoman who assured him that all the doors below had been
closed.

In the wireless room Robert Leith had relieved his assistant
David McCormick and was frantically tapping out an SOS
message — ‘Come at once, big list off South Head, Old Kinsale’
— over and over again. He was thankful to be able to report
that the Lusitania’s distress call was picked up almost at once by
a coastal wireless station. An officer then told him the ship’s
precise position, ‘10 miles south of the Old Head of Kinsale’. He
at once transmitted this further information which was again

cknowledged, but he knew that the ship’s electrical power was
weakening. He hoped his emergency dynamo would work as he
continued repeating the message to make doubly sure help was
on its way.

On deck officers tried to keep order and give instructions.
Bellboy Ben Holton recalled that ‘there were no loud speakers
or public address [system] or anything like that, it had to be
done by word of mouth’. With the roar from ‘the steam



escaping from the engine room and up the exhausts and black
smoke from the funnel and the startling list to starboard, it
wasn’t conducive to running a well-organised exercise’.

In those first moments passengers felt bewildered, dazed,
uncertain what to do. Michael Byrne noticed that ‘most of the
people seemed transfixed where they stood’. George Kessler, the
New York champagne magnate, ‘found the Boat Deck crowded
with passengers milling about and wondering what was the
matter . . .’ Had they really been torpedoed? Some had glimpsed
the tell-tale traces in the water and even seen what they took to
be the point of impact, but most had seen nothing and could
only guess. A rumour spread that the Lusitania had not been
torpedoed at all but had merely hit a small mine. Scrambling
for a footing on the sliding deck, passengers peered anxiously
out to sea, scanning the glinting dark-blue waters for conning-
towers and periscopes. The danger came home to one man only
when ‘a large flowerpot standing on the port side fell over, and
threw its water on to the linoleum. I noticed that because,
unfortunately, I slipped on it and fell.’

Some were still quite oblivious. Martin Mannion of St Louis
was so absorbed in his poker hand in the second-class smoking
saloon that he did not realise his companions had deserted him
until he looked up to find an empty room. Unperturbed, he
suggested to the bartender that they might as well ‘die game
anyway’. The bartender told him to go to hell and raced out on
deck while Mannion salvaged a bottle of beer and settled down
to enjoy it. A third-class passenger, Canadian Soren Sorenson,
well primed with whisky, was also deep in a card game. With ‘a
pair of kings back to back’ he stood to make twenty-five dollars
and ‘played for ten minutes after the hit’ before his wiser friend
dragged him away. Fellow Canadian Harold Day was playing
solitaire when he heard ‘a tremendous bang’ but ‘didn’t think
the ship could possibly be sunk’. He strolled into the lounge in
search of a cigar to be told by the amazed bartender that ‘you’d
better get out of here, she’s going to sink’. The list was now so
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great that the ship’s cash registers had tipped forward, opening
and spewing their contents across the floor.

After the initial hesitation the first reaction of many was to
get to their cabins and their lifejackets or out on deck as fast as
possible. Passengers rose as a body in the second-class dining-
room where for a moment it had seemed ‘as if the whole dining
room, all the china came in on top of us’. Margaret Cox was
clutching her baby Desmond, trying to protect him in the crush
as she picked her way through the broken crockery. Spotting
her friendly steward, Margaret pushed through the crowd and
begged him, ‘Tell me what to do. Whatever you say I’ll do it’.
‘Get up the stairs. Get up as quickly as you can,’ he replied. It
was easier said than done. Margaret found that ‘everyone was
just beating everybody’. A frantic man jabbed her baby in the
mouth with his elbow and she ‘caught his hair and shook his
head’, shocked to find how primitive she could be ‘when it
comes to life and death’. A young man put his arm around her
and said, ‘Think of the one above and hold on.’ She was amazed
and touched to receive such spiritual advice from ‘a gay young
card player’.

Archie Donald and the Reverend Gwyer both rushed to the
door and yelled at the top of their voices ‘that everything would
be all right, and that there would be no need of hurrying’. A
woman just ahead of Donald fainted, ‘but luckily her husband
was with her, so he took her head and I took her feet, and we
managed to get her up the stairs’. Harold Taylor, dressed only in
shirt and trousers, and his young bride Lucy, with a seal coat
thrown around her houlders and no shoes, forced their way
up. They stepped over the mess of strewn earth and broken
remains of the magnificent potted palms which had stood at the
stair heads.

Passengers from third class came surging up from the Main
Deck. Elsie Hook, standing on the stairway leading down to the
third-class dining-room, ran in search of her father and brother.
Elizabeth Duckworth was walking with her friend Mrs Scott
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and her young son Arthur when she felt the ship shake ‘from
stem to stern’ and found herself showered with what felt like
hot cinders. Elizabeth Duckworth grabbed the little boy and
began to climb up the rigging of the forward mast until coaxed
by an officer to climb down and go in search of a lifeboat.

Chief First Class Steward Robert Barnes joined the swarm
heading for the main staircase. He quickly saw how the initial
calm was dissolving and he felt a cold fear in the pit of his
stomach. ‘I had taken hold of the bannister with one hand,
whilst keeping a woman up with the other. It took us quite a few
minutes to get up the stairs, there was such a lot of people
pushing and pulling their way up. I was calling out all the time
“Take your time, she’s not going down”, but to tell the truth I
really thought different. I felt that her inside had been blown
out, it was such a heavy explosion.’

The list seemed terrifying to the frightened and confused
throng. For a moment or two the ship seemed to right herself ‘in
a rocking motion’, but almost at once came the sensation that
she was again listing ‘heavily to starboard’ and going ‘over and
over and over’. As people came pouring out onto the Boat Deck,
officers were yelling ‘Keep the Boat Deck clear!’ to allow the
boats to be lowered. Another officer kept shouting ‘It’s all right
now!’ but few were listening. Some, like Michael Byrne, had
already realised with a chill that ‘our power was entirely cut
off’ and that ‘the captain had no control’.

Passengers were now crowding the stairways, particularly to
the upper decks. Officers tried to order passengers down to the
Promenade Deck since the boats were anging at that level but
few took any notice. Ian Holbourn and Avis Dolphin were
among the crowd. Knowing that Avis would be at the second
sitting of lunch in the second-class dining-room, Holbourn had
waited ‘till the worst rush was over’ and had then gone to find
her. She had been enjoying her last ‘delicious lunch’ before
Liverpool when she felt the whole ship ‘shaken by a
tremendous blow’. Holbourn led the way to his own cabin to
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find lifebelts rather than risk going to Avis’s cabin on a lower
deck but the list was so steep that they found it hard to get up
the staircase. Reaching his cabin at last, just off the main
staircase, he and a fellow passenger fastened a lifebelt on Avis.
Holbourn then gathered a few of his most valuable
manuscripts, including his text on ‘The Theory of Beauty’, and
carrying his own belt managed to find the two nurses travelling
with Avis. Nurse Ellis already had a belt, but Sarah Smith
refused the professor’s offer of his ‘as she felt he should have it
as he had a wife and three children’. They compromised. If he
could place her in a boat he would keep the belt. Then he led his
small party out on deck to see what he could do to save them.

Charles Frohman seemed curiously unconcerned by the
drama. The impresario had been on deck talking to Rita Jolivet’s
brother-in-law George Vernon and Englishman Captain Alick
Scott when Schwieger attacked. Frohman continued to smoke
his cigar but Scott insisted on going in search of lifebelts. He
returned with two and began to put one of them on Frohman
who only accepted with great reluctance and soon gave it away
to a woman. He kept on smoking and remarked
conversationally that ‘I didn’t think they would do it.’ A
frightened Rita Jolivet, carrying her lifebelt, came out on deck
to join the group. Vernon helped her on with it while Scott went
beneath decks a second time, returning with further lifebelts
which he also gave away. They all offered Scott their lifebelts
but he said ‘no, he could swim better than any of us, and if we
had to die we had to die; why worry?’ The little group agreed to
stick together. As the ship lurched Frohman advised Rita Jolivet
to hang on to the rail ‘to ave her strength’, as calmly as if he
were giving her stage directions.

Theodate Pope and Edwin Friend had arranged to meet
friends on the Boat Deck if the worst should happen. Miss Pope
thought ‘The deck suddenly looked very strange, crowded with
people.’ She saw two women ‘crying in a pitifully weak way’.
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But even the normally resolute Miss Pope now hesitated,
uncertain what to do for the best.

Charles Lauriat turned to the Hubbards and suggested that
they go to their cabin on the port side of the Promenade Deck to
fetch their lifejackets. He knew that Alice Hubbard could not
swim. He was surprised that ‘Mr Hubbard stayed by the rail
affectionately holding his arm around his wife’s waist’ and that
‘both seemed unable to act’. Another passenger heard Hubbard
remark, ‘What is to be, is to be.’ Hubbard had always expressed
admiration for the quietly courageous way in which Mr and
Mrs Isidor Straus, passengers on the Titanic and unwilling to be
parted after decades of married life, had simply returned to
their cabin, lain down side by side and awaited death together.
Writing of the Titanic victims, Hubbard had observed: ‘One
thing’s sure, there are just two respectable ways to die. One is of
old age, and the other is by accident. All disease is indecent . . .’

Lauriat hurried to his own cabin on the starboard side, tied
on a lifejacket and grabbed the others in the room thinking that
he could give two to the Hubbards. He also picked up a small
leather case containing his business papers and went back up
on deck to the spot where he had left his friends, but to his
distress ‘they had gone’. He waited a few moments, hoping they
would return, but there was no sign of them. He distributed the
spare jackets to several frightened women who had none and
helped them put them on. The list seemed about the same but
he noticed ‘the pitch by the head had increased a good deal’ —
an ominous sign.

Moments later an Italian family comprising an elderly
grandmother, mother and three children who had found their
way up from third class surrounded Lauriat, eseeching him ‘in
their native tongue’, but he could not understand anything they
said. He put lifejackets on the two women and found another
for the oldest child. They then sat down on one of the
collapsible lifeboats ‘quietly awaiting instructions as to what to
do next’. The sight of that frightened group, uncomprehending
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and sitting so patiently on the deck, would haunt Lauriat as
‘one of the most pathetic things’ he saw that terrible afternoon.

Lauriat now looked around to see who else needed lifejackets.
He noticed that among the crowds now pouring out on deck
‘about everybody who passed me wearing a life belt had it on
incorrectly’. In his panic one man had thrust one arm through
an armhole and his head through the other. Others rushed past
wearing them upside down. No one had read the ‘neat little
signs’ around the ship telling people how to put them on.
Lauriat tried to help but some thought he was trying to take
their lifebelts from them and fled in terror.

Other passengers were also trying to help. New York importer
Charles Hardwick noticed that the distraught Joseph Myers had
put his lifebelt on incorrectly and helped him adjust it, saying,
‘This will never save you.’ He tied it tightly and added, ‘Good
luck to you.’ Josephine Brandell had joined the stream of
passengers heading for the Boat Deck but was ‘simply horrified
with fright’ and unable to think logically. As one man tried to
calm her another passenger, Bond Street art dealer Mr Gorer,
‘put a life belt on me . . . and told me to be brave’. Harold Day,
who had acted upon the lounge bartender’s sage advice to ‘get
out of here’, gave his lifebelt to a frightened girl who was
holding a little boy. Remembering the odium that had been
heaped on the male survivors of the Titanic, it struck him that it
might not be ‘a very good thing to be saved’ and live to be
accused of cowardice.

David Thomas tried to reach his cabin on the Promenade
Deck but was beaten back by the sheer weight of people on his
first attempt. He attributed some of the confusion to the
‘noxious fumes which suffocated and stupefied many
passengers’. His cool-headed daughter ho had wisely decided
not to get in the lift was also trying to get to her cabin. Margaret
Mackworth had to fight the instinct to make straight for the
Boat Deck, finding it ‘a horrible feeling to stay under cover even
for a few moments in a boat that may be sinking’. As she ran



upstairs to the Promenade Deck ‘the boat was already heeling
over’ and she knew she was ‘beginning to get frightened’. At the
back of her mind was her morbid fear of water. She knew she
could swim no more than a hundred yards while ‘having my
head under water terrified me so much that I had never dared
to learn to dive’. Running along and clutching the rail on the
lower side of the passage to steady herself, she collided with a
stewardess. They wasted several moments ‘making polite
apologies to each other’ before realising how ludicrous this
was. Margaret hurriedly retrieved her lifebelt, then ran into her
father’s cabin to fetch one for him.

Back on the Boat Deck, she looked around for her father but
there was no sign of him. Instead she found the American
doctor Howard Fisher and his sister-in-law Dorothy Conner, and
asked whether she might stay with them until she found her
father. As they stood there she saw ‘a stream of steerage
passengers’ come ‘rushing up from below . . . They were white-
faced and terrified; I think they were shrieking; there was no
kind of order.’ They were fighting their way towards the boats.
It seemed to her that ‘the strongest got there first, the weak
were pushed aside. Here and there a man had his arm around a
woman’s waist and bore her along with him . . .’ She was struck
by the fact that ‘there were no children to be seen’, but thought
it just as well since ‘no children could have lived in that throng.’
She turned to Dorothy Conner and remarked tautly, ‘I always
thought a shipwreck was a well-organised affair.’ The American
girl replied, ‘So did I, but I’ve learnt a devil of a lot in the last
five minutes.’ An officer came along the deck and told them,
‘Don’t worry. The ship will right itself.’ Dr Fisher doubted it. The
officer had hardly moved on before the ship ‘turned sideways
and seemed to plunge head foremost into the sea’.

Some were still concerned about their possessions,
wondering whether they dared risk going back to their cabins,
but for most, fear now far outweighed material considerations.
Captain Fred Lassetter’s mother Elizabeth’s ‘first thought was to



get to her cabin to collect her jewellery’, but she quickly
recognised that it was impossible. Another woman who had
obsessively carried her jewels with her everywhere since the
day the Lusitania sailed was so shocked and bemused that she
left them sitting on the dining-room table — ‘the first time
during the whole voyage she forgot them’.

The Naishes were by now up on the Boat Deck. Belle, sent
outside by her husband just before the attack to admire ‘the
land, . . . the green, the trees, the lighthouse’, had been soaked
by water thrown up by the torpedo explosion and then trapped
in the surging crowd amid ‘the horror of . . . curses and shrieks’
as she fought to get back to her husband. She feared ‘the force
of the crush would carry many through the rail into the water’.
Regaining their cabin, she found her husband untying the three
sets of knots on their lifejackets at the neck, chest and waist.
They put them on and tied each other in, then struggled to the
Boat Deck. Clinging to the rail, they heard people cry, ‘She’s all
right, she will float for an hour.’ The Naishes were unconvinced.
Theodore whispered to his wife, ‘It is not true, we are sinking
rapidly . . . It cannot be long.’

Like Lauriat and others, they kept their heads and tried to
help others with their lifebelts, ‘shouting to dozens’ to tie the
fastenings more tightly. ‘One woman we helped out of her life-
preserver and fur coat and put the preserver on again; another
had her two-year-old tied inside and had on a heavy wool coat
with large fur collar. Mr Naish said, “Madam, if you wish to save
your child take him out and hold him up; you will both go down
that way, and you must take off that coat.”’ He advised her to tie
the child into a chair ‘which would float easily’. Another woman
stubbornly refused to jettison her hat with its long floating blue
veil, despite the Naishes’ best efforts.

Oliver Bernard noticed that by now ‘there was on all hands a
pell-mell scurry below to obtain life belts’. Every second people
were reappearing singly, in pairs or in groups with belts in their
hands or with them ‘inadequately strapped on’. Others seemed
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to have forgotten all about belts and were frantically hunting
for friends and family. His former patron’s ‘little girl’, Mrs
Stewart Mason, rushed up to Bernard, shrieking, ‘Have you
seen my husband?’ Realising she was hysterical Bernard ‘took
her by the shoulders and shook her violently, saying at the same
time, “Pull yourself together and listen to what I’m saying now.
“‘ He told her not to move from this spot on the port side of the
deck and that her husband would be bound to look for her here
since this was the side from which they would be lowering the
boats. He asked her whether she understood and she nodded.
He then promised to go and find some lifebelts.

Hurrying through the crowd on the port Promenade Deck he
saw men attempting to lower some of the boats. Several
passengers trying to climb in were repelled by an axe-wielding
seaman. Someone shouted, ‘Nobody in the boats yet, keep back
everybody!’ Reaching the entrance to the first-class saloon,
Bernard nearly collided with Alfred Vanderbilt, smartly dressed
in a grey suit and jaunty polka-dot tie, who grinned at him. He
was holding what looked like a large purple jewel case,
‘doubtless for a lady who was powdering her nose before going
ashore’. Another passenger heard the millionaire remark
quietly, ‘Well, they got us this time all right.’

Harold Boulton, hurrying down to his cabin in search of a
lifebelt, was shocked to discover that ‘somebody had taken it in
the very short time’. He stumbled out into the corridor again
but the ship’s list was so pronounced that he found himself
walking with one foot on the wall and one on the floor. At the
end of the passage by the stairs he saw a steward who was
handing out lifejackets. He took one and put it on. Then he tried
to go up the stairs but tripped and collapsed at the feet of ‘a
very attractive woman’ and her daughter. He asked ‘in a hurry
and rather ervously’ whether he could help but the woman
admonished him: ‘We’ve been told by the captain that the ship
can’t sink, so we’re not going to get excited.’ Boulton clambered



up the stairs to the Boat Deck to look for his friend Fred
Lassetter and his mother.

At 2.14 p.m., just four minutes after the torpedo hit, the ship’s
electricity failed completely. In the Marconi house the two
operators switched to their emergency dynamo powered by
storage batteries. Elsewhere in the ship darkness added to the
terror. Oliver Bernard felt his way downstairs, crashing
painfully at the bottom. The passage was eerily deserted. He
tripped again, finding ‘the angle of side inclination down that
passage’ to be ‘horribly magnified by the darkness’. His cabin
was at the far end. Climbing on his berth he felt in the gloom for
his lifebelt and dragged it off the top of the tilting wardrobe. He
remembered that there was another way back to the deck via
stairs just by his cabin. He made for them in a panic, suddenly
terrified that he was ‘going to be drowned like a rat in the dark’.

Regaining the deck, he found the emotional Mrs Mason gone.
Before he could decide what to do another woman rushed at
him screaming, ‘Where did you get that, where did you get it?’
and snatched the lifebelt from him. The port deck was now
clogged with frantic people. Bernard was appalled to see a
stoker ‘reeling about as if drunk, his face a black and scarlet
smear, the crown of his head torn open like a spongy, bloody
pudding’.

The electricity failure had trapped some members of the crew
down below. In the baggage-room boatswain’s mate Florence
Sikking had ‘jumped into the lift’ with four or five other men of
the watch the moment they heard an explosion. They were
fortunate. Just as he was about to go back down and tell the
remaining men, still loading baggage into the sling, to come on
deck the generators failed. The electric lift was their only means
of escape. Many trained seamen were left trapped and helpless
below with dire consequences not only for themselves but for
the efficient lowering of the lifeboats.

The butchers, working three decks beneath the galleys,
rushed for the lift used to bring meat up and down only to be
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‘trapped like rats’ as it jammed between decks. Bellboy Robert
Clark was horrified: ‘We could hear their screams coming up —
they knew they were trapped.’ Young George Wynne, who had
abandoned his asparagus and artichokes, could hear the
sickening sound of their hammering and screaming.
Thoroughly frightened, George found his father Joseph ‘in a
glory hole of about forty men, stewards, cooks, butchers and
bakers’. They hurried up to the Boat Deck, wondering what they
should do amid ‘the big panic’ they found there.

Passenger James Leary, already unnerved by the fact that
‘everybody was running around and screaming and looking for
a belt’, made a horrible discovery. He realised that the
passenger lifts too were stuck between floors ‘and filled with
passengers screaming . . . evidently they could not go up or
down, because the boat was on such a list’. They were futilely
beating on the elegant metal grilles for help. The horrible
spectacle of shrieking men and women trapped like vermin
strengthened his own resolve to save himself.

The loss of electrical power and light made the situation in
the engine- and boiler-rooms yet more confusing. Andrew
Cockburn, the senior second engineer, was on the Shelter Deck
when the ship was struck. After checking that the bulkhead
doors on the Lower Deck were closed he put on a lifebelt and
went below to the multi-level engine-room. He found the place
in acrid, smoky darkness and that ‘nothing was working
whatever’ — ‘No steam. All the steam had gone.’ Chief Engineer
Archibald Bryce asked him what could be done. Cockburn
replied bleakly, ‘Absolutely nothing.’ The men stood in the dark
listening and heard water pouring into the engine-room. Senior
Third Engineer Robert Duncan spent some minutes assisting
passengers before he too made for the engine-room. He met the
chief engineer coming out. Bryce told him bluntly, ‘You can do
nothing. Look after yourself.’

Like other terrified trimmers and firemen from the umber
one boiler-room, Thomas Madden groped his way through



choking dust and blinding steam to the most obvious exit, the
watertight bulkhead door amidships, only to find it shut. The
hydraulic machinery which opened and closed the bulkheads
between the boiler-rooms had failed. He could not open it
manually. The force of the rapidly rising water knocked
Madden down but he managed to grab a floating coal barrow
and use it to help him reach the narrow-runged escape ladder
in the portside ventilator. Close behind him was Frederick
Davis, who had heard ‘a loud bang’ and seen ‘objects blowing
about’ before the lights went out in the number one boiler-
room.

Ian McDermott, a trimmer in the number two boiler-room,
was also knocked off his feet by ‘a rush of water’ which left him
‘struggling for two or three minutes’ before washing him ‘out
through the bottom of the ventilation shaft’. He was to be the
only survivor from that boiler-room. Leading Fireman Evans
was in the centre of the number three section stokehold when
he heard a big crash. The stokehold ‘filled with dust’ and he
scrambled out for his life. Passengers who saw the wounded,
bleeding and soot-stained firemen and trimmers escaping onto
the decks through the ventilators thought they looked like
creatures ascending from hell.

In all probability no-one gave a moment’s thought to the three
German stowaways incarcerated by Detective Inspector
Pierpoint in the darkness below. They must have heard the
explosions, the shouts, the people crashing about and, as these
noises died away, the ever-approaching sound of rushing water.
They must have wondered frantically and despairingly whether
anyone would remember they were there. Even if anyone did,
no-one reached them.

In the mounting panic distraught parents were trying to
gather up their children. Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl rushed
on deck to find one of the family’s nurses and three of his
children missing. He made three separate attempts to find them
on the crowded decks, but in vain. Meanwhile, the Pearls’



young nurse Alice Lines, down below on the Main Deck when
the ship was struck and separated from her employers, rushed
for baby Audrey whom she tied in a shawl around her neck,
and the toddler Stuart also in her charge, ‘and took them up on
deck as quick as possible’. The slight young girl found it hard
struggling with ‘a baby in her arms and a little boy of five
hanging to her skirt’.

Despairing mothers tried to give their children to strangers in
the hope they could save them. Florence Padley was on deck
when ‘one lady asked me to take her baby in arms . . . I told her
I did not have a life belt, she could look after it better. I felt
awful about it.’ Norah Bretherton, at first mesmerised with
shock at the moment of attack and buffeted by the crowds
surging past her on the stairs, rushed up to the Shelter Deck
‘and got Baby from her play-pen’. She then hurried up to the
Boat Deck clutching Betty in her arms. Recognising a man who
had often played with her son Paul, she pleaded with him to go
to her cabin and fetch him. The man ignored her as if she did
not exist. In desperation she ‘forced baby into some man’s arms’
and ran back downstairs to her cabin, thrown from side to side
in the gloom as the ship listed. She seized her son and made for
the crowded stairs again. As she struggled out on deck she was
horrified by the callousness of her fellow passengers. ‘Not one
of the men who rushed by offered to help me and I saw a
woman with a little baby fall and slide along the deck but saw
no one help her . . . it was every man for himself.’

Mabel Henshaw was shaking and her ‘knees were kind of like
jelly’. She had just laid her eight-month-old baby Constance
down to sleep and was on her way up the stairs when ‘this
awful thing happened’. She rushed back down, hastily dressed
the infant in her coat and bonnet so that if anything should
happen ‘she would at least be warm’, and made for the stairs
again. Then she remembered that the lady in the next-door
cabin had an eighteen-month-old toddler who was probably
asleep in there. She could see no sign of the mother and felt ‘it



 wwould be terrible if he as left in there’. But he was a big child.
‘I had my baby in my arms and I tried to pick him up . . . but I
couldn’t do it and I had to leave him.’ His face would haunt her
for the rest of her life.

Paul Crompton, the business associate of Cunard chairman
Alfred Booth, and his wife were desperately seeking to gather
up their six children, ranging from five-month-old baby Peter to
fourteen-year-old Catherine. Annie Williams of New Jersey,
travelling with her six children, was in a similar plight, not
knowing which way to turn. While parents ran frantically
around the decks, lost children screamed for their parents.
Baby carriages, some empty, others not, rolled wildly down the
tilting deck. Helen Smith, just six years old, had become
separated from her parents and was at risk of being trampled.
She appealed to newspaperman Ernest Cowper, whose half-
written profile of the Hubbards was in his pocket, ‘to save her’.
He tried to find her parents, but without success.

Chief Steward John Jones and his staff were doing what they
could to calm people. He was hurrying from deck to deck
‘telling everybody, stewards and passengers, to get their life
belts on and come on deck’. Stewardess Marian Bird told the
anguished ladies in her care ‘to keep calm, get their life belts as
quickly as they could, and get on deck’. She made sure ‘not one
person was left’ in her section of third class before she went
above. The lights failed while she was still below, rushing from
cabin to cabin. Another third-class stewardess, Fannie
Morecroft, ran along her section looking in all the rooms to
make sure they were empty, then went up to the Shelter Deck to
see whom she could round up, urging passengers to get to the
higher decks as quickly as possible. Many were running around
‘like a bunch of wild mice’. Charles Hill, who had spent precious
minutes searching in vain below decks for his friend Mrs
Witherbee and her four-year-old son, was thankful to run into
his steward Percy Penny, who helped him into a lifebelt
‘although he had none on himself’.



Chief Third Class Steward John Griffith went immediately to
his Shelter Deck cabin to fetch his lifebelt. He also grabbed his
automatic pistol: ‘I wanted to get hold of it in case it was
wanted.’ He found that his inside cabin on the starboard side
was ‘full of a kind of brown smoke’. It was very dense and quite
unlike anything he had experienced on board ship. It seemed to
be coming through the cabin’s two internal windows which
opened into the casing of the number two funnel and which he
always kept open. Still puzzled, he ran into the corridor and
went to direct his passengers from the lower decks to the Boat
Deck. He later went down to the Main Deck to check that no-one
had been left there but was appalled to see ‘one green mass of
water’ surging towards him. He turned and ran, just reaching
the stairs before the ‘wall of water’ caught up with him. In the
dining-rooms ‘silver and flowers and dishes’ were now afloat.

Despite the best efforts of some stewards and other crew
members, as the minutes ticked fatally by many passengers
were still without life preservers. They were either too afraid to
go below or found that when they did their jackets had been
stolen from their cabins. Now they could find none on the open
decks either. New York businessman Ogden Hammond and his
wife searched in vain. When Hammond said he would go down
to their cabin to fetch some his wife begged him not to leave
her. For a while they joined white-faced Lady Allan and her two
daughters who also had no life preservers. Lady Allan had been
thrown against the rail by the force of the explosion and feared
her arm was broken. One of her maids appeared with two
lifebelts, while another man donated his to one of the Allan
girls. The Hammonds, still lifebeltless, walked anxiously along
the deck. Any thoughts Hammond might still have harboured
about going below to their cabin were banished by a young
man who told him that he had been to the Upper Deck to find ‘a
rush of water’ in the dark corridor.

James Leary was also still without a life preserver. He saw a
man wearing a blue uniform and a cap whom he assumed to be



an officer carrying a lifebelt in his hand. Leary demanded he
hand it over. The man replied, ‘You will have to go and get one
for yourself; this is mine.’ Leary said, ‘I thought, according to
law, passengers came first.’ ‘Passengers be damned; save
yourself first,’ replied the man coolly. A now hysterical Leary
tore the lifebelt from him, shouting, ‘If you want this one you
will have to kill me to get it.’ In his agitation Leary put the belt
on upside down. A calmer passenger told him, ‘If you got in the
water that way you would be feet up,’ and helped him put it on
correctly.

Other passengers and crew were becoming violent.
Frightened bellboy Ben Holton was just coming out of his cabin
when he was assaulted by a man who grabbed his jacket from
him and pushed him back into his cabin. The boy struggled
back on deck where Archibald Bryce, the Scottish chief
engineer, tried to calm him, saying reassuringly, ‘They’ll no’ sink
a Scots-built ship.’ Holton thought Bryce was talking through his
hat and took more comfort from the fact that he had been
captain of the school swimming team.

The still lovely weather and the proximity to land made the
unfolding catastrophe seem surreal. ‘The Atlantic giant might
have been peacefully at anchor in the glorious sunshine off
Kinsale; shrieks . . . could have been outbursts of frivolity
instead of mortal fear,’ recalled Oliver Bernard. There was also
an incongruity about the man seen by one passenger with two
camera cases on his back taking photographs as he made his
way forward, capturing the excited and terrified men and
women as they ran shouting about the decks and converged on
the lifeboats. Many were crowding on the high port side.

Charles Bowring, an imposing figure with his powerful
shoulders and thick white hair, had been watching the first
attempts to lower boats on the port side with foreboding. This
experienced ship-owner and witness at the Titanic inquiry saw
the difficulties all too clearly. Unlike on the Titanic, there was
here no shortage of boats — the twenty-two wooden clinker-
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built boats suspended from davits and the twenty-six wood-
and-canvas collapsible boats ostly stowed beneath them were
more than adequate for the numbers on board. The problem
was that the Lusitania was still making ‘considerable headway’
and was by now listing by some 30° to starboard. Bowring knew
it would be ‘almost impossible to get the boats safely into the
water’ in such conditions.

Detective Inspector William Pierpoint was also gloomily
convinced that ‘they would have great difficulty in lowering
them if they could lower them at all on account of the list’.
Nevertheless, frightened passengers were swarming hopefully
around the boats, trying to scramble in. Harold Boulton and
Fred Lassetter helped Mrs Lassetter into a lifeboat on the port
side. They were just congratulating each other that the boat was
about to be lowered when they saw Captain Turner appear on
the bridge. He shouted in a loud, clear voice, ‘Don’t lower the
boats! Don’t lower the boats! The ship can’t sink! She’s all right!
The ship can’t sink!’ He paused, then added, ‘Will the gentlemen
kindly assist me in getting the women and children out of the
boats and off the upper deck?’ Lassetter and Boulton dutifully
did as they were asked and helped Mrs Lassetter back out of the
boat. Glancing down the deck Boulton was shocked to see ‘the
bow just beginning to submerge’.

Joseph Myers and his friend Frank Kellett had helped a
woman and her son into a port-side lifeboat and climbed in
after her. After a couple of minutes ‘the bath-room steward that
had given me a bath in the morning came aft, a great big fat
fellow with a lifebelt on, and he called out, “Everybody out of
the lifeboats. We are hard aground and we are not going to
sink.”’ Myers and Kellett climbed out again and waited. A
woman called out to Turner, ‘What do you wish us to do?’ He
replied, ‘Stay right where you are, madam, she’s all right.’ When
she asked, ‘Where do you get your information?’ he replied in a
severe voice, ‘From the engine-room, madam.’
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Clean bow shot . . . Torpedo hits starboardside right behind the bridge. An
unusually strong explosion takes place . . . The explosion of the torpedo must
have been accompanied by a second one (boiler or coal or powder?). The
superstructure right above the point of the impact and the bridge are torn
asunder, fire breaks out and smoke envelops the high bridge . . . The ship stops
immediately and heels over to starboard very quickly, immersing simultaneously
at the bow. It looks as if the ship is going to capsize very shortly by the bow.
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To some, the captain’s reassurances came as a relief. Mrs
Henry Adams was trying to care for her ‘dazed and almost
unconscious’ husband. Now that the event he had readed had
happened he seemed incapable of action. Relief flooded
through her and she sat her husband down on a collapsible
boat and waited patiently. The nervous James Leary felt
sufficiently reassured to return to his stateroom. It was ‘quite a
struggle’ because of the ship’s list, but as he slithered along he
met Chief Purser McCubbin who had locked all Leary’s money
in the safe. Leary asked, ‘How about my valuables?’ The purser
replied, ‘Young man, if we get to port you will get them, and if
we sink you won’t need them.’ Leary continued to his cabin to
retrieve a little flask of brandy and his overcoat and hat.

Others heard the captain’s order with frank disbelief. James
Brooks, who had seen Captain Turner standing on the bridge ‘in
full uniform with a life preserver put on properly’, hand raised
and ordering the launching to stop, looked down the forward
starboard deck and saw that it was nearly awash. He could only
keep his footing by clinging to some chairs. Charles Lauriat
looked over the side and was horrified to see the degree at
which the ship was listing. A bare ten minutes after she had
been hit, the incredible truth was that the Lusitania was sinking
rapidly.

Walter Schwieger, observing closely through his periscope,
agreed. His official war diary recorded:

According to German accounts published after the war his
pilot Lanz was beside him and Schwieger ordered him o take a
look. ‘He put his eye to the periscope and after a brief scrutiny



yelled: “My God, it’s the Lusitania!”’ — implying that neither he
nor his captain had realised this previously. Schwieger took his
place at the periscope again and took it in turns with his men to
watch what the radio officer Otto Rikowsky described as the
‘ghastly drama’ of which they were the authors.



16 - A BIZARRE ORCHESTRA OF DEATH
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Just ten minutes after the attack Captain Turner knew he could
do nothing to save his ship. With water lapping over the bows
he told his staff captain to lower the boats into the water as
soon as the ship had slowed sufficiently for this to be done
safely. Anderson, working feverishly among the boats in his
shirt-sleeves, must have known that no lifeboats could yet be
lowered safely because of the speed with which the ship was
still moving. Nevertheless, in the confusion some crew and
passengers persisted in the attempt.

The list to starboard made it virtually impossible to launch
boats from the port side since they were ‘all swinging into the
ship’s side’. Seamen and passengers struggled to push them out
over the rail but as they were lowered the sixty feet or so to the
water they bumped down the ship’s side where the rivets,
protruding nearly two inches from the ship’s side, snagged and
damaged them. At each bump and jolt people spilled like rag
dolls into the water below. Ship’s carpenter Neil Robertson
described how it was ‘just like drawing a crate of unpacked
china along a dock road . . . if you started to lower the boats you
would be dragging them down the rough side of the ship on . . .
snap head rivets; they stand about an inch from the shell of the
ship, so you would be dragging the whole side of the ship away
if you tried to lower the boats with a 15 degree list’.

Conversely, those lifeboats on the starboard side which ad
been released from their snubbing chains were swinging
crazily out. Some of the more agile passengers jumped seven or
eight feet to get into the starboard boats. Others had to be
helped but many were too frightened to launch themselves
across the gulf between deck and lifeboat. Third Officer John
Lewis saw many women going ‘to the ship’s side all right but
when they saw the distance down to the water they seemed to
be frightened of getting into the boat’.



Crewmen came rushing to their boat stations on both sides of
the deck; as part of the ship’s routine each of them had been
issued with a badge earlier in the voyage denoting to which
lifeboat they should report, but frantic passengers obstructed
them. Charles Bowring watched people ‘rushing and trying to
get in the boats and all the people passing back and forth and
rushing around’. They hindered the crew from lowering the
lifeboat ropes or ‘falls’, used to hoist and lower the boats, from
the Hurricane Deck. The ropes ‘had been coiled up there and
when they started coming down the people were walking past
and naturally getting in the way . . .’ One man even got a rope
‘twisted around his leg’.

Fear rose with the water. The veneer of order very soon wore
thin. There was confusion over Captain Turner’s commands,
and as one survivor recalled they were ‘not generally acted
upon’. There was no public-address system. The officers’
shouted orders could barely be heard over the din of wood
scraping against metal and of banging to release the boats all
mingled with the cries and shouts of passengers in pain or
hysterically seeking their loved ones. James Brooks, walking
along the Boat Deck towards the bows and wondering which
lifeboat to make for, was challenged by a ‘young fellow’ with a
revolver whom he took to be an officer who yelled, ‘You cannot
get in that boat!’ ‘Who in hell is trying to?’ Brooks snapped back.

Passengers made instinctively for the boats on the higher port
side of the listing ship, despite these being the most difficult to
launch. Crewmen like Able Seaman Leo Thompson and
Boatswain John Davies, a non-swimmer in his sixties, could not
even reach their assigned port-side boats because of the crush.
Instead they pushed their way over to the starboard side.
Davies was formally responsible for piping the crewmen to
their stations in an emergency but in the circumstances there
seemed to him little point. Everyone was only too aware of the
necessity of abandoning ship.



Desperate efforts to get the port-side boats away produced
catastrophic results. Junior Third Officer Albert Bestie was in
charge of some of these boats. He managed to stop parties of
men from climbing in so he could give priority to women and
children, but with so many seamen trapped below decks there
were insufficient experienced sailors to help. Bestie appealed at
the top of his voice to several men in the crowd pressing
around him to assist him in heaving boat number two, loaded
with women and children, over the side. Hard as they tried they
did not have the strength to shift the weight of over two tons.
Passenger Mr McConnel attempted to help, but ‘by that time
there was so much list that a boat on the port side was
obviously grinding against the side’ and swinging in over the
ship’s rail. ‘I saw that the only thing I could do to help anybody
was to use my not very considerable strength in shoving to get
the boat past . . . because each of the planks of the boat caught
on the ledge of the balustrade.’ Bestie watched helplessly as the
laden boat slammed violently inwards against the
superstructure, crushing people as it went. At that moment boat
four crashed to the deck and went careering down the tilting
and already blood-spattered deck, smashing into people as they
tried to jump from its path. An increasingly desperate Bestie
decided to try swinging empty and thus lighter boats over the
port rail and fill them later.

Meanwhile, a group of passengers trying independently to
push boat eight over the edge of the port deck were nearly
crushed between the lifeboat and the side of the first-class
smoking-room. Realising the great difficulty of trying to launch
boats from a severely listing ship, Staff Captain Anderson
ordered Bestie ‘to go to the bridge and tell them there to trim
the ship with the port tanks’. Anderson hoped that flooding the
tanks on the port side would correct the list somewhat and ease
the problems of launching the boats. Bestie managed to get near
enough to shout the request up to Second Officer Hefford on the
bridge, but the answer came back that ‘it was impossible’.



As boat twelve was being lowered the excited passengers got
in the way of the rope falls and the boat began to dip by the
bows. Charles Bowring watched as an officer tried to correct the
angle, ordering, ‘Let her go a little faster by the stern,’ but the
man in charge of the falls ‘evidently could not let go quick
enough . . . and the stern absolutely lost control and the boat
went right down stern first . . . I looked over the side and saw
the passengers being spilled into the water.’ Boat fourteen was
successfully lowered about halfway down but then ‘they
evidently lost control of her . . . and she went down straight on
an even keel right down on the people that were in the water
out of the first boat’.

Margaret Mackworth saw the struggling, shrieking people
and turned away; ‘It was not safe to look at horrible things just
then.’ She decided not to try to get in a boat herself: ‘Even at
that moment death would have seemed better than to make
part of that terror-infected crowd.’ The ‘white-faced stream’ of
people milling about reminded her ‘of a swarm of bees who do
not know where the queen has gone’.

Boat sixteen also broke away from the falls to plunge battered
and splintered into the sea. Charles Hill was one of the
passengers inside. He had tried to get into another boat but a
hysterical woman had cried out, ‘Please don’t come in here, we
are overcrowded now!’ even though the boat was far from full.
His lifeboat now smacked into the water with such force that it
sprang a leak. The occupants, craning instinctively round to
watch the last moments of the Lusitania, overbalanced the
already waterlogged craft and capsized it, spilling everyone into
the water.

The Hammonds, still without lifebelts, were among the
frightened group huddling inside another port-side boat. They
had been seeking sanctuary on the port side, as high above the
water as possible, when a petty officer told Mrs Hammond to
get in. She refused to be parted from her husband and the
couple hung back. Eventually, seeing that there was space for
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them both, they climbed in. According to Ogden Hammond,
‘The boat was about half filled, about 35 people in it. They
started to lower the boat, and the men at the bow let the tackle
slip.’ Hammond, perched in the bow of the boat, grabbed at the
speeding rope falls, losing ‘all the skin off my right hand’. The
bow dropped but ‘the stern tackle held, and everybody fell out
of that boat from the top deck’ some sixty feet above the water.
The boat then broke free, crashing on top of the people
struggling in the water below. Mr Hammond never saw his wife
again. James Brooks also witnessed screaming passengers slide
to the end of the almost vertical boat and ‘spill into the ocean’.
So did Fred Gauntlett, who watched in horror as ‘the man who
was handling the forward falls lost control and the forward end
of the boat fell and threw the passengers out, and then the man
handling the after fall let his go and the boat dropped in the
water’.

Isaac Lehmann was so sickened and frightened that he
returned to his cabin on the Upper Deck, determined to find a
life preserver, only to find that someone had taken it. Then, ‘I
don’t know whatever possessed me, but I looked in my dress
suitcase and got hold of my revolver, as I figured this would
come in handy in case of anybody not doing the proper thing.’
Meanwhile, his steadfast steward, Robert Barnes, had found
him a lifebelt. By now water was running along the passageway
on the starboard side and ‘coming in volumes up C deck
[Shelter Deck]’. Finally reaching the Promenade Deck, the
sodden Lehmann ran into the ship’s doctor and Chief Purser
McCubbin, who to his disbelief ‘were walking up and down
deck smoking a cigarette’. He demanded to know why they
were not at their positions. They replied that ‘there as not a
chance for the boat to go down, that I should remain calm, and
said I was very foolish to have my life-preserver on’. Lehmann
told them tersely that ‘it was better to be prepared’ and hurried
back towards the port side of the Boat Deck.
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He saw some forty women and children sitting inside boat
eighteen. A crewman was standing by, axe in hand. Lehmann
demanded to know why he was not chopping through ‘the
block and fall . . . that would release the boat from the davit to
let it down’ and the man replied, ‘It is the captain’s orders not to
launch any boats.’ An infuriated Lehmann drew his revolver
and replied, ‘To hell with the Captain. Don’t you see the boat is
sinking? And the first man that disobeys my orders to launch
the boat I shoot to kill.’ In the ensuing panic the boat swung on
its davits up against the superstructure, ‘smashing the
passengers who were standing there’. Lehmann fell on the
deck, his right leg severely injured. As he lay dazed and in pain
the next thing he knew was that ‘the water commenced coming
over the smoke-stack . . . in fearful volumes’. It swept him ‘right
off the deck into the ocean . . .’ The crew managed to get
sufficient temporary control of boat eighteen to allow it to
descend jerkily towards the water below. An irate male
passenger stood up in the swaying boat to yell at the top of his
lungs to those sweating at the falls, ‘Don’t you drop this boat!’
But, perhaps distracted by his call, ‘just at that time they did,
and we were all dumped into the water’.

In the event, only one port-side boat got safely away without
capsizing or becoming waterlogged. A trembling Alice Lines
with baby Audrey tied tightly in a shawl around her neck and
five-year-old Stuart dinging to her skirts tried to climb in. A
crewman lifted the little boy in but when Alice tried to follow
the sailor told her the boat was full. As the boat was lowered
the distraught girl decided all she could do was jump. She
landed in the water beside the boat and for a moment had ‘a
terrible sensation of being sucked under the ship’, but then she
felt someone grab her long auburn hair and pull her on board,
till clutching the baby. Alice Lines later said, ‘My hair saved

our lives.’
First Officer Arthur Jones and Third Officer John Lewis were

superintending the starboard boats. When Lewis arrived at his
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station the first thing he saw was that the forward fall of boat
one ‘had been lowered too much and in consequence the boat
was beam on to the way the ship was travelling and the bow
was out’. He at once gave orders for the after fall to be lowered
to straighten it up. The two officers then tried to persuade
passengers to climb into the boats but they were frightened of
jumping across the large gap between the deck and the boats
produced by the list. Many ‘refused point blank’.

Able Seaman Leslie Morton, reaching his station on the
starboard side, found ‘great excitement’ on the heavily listing
Boat Deck with passengers and crew of all departments rushing
here and there. Again and again he caught the anxious
comment ‘Surely she cannot sink?’ He knew, however, with a
true seaman’s instinct that the buoyancy which would keep her
afloat had gone. The lifeboat was quickly filled. The more able-
bodied leapt the seven- or eight-foot gap. Others were helped
across. At the order ‘lower away’, Morton grabbed the after fall
while another seaman operated the forward fall. They
succeeded in lowering the boat almost to the water, but the
Lusitania was still ploughing through the sea. With one final
effort they managed to drop the boat into the water, but
because of the ship’s speed it immediately fell behind by the
length of one boat, coming up alongside the listing ship directly
beneath the next lifeboat. Morton, whose job it would have
been to slide down the rope falls and try to get his lifeboat away
from the sinking ship, did not have time to act. Instead he had
to watch aghast as the other boat full of people dropped twenty-
five or thirty feet fairly and squarely onto it.

The agonised shouts and screams of the crushed and injured,
the sight of bodies maimed and threshing about in pain or
spread-eagled motionless in the water brought home to Morton
the reality of what was happening. ‘The urmoil of passengers
and lifebelts, many people losing their hold on the deck and
slipping down and over the side, and a gradual crescendo of
noise building up as the hundreds and hundreds of people



began to realise that, not only was she going down very fast but
in all probability too fast for them all to get away’ created ‘a
horrible and bizarre orchestra of death in the background’.
Charles Lauriat felt ‘it only added horror to the whole situation
to put people into a boat that you knew . . . would go down with
the steamer’. It would be better to leave them to cling to a piece
of wreckage.

Professor Holbourn had tried to put Avis and the two nurses
Hilda Ellis and Sarah Smith into a boat on the port side but,
confronted with crushed and bleeding bodies littering the deck,
decided their best chance was on the starboard side. He forced
a way through the crowds swarming over the sloping deck. No-
one could stand up without hanging onto the rail. The eighteen-
inch camber of the Lusitania’s deck exaggerated the list.
Terrified people clutched at the rail and one another to stop
themselves falling into the water. One young girl fell and ‘rolled
the full length of the deck’ before being picked up by a steward.
Another female passenger found the list so strong that ‘we had
to sort of rush down, clinging to the railing, which at that time
was nearly under water . . . and sort of tumble into the boat,
assisted by passengers and seamen’.

Holbourn managed to reach a starboard boat. Using his
strong physique he braced himself against the crowd and
helped Avis and the two women across the gap into the swaying
boat. As he did so he kissed the little girl. He was afraid he
would not survive and so, calmly and gently, he asked her ‘to
find his wife and children and kiss them goodbye from him’
when she reached Britain. Gathering himself together now that
they were safely in the boat, he looked down at his watch to see
that it was a mere twelve to fifteen minutes since the Lusitania
had been struck. Shocked by how low she was in the water, he
put on the lifebelt he was still carrying, tucked his manuscripts
into it and went forward a little to find a clear section of rail
from which to jump. As he leapt into the blue-green waters
below ‘he had the horrible shock of seeing the child’s boat
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swamp and capsize’. However hard he tried, he could not reach
Avis through the mass of wreckage and people gasping for
breath around him. As he struggled to do so he saw her pulled
under by the suction of the waters swirling against the ship’s
side.

James Brooks had also slithered down to the starboard side.
Unnerved by what he had seen, especially the people who had
tumbled out of the boats ‘bobbing for a mile back, as long as
they lasted’, he had begun to run down the deck. ‘Then there
came over me “What am I running for? “ and I stopped . . .’
Seeing that the water was almost up to the Boat Deck, he helped
some twenty or thirty women clinging to the rail into a boat and
jumped in after them. The tackle, fall and snubbing chain were
still attached and he looked round desperately for a hammer or
some other implement to release the boat. Finding none, he and
a crewman ‘both used our fists’ but could make no impression
on the restraining equipment. Then he heard ‘a crushing sound
of wood’ and saw that ‘the boat would never get away’. He and
the sailor ‘both jumped . . . and swam’.

Leslie Morton went to help his brother John, who was
struggling to lower boat one. They managed to get it into the
water then tried to push off from the side with boat hooks but
‘many of the passengers were hanging on to bits of rope from
the side of the ship and the rails, which were now level with the
water, in some mistaken belief that they would be safer hanging
on to the big ship rather than entrusting their lives in the small
lifeboat’. Fearing that the boat was about to be dragged under,
the two brothers dived overboard. As he hit the water Leslie
remembered that his brother had never learned to swim.

Boatswain’s mate Florence Sikking reported to boat five on
the starboard side to find it was missing. He assumed it had
been blown to pieces by the explosion. He tried to help
passengers into another boat but the numbers of eople packed
inside destabilised it and ‘the bows of it got underneath the
boat deck’ as the Lusitania sank. It flipped over.
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Looking down the starboard deck, Charles Lauriat saw that
‘wild confusion had broken loose’. Boat seven, ‘well filled with
people, principally women and children’, was still attached to
the ship. After what he had seen of people spilling from boats as
they were lowered he had no personal desire to get into a boat.
Nevertheless, he felt impelled to act. He jumped in and tried to
free the after falls; at the forward falls a steward was ‘bravely
cutting away at the thick ropes with a pocket knife’. Lauriat
grimly wished the man had an axe. He tried to go to his aid ‘but
it was impossible to climb through that boatload of people,
mixed up as they were with oars, boat hooks, kegs of water,
rope ladders, sails, and God knows what . . .’ Looking up at ‘the
tremendous smokestack’ hanging out over them as the ship
listed yet further only added to the terror of all around. Lauriat
pleaded with the boat’s occupants to jump, ‘but truly they were
petrified’. Only a handful of men and women would listen.
Lauriat gave up and jumped himself. Once in the water he tried
to help any who had obeyed his call to get clear by pushing
them ahead of him. Looking back, he saw the lifeboat dragged
under. He heard the choking cries of its occupants as the waters
closed over them.

Seeing that the starboard Boat Deck was now no more than
‘eight or ten feet from the water’, Charles Bowring methodically
tucked his glasses into a pocket of his Norfolk jacket. Then he
climbed over the rail, jumped the short distance into the
heaving water and struck out. His aim was to get clear before
the Lusitania went under. Glancing back, he too saw the
dreadful spectacle of a crowded lifeboat being dragged under
the waves by the mother ship. The highly strung James Leary
had the terrifying experience of being in such a boat. Already
further traumatised by a fellow passenger’s tale of how an axe-
wielding seaman had deliberately chopped off the fingers of a
man scrambling and clawing to board a ifeboat, he had
completely lost his head. ‘Through some insane idea’ he jumped
into a lifeboat still attached to the ship. As it sank with the
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Lusitania he went down too. One of the lifeboat’s oars trapped
his leg ‘and it seemed to me I went as far as the ship did,
because there was a terrible drag from this thing holding me’.

Another boat filled with women and children was safely
lowered to the water. As a relieved Third Officer Lewis watched,
a female passenger called up to him, ‘For God’s sake, jump!’ He
looked at her and replied, ‘Goodbye and good luck. I will meet
you in Queenstown.’ As the sailors took up their oars, Lewis
cried, ‘Row for your lives!’ Another woman in the boat took one
last look back, unable to believe the Lusitania was truly sinking,
then looked away again. The sight was ‘too terrible to see’.

Able Seaman Leo Thompson helped Chief Steward John Jones
try to launch boat seventeen. Despite ‘a great crowd of people’
surging around it they managed to fill it and began to lower
away. But Thompson had great difficulty lowering the after fall
because of ‘the list of the ship and the people crowding on top
of me. I was in danger of being pushed over the side by the
crowd behind me.’ He braced himself by putting his feet against
the davit and his back against a collapsible boat and lowered
away in that position. He was prevented by ‘the many people
between me and the forward davit’ from communicating with
the man handling the forward fall, so when the bow of the boat
suddenly dipped he hastily let go of the after fall ‘in an effort to
equalize the boat’. The effort failed. The boat ‘dived into the
water bow first’ and capsized.

First Officer Arthur Jones loaded over eighty people into boat
fifteen and was also helped by Leo Thompson, who threw some
fifteen to twenty children in. After successfully lowering it — a
tricky task given the weight — both men slid down the falls and
jumped in. But as the boat hit the water it became entangled in
the ship’s Marconi wires, which caught the boat’s gun whale.
Thompson got out of the way while someone else cut the oat
free. Boat nineteen was also launched successfully even though
it was ‘full of people’, some of whom fell in the sea. Boat twenty-
one reached the water safely too, with some seventy frightened
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people aboard. Diminutive fifteen-year-old bellboy William
Burrows, who was regretting that in his panic he had left his
‘little bellboy’s jacket’ hanging in the bathroom three decks
down, was in one of the lifeboats which got away. As it was
lowered he noticed ‘all the water rushing in through the
portholes’.

David Thomas, separated from his daughter, managed to find
a boat on the starboard side that was only three-quarters full.
Two women and a small boy were standing hesitantly and
timidly beside it; one woman and the child decided to climb in.
Thomas, seeing that ‘the A deck then was level with the water’
and that the other woman was by now ‘too hysterical’ to enter
the boat, grabbed hold of her and ‘rather forcibly’ pushed her
in, then followed.

Detective Inspector William Pierpoint also helped load people
into one of the starboard lifeboats. Realising that the Lusitania
was sinking fast, he jumped into the bows of the boat as it was
being lowered. To his despair he found that the boat was still
firmly anchored to the ship: ‘one of the crew shouted out and
asked had anybody got a knife to cut the fall . . . and before we
could do anything the ship was on top of us and the davits
pulled the boat over and threw every one of us into the water’.
Florence Padley, still without a lifebelt, was one of those
‘dumped’ into the water. She had already lost her shoes in the
scramble to get on deck. The actress Josephine Brandell was
also tossed into the sea but managed to grab a floating deck
chair.

Oscar Grab watched what was happening on the starboard
side. He saw boats handled by crewmen in such a way that
‘they couldn’t hold on to the ropes or they slipped through their
hands . . . the boats fell down and one end struck the water first
and dropped everybody into the water . . .’ He watched another
boat turn over ‘and everybody screamed. It was such a horrible
sight to see hese poor people drowned like rats.’ He decided he
would be far better off jumping over and swimming away.
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Julia Sullivan agreed. She refused to get into a lifeboat even
though her husband Flor had found places for them both.
Although Flor could not swim, she was a strong swimmer and
was convinced she could save them both. Her less confident
husband gave her their money to tuck into her bodice, saying,
‘You’ll need this by and by.’ Telling him not to be absurd, she
selected a place to jump and told him to hold on tight to her.
George Hook also persuaded his two children, Frank and Elsie,
to stay away from the boats and jump with him.

Joseph Myers was also unimpressed with the seamen’s efforts
to launch the boats. Watching them swing out the boats the day
before he had thought that ‘they looked more like day laborers
than seamen’. The deck was so crowded that he climbed glumly
back into the lifeboat he and Frank Kellett had been ordered to
vacate. Then he waited for the ship to tip over, thinking that the
lifeboat ‘would be the safest place to be thrown from’. He
thought the scenes around him disgraceful — indeed, the ‘worst
discipline I ever saw’.

Nevertheless, there had been many brave individuals, from
Professor Holbourn, whose first thought had been to find Avis
Dolphin, to Alice Lines, who against the odds had saved the two
children in her care, to the Naishes, calmly helping others into
their lifebelts, to Charles Lauriat trying selflessly to save a
group of passengers petrified with fear from being dragged
under in a lifeboat still attached to the ship. The usually cynical
Oliver Bernard was particularly struck by one bedroom
steward — ‘a little, stunted man, the kind on whom men of big
physique are accustomed to look down with mingled pity and
contempt’ but ‘with the heart of a lion’ — who struggled
ferociously and selflessly to free the boats.

But there was little time left for heroics. One passenger ‘saw a
man from a great height throw himself into the water and come
down what seemed to me to be a fearful smash . . .’ Shuddering,
he made for the starboard side to ry his luck there. He tried to
get into one boat but a woman clutching a child screamed at



him ‘not to jump’. He found another boat and climbed in to find
‘two of the funnels were hanging over that side and threatening
to smash the boats up’. Those in the boat ‘were so tightly packed
that it was impossible to move the oars at first’ and the
cowering people were convinced the stacks would come
crashing down on them.

The two stewardesses Marian Bird and Fannie Morecroft had
found seats in a lifeboat. After throwing all the lifebelts she
could find in the darkened cabins into a pile on the open deck,
Marian climbed into ‘the last boat that was leaving’. Fannie was
with her, after braving the list ‘which made us slide right across
on to the rail’. The anxious people huddling in the boat as the
Lusitania loomed over them thought they must surely be
dragged down with her. The trailing Marconi wires fouled one
of the oars, but with a burst of effort the frantic oarsmen just
managed to get the boat clear.

Many thought that their salvation might lie with the twenty-
six collapsible boats piled on deck or stowed under the open
lifeboats. The collapsibles were designed to float free if the ship
should sink before they could be hoisted over, but many were
bolted down or seemed glued fast to the deck with dried paint.
Captain Turner had decided against loosening them when the
ship reached the war zone because of the risk of them sliding
across the deck. Now crew and passengers made often futile
efforts to free them. One passenger watched stokers ‘trying to
release these . . . with the hope that they would more or less
float when the steamer went down, and they worked there very
hard . . . but they were too heavy . . .’ Passengers also tried, but
as one anguished man discovered the boats were ‘tied down so
tight that I couldn’t do it’. Moreover, the metal frames of those
collapsibles which did finally float free were so rusted that their
canvas sides could not be rigged. It was hopeless.
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As the ship’s list increased, so did the despair of those still
trapped on board. Fireman O’Connell, running along the deck,
saw two women crying and instinctively put his arms around
them. The older woman insisted on going into one of the salons,
and sat down helplessly in a wicker chair, water lapping at her
feet and the detritus of the once elegant room floating past her.

Many women refused to be parted from their men. Harold
and Lucy Taylor were standing at the rail, near a lifeboat
loaded with women. ‘“I won’t go, I won’t!” Lucy was screaming.
Her husband extricated himself from her desperate embrace,
kissed her, and dropped her into the boat.’ As the boat pulled
away she could see him waving to her and she ‘waved back as
he went down with the boat’. Jack Welsh insisted that his new
love Gerda Nielson climb into a lifeboat. When he saw her flung
from it he dived in to try to save her. In the last moments some
women were just bundled willy-nilly over the rail into the boats
— one passenger watched as a determined man ‘shoved this
woman over — all I saw was her feet’. Another who had fallen
on her back on the wet decks and thought her spine was broken
was in danger of being trampled to death. A crewman seized
her and pushed her into a boat. The dazed woman heard a
steward shouting, ‘Passengers be calm, the boat will not sink!’

Many threw propriety to the winds and stripped off, elieving
their chances of survival would be better if they were wearing
fewer clothes. One Mr Stroud, an American veteran of ‘the
Mexican war’, ripped the clothes off his wife so that ‘all she had
on was her stockings and her life belt’. Mrs Stroud was already
numb with shock. She was one of the many mothers unable to
find their children in the general confusion. Harold Boulton
realised that the ship was fast sinking and told the Lassetters
that ‘the only thing to do is to jump’. He instructed a shaken Mrs
Lassetter to remove her skirt and to clasp hands with her son
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and himself. The three then jumped some ninety feet into the
water below. One man wearing only his underwear dived from
the rail.

With the ship’s bronze screws and her rudders now clearly
visible above the water, others tried to slide down wires and
ropes including the log line which was trailed astern to record
the ship’s run. After the first six feet of rope the line was made
of wire; the sharp metal line flayed the skin from people’s
hands and feet as the speed of their descent increased. Many
survivors were scarred for life. Red Cross volunteer Lorna
Pavey, who just minutes earlier had been quietly eating a
grapefruit in the second-class dining-room, slid bloodily and
painfully down one wire. Her ‘skirt seemed to make a balloon
in the water when she dropped’.

Archie Donald had helped keep men back while ‘all the
women in sight’ and any children were loaded into a boat, only
to see it ‘hanging perpendicularly’ and all the passengers
thrown out. Now he looked around him in anguish to see that
some ‘passengers seemed to be crawling up on a rope netting
on the lower deck, climbing higher as the water reached them’.
Realising that the ship ‘was going very quickly down’ and that
the water was rushing towards him, he asked a steward to
adjust his lifebelt and then set about putting his money — some
eight pounds — into his sock. He was just starting to undo his
shoes when he realised there was literally no more time. He
jumped the remaining twelve feet into the water. Michael Byrne
decided to leap after making sure his ifejacket was properly
fastened. He asked a passing officer, ‘Are we badly damaged?’ to
which the man replied that they intended to beach the ship.
Byrne replied scornfully, ‘How can you when your engines have
gone dead?’ As the water reached the tops of his shoes he dived
off the rail and struck out, terrified of being pulled under by the
suction.

Father Basil Maturin, pale and lifebeltless but ‘perfectly calm’,
was giving final absolution to several passengers on the
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plunging deck. He handed a tiny child into one of the last boats
with the quiet injunction, ‘Find its mother.’ Assistant Purser W.
Harkless gathered little Barbara Anderson, standing lost and
alone and clinging to a rail, into his arms and leapt with her
into a lifeboat. Francis Luker, a British postal clerk returning to
enlist, was startled to find two babies ‘snuggled in the shelter of
a deck house’. As the ship neared her final plunge he tucked one
under each arm and took a flying leap into a lifeboat below.
Women in desperation thrust their children into the arms of
strangers. In the ship’s dying moments children were being
thrown from the decks to be caught by men in the lifeboats — it
required considerable nerve but there was no alternative or
time for reflection.

Charlotte Pye had grabbed her baby Marjorie and come
running onto the deck. She saw ‘women shouting and
screaming and praying to be saved’. Again and again she was
thrown off her feet by the list. A man came up to her and said,
‘Don’t cry. It’s quite all right,’ to which the distracted mother
sobbed, ‘No, it isn’t!’ He promised to find her a belt, but failing
to locate one gave her his. As he tied it on her Charlotte
recognised him with astonishment as the man who had paid
her five dollars for the passenger concert programme — Alfred
Vanderbilt. He strapped her baby to her then helped her
towards a boat. Seeing how steeply the ship was now listing, he
advised her to untie the baby again and carry it in her arms.
The crew helped Charlotte climb over two oars into the boat
then handed Marjorie to her. Looking up, Charlotte thought that
the Lusitania as ‘just about ready to roll on top of us’. She had
‘the terrible feeling that I’d have to get up and push her back’.

The American millionaire turned away to continue his heroic
efforts. Ship’s barber Lott Gadd saw him ‘trying to put lifebelts
on women and children. The ship was going down fast. When
the sea reached them, they were washed away. I never saw
Vanderbilt after that. All I saw in the water was children —
children everywhere.’ Canadian Mrs Lines also saw Vanderbilt
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with his valet Ronald Denyer by his side. She heard him say,
‘Find all the kiddies you can, boy.’ The man rushed off
immediately to collect the children and as he brought them to
Mr Vanderbilt, the millionaire ‘dashed to the boats with two
little ones in his arms at a time’. He looked as composed as if he
were waiting for a train.

Norah Bretherton would have been glad of his help. She was
dragging her little son Paul, whom she had rescued from her
cabin, over the sloping deck while gripping her baby Betty in
her other arm. The terrified mother eventually managed to find
a place in one of the last lifeboats to pull away from the ship.
Margaret Cox, slithering down the deck to look for a space in
the boat, lost hold of her infant son Desmond as water came
‘dashing up’ over the liner’s deck, but, kneeling, she managed to
catch him. Someone called to her from a boat ‘Throw in the
baby!’ She went to the edge and tossed her son to the waiting
hands. Above her she saw ‘these big funnels coming over me . . .
and I thought oh God, if I’ve got to die, let me die in the water’.
It was the first and last time she prayed that afternoon. As she
stood petrified she felt someone grab her and fling her face
down into a lifeboat.

Oliver Bernard, having abandoned his search for Lesley
Mason, had been horrified by the scenes in the lifeboats. Now
he gazed hopelessly out to sea. Unlike Margaret Cox, he could
take no comfort in prayer. He did not believe in an afterlife,
rather that ‘the end of all life lay in the dust’. But at this
moment his sometimes despairing attitude only enhanced his
will to survive. Some distance way he saw a man ‘swimming
on his back, stripped naked and paddling gently, looking up at
the ship with a smile, waiting for a boat to come and pick him
up’. Encouraged by his example, Bernard began to strip off.
Force of habit made him methodically fold coat, vest, collar and
tie, which he laid at the base of the third funnel ‘as on an altar’.
Mechanically, he put his tie pin in his pocket ‘as if about to have
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a wash’. Thoughts were pouring through his mind ‘like a stream
of light through a kaleidoscope screen’.

Untying his boot laces high up on the Hurricane Deck,
Bernard heard a voice. He glanced around to see the chief
electrician, George Hutchinson, talking to radio operator Robert
Leith. Leith was still sitting in the Marconi house determinedly
tapping out his SOS message using his fading emergency power.
When Bernard confessed that he could not swim, Leith jumped
up and offered him his wooden swivel chair to hang on to. The
designer declined and somehow the men found themselves
laughing with grim humour as the chair careered wildly down
the sloping deck to crash against the rails. Leith took some
quick photographs of the scene; then the three men, as if by
common consent, made for the starboard rail, ‘half-sliding into
a run down the slope’. Bernard dropped onto the Boat Deck
below, his unlaced rubber-soled boots gripping the sloping deck
as he tried to steady himself. The edge of the Boat Deck was
nearly awash and he was carried over, clinging as best he could
to some davits. Leith leapt ‘into a boat that was full of water’ —
he had no idea which one.

Margaret Mackworth was also sucked into the water off the
Boat Deck. After the horror of watching attempts to launch the
port-side lifeboats, Dr Howard Fisher had gone to hunt for belts
for himself and Dorothy Conner. While he was gone the ship
had seemed to right herself a little. Word went round that the
danger was over, and Margaret and Dorothy had laughed and
shaken hands while Margaret remarked, ‘Well you’ve had your
thrill all right.’ But almost at once it had become clear that he
danger was far from over. Fisher returned with news that he
had had to wade through deep water to reach the lifebelts
below. Margaret immediately unhooked her skirt so that the
heavy folds would not impede her and the trio prepared to
jump. Fisher and Dorothy stepped forward, but Margaret
hesitated, ‘feeling frightened at the idea of jumping so far’ — at
least sixty feet. Her fear of water also held her back. Then she
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saw that water was seeping over the deck and that ‘we were
already under the sea’. In a moment she was up to her knees in
green water and was gone.

Theodate Pope and Edwin Friend decided to jump. He would
not get in a lifeboat while women and children were still on
board and she would not leave him. Also ‘the ship was sinking
so quickly we feared she would fall on and capsize the small
boats’. They went to look for a good place to leap and ‘turned to
make our way up again through the crush of people’. Walking
close together, arms around each other’s waists, they passed
Marie de Page. The Belgian envoy had just been bandaging
boxing champion Matt Freeman’s hand, which he had injured
helping crewmen to lower one of the lifeboats. Madame de
Page’s eyes were ‘wide and startled but brave’. Theodate saw
that she had a man on either side of her whom she assumed
were friends and ‘so I did not speak. It was no time for words
unless one could offer help.’ Moments later Madame de Page
and one of the men, the American doctor James Houghton, leapt
into the sea in one another’s arms.

Theodate Pope and Edwin Friend eventually reached the port
side and pushed their way towards the stern ‘which was now
uphill work’. Theodate’s maid Emily Robinson joined them, ‘her
habitual smile’ seemingly frozen on her face. Friend found
lifebelts for them all. They ‘could now see the grey hull and
knew it was time to jump’. Theodate begged Friend to go first,
which he did. When he surfaced she saw ‘a pleasant smile of
encouragement on his face’. Theodate stepped forward, slipped,
but then found a foothold on a roll of canvas. With a atrician
instruction to her maid of ‘Come, Robinson’, she pushed off
from the canvas and leapt into the sea, comforting herself with
the thought that she had recently made her will.

Elizabeth Duckworth had climbed out of a lifeboat because of
the difficulties in lowering it only to watch in horror as it
plummeted into the sea, tossing out its occupants, including her
friend Alice Scott and her little son Arthur. She decided just to
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await her fate and began to pray. Nearby she heard three Irish
girls singing ‘There is a Green Hill not Far Away’ in thin,
frightened voices, twisting the words of the hymn to reassure
themselves that land was near.

As water lapped over the Boat Deck Fred Gauntlett lost his
footing. He slid down the starboard side and collided painfully
with a boat davit. Recovering, he put his left foot up onto the
wooden rail, grabbed some rope lifeboat falls and heaved
himself over onto an unreleased lifeboat. He intended to use the
ropes to swing himself across the boat and then leap into the
sea since he ‘didn’t want to get caught between the boat and the
Lusitania’, but as he ade the attempt he heard from below a
cry of ‘For God’s sake help me!’ Jumping down into the boat he
saw a woman struggling in the water between the boat and the
ship. He grabbed her and pulled her in. Then he saw a man in
the water holding a baby in his arms and managed to haul him
up too, but ‘by that time the davits came down on the boat and
carried her under’. Gauntlett found himself ‘in the water
practically up to my neck’. Looking round, he ‘saw one of the
funnels apparently coming right down on top of me’ and swam
for his life from under the shadow of the ship, only to become
entangled in the ship’s wireless antennae.

Commander Stackhouse, who had refused a seat in a lifeboat
and given his lifebelt to a little girl, was seen ‘standing, erect
and smiling, without a life belt on the boat deck’ by passengers
grateful for his calm courage and confidence ‘which helped us
all in that moment of facing death’. Journalist Ernest Cowper,
who had helped little Helen Smith find a place in a lifeboat,
flung himself into the sea.

Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl abandoned his search for his
missing children and nurse Alice Lines. He felt the ship make a
sudden plunge and saw foaming water come rushing in over
the fo’c’s’le. He just had time to grab several wooden planks to
serve as support for his wife, remaining children and other
nurse when the sea overwhelmed them and sucked them
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beneath the greasy water. Belle Naish and her husband
Theodore were standing quietly on deck watching the rising
water and discussing their options when ‘there seemed to be a
great rush, a great roar and splintering sound, then the
lifeboats or something swung over our heads’. Belle Naish
threw up her left hand ‘to ward off a blow, then the water was
up to my waist; it was dreadfully cold on my back below my
shoulders; something seemed to push my feet upwards, and I
felt as though I were shot upwards and forward, but saw and
heard nothing’.

Rita Jolivet had witnessed the fiasco of the lifeboats with
women and children ‘thrown out’ and decided to stay with
Charles Frohman, Captain Alick Scott and her brother-in-law
George Vernon. As the Lusitania lurched and rolled Charles
Frohman was still calmly philosophical, remarking, ‘You know I
have never feared death. To my mind death is the most
beautiful adventure which life can offer. The test for us at all
times is to meet it as such.’ Seconds before the water engulfed
them, he quoted a line from one of his great theatrical
successes, Peter Pan: ‘Why fear death? It is the most beautiful

dventure that life gives us.’ Rita Jolivet did not tell him that she
was so terrified of drowning that she was carrying a little pearl-
handled pistol with which to shoot herself in the water. As the
little group huddled together and clasped hands ‘a mighty green
cliff of water came rushing up, bearing its tide of dead and
debris’. The water tore Rita Jolivet from her companions ‘with
such force that my buttoned boots were swept off my feet’. The
terrified woman felt herself sink, then rise, only to sink again.

Mrs Henry Adams, who had sat her petrified husband on a
collapsible boat while they awaited further orders from the
captain, saw ‘a great wave come over the bow’ and was
similarly engulfed. Her husband was gone from her side for
ever. She found herself struggling for breath in pitch blackness
deep beneath the surface.
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Up in the wheelhouse Quartermaster Hugh Johnston saw that
‘the starboard wing of the bridge was level with the sea and it
was coming over the rail’. Some minutes earlier he had
reported that the list to starboard had reached 25°. He had
received no response. He was now wondering whether Captain
Turner, ‘going from one side of the bridge to the other with
great difficulty owing to the heavy list’ so that he could see
along the length of each deck, had forgotten he was still there.
To his relief he heard the captain shout, ‘Quartermaster, save
yourself!’ As Johnston hastily tied on a lifebelt he saw ‘Bowler
Bill’ Turner’s lonely figure climb the ladder to the top bridge.
Johnston ‘didn’t have to do any jumping’; within moments he
was ‘washed right across the ship’ and carried ‘wherever the
tide took me’. He struggled to keep his head up.

Other members of the crew were also abandoning ship. Third
Officer John Lewis was trying to make his way through the
rising water and across to the port side to dive off when the
ship went down under him. He had no lifebelt. Third Engineer
Robert Duncan ‘walked down the port side in nearly an upright
position’ into the water with the chief engineer by his side. He
never saw Archibald Bryce again. Chief Steward John Jones
‘jumped into the water when the ship was sinking’. Second
Engineer Andrew Cockburn jumped from the rail in the final
minute of the ship’s life. First Class Steward Robert Barnes slid
down the deck to the rail as the Lusitania’s tern rose in the air.
He leapt into the water with the sound of shouting and
screaming ringing in his ears.

Bellboy Ben Holton had tried to help launch the lifeboats but
gave up in despair. Looking towards the bridge he saw a
wretched-looking Captain Turner ‘who ouldn’t do a thing’, just
‘watching the ship go down’. Afraid to dive from the starboard
side in case the funnels broke off, the boy slipped through a
mass of ‘pushing and struggling’ people, hopped on the rail
under the bridge on the port side and took a header into the
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Atlantic Ocean. It was ‘very, very cold’. He put his head down
and swam as fast as he could.

Third Officer Albert Bestie, still at his post on the port side,
was ‘dragged down with the ship’ but managed to grab hold of
one of the collapsible lifeboats. So did Able Seaman Frank
Hennessy, who managed to haul himself onto another
collapsible floating upside down only to find some twenty-five
people on it so that ‘every time you got on to the bottom the
boat would keep turning over all the time’. Chief Third Class
Steward John Griffith was also washed off the Boat Deck into
the sea to join the despairing white-faced human detritus ‘all
bouncing around in the water’.

Ship’s carpenter Neil Robertson was plunged into the sea to
find ‘there were three collapsible boats, one on top of the other,
and with the help of another man we pinched off the top boat’.
They broke off an oar in their efforts and damaged the boat but
it was still something to cling to. Elderly boatswain John Davies
went down with the ship. He found himself thrashing helplessly
in the water but was fortunate to be able to scramble onto an
upturned collapsible boat and then to climb into another which
was ‘right side up’ along with two firemen.

Some crewmen, however, were determined to stay with the
ship. An elderly bedroom steward called McLeod grimly clung
onto the rail on the port side, refusing to budge and telling
bellboy Robert Clark, ‘She’s been my home and now she will be
my grave.’ The frightened boy had seen people killed and
maimed by wreckage including, he thought, Elbert Hubbard, ‘a
great American author’. The writer was ‘pretty well smashed
up’.

Able Seaman Thomas O’Mahoney saw ‘six or seven
passengers trying to get down on to the deck from the awning
spars’ above the Verandah Café. One called to im for help and
the seaman told him to climb on his shoulders, but at that
moment the spars collapsed and all the men came tumbling
down on top of him. He scrambled up winded and bruised and



2.10 p.m. Great confusion on board; boats are cleared away and some are
lowered into the water. Apparently considerable panic; several boats, fully laden,
are hurriedly lowered bow or stern first and are swamped at once. Because of
the list fewer boats can be cleared away on the portside . . . The ship blows off
steam; the name  is visible in gold letters on the bows . . .

2.25 p.m. Since it seems as if the steamer can only remain afloat a short while
longer, dive to 24 meters and head out to sea. Also it would have been impossible
for me to fire a second torpedo into this crushing crowd of humanity trying to
save their lives.

 

saw that the ship was sinking rapidly. He decided to climb over
the stern into the sea. He threw a rope over the side and
swarmed down it only to discover he was suspended ‘over the
propellers which were still revolving slowly’. In a panic, he
heaved himself back up the rope onto the deck, now some sixty
feet in the air, and jumped from further forward, landing
painfully in a tangle of wreckage.

George Wynne, still wearing his galley clothes of white
singlet, checked trousers and slippers, was amazed by the
chaos: ‘chairs was being thrown over, bodies was jumping over .
. .’ Knowing his son could not swim, Joseph Wynne had rushed
in search of a lifebelt for him. Meanwhile, another man pushed
the cook towards the rail, telling him it was no use waiting for
anyone — time had run out. The distraught young man, still
shuddering at the memory of his colleagues trapped in the lifts
and screaming for help, hesitated, then jumped overboard.
Trimmers and firemen ripped off their heavy stokehold boots
and jumped with him as the ship began her final dive under the
waves.

Captain Schwieger’s war diary described the death of the
Lusitania in some detail:

Lusitania

It was, as the U-20’s radio officer Otto Rikowsky said, ‘not
pretty’, even for seasoned U-boatmen. Schwieger later told his
friend Max Valentiner:



The ship was sinking with unbelievable rapidity. There was a terrible panic on
her deck. Overcrowded lifeboats, fairly torn from their positions, dropped into
the water. Desperate men ran helplessly up and down the decks. Men and women
jumped into the water and tried to swim to empty, overturned lifeboats. It was
the most terrible sight I have ever seen. It was impossible for me to give any help.
I could have saved only a handful. And then the cruiser that had passed us was
not very far away . . . She would shortly appear, I thought. The scene was too
horrible to watch, and I gave orders to dive to twenty meters and away.

For those he was leaving behind, the struggle was far from
over.



18 - A LONG, LINGERING MOAN
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As the Lusitania ploughed into the sea, water rushed into her
collapsing stacks. Margaret Gwyer was sucked deep inside the
cavernous vent of a funnel; moments later people were amazed
to see her shoot out again in a huge column of ashes, soot and
oily-black water. Most of the newly married clergyman’s wife’s
clothing had been torn off. Policeman William Pierpoint was
also drawn down a stack, then ejected ‘as air rushed out with a
terrible hissing sound’. He began ‘swimming like ten men he
was so scared’.

Some, however, were caught by the funnel stays and dragged
under; others found themselves ensnared by the ship’s falling
wireless aerials, seemingly sharp enough to slice a collapsible
boat ‘in two like so much paper’. Charles Lauriat, splashing
about in the water, felt one graze the top of his head, slip down
to his shoulders and push him under. Before he realised what
was happening it had turned him upside down. He kicked out
hard to escape. James Brooks swam as fast as he could from the
ship but was appalled to see wires descending right over him.
He dodged the first, managed to fend off the second while it was
still in the air and pushed himself hastily back. The wire passed
over his toes.

Professor Holbourn was caught in a tangled web of ropes. He
managed to free himself and continued to look around
anxiously for Avis Dolphin. Glancing back, he aw the Lusitania
about to take her final plunge. Like many others he forgot his
own plight for a moment, transfixed by the shocking, almost
incredible sight. To Oliver Bernard it had ‘something of
picturesque grandeur about it, even tho’ we knew that many
hundreds of helpless souls, caught like rats in a gilded trap,
were in her . . .’ Lifeboats were still hanging lopsidedly and
futilely from the davits. A man dangling from a rope over the
ship’s stern was heard to shriek as a still-revolving propeller



sliced off his leg. The stern itself ‘was crowded with people who
seemed to make for the last piece of the wreck left above water;
while others, unsuccessful in their efforts to gain this
temporary safe place, were falling over the side. All around
were wreckage and human beings struggling for life.’ The sea
was a mass of ‘waving hands and arms, belonging to struggling
men and frantic women and children in agonizing efforts to
keep afloat’.

Third Officer Albert Bestie hung onto an upturned collapsible
lifeboat and shuddered at the awful sound ‘like the despair,
anguish and terror of hundreds of souls passing into eternity’.
Charles Lauriat heard ‘a long, lingering moan’ — ‘they who
were lost seemed to be calling from the very depths’. Leslie
Morton, swimming on his back, watched as the stern reared yet
higher in the air: ‘the propellers became visible and the rudder,
and she went into a slow, almost stately dive by the head, at an
angle of some forty-five or fifty degrees’.

In those last seconds the ship’s nose hit the sea bed some 340
feet below and pivoted. Bellboy Ben Holton heard ‘a roar like
thunder inside the ship as if the vital parts had broken loose’.
To James Brooks it sounded like ‘the collapse of a great building
during a fire’. As the Lusitania slid down into the water some
onlookers thought she nearly righted herself. Then the ‘mighty
crescendo of screams and cries of fear . . . died away to a
whisper’ as the ship turned slowly onto her starboard side ‘and
went under the water’. At 2.28, just eighteen minutes after the
U-20 had attacked, the Lusitania had disappeared.

Moments later Steward Robert Barnes and Able Seaman
Thomas O’Mahoney felt a ‘violent underwater explosion’.
Holton saw ‘clouds of steam and surging water’ over the spot
where the ship had gone down. The ocean seethed. To Oliver
Bernard it was ‘a boiling wilderness that rose up as if a volcanic
disturbance had occurred beneath a placid sea’. The mound of
foaming water sent ‘swimmers, corpses, deck-chairs, oars, and .
. . wreckage churning upwards to the surface’. Harold Boulton



 

‘Gone’. Oliver Bernard’s drawing for the 
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instinctively shielded his head with his hands as a tidal wave of
debris surged towards him.

Illustrated London News.

As the waters gradually stilled they left a pathetic residue, ‘a
circle of people and wreckage about half a mile across’. In
places the wreckage was so thickly clotted that it formed ‘an
undulating horrible mattress of deckchairs, oars, boxes and
human heads’. Many bodies had been ‘mangled or disfigured in
the surge and grinding of the wreckage so as to stain the ocean
with blood’.

Those in the water — some with lifebelts, some without —
fought for survival. Flor Sullivan, torn away from Julia and
clinging to a box with nine others, saw a woman in the water
nearby hold up her bag and shout, ‘This is my urse. It contains
nothing but money and I will give it to anyone who saves me!’ A
man answered ‘I will.’ She threw him the purse but as he
grabbed for it he upturned the box so that everyone holding
onto it went under. Flor Sullivan was the only one to resurface.

To actress Josephine Brandell, as she clung to an oar, ‘The
cries for mercy, the people drowning and coming up again . . .
were too terrible.’ People gasping in the water beside her asked
hysterically whether she had seen their loved ones. Those with
sufficient presence of mind looked towards land in the hope of
seeing rescue ships steaming out from Queenstown. There was
nothing. They could only cling to wreckage and hope to be
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picked up by one of the wooden lifeboats or collapsibles which
had got away from the Lusitania.

In some cases they had most to fear from each other. Robert
Barnes came to the surface after leaping from the rail only to be
grabbed by two desperate men seeking something to hang on
to. Fearing they would drown him, he dived to free himself.
Matt Freeman, who had gashed his head open when he dived
into the sea, struggled with five other men for a hold on a
barrel which clearly could not support them all. In desperation
the amateur lightweight boxing champion let go, managing
instead to grab the keel of an upturned lifeboat.

Theodate Pope also had an unnerving experience. Having
jumped bravely into the sea, she found she could not reach the
surface because she was ‘being washed and whirled up against
wood’. Opening her eyes, she saw through the green water that
she was being dashed against the keel of a lifeboat. Something
hit her hard on the head, but she was saved from serious injury
by her hair and ‘stiff straw hat’. Half-stunned, she surfaced at
last to find she was being jostled by ‘hundreds of frantic,
screaming, shouting humans in this grey and watery inferno’.
‘People all around me in the water were fighting, striking and
struggling,’ she recalled. Then a man ‘insane with fright’ made
‘a sudden jump and landed clean on my shoulders, believing I
could support him’. He had no lifebelt and his eight was
pushing her back under. Somehow she found the strength to say
‘Oh, please don’t!’ before the waters closed over her again.
Feeling her sink, the man let go. Theodate surfaced to find
herself floating on her back. She looked around for Edwin
Friend; instead she saw close by her an elderly man, another
man with a bloody gash in his forehead and a third clasping a
small tin tank as a float. Catching sight of an oar floating nearby
she pushed one end towards the old man and took hold of the
other. She decided it was all ‘too horrible to be true’ and that
she was dreaming. Moments later, she lost consciousness.
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Margaret Mackworth also felt threatened by others. Sucked
from the deck into the sea, she found herself ‘deep down under
the water’. It was ‘very dark, nearly black’. She fought to come
up but her wrist was trapped by a rope. She managed to jerk
free, though the rope burns left a scar she would carry all her
life. Trying not to swallow any more water she floated up
towards the light. Something was impeding her movements and
she realised it was the lifebelt she had been holding for her
father. As she reached the surface she managed to grab a piece
of board. It was thin, just a few inches wide and some two or
three feet long, but she hoped it would keep her afloat.

Feeling ‘slightly stupefied’, she looked around to find that she
was now ‘part of a large, round, floating island composed of
people and debris of all sorts, lying so close together that at first
there was not very much water noticeable in between’. She saw
‘people, boats, hencoops, chairs, rafts, boards and goodness
knows what besides, all floating cheek by jowl’. Then a man
with ‘a white face and yellow moustache’ grabbed hold of one
end of her board. She feared it could not hold them both but felt
she could not object. Then he began edging around towards her.
Instinct told her ‘he wanted to hold on to me’, so she summoned
the courage to ask him to go back to his own end, which he did.
Later she noticed he had disappeared and wondered whether
he had gone off to ‘a hencoop which was floating near by’.

In the fear and confusion people took any chance they ould.
Fireman O’Connell, hanging onto a plank, was attacked by three
men who tried to grab it from him. Archie Donald saw the
macabre sight of ‘a grand lady’ who had been thrown into the
sea but had found ‘something to hold on to’. That ‘something’
was ‘a dead man. She straddled her legs over him and they rose
to the top.’ Others, too, clung doggedly to corpses. Doris Lawlor,
who six days before had felt on the verge of ‘something so new
in my life’, saw ‘a person who had died in the water and
another person sitting on top of that person trying to survive . .
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.’ Another passenger who could not swim was supporting
himself by clinging to ‘a life preserver with a dead woman in it’.

Dead and drowning people were ‘dotting the sea like
seagulls’. Many bodies were floating upside down because
people had put their lifebelts on the wrong way up; others had
put the belts on back to front so that their heads were pushed
under the water. One man, clinging to a waterlogged boat,
watched with horror ‘the drowning struggles of a group
composed of a woman and infant and a gray-bearded, feeble
old man’ right beside him, unable to do anything to help. Alice
Middleton, a children’s nurse from Seattle, was one of the
women Vanderbilt had helped. Sinking under the water, her
head had become jammed in a half-open porthole. The pressure
was so intense she thought her eardrums would burst, but
somehow she had managed to get free and rise to the surface.
The first thing she saw was a screaming woman in the process
of giving birth. It seemed to Alice a final irony that, as she did
so, the waters around her were already full of dead children
floating like drowned dolls.

Michael Byrne was also horrified by ‘the bodies of infants laid
in life jackets, and floating around with their dead innocent
faces looking towards the sky’. As he swam he had to push them
aside ‘like lily pads on a pond’. Parents tried desperately to hold
their children out of the water. Bellboy Ben Holton, clinging to
an upturned dog kennel, watched a man pathetically pushing a
dying child along on a folded lifejacket, ‘trying to do his best’.
Others ad already lost their children. Mabel Henshaw had
been clutching her baby Constance as she fell into the sea.
Mabel was a good swimmer, but as the Lusitania sank she found
herself being pulled ‘down and down and down’. The force of
the water ‘sucked the baby’ right out of her arms. The
anguished mother comforted herself that just before it had
happened she had ‘looked at her and I knew she was dead . . . I
guess I almost smothered her, I held her so tight’. At least she
knew, or thought she knew, that she had died peacefully.



Just as we got her to the raft . . . her baby girl closed its tiny eyes in her arms.
Almost overcome with exhaustion the mother caught hold of the side of our boat,
the lifeless mite still close to her heart, and when we got her into the boat she
could hardly speak. For a few moments her eyes were centred on her baby. Then,
lifting the little one in her arms, she turned to those in the boat, and, in a tearful
voice simply said, ‘Let me bury my baby.’ Within a few seconds the almost naked
body of the child floated peacefully on the sea.

Charlotte Pye, whom Vanderbilt had also helped, had lost her
little Marjorie. Clutching her baby, she had fallen from a
lifeboat and the next thing she knew she was in the water. ‘My
baby gave a terrible scream and we both sank. When I came up
the baby was gone and I was dragged under a second time.’
When Charlotte finally resurfaced all she could see were dead
bodies, ‘and those that were living were screaming and
shouting, wanting to be saved’. She drifted on with the tide to
be washed up against an upturned boat. A man was sitting on
top of it with a dead woman sprawled beside him. A collapsible
boat rowed towards them. Charlotte dimly heard someone
shout, ‘Take the lady on, for God’s sake she’s almost gone!’ For a
moment the occupants debated whether to help her, then she
was pulled on board. Covered in grease and soot, she could do
nothing but sit there ‘crying and wanting my baby’ and
knowing she would never see her again. The child had met
‘such a terrible end’. She tormented herself that ‘she could have
taken better care of her’. Her will to live was gone and she took
no interest in efforts to row the boat in the direction of
Queenstown.

Another mother fought a losing battle to keep her three young
children afloat. By the time she was pulled into a boat two were
already dead. Realising that space in the boat was needed for
the living, she ‘gave the bodies to the sea herself’ saying, ‘They
are mine to bury as they were mine to keep.’ Her third child
died moments later. One woman was in the water with her
baby for two hours before being pulled aboard a lifeboat. As
another recalled:



Canadian Percy Rogers saw one young child wearing a lifebelt
and crying for her mother. He could not reach her and had to
watch her die. Soren Sorenson, the poker player who had been
so reluctant to leave his game when the ship was hit, watched a
mother trying to save a child of about one year by putting it on
some wreckage, but it died and she ‘let it go’. The small bundle
drifted away. An Irish couple, Walter and Nettie Moore, were
gripping an upturned lifeboat. Walter was trying to hold their
baby son out of the water but as time passed the child’s skin
turned a dark, bruised colour and froth appeared on his lips.
They realised he was dead. By now Walter was losing
consciousness. Whispering ‘I can’t hold on any more, Nettie,’ he
slid under the water still clasping his son’s lifeless body.

Margaret Cox was more fortunate. After throwing her baby
son Desmond into a lifeboat from the Lusitania’s deck she had
been pushed after him. The boat was successfully lowered, but
at first she had a struggle to get her son back. Desmond was
‘yelling his head off’. When she tried to pick him up hysterical
people shouted, ‘We don’t know if it’s your baby or not!’
Margaret insisted. Sitting in the lifeboat clutching Desmond to
her, she tried not to look at ‘the people that swam up . . . and
begged to be taken in’. The boat was bursting, with people
‘packed one on top of the other’. She knew it was impossible to
help but the ‘horror of a scene like that’ was overwhelming and
she felt herself go ‘a little mad’. A man in the boat was repeating
over and over that there were some very important papers he
must have. Margaret Cox heard herself shout angrily, ‘Put him
overboard, papers and all!’ Norah Bretherton and her son Paul
were lucky to be in a lifeboat commanded by ‘a splendid
seaman’ which pulled away safely, but she had no idea what
had happened to her daughter Betty in the confusion.

Some children had been tied onto chairs or placed on pieces
of wreckage. Others were struggling in the waves. Isaac
Lehmann, washed overboard after his histrionic revolver-
wielding attempt to get a lifeboat lowered, found a little baby
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beside him in the water. He and another man managed to lift it
onto one of the steamer chairs bobbing past. They kept it alive
for an hour and a half, but as they watched ‘it died from
exposure’. Nine-year-old Edith Williams, separated from her
mother and five siblings, was saved by a young woman who
saw her being swept away and managed to grab hold of her
skirt. Against all odds Avis Dolphin had managed to surface,
choking and spluttering. She owed her life to the fact that
Professor Holbourn had tied on her lifebelt correctly. Looking
round, she saw no sign of her two nurses or of anyone else who
had been in the lifeboat with her. Eventually she was picked up
by a lone man in a collapsible boat.

As time passed the tightly packed mass of people and
wreckage began to drift apart with the current. People were
becoming paralysed with cold — the water temperature was
only about 11°C. Their hands were losing their grip on pieces of
wreckage as their blood vessels constricted. Many were losing
consciousness as their bodies’ core temperature dropped below
35°C. The first symptom of hypothermia is an intense feeling of
cold. The body responds by shivering, constricting the flow of
blood to arms and legs and releasing catabolic hormones like
adrenalin to convert stored sugars into energy and heat. But as
time passes this ceases to have any effect and body temperature
drops further. Below 32°C the brain function is impaired. One
begins to feel disorientated and have delusions. The metabolism
slows so that one burns less glucose and therefore produces less
heat. Heart rate also lows, to one beat every few seconds.
When the core temperature falls below 30°C death is not far off,
probably from ventricular fibrillation when the heart muscle
merely twitches instead of beating. Those most at risk from
hypothermia are the old, whose thermoregulatory mechanisms
are poor, small people and the very young.

The Lusitania survivors in the water who were still conscious
could only hope that a lifeboat would soon come to their rescue.
But many boats were now full to capacity and their traumatised
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occupants were terrified of taking on more people and
capsizing. The occupants of other boats which were still
relatively empty worried that if they approached the knots of
people struggling in the water they would be swamped.
Professor Holbourn made for the nearest lifeboat he could see,
trying to help a man floating nearby by pushing him along.
When he reached the boat he was shocked to find that his
companion was dead. Even worse, the people inside the boat
refused to take him aboard. In desperation, teeth chattering
with cold, Holbourn tossed his manuscripts in, hoping that they
at least would be saved. Then he took hold of a line trailing
from the stern of the boat and hung grimly on.

Spotting an empty boat floating some yards away, the
occupants of the boat rowed towards it, but progress was
agonisingly slow and Holbourn felt he could not last much
longer. He asked repeatedly how near it was; each time he was
told to hang on for a further five minutes. After what seemed
‘an interminable age’ the exhausted man begged someone in
the boat to hold his hand. It was futile: ‘So deadening . . . is the
sight of wholesale horror that they actually refused to do so as
it was “uncomfortable”.’ At last he was dragged into the second
boat, but he climbed determinedly back into the first one to
retrieve the sodden remains of his precious papers. The
inhumanity of what he had just suffered coupled with ‘the sight
and sound of the people drowning all around’ was too much. He
tried to shut his eyes and ears.

Mabel Henshaw, desolate after the loss of her baby Constance,
also met with callous indifference. She had een floating
around in a state of shock and with most of her clothes torn off.
Coming to her senses a little, she managed to find an oar. Then,
seeing some men on an overturned boat, she swam over to
them. She offered them the oar if they would help her, but they
refused. Shocked at their reaction, she swam away, taking her
oar with her. Someone nearby was singing ‘Abide with Me’. It
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comforted her a little but she found she could think of nothing
but ‘the loss of the baby’. Before long she blacked out.

Charles Hill was also dismayed by the determined selfishness
of his fellow passengers. He had been repeatedly dumped into
the sea because his lifeboat had no plugs and had kept filling
with water and capsizing. The ship’s barber Lott Gadd, who had
helped to lower the boat, swam away to find another one. As
Hill threshed in the water and began to go under again he had
the irrelevant thought that ‘I hadn’t paid the barber for my
week’s shaves . . .’ He almost laughed, but moments later, as he
tried to swim to the surface, he felt he was ‘dragging something
heavy’. When he came up he found that ‘a woman with a child
in her arms was hanging onto my right leg and an old man was
clutching me round the left ankle which made me lose my left
shoe’. Rising to the surface, he heard one of the men in the boat
say, ‘Don’t pull them in, they are nearly dead anyway and we
must lighten the boat.’ To Hill’s relief one of the stokers, a mere
boy of eighteen, ‘insisted on saving us and pulled us into the
boat’.

In another boat, when one passenger suggested to the other
occupants that they should try to pick up survivors they
refused. He decided that ‘it was as much as his life was worth to
suggest it again’. When an exhausted Michael Byrne put his
head over the side of a collapsible boat the people inside
shouted, ‘This boat is full!’ He tried again fifteen minutes later
and was lucky to be spotted by a steward who exclaimed, ‘Oh,
Mr Byrne, I am glad to see you.’ The shivering Byrne gasped, ‘If
you are, please pull me in,’ which the steward did.

Lucy Taylor was distressed by the inhumanity she itnessed.
Convinced her husband Harold was dead, she was sitting numb
and miserable in her lifeboat when some people floundering in
the water tried to clamber in. She watched appalled as her
fellow passengers set about ‘rapping their knuckles’ to make
them drop off. She reflected that ‘everyone was for themselves .
. . but it seemed terrible to me to do that’. Mrs Henry Adams,



washed overboard and separated from the husband she had
tried so hard to protect, was only dragged onto a floating raft at
the insistence of the one woman on it. The men had wanted to
leave her.

But many passengers and crew did do their best to help one
another. Charles Lauriat, Fred Gauntlett and James Brooks
climbed onto a collapsible lifeboat. Getting out their penknives,
they ‘went at a kind of can-opening operation’ to try to raise the
boat’s canvas sides and lash them in place. But it was difficult.
Terrified, half-drowning people were hanging onto the rail to
which the canvas was attached. It was impossible to lift it into
place. Lauriat tried to persuade them to let go and hold onto the
life ropes instead, but they were convinced he meant to ‘push
them off’. Lauriat later wrote that he had never heard ‘a more
distressing cry of despair’ than when he appealed to them to
relinquish the rail for a few moments.

At last they managed to raise the sides, but ‘were unable to
make them stay in position until we picked up some pieces of
wreckage and placed it under the seats’. The boat’s collapsible
seats were supposed to help hold up the sides, but the tackle for
raising them was rusted and broken. Also, there were no oars.
They ‘had to go overboard and get the oars out of the ocean and
swim around till we found them’. They were fortunate to find
five. One was broken but the resourceful Lauriat used it as a
rudder. By this time there were fifteen people in the precarious
craft, some of whom had fallen and injured themselves among
the half-erected seats. They picked up more people, loading the
boat ‘until it sunk flush with the water’. They took ‘those whom
we could help’, but Lauriat realised that there were ‘many,
many past human assistance’.

One woman impressed him with her courage. When there
were ‘about as many in our boat as we ought to take’, Lauriat
heard her say ‘in just as natural a tone of voice as you would
ask for another slice of bread and butter, “Won’t you take me
next? You know I can’t swim. “‘ He peered into the debris
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around the boat to see ‘a woman’s head, with a piece of
wreckage under her chin and with her hair streaming out . . .
She was so jammed in she couldn’t even get her arms out, and
with it all she had a half smile on her face and was placidly
chewing gum.’ Lauriat told her ‘that if she’d keep cool’ he would
come for her. She replied that ‘it was not at all necessary, just
hand her an oar and she’d hang on’. He managed to manoeuvre
round to her and pull her in.

They started to row for the shore, making for the lighthouse
on the Old Head of Kinsale, helped by two red-headed stokers
whose language was ‘something to remember’. After about a
quarter of a mile Lauriat was astonished to see a lone man
floating around by himself who yelled when he saw them.
Although the boat, with some thirty-two people crammed in,
was full, Lauriat felt ‘you couldn’t go off and leave that one
more soul floating around’. He picked him up.

Elizabeth Duckworth was resolutely determined to save lives.
At the last moment she had found a place in a lifeboat which
had got away safely. At first she was so overcome by all the
terrible sights that she began to recite the 23rd Psalm. Then,
rousing herself, she saw a man ‘struggling in the water right
near our boat and I said to the mate: “Can’t we help him?” He
said “No.” I said “Yes, we can.”’ After ‘a very hard struggle’ they
succeeded in pulling him in.

Archie Donald and another passenger managed to force up
the canvas sides of a collapsible lifeboat. They then ‘started to
take those who had come to the surface’, finding it ‘a most
terrible thing to see the people struggling for their lives’. But it
seemed a monumental task. Looking back to where the ship
had gone down Donald could see that ‘the water was black with
people; every available piece of reckage seemed to be
covered, and still there were hundreds in the water’. He did not
dare to go too close but managed to rescue thirty-four, including
a woman dressed only in a thin petticoat and blouse with a two-
inch gash to her head and cuts on her back, all bleeding
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profusely. Despite her injuries she at once began working to
save others, ‘giving artificial respiration to two people’.

Charles Bowring reached a lifeboat together with one of the
ship’s officers. It was half full of water and the two men baled
out frantically with their hands. Then they spent the next few
hours ‘diving in and out of the water, rescuing as many as we
could’. Although they managed to pull about twenty in safely,
‘most of the people we got hold of were already dead’. Oliver
Bernard was also at work. He had managed to clamber into a
badly waterlogged boat, helped to bale it out and begun rowing
hard, sharing an oar with a saloon deck steward. Even in these
desperate moments Bernard’s artist’s eye took in the
surrounding scene. He watched fascinated as, ‘like a famous
picture of Ophelia, a woman’s face came floating just level with
and green as the sea . . .’ Bernard and the steward hauled her in
over the gunwhale and propped her up against Bernard’s knees.
There was ‘a frothy mucus on her lips’ and ‘she remained
peering blindly as if at some enigma of this world or that which
she discerned beyond’.

Belle Naish, who had given so much generous help to others,
was lucky to be picked up by a lifeboat. After being thrown
from the ship she had found herself lying on her back in the
water, resting on the pillow of her life preserver. She was
thinking ‘how wondrously beautiful the sunlight and the water
were from under the surface’ when something bumped her
head. Putting up her hand, she caught the bumper of a lifeboat.
She was pulled in shivering with cold and ‘with chattering
teeth’. She could hear a man playing a mouth organ. Then
someone said they would be unable to hear the cries for help,
and he stopped.

Mrs Pearl, separated from the rest of her family and hanging
onto a piece of board, dazedly heard a voice call ut, ‘Somebody
save that woman!’ A man perched on an upturned lifeboat
managed to pull her up beside him. Her husband Warren, who
had been pulled down ‘five or six times by suction’, was in the



 d

water for over three hours clinging first to a plank, then a deck
chair, then a box and finally a tin can before being helped into a
collapsible boat.

Many owed their lives to crew members. First Officer Arthur
Jones managed to transfer some of the passengers from his
heavily loaded lifeboat into another boat and ordered both
back to pick up more survivors. He dragged the heavy (over
200lb) Isaac Lehmann into a boat after the man had spent four
hours in the water. Able Seaman Thomas O’Mahoney managed
to climb on a collapsible boat. With the help of another seaman
he succeeded in freeing it from the surrounding debris and
began to pull other exhausted survivors aboard. Josephine
Brandell was hauled onto a boat by Assistant Purser Harkless
who at first thought she was dead. Ship’s carpenter Neil
Robertson saved a Texan passenger by helping him into a
damaged collapsible. The grateful man later wrote a heartfelt
letter thanking him for acting ‘as a good seaman and a brave
man’. Leslie Morton was later commended for his dedication in
searching for survivors. Able Seaman Leo Thompson, who had
managed to scramble back into the boat from which he had
fallen when it became momentarily trapped under the Marconi
wires, also did his best to gather up survivors.

But it was distressing work. Crewman Brennan had dived
overboard to surface minus his overalls and underpants. Now
he was naked from the waist down, wearing just a singlet and
waistcoat, but he still helped to pull people onto an upturned
boat, only to watch many die of exposure. As the minutes
turned into hours they began ‘just driftin’ away, water was cold
see. They were lettin’ go, we couldn’t do nothin’ for them . . .
you couldn’t hold on to them.’ He was particularly distressed by
the dead and dying infants. At 1 p.m. that day he had been
‘turnin’ a skipping rope for them’ on eck; now they bobbed
past him face down and lifeless.

Captain Turner was also saved by a crewman. As the waters
had risen around him on the Lusitania’s bridge, he had felt his
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way along the mast and jumped, managing to clear the Marconi
wires and swim to the surface. He clung first to an oar, then a
chair, but as the hours passed by he found himself ‘constantly
fighting off attacks by seagulls’. He later described his
recollection of a grotesque scene as birds ‘swooped down on the
dazed and benumbed people floating helplessly on the surface
and pecked their eyes out’. Weakening through cold and
exposure he ‘flung up a gold-braided arm’ to attract attention.
Jack Roper, a crewman, saw him and helped support him in the
water until a rescue craft picked him up. He apparently
remarked, ‘What bad luck . . . What have I done to deserve this?’

Some of those rescued had been horribly injured by
explosions or by debris. One trimmer balanced on a collapsible
boat reached into the water to help a man, grabbing him by the
arm. The next thing he saw was the man’s other arm, almost
completely severed except for ‘a little skin’. Joseph Myers was
finally pulled onto a collapsible boat with a broken leg and
smashed ribs. Ogden Hammond was dazed with pain from the
hand he had skinned and broken grabbing the rope falls of the
lifeboat he and his wife had fallen from. He was eventually
pulled into a boat and a steward lent him a coat. Another
passenger later recognised the traumatised man as the
millionaire American businessman by his ‘fashionable yellow
boots and spats’.

Floating in the water or perched on pieces of wreckage, those
still conscious wondered when it would be their turn for rescue
and whether they could survive that long. ‘We were all choking
for a drink of water, our tongues were swollen . . .’ recalled one
man. The ‘really blinding’ sunshine seemed an additional
torment. Margaret Mackworth was dimly aware of people
‘praying aloud in a curious, unemotional monotone’ and
shouting for help ‘in the same slow, impersonal way, calling
“Bo-at . . . o-at . . . bo-at . . .”’ Her legs were becoming bitterly
cold. She tried to swim to a boat but gave up after a few strokes,
reluctant to abandon the board she was still holding. She felt



dazed and stupid, unable to collect her thoughts. She wondered
vaguely whether the whole thing was a nightmare. Then, gazing
at the pale blue sky and the calm, sparkling sea, she wondered
‘half-laughing’ whether she was already dead and in heaven.
But the motion of the water was making her feel seasick and
she realised she was still wretchedly alive, if only just.

The Reverend Simpson, perched on an upturned boat, ‘tied a
pair of trousers to an oar and hoisted it as a signal of distress’.
Welsh chorister Parry Jones was clinging to a raft. For once in
his life he did not feel like singing, despite the recollections of
other survivors that he had comforted them with renditions of
‘Nearer my God to Thee’ and ‘Abide with Me’. Dr Howard Fisher
was floating on an upturned lifeboat with Lady Allan, who had
a broken collar bone as well as her injured arm. There was no
sign of her pretty young daughters, Anna and Gwen.

Quartermaster Hugh Johnston had managed to reach an
upturned boat where he was eventually joined by six other
men. They shadow-boxed to keep warm. Albert Bestie, carried
away by the current, was feeling abandoned and alone as he
struggled to remain afloat. For a while he had heard children
wailing eerily, but gradually the cries had ceased. Third Officer
John Lewis was holding grimly to a piece of a boat chock.
Sometimes he was on top of the chock, then it swung round and
he found himself underneath. It was exhausting and he was
glad to exchange it after a while for a collapsible boat ‘floating
stem up’ which he was able to cling to.

James Leary was huddling with some twenty others on a
collapsible boat. They had been unable to cut off its canvas
cover, so every so often they were washed off by the waves and
had to struggle back on again. Not everyone was strong enough.
‘Every once in a while we would miss one or two, bodies would
float around, and we would push them away when they were
dead.’

George Wynne was adrift in the water but still alive. At first
he had been pulled into a boat just as the Lusitania was sinking



and sat shuddering at the sight of ‘bodies swimming in the
water’ and ‘people trying to get into the boat’. He could see no
sign of his father’s thin, spare figure in his scullion’s clothing.
The boat had then begun filling with water and Wynne had
baled out frantically with his slippers, but it was no use. The
waterlogged boat had capsized. Now, as the exhausted man
drifted into unconsciousness in the cold water, he realised that
someone must have tied him to some wreckage and that,
miraculously, he was still afloat.

Rita Jolivet, torn from her friends by the force of the water,
had gone under twice. There was no time to think about her
little revolver as she struggled for breath. Coming up again she
had managed to grab an upturned lifeboat. It seemed very
precarious. ‘A great many other people were clinging on to it,
we were sinking.’ To her relief a collapsible boat then floated
out from under it and ‘carried away the extra people’.

Mrs Lassetter had found herself ‘in swirling water near the
wash of the propeller’ when suddenly she heard her son Fred
call out. The two of them clung to some wreckage. Then they
saw Harold Boulton floating on ‘a square box about 4 feet 6
inches’, probably one of those used to store lifebelts on deck. He
helped his friend Lassetter get his mother onto the box.
Although she was knocked over several times by the swell they
at last managed to position her in the centre and linked arms to
hold the fainting woman up.

Bellboy Robert Clark survived by clinging for four hours to
bits of wreckage including deck chairs. At last the exhausted
boy was picked up by a collapsible boat, but he was almost
instantly ordered out again to make space for women. Chilled
and frightened, he was allowed to hang onto the side of the
boat. Carefree times spent with the other bellboys electrocuting
rats in the hold seemed very remote. He wondered whether he
would be able to last.

Marconi operator Robert Leith, who had leapt into one
lifeboat from another to escape the ship’s falling stacks, gazed



towards the land which seemed so ludicrously close. Where
were the ships which should have been responding to his SOS
calls? To his horrified surprise he could see nothing.

At 3.15 p.m., just over an hour after attacking the Lusitania,
Walther Schwieger took one last look through his periscope. His
war diary described the scene: ‘Astern, in the distance, a
number of lifeboats are drifting; the Lusitania is no more to be
seen . . .’ Five minutes later he spotted another Cunard vessel, a
two-masted freighter. Schwieger raced to get ahead of her and
ordered a stern shot. This time, though, the torpedo missed.
Oblivious to her own recent danger and to the tragedy still
unfolding barely a mile away on that lovely afternoon, the
freighter continued on her way.
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US Consul Wesley Frost was working quietly in his office above
O’Reilly’s bar in Queenstown when his agitated vice-consul
came running up the stairs. Lewis Thompson told Frost that
there was ‘a wildfire rumour about town that the Lusitania had
been attacked’. Moving quickly to the window the two men saw
‘a very unusual stir in the harbor’. As they continued to stare
‘the harbor’s “mosquito fleet” of tugs, tenders and trawlers,
some two dozen in all, began to steam past the town toward the
harbor-mouth’. Frost immediately rang the Cunard office,
which ‘admitted . . . that it appeared probable that the vessel
was sunk or sinking’. Now thoroughly alarmed, Frost
telephoned Admiralty House. Lieutenant Norcocks, secretary to
Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Coke, told him sombrely, ‘It’s true . . .
We fear she has gone.’

Bob Leith’s frantic SOS messages had been picked up by
stations along the Irish coast who had at once relayed the news
to Coke at the Naval Centre in Queenstown. At 2.20 p.m. he had
received the Lusitania’s direct cry for elp: ‘Come at once big
list’. Almost simultaneously came a further forwarded message:
‘Lusitania ten miles South East apparently sinking’. At 2.41 p.m.
a terse message from the signal station at Kinsale confirmed the
worst. It said simply: ‘Lusitania sunk’.

Frost listened mechanically to the meagre information
Norcocks was able to give him. Replacing the receiver, it ook
him some moments to recover from the ‘unforgettable mental
shock’. Gathering himself together he told Thompson to cable
the news to American Consul-General Skinner in London. He
himself dashed to the Munster and Leinster Bank to withdraw
all the gold in the consulate’s deposit account and borrow an
additional two hundred pounds in gold in case he needed it to
help American survivors. He then despatched Thompson by car
to Kinsale, some eighteen miles away, with a hundred pounds to
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help any US passengers who were landed there. Next, and with
a heavy heart, he cabled Secretary of State William Bryan in
Washington: ‘Lusitania sunk 2.30 today probably many
survivors rescue work energetically proceeding shall I cable list
of survivors?’ The worst thing now would be the waiting since
none of the small rescue craft had wireless. Frost noted
gloomily that ‘no news could be had until they returned’.

Throughout the town came the cry ‘The Lusy’s gone!’ Some
people along the coast had heard explosions and seen clouds of
black smoke on the horizon. Fishermen, coastguards and
schoolchildren gathered on the Kinsale headland had actually
witnessed the ship’s final moments. Fifteen-year-old John
Murphy heard ‘a sort of heavy rumble like a distant foghorn’ as
the torpedo detonated. In Kinsale itself, the town’s dentist
Ernest Wolfe received a phone call from the lighthouse on the
Old Head of Kinsale to say that the liner had been struck. He
closed up his surgery and took his little daughter high up on the
town ramparts and watched a stream of little boats heading out
of the harbour.

In Queenstown shocked local Cunard agent Jerome Murphy
was hastily alerting the Royal Hospital, the volunteer first-aid
corps and the mortuaries. He also toured the town’s hotels,
putting them on stand-by to take in survivors. The town’s
leading hotel was the Queen’s Hotel owned for twenty years by
a naturalised German, Otto Humbert. It faced the harbour and
an electric beacon shone from its roof as a welcoming guide to
passengers arriving by sea after dark. Now her guests repared
to welcome survivors. Amy Biddulph, who was convalescing
there, set to work with other women to make up fifty beds. Just
as they were finishing they were told ‘to prepare one hundred
more’.

Murphy also sent a series of messages to Cunard’s
headquarters in Liverpool informing them that the ship had
been sunk and giving the approximate time and position. He
also told them: ‘No intelligence as to crew or passengers’. The
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first telegram, sent at 3.25 p.m., did not reach Liverpool until 5
p.m. because it was delayed by the Admiralty censor, but by
early evening rumours were spreading throughout the city and
anxious crowds were converging on Cunard’s offices. In London
Lloyd’s posted a bulletin announcing the disaster shortly before
5 p.m. At 5.15 p.m. the Foreign Office issued a statement.

Admiral Jackie Fisher and Rear Admiral Henry Oliver learned
of the sinking from Coke shortly before 3 p.m. He told them he
was sending all available tugs and small craft to the stricken
liner’s assistance. Churchill, in France at Sir John French’s
headquarters and preoccupied with news of a full-scale battle
in the Dardanelles, was not told of the disaster until later that
day. In New York Cunard General Manager Charles Sumner
received the news by cable during the course of the morning.
According to one newspaperman he started trembling so badly
he seemed likely to collapse. ‘“She’s gone,” he said with a gasp.
“What in God’s name am I to do now?”’

Meanwhile Coke’s small force of converted fishing trawlers,
armed naval patrol craft and elderly torpedo boats was
steaming to the scene of the wreck some twenty-five miles from
Queenstown. The steamer Katrina, several local fishing craft
outside the harbour and some auxiliary vessels joined the
rescue. After conferring rapidly with Vice-Admiral Hood, Coke
had also ordered the elderly cruiser Juno, which had narrowly
missed a confrontation with the U-20 that very morning, to the
Lusitania’s aid. She had only just moored in the harbour and it
took her some thirty minutes to get up enough steam. She
reached Roche’s Point at the entrance to the arbour, some
twenty miles from where the Lusitania had gone down, at
around 3 p.m.; Coke then changed his mind and ordered her
back to port. The definitive news that the Lusitania had sunk
had decided him that the Juno was not needed and should not
be risked. He feared that, like her sisters the Hogue and the
Cressy which were destroyed when they went to the aid of the
torpedoed Aboukir, she would be a tempting target for any
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lurking U-boat as she went about her rescue duties. The smaller
boats would be adequate to pick up the survivors, even though
the Juno with her top speed of eighteen knots could have been
at the scene just after 4 p.m., considerably earlier than the
other, slower craft.

From elsewhere along the coast a motley collection of craft
from lifeboats to fishing smacks was also going to the scene.
They included the Courtmacsherry lifeboat, which set out at 3
p.m. with twelve men at the oars. The coxswain, on watch on
Barry Point, had seen the Lusitania go down. He rushed to the
lifeboat station, ‘fired the signal’ and within minutes the crew
were aboard. But without an engine it would take them some
three hours to reach the scene. They prayed as they rowed ‘as
hard as men could pray, a prayer with every stroke. “Oh God,
keep them alive until we’re there” . . .’

The waiting seemed incomprehensible to those struggling to
stay afloat and alive or huddled in lifeboats. Steward Robert
Barnes, sharing an upturned collapsible lifeboat with ten others
including a dead woman, could not understand the delay since
they were ‘in sight of Queenstown all the time’. He was afraid
that his frail craft was drifting out to sea.

The fishing smack Peel 12 was among the first to reach the
scene. Her crew of seven had just landed a catch of eight
hundred mackerel when they saw the Lusitania sinking by the
bows some three miles south-east of them. They met the first
lifeboats some four hundred yards from where she had gone
down, a determined Elizabeth Duckworth rowing hard in one
of them. The fishermen helped the battered, exhausted
survivors aboard. As she limbed in Elizabeth was surprised to
spot another lifeboat ‘tossing about in the water’ with only
three aboard. As soon as the boat was within hailing distance a
man stood up and shouted that he and his two companions
were the only survivors out of the entire boatload. He begged
for help to row back and rescue ‘some of the drowning’. The
captain of the fishing smack refused, saying he could not spare
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the men. Elizabeth was disgusted. Before anyone could stop her
the wiry fifty-two-year-old Lancashire woman leapt the gap
between the Peel 12 and the lifeboat and seized an oar.
Elizabeth and her three male companions rescued ‘about forty
of those struggling in the water’ and brought them back to the
Peel 12. The fishermen cheered her as they helped her back on
board.

While rowing about, her spirits had risen at the sight of two
steamers on the horizon. These were the British freighters City
of Exeter and Etonian, westward-bound for America. But, as she
watched, the two ships vanished over the horizon. She decided
grimly that they could ‘know nothing of our predicament’, but
she was not entirely correct. The two vessels, together with a
third in the vicinity, the Standard Oil Company’s tanker
Narrangasett, had indeed heard the Lusitania’s distress calls
which had been picked up by ships’ wirelesses as far afield as
Land’s End. All three ships altered course to go to her aid but a
look-out on the Narrangasett reported seeing a torpedo flash
past through the water within ten yards of her. The
Narrangasett at once alerted the City of Exeter that U-boats were
in the area. All three ships beat a retreat, deciding that assisting
the Lusitania was a task for the Royal Navy. The captain of the
Narrangasett even suspected that the Lusitania’s SOS might not
have been genuine, simply a German ruse to lure British
shipping into the path of U-boats. The captain of the Exeter did
not learn of the Lusitania’s fate until 2 a.m. the next day when
he concluded that the Germans had deliberately stationed U-
boats off the Old Head of Kinsale ‘for the express purpose of
preventing any ssistance being given to the passengers of the
Lusitania’.

Meanwhile, Charles Lauriat, Fred Gauntlett and James Brooks
in their lifeboat laden with moaning, groaning people had
struggled to propel the craft towards the sanctuary of the Peel
12. Looking around, Lauriat saw two other lifeboats also
making for the smack. They were far from full and he



wondered why their occupants had not tried harder to pick up
survivors. As they approached he also noticed that the
occupants were dry while his sodden passengers had all been
fished out of the ocean. Margaret Gwyer, still thoroughly coated
in oil and soot, was one of them. As the lifeboat approached the
smack she was ecstatic to see the tall figure of her husband
standing at the rail with ‘a perfectly blank expression on his
face’. She was in such a terrible state and he in such shock that
he did not recognise her until he seemed to pull himself
together, leaned over the side and looked her squarely in the
face.

Lauriat landed his catch of thirty-two survivors on the Peel 12
with enormous relief. Although ‘it was positively slippery with
fish scales and the usual dirt of fishermen . . . the deck of that
boat, under our feet, felt as good as the front hall of our own
homes’, he later wrote. The old fishermen were horrified by the
survivors’ condition. One bedraggled survivor recalled that ‘we
looked like a bunch of sparrows’. Many had been mangled and
disfigured. Some were naked and their teeth chattered. Some
were bleeding. Others clutched limbs distorted by fractures. In
the worst cases broken bones poked through torn flesh. The
crew rushed to provide the shivering, stricken people with
what help they could. They improvised bandages and pulled
woollen blankets from their bunks. But it was very crowded,
people were in shock and the crew could not succour everyone.
Lauriat gave his sweater to a near-naked young man and his
jacket to a woman clad only in a nightgown. The crew hastily
brewed hot tea. When the tea ran out they handed round mugs
of boiling water. Sips from the boat’s one bottle of whiskey were
rationed out to those most in need.

Professor Holbourn was sitting huddled and dripping wet in
the tiny hold which still smelled strongly of fish. Next to him lay
a man with a broken leg and an expectant mother with her ribs
crushed. Another woman who had lost her child in the water
was crying brokenly, ‘My baby, my little baby!’ Ogden
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Hammond was thinking sadly of his wife whom he had seen fall
sixty feet headlong into the sea from a wildly tilting lifeboat.
Others too were wondering anxiously about their loved ones,
straining eyes and ears in the hope that they would spy them in
the water or hear their voices from one of the lifeboats. Lauriat
was glad to see a one-year-old baby pulled on board with his
grateful mother and father. He noted that ‘the little chap was
one of the few babies who was saved’.

The Peel 12 took on some 160 survivors. She was so rowded
that James Brooks was forced to dangle his legs over the side,
but he was thankful he was no longer rowing inexpertly, trying
to avoid with his oar ‘the dead and the living among the debris’.
Realising that his own ship was now in some danger of sinking,
the Peel 12’s captain took two further boats in tow and set out
for Queenstown. Those hunched on her deck kept watch for the
arrival of more rescue ships. To a grieving woman whose
toddler had been dragged from her arms in the water it seemed
that ‘everybody was more or less insane’ by now. It was around
6 p.m., three and a half hours after the sinking, when the rescue
fleet began to arrive in earnest. Oliver Bernard watched as
‘Gradually smoke appeared on the horizon, east and west’ and
‘all kinds of steamers heaved in sight . . . A woman moaned,
“Why didn’t they come before?”’

After about an hour the fishing smack was met by the
venerable old tender Flying Fish. The paddle-steamer was
nicknamed the ‘Galloping Goose’ and had ferried passengers
ashore in the days when the great ocean liners stopped at
Queenstown. In the calm sea she was able to come right
alongside the Peel to take on survivors. Even so, the process of
transferring the miserable, suffering human cargo over the rails
was difficult. Lauriat rote: ‘we carried our cripples across in
our arms’.

Oliver Bernard was also on the Flying Fish, sitting cheek by
jowl with David Thomas. They were both chilled to the bone.
Bernard tried pacing the deck for warmth and remarked, ‘An
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exciting day!’ This prompted an infuriated diatribe from the
coal magnate about the inefficiency of the Lusitania’s crew. He
told Bernard that it had been ‘outrageous, simply outrageous’.

Belle Naish, looking anxiously around in her lifeboat, felt
overwhelmed to see the rescue force finally appear: ‘smoke
then, in several places ahead on the horizon, finally the
smokestacks, and then the bows of the vessels seemed suddenly
to come to view . . . the wonder we all felt when we realized
that the sea was so smooth we could see the spray on the bows
and swells behind each boat coming to our rescue’. To another
thankful survivor suddenly ‘the whole sea seemed full of tugs
and torpedo boats’. Belle was taken on board the Julia. The
sailors revived her with tea and gave her a hot brick while they
ransacked their cabins for woollen socks and slippers for her
and other survivors. One man passed around a box of cakes his
wife had made for him. Belle tried to comfort a despairing
seven-year-old boy, Robert Kay. Robert had not only lost his
mother but was feverishly in the throes of measles.

Suddenly Belle saw an unconscious Theodate Pope pulled in
from the sea with boat-hooks and laid among the dead ‘like a
sack of cement’. Victims of severe hypothermia often appear to
be dead. Their pulse can be so weak as to be undetectable, and
they have no reflexes. At the same time people may survive
drowning in cold water by up to forty-five minutes because of
the lowering of the metabolic rate in the brain. Luckily for
Theodate, Belle left Robert and went over to the stack of bodies.
She hesitantly touched Theodate to find her body stiff.
Theodate’s face was swollen and discoloured by bruising, but
Belle refused to believe that she was quite dead and pleaded
with the sailors to give her artificial respiration. They hacked
off her fashionable clothing with a carving nife brought up
from the galley and got to work for what seemed like hours. To
their amazement, she came round. Gazing confusedly around
her Theodate gradually realised she was lying on the floor
wrapped in a blanket and staring into a small open-grate fire.
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She saw a ‘pair of grey trowsered legs’. Painfully, she turned her
head and saw a man watching her closely. She tried to speak
but was so chilled and trembling that she could not make the
words come. The sympathetic sailors placed hot bricks at her
feet and against her back. This was kindly meant, but
potentially dangerous. Sufferers from hypothermia need to be
revived gradually at the rate of 1°C an hour. If arms and legs
warm up before the heart and other organs are ready, the heart
may not be able to pump blood fast enough and the patient
collapses. A number of passengers died as attempts were made
to revive them.

Leslie Morton was at last taken aboard the auxiliary patrol
trawler Indian Empire after helping to pick up survivors and
ferry them to rescue vessels. Bellboy Ben Holton was also
aboard the Indian Empire. He had passed out with the cold as he
floated on some wreckage to which an unknown benefactor
had tied him. He woke to find himself laid out on the ship’s
hatch among a pile of dead bodies ‘with the blue sky overhead
and vibrations of engines below’. He managed to sit up, causing
an astonished sailor to say ‘Good gracious, are you alive? We
put you amongst the dead ones.’ He helped Holton cut off his
sodden lifejacket and gave him a cup of strong coffee. A near-
dead George Wynne was also hauled aboard. Sailors thumped
his chest and worked his arms to pump the water from his
lungs. Then they gave him sugared tea. He was shivering
violently from cold and shock in his thin, torn singlet and
checked kitchen trousers so they put a blanket around him.
Charles Hill was also picked up by the Indian Empire together
with Senior Second Engineer Andrew Cockburn. Both were
unnerved to hear the vessel’s captain suddenly yell ‘There is a
periscope!’ It was a false alarm. Nevertheless, some of the 170
survivors crammed on her decks were convinced that
submarines ere still hovering to pick off the rescue craft and
refused to take off their lifebelts.



Fireman John O’Connell helped the injured Lady Allan onto
the steamer Katrina. She managed a weak smile and said, ‘I like
you, what for I don’t know.’ There was still no sign of her
daughters Gwen and Anna but her two maids were on board,
together with Howard Fisher, Rita Jolivet and Surgeon-Major
Warren Pearl. The Lassetters and Harold Boulton, plucked at
last from their precarious wooden box, were also there. Boulton
had been mightily relieved to spot the Katrina ‘coming hell for
leather’, thinking, ‘Thank God, we’re going to be saved.’ The
Katrina had been flying a Greek flag but the surprised survivors
quickly realised that they were aboard a British ship. Despite
the name painted on her sides, she was in reality the SS
Westborough commanded by Captain E. L. Taylor and sailing
under neutral Greek colours as ‘a measure for safety’.

The survivors were given the suitably British sustenance of
mugs of strong black tea and slabs of jam tart. Some began to
feel more human, but for others there were still grim scenes
and wide-awake nightmares as they stared at close quarters,
despite themselves, at the many people who were badly
wounded and mutilated. O’Connell watched someone perform
an emergency operation without anaesthetic on the man with
the partially severed arm whom he had helped to pull into a
lifeboat: he ‘got a little bit of string and severed the rest of his
arm . . . and threw it over the side’. A wet, cold Joseph Myers
was in agony from his broken leg and ribs. The crew stripped
him as quickly and gently as they could of his sodden, clinging
clothes, wrapped him in a rough blanket and laid him across a
warm grating in the engine-room.

Mabel Henshaw, having given herself up for lost, was spotted
floating on her back and taken aboard the fishing boat Bluebell.
Like Ben Holton, she too was at first taken for dead and laid out
on the deck. After a while, though, Mabel opened her eyes and
looked up at the stars. Her first confused thoughts were
‘Where’s this?’ and ‘Gee whiz it’s cold.’ Someone shouted, ‘Oh
quick, there’s life here!’ She was carried down to a warm cabin,



shivering with early symptoms of pneumonia and pleurisy.
Although the sailors were ‘rough diamonds’, the grateful
woman thought they treated her like ‘a queen’, holding up a
blanket so she could take off her wet clothes.

Captain Turner was also aboard the Bluebell. The trawler’s
skipper wrapped a blanket around him and took him down to
the mess room where he sat by the stove ‘with his head in his
arms’. George Kessler was there, bruised legs wrapped in
bandages. He had been taken from a boat in the bottom of
which nine corpses were lying in the bilge water. The Bluebell
also picked up the unconscious Margaret Mackworth. Charles
Bowring spotted her, as the water swept her by in the twilight,
on a wicker chair which had floated up under her unconscious
body. Reviving, she found herself ‘lying naked between blankets
on a deck in the dark’. A fisherman was peering at her. With a
muttered ‘That’s better’, he fetched her a cup of lukewarm tea.

The disorientated woman drank it imagining she was still on
the Lusitania. She wondered with vague annoyance why her
stewardess had not brought the tea. Then her whole body
began to shake violently. Her teeth chattered ‘like castanets’.
The fisherman offered to help her to go below, confiding that it
had taken three men to get her prone body aboard. He also told
her that they had left her on deck because ‘we thought you
were dead and it did not seem worth while cumbering up the
cabin with you’. Supported now by a man on either side and
with a third holding back her long, dripping hair, Margaret was
helped downstairs and put in the captain’s bunk. The sudden
warmth made her feel ‘almost delirious’. As she looked round
she could see others ‘a little drunk’ both with the heat and ‘the
light and the joy’ of knowing they were alive. Everyone was
talking at the tops of their voices and laughing, even a woman
who confessed that she was ‘almost sure her husband was
drowned’. Although he was all she had in the world she was
seemingly ‘full of cheerfulness and laughter’.
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There were two exceptions to this ‘merry hysteria’. The first
was Captain Turner, still sitting hunched and silent. Junior
Third Officer Albert Bestie, who had been rescued from a
drifting lifeboat which he had managed to keep afloat by
plugging it with scraps of wood and cork, tried to offer his
captain a few consoling words but was rebuffed. The second
was a woman who ‘in a low rather monotonous voice’ began to
describe the loss of her baby. She told Turner that her child’s
death had been unnecessary, blaming the ‘lack of organisation
and discipline on board’. A sailor whispered to Margaret that
the woman was hysterical. Margaret thought the reverse: the
poor bereft mother appeared to her ‘to be the one person on
board who was not’.

Doris Lawlor and her father were rescued by a fishing smack.
Doris was put into a bunk and two fishermen fed her hot rum
from a little enamel dish. Gradually she began to revive. The
fishermen bound her chilled feet in pieces of newspaper to
make shoes for her, tying them around each ankle with string.
Avis Dolphin had also been picked up. Wrapped in a rug — she
had taken off her clothes to dry them — and with a hot drink in
her hands, the young girl was huddling near the stove where
‘there was a good fire burning’. She was touched to see a little
boy suddenly reunited with his parents. They had already lost
their baby and had feared that their son too had been drowned.

Able Seaman Thomas O’Mahoney, who had narrowly missed
being sliced in pieces by the Lusitania’s propellers, was picked
up by a naval patrol boat. Quartermaster Hugh Johnston, who
had tried to steer the Lusitania in her dying moments, had
nearly lost hope of rescue. He had watched smoke spiralling
from six different vessels as they nudged their way through the
debris and lifeless bodies looking for survivors, but he was
eventually spotted and brought in late at night into
Queenstown. Margaret Cox, still clutching baby Desmond, was
transferred from her lifeboat to a trawler feeling ‘so ragged and
tired and wet’. A demented woman suddenly seized hold f her



and began hitting her frenziedly with her fists until she was
pulled away. Margaret forgave her when she understood the
cause: ‘she was just crazy, she’d lost her child’. Steward Barnes,
rescued by another boat, felt childishly delighted to be given
corned beef and sailors’ biscuits which seemed ‘one of the
nicest meals’ he had ever had. Others were dismayed to find
that although their tongues were swollen and their throats raw
from swallowing sea water some of the rescue boats ‘had no
water’ left to give them.

Parry Jones was in the water for eight hours before being
rescued, one of six Royal Gwent Singers to survive. Poker-loving
Soren Sorenson was also picked out of the water and lay
groaning on the deck of his rescue craft, his hands ‘black, blue
and swollen’. One survivor who encountered his bedroom
steward on a trawler was so disorientated he mechanically gave
him a tip. A husband and wife reunited on another rescue craft,
each having believed the other dead, fell to their knees in
prayer.

Mrs Henry Adams, struggling in the water after the raft on
which she had tried to float finally sank, was saved by one of
the torpedo boats sent out by Coke. William Howard, a rating
aboard the torpedo boat 055, was told by his captain to forget
about the dead and ‘pick up the ones who are still alive’. Some,
though, had only a precarious hold on life — of the twenty-
three rescued by the 055 two were dead before the boat
reached Queenstown. Ernest Hey, a young engineer on board
another torpedo boat, the 050, rescued three semiconscious
stewards he found slumped on the canvas cover of a
collapsible. One of them still had a dinner napkin tied around
his neck. He had had his last meal, dying on the way to
Queenstown. Altogether the 050 picked up twenty-seven
survivors, including James Leary who had survived four and a
half hours of clinging to an upturned collapsible and watching
fourteen of the original group hanging onto it slip under the
water. His leg was badly gashed and bleeding and he was
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groaning in agony from the stinging pain. One chilled survivor
aboard the 050 as so desperate to get warm that he burned his
flesh badly in the attempt as he clambered over the hot metal of
the ship’s engines.

The experience was a traumatic one for the rescuers. Even
though they were hardened to the sea it was macabre, often
heart-breaking work. One crew was attracted by an
intermittent flashing light and rowed hopefully towards it, but
instead of a survivor they found ‘a circular lifebuoy clasped by
the hand of a drowned lady whose body depended entirely
beneath the surface. But on one of the two or three
unsubmerged fingers a great diamond was flashing in the
sunlight.’ Bosun John Maloney of the Courtmacsherry lifeboat
looked through his binoculars to see corpses floating in the sea
‘as thick as grass’. Although they had strained at the oars for
three and a half hours ‘until our hearts were well-nigh broken’,
his men were ‘only in time to pick up dead bodies’. Other
rescuers were shocked by the many ‘mothers with their babies
still clasped in their arms in death’. The sailors also knew how
distressing it was for the survivors to see the lifeless forms
floating stiffly and blindly by. One trawler captain, reproached
for not staying longer at the scene on the chance of rescuing
more people, answered his critic fiercely: ‘There were many left
in the water, but they were all dead and many so horribly
mangled I thought better to bring ashore my boatload of
suffering women as they could not have stood much more.’

There were practical as well as emotional problems for some
of the rescuers. Two fishing vessels, the Daniel O’Connell and
the Elizabeth, were trying to ferry survivors quickly ashore,
intending to return later to look for more survivors. Making for
their home port of Kinsale they were stopped by the
government tug Stormcock, a vessel which earlier in her career
had towed the liner Great Eastern when she had been reduced
to cable-laying. The Stormcock had just rescued the Lusitania’s
third electrician W. E. G. Jones and a lady who were bobbing



about in a large wooden coffin-like locker used to store lifebelts.
Now her captain, Commander Shee, haughtily insisted that the
survivors aboard the Elizabeth and Daniel O’Connell be
transferred to his vessel so he could take them to Queenstown.

Edward White of the Elizabeth and Jimmy Hagan of the Daniel
O’Connell protested angrily. They argued that Kinsale was closer
and that some of the women survivors were ‘very weak’. The
exchange quickly became heated. According to fisherman John
Forde, Shee said he would have run down the Elizabeth if she
had no passengers on board and that he would report White to
Vice-Admiral Coke. The situation became yet more fraught
when some passengers refused to transfer, convinced that the
larger vessel would be a more likely target for any U-boats.
Eventually the transfer was completed, and the Stormcock was
the first rescue vessel to enter Queenstown harbour, sailing in
past the Royal Dock Yard and the Royal Yacht Club just after 8
p.m.

Consul Frost was waiting anxiously at the Cunard Wharf.
Police had put a makeshift barrier around it to keep sightseers
away. Unfortunately there was only space for one ship at a time
to unload on the gas-lit quayside. Lieutenant Norcocks, with a
surgeon and staff from the Royal Naval Hospital, was also
waiting. Behind him stood rows of policemen, soldiers and
sailors ready with blankets and stretchers. As boat after boat
began to come in out of the darkness the scene took on a
nightmarish quality. Frost watched ‘the ghastly procession of
the rescue ships as they landed the living and the dead that
night under the flaring gas torches’. He saw ‘bruised and
shuddering women, crippled and half-clothed men, and a few
wide-eyed little children’ helped or carried up the gangplank.
Many were shoeless and wrapped in blankets.

Women grabbed at the sleeves of officials begging desperately
for word of their husbands. Frost saw men ‘with choking efforts
at matter-of-factness move ceaselessly from group to group,
seeking a lost daughter or sister or even bride . . . Every voice in
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that great mixed assemblage was pitched in unconscious
undertones, broken now and then by painful coughing fits of
uppressed hysteria . . .’ Archie Donald found the sights on

arrival at Queenstown nearly too much to bear with ‘husbands
looking for their wives and fathers for their children’. One
woman with a baby in her arms and a blanket given her by a
sailor around her shoulders refused to leave the quayside ‘but
waited until the last survivor had passed, searching each face as
it went by, in the vain hope of finding her husband, from whom
she had been separated in the last terrible scene on the liner’s
deck’.

The Flying Fish reached Queenstown around 9.30 p.m. As she
entered the harbour a patrol boat halted her and a voice rang
out, ‘What ship is that?’ The reply came back, ‘The ship Flying
Fish with survivors of the Lusitania.’ But the ordeal was not yet
over. According to Lauriat, ‘there came very near being a real
fight’. As the flaming torches on the quayside came into view
the Flying Fish’s captain told the incredulous survivors that they
could not go ashore until he had formally reported to the
harbour authorities. Lauriat argued in ‘language that was
decidedly to the point’ that the people were in urgent need of
hot food and drink and shelter. The captain refused to listen
and went in search of a harbour inspector, leaving orders that
the gangplank was not to be lowered.

As soon as he was gone Lauriat and others put the gangplank
over the side. When a man on the dockside tried to stop them,
Lauriat told him bluntly that he had three seconds to get out of
the way. The man ran off. The furious bookseller and other
able-bodied men then helped the weaker onto the quayside and
went to summon ambulances and stretchers. As she staggered
gratefully ashore, Elizabeth Duckworth broke down for the first
but not the last time. She was treated for exposure and taken to
the Westbourne Hotel. Oliver Bernard stumbled ashore to be
helped by a sailor from HMS Venus who thrust a cigarette
between his chilled lips. ‘Picture a bull-dog in blue helping a
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sooty rat along the main street of Queenstown lined by crowds
of natives’, he later wrote. After seeing the injured taken care
of, Lauriat bought imself some pyjamas of the thickest wool he
had ever put on, had a drink in the Imperial Hotel bar and
found himself a bed. At last he passed into ‘a dead, dreamless
sleep’.

The Bluebell reached Queenstown at about 11 p.m. Margaret
Mackworth shuffled ashore in a khaki army greatcoat
borrowed from a soldier over a blanket tucked around her
waist and with the captain’s carpet slippers on her feet. She was
too weak to step up onto the gangway and crawled onto it on
her hands and knees. At the other end she was overjoyed to find
her father waiting for her. After leaving the Flying Fish David
Thomas had been looked after by a kindly Catholic priest who
had taken him off to dinner and plied him with brandy,
ignoring Thomas’s protests that he had not drunk alcohol for
fifteen years. Afterwards he had waited light-headed and
anxious on the quayside for news of his daughter.

Amy Biddulph, still making up beds at the Queen’s Hotel, saw
survivors come ‘dripping, pale, exhausted, some unconscious,
others on stretchers — injured in every possible way, the
children crying for their mothers — husbands looking with
anxious eyes for their wives and families — wives looking for
their husbands who they would probably never see again . . .’
She and her mother tore or cut their clothing from them, rolled
them in blankets, dosed them with brandy, then put them to
bed ‘with hot water jars’.

Charles Bowring, hobbling ashore in his sodden Norfolk
jacket, put his hand in his pocket to retrieve his glasses. He
found that ‘they were all twisted in a piece of paper but it was
all pulp’. Putting on his mangled spectacles and inspecting it
more closely he saw that the scrap of paper was the German
warning which had appeared in the New York papers the day
the Lusitania sailed. He reflected wryly that he had at least one
souvenir of the day’s events. Captain Turner disembarked last



from the Bluebell. One observer thought he looked ‘terribly
broken down’. He apparently remarked with quiet irony, ‘Well,
it is the fortune of war.’

The Katrina came in at around midnight. Harold Boulton,
though not a drinking man, tossed down six whiskies and soda
which a soldier held out to him on a tray as he disembarked. He
was convinced they saved his life. Theodate Pope was carried
ashore from her vessel, the Julia, by two sailors who made a
chair with their hands and lifted her up, calling ‘Way, way!’ She
was so weak she nearly fell when they set her gently on her
feet, but a doctor caught her by the shoulders. She was taken by
car to a hotel which even in her desperate condition she -could
see was ‘third-rate’. She again tried to stand but immediately
crumpled in a heap. The men carried her into a lounge which
was ‘full of men in all sorts of strange garments’. The
proprietress rushed to fetch her some brandy. Theodate
recognised the young Englishman who had been so anxious to
have enough time to finish his ice-cream before any submarine
attack. He was sitting limply in a pink dressing-gown. He saw
her and came over, and she asked anxiously after Edwin Friend.
The young man ‘shook his head without answering’.

Theodate was helped upstairs to share a room with other
women but could not sleep. All night long she kept expecting
Edwin Friend to appear, looking for her. A stream of other men
kept coming into the room ‘snapping on the lights, bringing
children for us to identify, taking telegrams, getting our names
for the list of survivors . . .’ Each time she scanned their faces
and each time she was disappointed. All she could think of was
her ‘frightful anxiety’ for the man she hoped ‘would be saved to
carry on the work we had so much at heart’. Seeing her distress,
another passenger set out to check the hotels, hospitals and
private houses where survivors were sheltering. He returned
every two or three hours but each time with no news. That
night Theodate found, like some other survivors, that her hair
was beginning to fall out from the effects of shock.
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Those survivors who were strong enough were ushered into the
rear rooms of the brightly lit Cunard offices to register their
names on the list of survivors which flustered company staff
were trying to compile. Frost had received  cable from
Secretary of State Bryan stating ‘Company reports all
passengers saved. If report untrue cable names of Americans
lost or not accounted for.’ He therefore asked that all survivors’
nationalities be recorded and that American survivors be
directed to him, but the Cunard officials were too distracted to
pay much heed at first. Frost found disorientated Americans
wandering about ‘wholly unmarshalled’.

In London, a grim-faced Ambassador Page was waiting for
Frost’s latest updates. During the afternoon Sir Edward Grey
had called him to the Foreign Office to tell him that the
Lusitania ‘had been torpedoed and sunk by German
submarines off the Irish coast’. The Pages were preparing to
host a farewell dinner that night for Colonel and Mrs House at
their house in Grosvenor Square. Page decided that, as the
reports from Cunard suggested there were no casualties, he
need not abandon the dinner, but by the time he returned home
he had learned that the first reports had been wrong. There had
been massive loss of life. It was too late to cancel the party,
which went ahead in subdued mood punctuated by frequent
bulletins from Frost and the Admiralty. Page read them aloud to
his appalled guests. Colonel House, who had had a long day
beginning with his visit to Kew Gardens with Grey, followed by
his interview with the King, was among the most outspoken.
‘We shall be at war with Germany within a month,’ he
predicted.

Meanwhile, survivors were being taken into the back of the
Queenstown post office on the harbour front to wire their
families that they were alive. George Wynne, deeply anxious
about his father, sent a telegram to his mother in Liverpool. He
did not want to worry her and so wrote that they were both
safe. His hand was ‘shaking very bad’ and another cook had to
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guide it for him. Leslie Morton rushed in to send a cable to his
father confirming that he was safe but that he was looking for
his brother. Margaret Cox, whose son Desmond was ‘almost in
convulsions with crying’, sent a wire to her husband. She was
tormented by the thought that if she had taken her teward’s
advice and gone to the first sitting of lunch she would have
been two decks below in her cabin when the torpedo struck.
She and Desmond would probably have been drowned.

Gradually survivors were dispersed to whatever
accommodation could be found. Margaret Mackworth and her
father went to the Queen’s Hotel, which, despite the efforts of
Amy Biddulph and fellow guests, seemed to her ‘by far the
dirtiest place’ she had ever seen. The staff could only provide
biscuits and lemonade. A disgusted Margaret climbed into bed.
A little later a hysterical and traumatised Mrs Lassetter was
brought in and placed in the second bed. She was so agitated
that it was 3 a.m. before Margaret could persuade her to sleep.
But they were more fortunate than some survivors. Seaman
Duncan, who had been in the water until 8 p.m., staggered
ashore in a terrible condition. Soldiers gave him some tea with
whisky in it but it made him sick. He was taken to a room slung
with ‘wire cages for going to sleep like hammocks’. He woke in
the middle of the night unable to open his eyes because they
were so sore and clogged with mucus from the salt water. For a
while he believed he had gone blind. Some had to sleep three in
a bed. Soren Sorenson was taken to a sailors’ home which
provided whiskey but no bedclothes.

Bellboy Robert Clark, exhausted, wet and with his fingers
sticking painfully together where ‘the flesh was taken off’, did
not care where he was. Taken to a room in the Imperial Hotel
he at once fell into a deep sleep. But many found it hard to rest,
let alone sleep, that night, despite their exhaustion. Mabel
Henshaw was taken to the Royal Hotel but lay awake grieving
and hoping for news that her baby’s body had been found.
Exhausted as he was, Professor Holbourn could not rest until he
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had news of Avis Dolphin. At last, at 2 a.m. in his hotel ‘news
was brought to him that she was safe’. All Charlotte Pye wanted
was ‘to go and look for my baby’. A doctor insisted she went to
bed but during the night she began to feel so ill that she said to
a woman sharing her room, ‘Will ou ring the bell? I’m dying.’
No-one came. She eventually got out of bed and walked around
a little but it seemed to her ‘I’d never be able to live again
without the child I’d loved so dearly.’

As the night wore on it became clear that many vessels were
carrying greater numbers of dead than living. Two trawlers and
a steamship returned with over a hundred corpses, mostly
women. A tug brought sixteen dead including three babies.
Wesley Frost saw how ‘Piles of corpses like cordwood began to
appear among the paint-kegs and coils of rope on the shadowy
old wharves.’ Survivors searched frantically among them.
Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl steeled himself to check for
members of his family. He was appalled to find ‘a father, mother
and three daughters, all dead, clasped in each other’s arms’.
Archie Donald stayed up until 4 a.m. ‘examining the dead
bodies as they came in’ as he searched for his friends. He was
joined by Oliver Bernard, who was looking for Lesley Mason.
He met ‘only what were carried ashore, stiff already, mute
fellow-beings’. He decided that ‘in the flickering lamps and glow
of furnace fires aboard tugs and trawlers, lying on open decks,
the harvest was something that merited the imagination of a
Gustave Doré’.

Adult corpses were placed on stretchers and carried to the
temporary morgues set up in a shed on the Cunard quay, and
then, as the numbers of dead rose, in the large town hall and a
disused ship’s chandlery. The sailors carried the dead babies in
their arms. Crewman Brennan went to the morgues to help
with the task of identification. He broke down at the sight of all
the stiff tiny bodies laid out in rows ‘and more still being
carried in’. The human cost could not have been more horrible.



The lost and the found. Newspapers carried graphic accounts of the sinking and
photographs of the victims and survivors: 1 Charles Klein; 2 Commander J. Foster
Stackhouse; 3 Mrs Stewart Mason; 4 G.L.F. Vernon; 5 Sir Hugh Lane; 6 Kathleen Kaye;
7 Helen Smith; 8 Rita Jolivet; 9 Oliver Bernard; 10 Alfred Vanderbilt; 11 J.G.
Colebrook; 12 Lady Mackworth; 13 Captain Turner; 14 Charles Frohman; 15 Mme
Pappadopoulo; 16 E.M. Collin, Mrs Wolfenden, Mrs Plank, Mrs Lohden, Elsie Lohden,
F.J. Milford; 17 Julian D. Ayala; 18 Elbert Hubbard; 19 Father Maturin; 20 Lady Allan
and her two daughters; 21 Jack Roper; 22 D.A. Thomas.
 



The first list of survivors goes up in Liverpool.
 

Survivors at the railway station.
 



A clergyman comforts a survivor in Queenstown.
 

A passenger reluctant to part with the Boddy’s patent lifebelt which saved him.
 

Captain Turner in Queenstown in his now-shrunken uniform.
 



Helen Smith, unaware that she is now an orphan, clutches a doll given to her by well-
wishers in Queenstown.

 

Shocked surviving crewmen in Queenstown.
 



Frank Hook recovers in hospital in Queenstown.
 



20 - THE TOWN OF THE DEAD
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Even a man as cynical and detached as Oliver Bernard found
the sights in the three makeshift morgues hard to stomach. He
had risen again at sunrise on 8 May, still driven by the sense of
duty that one of his first tasks should be to resume his search
for Lesley Mason. When he entered the first morgue ‘a heap of
what looked like battered, bruised, broken dolls laid aside as
factory refuse might be’ confronted his eye. As he peered more
closely he saw they were ‘nude, semi-nude innocents . . . babies
so discoloured that it was difficult to believe that these effigies
had ever lived. Mothers, wives and daughters lay in a row all
round the shed, in sodden garments, not believably human
persons of the day before.’ He found the second morgue even
worse. Sunlight filtering through its grimy windows fell on the
‘bloated features . . . smeared with bloody mucus’ of Staff
Captain Anderson. Bernard could see that he had not died
‘without a hard struggle’. In the third morgue the air was
unpleasantly clammy, moisture evaporating from the piles of
soaked corpses. The only one Bernard recognised was
impresario Charles Frohman, whose body, unlike most others,
was not disfigured. He could discover no sign among the silent
rows of William Lindsey’s ‘little girl’. As he walked back to his
hotel a depressed Bernard thought that ‘the streets of
Queenstown reeked of death’.

Charles Lauriat woke up at 6 a.m. in the room he was haring
with three other men at the Imperial Hotel. The elderly
proprietress, a ‘dear old lady’ who the previous night had fed
him whiskey distilled by her grandfather, had dried out his
clothes in her kitchen. He was grateful that his wardrobe was
complete — he had not even removed his shoes when he went
overboard. Now he hurried out to see what he could do for
those survivors he knew were near destitute. He presented a
‘still half-soaked’ banker’s draft for forty pounds at the bank. At
first the cashier refused to honour it, saying he had no idea who



 

Lauriat was. The exasperated man produced his sodden
passport and told him he had ‘about 12 half-starved, half-naked
Americans that had to be fed and clothed’. The man relented.
Lauriat doled out the proceeds to as many as he could. He then
steeled himself to view the dead bodies and was thankful to see
no-one he recognised. Down by the Cunard wharf he noticed six
of the Lusitania’s lifeboats drawn up by the quayside.

As the morning wore on, dazed survivors began wandering
the town, some limping, some bandaged, many oddly dressed in
borrowed garments or hastily acquired, often ill-fitting new
ones. Some, like Lauriat and Harold Boulton who had managed
to exchange four ‘very soggy’ five-pound notes for some clean
money, had funds, but most had nothing. Cunard opened
accounts with Queenstown’s outfitters and clothes shops so that
survivors could equip themselves but there was confusion in
some cases about the amount of credit allowed. French
passenger Joseph Marichal was unable to secure a coat for his
wife who was left to travel shivering and ill to Dublin in a ‘wet
silk blouse’, as he later complained. Captain Turner, in the now
shrunken uniform he had been wearing when the ship sank,
went into a shop to try to buy a hat. A young female survivor
recognised him and loudly berated him for being concerned
over something so trivial when so many had lost everything.
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missing baby: missing, a baby girl, 15 months old. Very fair curly
hair and rosy complexion. In white woollen jersey and white woollen leggings.
Tries to walk and talk. Name Betty Bretherton. Please send any information to
Miss Browne, Queen’s House, Queenstown.

 p

The Lusitania’s lifeboats in Queenstown harbour.

Some survivors were bemused by comments from bystanders
who ‘could not understand why the Lusitania came on when
they had warned her from Queenstown hat they [submarines]
were waiting for her’. ‘Sure, she’d been waiting for ye for days,’
said one old man to Oliver Bernard. Most, however, were
completely preoccupied with trying to trace loved ones. The
town seethed with rumours about ‘total people lost, total people
saved, although nobody knew at that time exactly what the
figure was’. Norah Bretherton was hoping against hope that her
baby Betty had been saved. She begged a lady who had
befriended her to place a notice in the shop windows:

Lusitania — 

There was no sign either of Ailsa Booth-Jones, the little girl
who had proudly shown Professor Holbourn the rizes she had
won, or of her parents and brother. An anxious relation placed
an advertisement for Ailsa and her brother Percival in the Cork
Examiner: ‘Wanted: any information regarding a girl of eight
years, light-golden hair, blue eyes, nice complexion, very pretty .
. . Also a boy, aged five, short black hair, rather thin face . . .’ A
wretched Mabel Henshaw described to a Cunard official the
little bracelet on the wrist of her lost baby Constance, hoping
this would help identify her if she had been saved. A distraught
father who had lost two of his four children was wandering
distractedly and in shock between the morgues muttering, ‘Fifty
per cent! That is not too bad. Some fathers lost their whole
families.’

Some were lucky. Lucy Taylor was coming disconsolately
down the steps of a hotel where she had been searching for her
husband Harold when ‘a sailor ran up to me and it was my
husband in sailor’s uniform’. George Hook and his daughter
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Elsie scoured the mortuaries but finally found eleven-year-old
Frank in Queenstown Hospital where he had been lying,
miserably certain that his father and sister were dead. Leslie
Morton, still dressed in his sailor’s jersey and blue serge
trousers, went anxiously to a mortuary to start looking for his
brother John. He saw that ‘laid out in rows all the way down on
both sides were sheeted and shrouded bodies, and a large
number of people in varying states of sorrow and distress were
going from body to body, turning back the sheets to see if they
could identify loved ones . . .’ Leslie hesitantly put out his hand
to twitch the sheet off a corpse when ‘by the most amazing
coincidence I shall ever know, a hand on the other side went to
turn the sheet back and I looked up and there was my brother’.
John Morton had come ashore in nothing but a shirt and
blanket but had equipped himself at Cunard’s expense with ‘the
loudest check suit, check tie, cap and horrible yellow shoes’ his
brother had ever seen. The happy pair went and celebrated
with their first taste of Guinness.

The Sullivans were also fortunate. Julia Sullivan awoke in the
whitewashed ward of a hospital in Kinsale. She had een
brought ashore the previous night on the naval patrol boat
Heron flying an ‘urgent signal’ and with her flag at half-mast.
She was carrying five bodies and eleven survivors, including
ship’s bugler Vernon Livermore and waiter Cornelius Horrigan
whom he had saved. Julia was looking so ill that the captain had
not wanted to risk the longer journey to Queenstown. Later that
day a priest told her that her husband Flor was safe. And she
had further luck. The valuables Flor had urged her to secrete in
her bodice, including a gold ring, cash and drafts amounting to
£324 10s., had been recovered with her and were later
returned. Milliner Gerda Nielson and engineer Jack Welsh, who
had fallen in love on the ship, had also survived. Jack had dived
into the water after seeing Gerda fall from a lifeboat, and had
supported her in the water until she was picked up by a
lifeboat. She had had to plead with her rescuers, who claimed
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there was no more room in the boat, to pull him in as well.
Radio officer Robert Leith too was safe. His brother Alex, who
was serving in the Royal Navy, first heard of the sinking on his
twenty-first birthday and was desperately worried. However,
several days later another ship on the Admiralty’s instructions
broke radio silence to signal the good news that his brother had
survived.

For many others there was disappointment, heartbreak and
sometimes cruel confusion. Ogden Hammond was told that his
wife had been rescued. Relieved and delighted he ‘arose
immediately’ and despite his damaged knee rushed for a
reunion. He found only a steerage passenger of the same name
who had lost her husband and was ‘absolutely without funds’.
Hammond gave her money to enable her to get home and
limped painfully and sadly away. Of the six Williams children
and their mother Annie, only Edith and her seven-year-old
brother had survived. They were being cared for on the
magnificent Leahy estate in Cork. Journalist Ernest Cowper,
who had saved six-year-old Helen Smith, took the little girl
around the town in search of her parents unaware that they
had in fact both drowned. As the child looked round

xpectantly for them she chattered ‘gaily about submarines,
declaring that she had often seen them in moving pictures’.
Local people gave her a doll which the child gripped cheerfully
in her arms.

George Wynne searched the morgues in vain for his father.
The young cook also had to have two extractions that morning
because ‘the salt had got into our teeth’. The thought of the well-
meaning telegram he had sent the night before — ‘Both saved.
Home later’ — must have been weighing on his conscience.
Surgeon-Major Warren Pearl was hugely relieved to discover
that his wife Amy was alive and had been taken in by Vice-
Admiral Coke’s family at Admiralty House, but there was no
news as yet of their four children and two nurses. Then word
came of a nurse answering Alice Lines’s description. The
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anxious father rushed to the house to find Alice safe with baby
Audrey and little Stuart, but Nurse Greta Lorenson and his two
other daughters Amy and Susan were missing. Pearl and Alice
inspected the bodies in the morgues and went repeatedly to the
railway station in case they might have been rescued elsewhere
along the coast and sent on to Queenstown, but there was
nothing. Rita Jolivet, who had tended the injured Lady Allan
during the night at the Queen’s Hotel, was anxious for news of
the Allan girls and her missing brother-in-law George Vernon.
All had perished.

The Cunard office was struggling to compile lists of the living
and the dead but it was near impossible with hundreds still
unaccounted for and piles of dead to identify. At the same time
details were coming in of new bodies picked up that morning
on Garretston Strand and the mudflats of Courtmacsherry Bay
where they had drifted during the night. Survivors besieging
the Cunard office for news added to the highly charged
atmosphere. By now crowds of friends and relations were also
massing at Cunard’s premises in London and Liverpool.
Officials were anxiously scrutinising reports from Queenstown
with ‘weeping women imploring’ them ‘for word as to their
dear ones and men far back in the crowd calling the ames of
friends and relatives in the hope that some of the office staff
could hear and reply’. As additional names were added to the
survivors’ lists there were hysterical scenes as men and women
fought their way to the counters. As they shouted the names
and heard the ominous reply ‘Not received yet’, they begged the
clerks to go through the lists again. ‘“It must be there. Have you
got the spelling right?” they pleaded.’ Some fainted in the crush,
falling beneath the feet of those surging up behind them.

There was similar frenzied anxiety in America. In New York
Alfred Vanderbilt’s wife Margaret had locked herself in her
suite on the top floor of the skyscraper Vanderbilt Hotel on Fifth
Avenue, where flags were flying at half-mast. His mother Alice,
prostrate in the Italian Renaissance bedroom in her
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magnificent house on 57th Street, was also praying he was still
alive and in some remote port in Ireland. The Vanderbilts’
London solicitor Walter Webb-Ware was on his way to
superintend the search and offer a reward of £1,000 for the
recovery of the body — a handsome sum compared with
Cunard’s more modest offer of five pounds per body. Elbert
Hubbard’s artistic colony at East Aurora was in shock and
waiting anxiously for news. There was no word yet of the
couple although, in addition to Bellboy Clark’s possible sighting
of Hubbard looking ‘pretty well smashed up’, one American
survivor thought he had seen Hubbard alone in the water. He
had been repeatedly attempting to scramble onto a cylindrical
drum which, as he tried to throw his weight across it, ‘revolved
slowly in the water and plunged him off the other side’. The
body was never found.

By the morning of Saturday 8 May an exhausted Wesley Frost
had compiled a fairly accurate list of the identified American
bodies and began wiring relatives. Perhaps unsurprisingly he
had to coax, even bully, traumatised survivors into visiting the
morgues. ‘I think hardly a dozen Americans could be got to give
their services toward aiding in identifications; and in several
cases we had to ccompany these people bodily to see that they
did not shirk this duty,’ he wrote angrily. James Brooks was
willing to help Frost and identified the body of playwright
Charles Klein by his club foot. There was no sign yet of younger
writer Justus Miles Forman. Wealthy Mr and Mrs Charles
Plamondon had, however, been recovered. Mrs Plamondon’s
dress was stained with soot and her characteristic pince-nez
was gone. Succeeding where Bernard had failed, Frost
eventually discovered Lesley Mason’s body lying at the back of
the Cunard office ‘like a statue typifying assassinated
innocence’. The body of her husband Stewart was washed up
further along the coast.

Frost was also beginning to gather statements from twenty-
one American survivors to send to the State Department. He
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found himself inventing policy on the hoof. He decided that no
American victims should be buried in Ireland unless relatives
explicitly wished for this, but should instead be shipped home
to the USA. In addition he decided that the bodies of prominent
and wealthy Americans like Frohman and other first-class
passengers should be embalmed, since their relations would be
likely to reimburse the cost. To his dismay the local undertakers
denied knowledge of the embalming process. It was not until
early on Sunday 9 May that Frost found a surgeon at University
College in Cork to take on the task at a fee of twenty pounds a
body. Frost also decided that other American bodies should be
sealed in lead caskets. This could be done, he recorded, ‘at a cost
of £16 per body, which would be reduced to £15 if there were
more than 10’.

As he toured the morgues checking his lists, Frost was struck
by the ‘curious effacement of social or mental distinction by
death’. Dead stokers looked as distinguished to him as Charles
Frohman. The commonest expression was of ‘reassured
tranquillity’ mingled with puzzlement or aggrievement ‘as
though some trusted friend had played a practical joke which
the victim did not yet understand’. But the visits to the
mortuaries also depressed him. The nce beautiful image of the
Lusitania had become a travesty: ‘scores and hundreds of
corpses of men and women and little folks — some rotting in
pools of blood in unnamed deal coffins, some staring wearily up
past me from the damp floor of the old Town Hall, and some
lying with vile disfigurements in shreds of clothing soaking
with the salt ocean. But always corpses.’

The arrival on 9 May of Captain Miller and Captain Castle,
despatched by the American Embassy in London to help Frost
with his gruesome task, was some relief. He briefed the two
officers then took them to call on Vice-Admiral Coke, who read
them the wireless despatches sent to the Lusitania. According to
Miller, Coke also suggested that ‘warnings were not properly
obeyed; that the ship kept too close to the shore and that she



should have been kept at a high speed within the danger zone,
instead of at from 15 to 18 knots, which was the speed
attributed to her when she was struck’. Frost described the
messages as ‘Bare facts only. No instruction or interpretation. It
is true that Turner should have kept further out; but to my
mind it seemed that the Admiralty had by no means done their
full duty by him.’

As officials struggled with their emotionally and physically
demanding tasks, many victims lay in bed recovering. Dorothy
Conner visited Margaret Mackworth at the Queen’s Hotel. The
American was still dressed in the neat fawn tweed suit she had
been wearing when she tumbled into the sea. Modesty had
prevented her from loosening all the hooks and dispensing with
her skirt, as Margaret had done. She told Margaret that her
brother-in-law Howard Fisher was also safe. He had swum to a
lifeboat where he had watched a man operate with a penknife
on the leg of a crewman badly injured by an explosion on the
Lusitania. Later that morning as Margaret lay naked under her
blankets, a young woman staying in the hotel asked her what
she needed. At Margaret’s dictation she made a list of
everything from hairpins, underclothes and stockings to blouse,
coat and skirt, and set off to Cork to buy them. Meanwhile,
Margaret tried to wash off the ‘black-brown dirt’ she was
covered in. Many marks were not dirt after all, but bruises.

Isaac Lehmann was also staying at the Queen’s Hotel whose
German proprietor, Otto Humbert, had reputedly spent the
night hiding in the wine cellar because he was frightened of
reprisals. The obstreperous and highly strung Lehmann, who
had shared a room with three other men and been given
nothing to eat, was complaining angrily and vociferously about
his treatment. Professor Holbourn was by now confined to bed
in the hotel, recovering from the hours he had spent in the
chilly water clinging to a boat. Avis Dolphin, her hair still
clotted with oil and grease but otherwise remarkably well,
came to see him.
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Theodate Pope lay bruised and battered. She had convinced
herself that Edwin Friend was alive but delirious or in a state of
amnesia somewhere. She insisted that acquaintances who took
her to convalesce in Cork should insert notices in two
newspapers for a week. They yielded nothing. Elizabeth
Duckworth had spent the night feeling very ill in the
Westbourne Hotel. She might have been amused to know that
when a shopkeeper in Taftville, the town in America where she
had worked as a weaver, told her son-in-law that the Lusitania
had sunk, he had replied, ‘Well she was told not to sail but you
know how it is, some people have to learn the hard way.’

As news of the disaster spread, relations everywhere set out
for Queenstown to bring loved ones home or to discover their
fate. Major-General Lassetter immediately left for Ireland to
collect his wife and son. Louisa Hadfield, who helped her
mother run a village post office in the north of England,
received news that her sister was missing but that her eight-
month-old son had been found alive. Reeling from the news,
she and her brother hurried to Queenstown to claim the child.
As soon as they arrived they went to the Cunard office but the
scenes there unnerved her. She had ‘never seen such sadness
before’. She watched in shock a man who had lost both wife
and hildren ‘in dreadful distress, burying his head in his
hands’.

On the Isle of Foula Professor Holbourn’s wife was preparing
to travel to meet her husband. She had not learned of the
sinking until 8 p.m. on 7 May. Her neighbours had kept it from
her until ‘one impetuous but quite well-meaning lady’ called
out, ‘Have you heard the news? The Lusitania’s down!’ Mrs
Holbourn felt blackness surge towards her and clutched the
door jamb for support. The neighbour rushed for brandy while
someone else guided Mrs Holbourn to a chair. She began to
recover, thinking back to her premonition the previous night
and recalling that she had seen a youth in uniform of about
seventeen who had said reassuringly, ‘Oh, he’s all right. I think
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he got away in one of the boats.’ Nevertheless, at 3 a.m. on 8
May she rose to buy an early edition of that morning’s
Scotsman. Her heart sank at the headline very few survivors.
Soon after 8 a.m. came a telegram confirming that her husband
was safe. She told her two eldest sons what had happened and
they ran joyfully about shouting, ‘The whole world is in an
uproar! The Lusitania’s down and my Daddie’s saved!’ A further
telegram informed her that Professor Holbourn was taking
‘child Dolphin’ to her relations near Worcester and suggested
that she join him at Birmingham. The practical woman,
realising her husband must have lost everything, began her
preparations at once, packing clothes and other necessities. She
wondered what to bring for ‘child Dolphin’, of whose age she
had no idea.

The parents of newly-wed Mrs Shineman also read of the
disaster in the Scottish papers but were at first unaware that it
affected them. Then they discovered that their daughter had
been on board, planning to pay them a surprise visit with her
new husband. Mrs Shineman was buried in Kinsale. Her
husband James was not found until six weeks later and was
then identifiable only by his gold watch. In Chicago, the family
of William Mounsey, who had sailed with his daughter and son-
in-law Sarah and Charles Lund in the hope that a woman in a
Liverpool sylum might be his missing wife, now learned that
although Sarah was safe the two men were missing. Their
anguish was soon compounded by the knowledge that they had
died on a wild-goose chase. Sarah Lund had decided to
complete the mission alone. She travelled to Liverpool only to
discover the mystery woman ‘to be nothing at all like her
mother. The quest had been futile from the start.’ On 13 May she
despatched a heartbroken letter to her brother and sister in
Chicago with the news that the demented invalid in Liverpool
was not, after all, the missing Mrs Mounsey.

Survivors began leaving Queenstown the day after the
disaster. Many wanted to get away from this ‘town of the dead’



as soon as possible. Surviving crew members who were strong
enough to travel, such as Able Seaman Thomas O’Mahoney and
Steward Barnes, crossed the Irish Sea that night. The ferry
carrying the first crewmen reached Holyhead early on 9 May,
and they caught the train to Liverpool. Crowds had been
keeping vigil throughout the night outside the Cunard offices as
bulletins were posted up with the latest news. Sometimes as a
new name appeared on the list of survivors ‘a piercing cry was
heard, “He’s saved!” and three or four women would rush away
frantically exclaiming “Saved! Saved! Saved!”’ Now hysterical
crowds surged over the platforms of Liverpool’s Lime Street
Station as the carriage doors opened and weary processions of
men filed off the trains. Some were bandaged, some were
limping. A reporter from the Liverpool Daily Post noticed that
‘Not all of them had recovered from their daze and stupor. One
man . . . was clad from head to foot in a light-coloured dressing
garment and looking singularly strange. He carried his lifebelt
and although friends were anxious to relieve him of his
interesting relic he declined explicitly to let it out of his
personal keeping.’ Other observers noted a strange contrast
between the blank faces of the survivors and the anxious, fear-
strained faces of the throng of women and girls by whom they
were immediately surrounded.

Fireman John O’Connell arrived at the station, dodged
through the crowds and then walked the three miles to his
home in Bootle. He felt self-conscious in the suit he had bought
in Queenstown with Cunard’s money; his grandmother, who
had taken him in after both his parents died and he was faced
with the workhouse, pawned it the next day. His uncle greeted
him with nothing more emotional than ‘So there you are.’

George Wynne had had a nerve-shredding journey across the
Irish Sea. He and the other passengers were told to put on their
lifebelts because ‘subs was knocking about’. Now, wearing a
new suit a size too large for him, he shuffled miserably through
the throng at Lime Street and made his way to his home in
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London Road. Unknown to him his mother, holding her
youngest child in her arms, was waiting anxiously at the station
to be reunited with both her husband and her son. When she
finally returned to the tiny terraced house George could not
bring himself to tell her what had happened. It was only later,
when a church minister called wanting ‘to know the truth’, that
Wynne at last admitted that his father Joseph was missing.

Charles Lauriat was among the first passengers to leave
Queenstown. He caught an Irish mail packet across the Irish Sea
on 8 May but found he could not sleep. He went to the saloon,
where ‘a weird sight’ met his eyes: ‘Every man who had been a
passenger on the Lusitania was sitting by a table, or reclining
on a couch, with a lifebelt strapped around him.’ Many were
still wearing their original Lusitania lifebelts.

Lauriat reached Euston station at 6.30 on the Sunday
morning, 9 May, on the first train bringing survivors to London.
He was ‘almost mobbed’ by reporters and refused to be
interviewed. A ‘poor old woman . . . with tears in her eyes’
asked whether he knew of one ‘Johnny Keene’. He deduced
from her worn clothes that he had probably been a stoker or
steerage passenger. He answered as gently as he could that he
had not seen him, but comforted her that there ere still many
others to disembark from the train.

Other anxious relatives immediately surrounded him. A
woman in black moved from group to group trying to find out
whether anyone knew what had happened to art expert and
connoisseur Sir Hugh Lane. He could not give ‘any cheerful
answers’ and realised his nerves were near breaking point. He
was relieved when a young man pushed his way through,
introduced himself as Ambassador Page’s secretary and asked
what he could do to help. The young man took him over to meet
the ambassador. Eventually, refusing offers of accommodation
at the embassy, Lauriat went to the home of a business contact
in the suburbs where he retired gratefully to bed with ‘a-big-fat-
hot-water-bottle’.
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Oliver Bernard, oddly dressed ‘thanks to local clothiers in
Queenstown’, found that, unlike Lauriat, he was in ‘that mental
condition which induces reckless garrulity’. He wanted to talk
to somebody, anybody, to relieve the stress of pent-up emotions.
On the train taking him to catch the boat over to England he
had shared a table in the dining-car with a tight-lipped Anglo-
Irish couple ‘of that type which goes by the term “country
gentry”’. The usually reserved theatrical designer could barely
wait for the soup before asking the man how the war was
affecting Ireland. His dinner companion fixed his eyes on the
hat-rack above Bernard’s head before replying with studied
detachment, ‘The war is not seriously disturbing people in this
country as a whole, but every man who is a gentleman is, of
course, in uniform.’ This prompted Bernard to blurt out, ‘It’s a
gentleman’s war, is it?’ Conversation languished thereafter.

Now that he had arrived at Euston, Bernard still felt a
compulsion for human contact. He was accosted by a journalist
who was eager to pump him about his experiences and went
happily to breakfast with him in Fleet Street. He enjoyed the
meal of gammon and eggs, the first proper food he had had
since his last lunch on the Lusitania, and was flattered by the
interest shown in him. Later that day a man from the Illustrated
London News racked him down and asked the designer to
make a few pencil sketches of the sinking, to be worked up by
the journal’s own artist. Bernard duly obliged. As his pencil
moved deftly over the page he found himself reliving the scene.
He told his eager listener how the Lusitania ‘was swallowed in a
gorgeous sea . . . the colour of Damascus steel, the kind of
smooth, treacherous sea that — that I never want to look at
again’. He entitled his last sketch simply ‘Gone’. The next day
Bernard called at the offices of the Illustrated London News. The
editor plied him with champagne and told the gratified young
man that he would print his sketches just as they were.

Bernard was unusual. Most of the survivors now reaching
London wanted nothing more than to forget their experiences
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and to avoid the press. Many looked listless and bedraggled
with torn, unkempt clothes. Observers noticed that their faces
were blank, their eyes dazed and that they moved with an
uncertain, bewildered gait. Very few could be induced to speak
about their ordeal to the avid journalists, pencils and pads at
the ready, clustered around the station’s ticket barriers. One
reporter described how many were ‘simply dumb with horror,
and even the strongest of those who could talk had a tremor in
their voices and fear in their faces’. Cunard officials met
orphaned children and shepherded them off to the company
offices where attempts were being made to contact their
relations. Little Helen Smith, still uncomprehending, told
people, ‘Everybody is sorry for me because my mummy and
daddy have gone. They’re coming on another boat.’

Avis Dolphin’s case was happier. Mrs Holbourn, waiting at
Birmingham railway station, was overjoyed to be reunited with
her husband. He introduced her to Avis, who, as ‘a well-grown
young lady of twelve years’, was not the infant she had
imagined ‘child Dolphin’ to be. The professor was carrying a
pair of wet trousers over his arm. Mrs Holbourn went to find
her trunk to pack them away, explaining to a puzzled porter
that ‘I’ve been meeting my husband — he was on the Lusitania.’
‘O-oh,’ the man eplied. ‘Was ‘ee drowneded then?’ The
Holbourns took Avis to her grandparents near Worcester. Her
grandfather, a man with large serious eyes and a long white
beard like an Old Testament patriarch, confessed to Mrs
Holbourn that he had had an almost identical premonition to
hers the night before the sinking. He had seen a ship go down
and a little girl rise to the surface and said to his wife, ‘Depend
upon it, that’s our Avis!’ The young girl had recovered
remarkably quickly. She had already written a long letter home
beginning ‘My dearest Mother, I hope you are well. I am just
splendid. I will tell you everything from the time we got on the
boat until now . . .’



Many others were suffering serious side-effects as a result of
their experiences. Margaret Mackworth had begun to feel
feverish and ill. When she did snatch a few minutes’ sleep it
was only to dream of shipwrecks. She felt sure she was going to
die. She begged her father to move her from ‘that filthy hotel’ as
she felt she could not bear to breathe her last there. He
procured medical advice and as a result moved the almost
delirious Margaret by train to Dublin two days after the sinking.
They were met by an ambulance and taken to the Shelbourne
Hotel where Margaret, by now in the throes of serious
bronchial pneumonia, spent three weeks in bed. Her angry
father made a long statement to the Morning ‘Why were we not
protected . . . Other ships have been, why were not we? Then,
also, why were we going so slowly?’ He accused the crew of
only being concerned for themselves: ‘there was absolute panic,
and they crowded into the boats’.

Lucy and Harold Taylor were also both taken ill. They just
managed to reach Harold’s parents in Salford, giving their last
half-crown to an aggressive cab-driver, before they collapsed.
Elizabeth Duckworth, who had remained in Queenstown long
enough to identify her dead friend Alice Scott and to make
arrangements for her ten-year-old son Arthur to be taken back
to his relations in Nelson in England, was also still in shock.
Like many of the Lusitania’s survivors she would be dogged by
the mental and physical effects of the sinking for the rest of her
life.



21 - A SAD AND HORRIBLE TASK
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Back in Ireland, officials were struggling to deal with the
aftermath of the sinking. On Saturday 8 May in Kinsale, County
Coroner John J. Horgan had opened an inquest into the deaths
of two males and three females whose corpses were brought in
with Julia Sullivan on the Heron. The dead included Canadian
officer Robert Matthews, still wearing a jaunty checked cap. A
particularly poignant touch was the discovery in the pocket of
his well-made tweed Norfolk suit of a badge of the Lusitania
awarded to his ‘wife’, Annie. It was attached to a slip of paper
marked ‘Second Prize Potato Race Ladies Mrs Matthews’.

Horgan swore in a jury of local shopkeepers and fishermen,
all ‘good and lawful men’, and called the Lusitania’s bugler
Vernon Livermore and steward Cornelius Horrigan to give
evidence. He also summoned the skipper of the Elizabeth, who
commented angrily on the behaviour of Captain Shee of the
Stormcock for subjecting survivors to a journey of several hours
to Queenstown instead of a shorter one to Kinsale.

The key witness was, of course, Captain Turner. Horgan
personally served notice on him to attend. On Monday 10 May
the tired, strained-looking captain arrived at the Old Market
House in the centre of Kinsale to take his place in the witness
box. In response to Horgan’s questions he confirmed that he
had been aware of the German warning, that the Lusitania had
been narmed and that on entering the danger zone he had
taken such precautions as ordering the lifeboats to be swung
out and the watertight bulkhead doors to be closed. He told
Horgan that although he had not been informed of the sinking
of the Earl of Lathom on 5 May, he had been in radio contact ‘all
the way across’ and had received messages that submarines
were off the Irish coast. Turner also readily answered questions
about the weather conditions and the ship’s speed. It soon
became clear, though, that there were areas which the captain
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was not prepared to discuss in open court. He told the coroner
that he had ‘received special instructions’ and had carried them
out but that he was ‘not at liberty to say what they were’.

Horgan turned to the sinking itself. Turner told him that the
Lusitania had been hit by one torpedo; that there had been one
explosion followed immediately by another; that he had
ordered boats lowered to the rails but had not been able to slow
the ship; that the Lusitania had been struck between the third
and fourth funnels; and that she was not zigzagging at the time
of the attack. In response to further questions from a
sympathetic Horgan about the ship’s last moments, Turner said
that his orders had been promptly obeyed, that there had been
‘very little panic’ and that ‘all the passengers were served with
lifebelts’. A juryman asked him whether he had made any
special application to the Admiralty for an escort in view of the
German warning. Turner said he had not. ‘I leave that to them.
It is their business.’

Finally, Horgan asked whether the submarine had given any
warning before launching its attack. Turner replied, ‘None
whatever, sir. It was straight and done with, and the whole lot
went up in the air.’ The coroner responded, ‘We all sympathise
with you . . . in the terrible crime which has been committed
against your vessel. We express our appreciation of the high
courage you have shown, which is worthy of the high traditions
of the service to which you belong, and we realise the deep
feeling you must have in this matter.’ At this Turner, who was
sitting with bowed ead, burst into racking sobs. Horgan
thanked him for assisting the inquiry. Turner slowly stood up. ‘I
was glad to come and help in any way,’ he said, and left the
witness box.

Addressing the jury, Horgan ruled that the dead had perished
from ‘prolonged immersion and exhaustion’. He also told them
that the sinking of the non-combatant, unarmed Lusitania had
been a violation of international law and directed the jury to
return a verdict placing the burden of guilt squarely on the



Germans. ‘. . . We find that this appalling crime was contrary to
international law and the conventions of all civilised nations,
and we therefore charge the officers of the said submarine, and
the Emperor and Government of Germany, under whose orders
they acted, with the crime of wilful and wholesale murder . . .’

Half an hour later, just as Horgan was on the point of leaving
the Old Market House, his friend Harry Wynne, Crown Solicitor
for Cork, asked to see him urgently. Wynne told the astonished
Horgan that the Admiralty had instructed him to stop the
inquest and were particularly concerned that no statement
should be made ‘as to instructions issued by Naval Authorities
for guidance of merchant vessels in avoiding submarines’.
Captain Turner was not to be called to give evidence but was to
remain silent until called before a formal Board of Trade
inquiry into the loss of the Lusitania. Since Ireland was at the
time part of the United Kingdom Horgan would have had to
comply. But, as he told Wynne, he was too late. Even while they
were speaking the verdict was being wired to the world’s press.
He later wrote that the Admiralty were ‘as belated on this
occasion as they had been in protecting the Lusitania against
attack’.

That same day horse-drawn hearses, supplemented by wagons
and carts brought from all over County Cork, were rumbling
over the cobblestones of Queenstown. They carried load after
load of wooden coffins — some shaped caskets with handles,
others just plain pine boxes — draped with the Union Jack and
chalked with numbers. The local undertakers had run out of
coffins and more had had to be brought by train from Dublin
and Kildare. Cunard had employed local photographers like Mr
O’Keeffe, ‘Photographer, Cycle and Antique Dealer’, to
photograph the bodies of unidentified victims inside them in
the hope that this would later help to identify at least some. The
coffins had been left open until just before the funeral
procession began so that people could take one last look. Small
groups of people in twos and threes walked mutely past the
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caskets. An observer described how ‘Packed in their tiny brown
boxes like dolls, lay the babies and children killed in the
disaster. Their faces held none of the terror which was stamped
on those of the other dead. Mothers of Queenstown had piled
the little coffins high with flowers.’

When the coffins were finally closed, the funeral procession
began to wind its slow way up Harbour Hill, past the great
granite and limestone edifice of St Colman’s Cathedral, where a
requiem mass was being held, to the Old Church cemetery two
miles outside Queenstown. A military band played the sombre
strains of Chopin’s ‘Funeral March’. The townspeople closed
their shutters as a mark of respect and stood silent and bare-
headed along the streets. Flags on buildings and ships in the
harbour were all at half-mast. Soldiers of the 4th Royal Irish
Regiment, Connaught Rangers and Royal Dublin Fusiliers lined
the route of the cortège. Men of the Royal Navy and Royal
Garrison Artillery marched behind the hearses followed by a
stream of mourners on foot or in carriages and cars.

As the mourners sang ‘Abide with Me’ the bodies of over 140
unidentified victims were lowered into three cavernous
common graves designated simply ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. Dug by
soldiers the previous day, they measured twenty by thirty feet.
In one lay sixty-five coffins but sixty-seven bodies because two
contained infants buried with their mothers. A firing party
loosed a volley of shots and twenty buglers sounded ‘The Last
Post’. Other bodies ere buried in Kinsale. Little Constance
Wolfe, whose dentist father had taken her up onto the town
walls when news came that the Lusitania was sinking, watched
as her mother and other women lined the graves with moss and
flowers.

The atmosphere was almost too much for some distraught
relatives who had arrived to search for their loved ones.
Mostyn Prichard, brother of missing medical student Dick,
wrote in anguish that ‘The place is alive with miserable
creatures like ourselves.’ He had combed the hospitals and
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morgues without success and felt helpless. ‘It is bewildering to
know what to do,’ he added, although he felt comforted by ‘the
universal sympathy of the entire town’.

The day after the funeral in Queenstown, Wesley Frost sent a
detailed despatch to US Secretary of State Bryan. He reported
the details of the sinking, including his view that the ship had
been struck by only one torpedo, writing: ‘Second torpedo
dubious: probably boiler explosion.’ He also reported that
hundreds of people were still missing and that he was worried
that the search for bodies was being ‘wretchedly managed’. An
Admiralty tug had cruised to the scene of the wreck on the
night of 7 May but returned ‘with neither news nor bodies’. The
next vessel sent to search was a Cunard tug which set out on the
night of 8 May but returned after several hours. No other vessel
was to go out until 4 p.m. on Monday 10 May. Frost had
threatened Cunard with diplomatic intervention if matters did
not improve. In response the company agreed to charter a
Dutch tug.

Frost also reported to Bryan his belief that ‘the Cunard people
and the Admiralty each appear willing to shift responsibility to
the other . . . The Admiralty protests that all their vessels are
busy on regular patrols . . . Cunard claim that the Admiralty has
direction of all available vessels . . .’ Frost’s concern to recover
and identify bodies was so strong that a month later he even
wrote to Bryan forwarding his vice-consul’s suggestion that
‘explosives might be dropped on to the wreck of the Lusitania in
such  manner as to burst the hull . . . and allow corpses and
wreckage to rise to the surface’.

Frost knew it was important to move quickly since it would
become harder to identify corpses with every passing day.
Indeed, as early as 22 May Cunard’s Queenstown office was
reporting ‘bodies coming in now not recognisable except
through papers, clothing or identification marks’. In many cases
flesh had already been eaten away, making the task of both
Cunard officials and the American Consulate more difficult.
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Nevertheless, it was possible to identify Dr Fred Pearson, the
eminent engineer, and his wife, Chief Purser McCubbin, Dr
McDermott the ship’s doctor and three of the six Crompton
children, although there was no sign of the remaining children
or of their parents. Commander Stackhouse was also found and
buried in a little Quaker graveyard in Cork. The contents of the
explorer’s pockets were returned to his widow and included a
slip of paper on which he had written, perhaps just before the
ship went down, ‘Let mercy be our boast, and shame our only
fear.’

Ailsa Booth-Jones was found too, still wearing her green
velvet dress and lace-up boots. Pinned to her blue jersey was
the imitation gold brooch of the Lusitania she had won during
deck-games and which she had proudly shown to Professor
Holbourn and Avis. She was interred in a private grave in
Queenstown. Charlotte Pye’s baby Marjorie was also recovered.
Charlotte, lying wretchedly in her hotel bed, had been
persuaded to go and stay with a wealthy and kindly woman in
the town. At first she had resisted, ‘saying all I wanted to do was
to go and look for my baby’, but soon she had relented,
spending each day hoping for news. Eventually and reluctantly
Charlotte had left Queenstown for England, but the very next
day received a wire that ‘my baby had been found’ about a
hundred miles from where the Lusitania had sunk. The tiny
corpse had been identified by her underclothing. Cunard
officials added the child to their lists in brief, clinical terms: ‘No.
239 Female child about 2 years, identified as Miss Pye by
Archdeacon Daunt from lothing. No property.’ Charlotte sent
instructions for the burial and her benefactress ordered a tiny
white coffin and attended the service. Norah Bretherton’s baby
girl Betty was eventually washed up and buried in a Cork
convent.

One of Lady Allan’s daughters, Gwen, was found and her
body sent to Canada for burial, but her sister’s was lost for ever.
So was Sir Hugh Lane’s. Father Basil Maturin’s lifebeltless
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corpse was washed up on the stony beaches of Ballycotton Bay
where it was found by two elderly fishermen. Also recovered
were his pince-nez, fountain pen, silver watch and bankers’
drafts for over two thousand pounds. His remains were shipped
to England for a funeral ceremony at London’s fashionable
Brompton Oratory. Marie de Page’s corpse was identified,
embalmed and taken to Belgium by her grief-stricken husband,
while Belle Naish’s husband, Theodore, was found and shipped
home to America. The remains of Annie Matthews were also
recovered. The body of Alfred Vanderbilt was never found,
despite the many people eager for the reward who combed the
coves and inlets. Chief Electrician George Hutchinson claimed
to have seen him in the water wearing a lifebelt the wrong way
round. He had tried to adjust it for him but the two men had
drifted apart.

In later weeks a number of corpses were washed up on the
beaches and mudflats along the western coast of Ireland. Many
were in an advanced state of decomposition, often limbless,
sometimes headless. A female corpse with no legs or arms and
‘nothing but the skull to indicate features, lower portion of face
. . . gone and teeth all gone minus 4 in upper jaw’ was still
grotesquely clad in black skirt and black silk blouse with white
linen collar. It was identified by name tapes on the clothing.
Other finds included a male body — ‘almost a skeleton and
unrecognisable’ but wearing ‘new tennis boots’ — and a badly
decomposed female corpse clad in just a corset, part of a
chemise and some ragged scraps of dress. They were quickly
buried in a workhouse graveyard. A Cunard official informed
company headquarters that ‘Hot eather having set in . . . is
adding to the difficulty of keeping any bodies for any length of
time.’

Officials tried to match the awful objects being fished from
the sea to photographs and the sometimes vague and disjointed
descriptions furnished by relatives. One such pen-portrait
telegraphed to Queenstown by the Liverpool office read: ‘Mary
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Lambie second cabin age 27 fair blue eyes hair light brown 5
feet 9 inches slight built three false upper front teeth bridge
enamel fronts gold back mole back shoulders four rings stop
daughters Elizabeth age 10 Mary age three both fair curly hair
brown eyes ends.’ The wife of a missing crewman sent details of
tattoos on his arm — ‘Maggie, a Rose, a Five-Pointed Star’ — in
the hope that this would help locate him. The officials, in turn,
recorded every detail of every corpse and its attire. One report
read: ‘Description of No. 241, male unidentified, about 50 . . .
face much eaten away on left side, fair complexion, blue eyes.
Fair hair turning grey . . . Wore blue trousers and vest with
stripe, white flannel drawers and white flannel undershirt and
white linen shirt with blue stripe, turned down collar and
turned up cuffs, laced toe-capped boots and stockings and a pair
of suspenders.’ Sometimes they snipped a small scrap of fabric
from a jacket or pair of trousers in case it might help identify a
victim. A fragment of dark, speckled tweed still remains in the
Cunard archives.

The Queenstown office also had to document property in
scrupulous detail before sending it on. In the case of one female
this included such small items as ‘eyeglasses rimless with gold
hairpin holder and chain, engraved silver pencil case, small
circular purse mirror, folding button hook, 1 black handbag’.
Despite their efforts, property could not always be returned — a
magnificent diamond ring found on the quayside remained
unclaimed. Sometimes items went mysteriously astray. The
American relations of a drowned woman took receipt of her
body on 3 June expecting her ‘modest looking but beautiful’
diamond necklace still to be on the corpse together with some
$2,500 which they believed she would have ‘tucked ithin her
corsets’. However, the undertakers reported ‘that her corsets
were unfastened when she arrived’. An especially unsavoury
task for the already harassed employees was the shipping of a
noxious trunk belonging to a deceased man. His relatives
demanded it, and the railway was refusing to transport it. The
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Liverpool office wrote tetchily to Queenstown that ‘we think
you might endeavour by some means or other to forward all
the effects possible . . . probably by placing them in a wood box
and sprinkled with a little sanitary liquid might help same
being passed over the various railroads . . .’

The Cunard officials in Queenstown had other macabre
problems. They had over-invested in coffins at some four
pounds apiece because of the very large number of bodies —
over nine hundred — which were never recovered. They wrote
to their colleagues in Liverpool that ‘To get rid of our surplus
stock we must be prepared to make great sacrifices . . . in case
they are left as a drag on our hands.’ The situation was further
complicated because some of the coffins had for a short while
held corpses which were later transferred elsewhere. These
coffins were therefore unappealing to the undertakers of Cork
and Queenstown as a job lot. Only one made an offer, but his
bid of £325 was dismissed as derisory by the Liverpool office. It
asked its Queenstown office whether it could not dispose of the
caskets individually. This was the final straw. The Queenstown
officials responded firmly that ‘even the very poorest people in
this country are particularly sensitive regarding such matters,
and would not accept one of these coffins for their dead even if
offered for nothing’.

Cunard headquarters was also concerned about ‘the very
large cost of £20 for embalming’ some of the bodies and about
the charge of ten pounds per casket being made by the Cork
Steam Packet Company for shipping bodies back to Liverpool.
Surely, the Liverpool staff suggested, ‘in view of the fact that
there have been such a large number of caskets, they could see
their way to make some modification in the rate of freight’.
They further pointed ut that the White Star Line was
transporting American cadavers home for free. They were also
annoyed to discover that the company had inadvertently paid
for the burial of the American victim of the steamer Falaba,
sunk y the U-28 in March. The body of Leon Thresher was
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but other corpses equalled it in the ravages they displayed. The faces registered
every shading of the grotesque and hideous. The lips and noses were eaten away
by seabirds, and the eyes gouged into staring pools of blood. It was almost a relief
when the faces became indistinguishable as such. Towards the last the flesh was
wholly gone from the grinning skulls, the trunks were bloated and distended

washed up on the shore of County Kerry on 12 July and it was at
first automatically assumed he had come from the Lusitania.

Against this background the Queenstown office tried to keep
meticulous lists of the deceased and where they were buried
but mistakes were inevitable. One child recorded as dead was
discovered some weeks later to have survived. Cunard also
found that a number of bodies had ‘apparently been buried
without proper record’. Others had been wrongly identified.
Body number twenty-three was at first recognised by one of the
Lusitania’s crew as being that of Steward Glancy, but later ‘it
was identified as that of Mr Abercomby by his brother and
sister . . .’ In other cases contradictory information was sent to
relations about the location of graves. One man wrote
complaining that he had been told his dead brother had been
buried in ‘Grave C, 2nd Row, Lower Tier’ while another family
member had been informed that the body was in ‘Grave A, 3rd
Row, Lower Tier’. Harrowed and harassed company officials
like manager Jerome Murphy, tormented by guilt and unable to
sleep, could, however, be glad that by the middle of July the last
hospital cases in Queenstown had been discharged so that they
could concentrate fully on the dead rather than the living.

It fell to Wesley Frost to examine any bodies which might be
American and he found them ‘revolting’. Unlike those washed
ashore in the immediate aftermath which had for him an
‘unearthly aura of personality lent them by the rigor mortis’,
these monstrous, flaccid forms were devoid of humanity: ‘The
rigidity relaxed into an inebriate flabbiness and the features
broke down into a preposterously animal-like repulsiveness.’ In
his capacity as official witness he had to attend an autopsy
performed on ne body seventy-two days dead. The sight and
smell sickened him,



with gases, and the limbs were partially eaten away or bitten clean off by sea-
creatures so that stumps of raw bone were left projecting.

 

Frost, like the Cunard officials, was under great stress.
Although he won the admiration of Ambassador Page and his
staff for his coolness and sound judgement, he was privately
tormented by his experiences. He had been so shocked by the
‘poor, livid little midget-corpses of the children’ that he
developed a temporary horror of sleeping children: ‘. . . one
night at my home, I went into a bedroom with a lighted match
and came unexpectedly upon the sleeping form of my own little
daughter. I give you my word I recoiled as though I had found a
serpent.’ He was glad when the sad and horrible task of
accounting for the Lusitania’s dead finally ended.

The final toll was 1,198 dead (1,201 including the three
anonymous stowaways). Of the 1,257 passengers 785, including
128 Americans, had died together with 413 members of the 702-
strong crew. Of the 129 children on board 94 had been killed
including 35 of the 39 babies. Compared with daily casualty
figures at the Front the Lusitania fatalities were tiny, but world
reaction to what had occurred off the Irish coast on Friday 7
May, 1915, was huge.



Bodies laid out in one of the temporary morgues in Queenstown.
 



Curious onlookers outside one of the morgues.
 



The funeral procession.
 



The mass graves are filled in.
 



Admiral Inglefield and Lord Mersey on their way to the Official Inquiry.
 



Officers John Lewis, Arthur Jones and Albert Bestie wait to give evidence.
 



The Mersey Inquiry convenes in Westminster, June 1915.
 



Angry Londoners attack German-owned businesses in Crisp Street, Poplar.
 

Winston Churchill and Admiral ‘Jackie’ Fisher at the Admiralty.
 



Sir Reginald Hall, director of British Naval Intelligence.
 

Walter Hines Page, US ambassador to Britain.
 

Woodrow Wilson and his new bride, Edith Bolling Galt, December 1915.
 

Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg, the German Chancellor.



 

German military attaché in Washington, Franz von Papen.
 

Count von Bernstorff, German ambassador to the US.
 



PART FOUR - ‘REMEMBER THE
LUSITANIA!’

22 - ‘THE HUN’S MOST GHASTLY CRIME’

n

At 8.15 p.m. on 7 May Admiral von Pohl, commander-in-chief of
the German High Seas Fleet, received a brief wireless message.
Based on a British radio signal intercepted by the battleship
Posen it told him that the Lusitania had been torpedoed. On 8
May the German Admiralty’s daily top-secret intelligence report
opened with a short statement that the Lusitania had been
torpedoed and sunk off the Old Head of Kinsale, but made no
further comment. The next day Crown Prince Wilhelm, who
had determinedly supported von Tirpitz’s campaign for all-out
U-boat warfare, sent the Kaiser an exultant telegram from his
headquarters at Stenay in northern France. There was, he told
his father, ‘great joy’ at the news. He added that the more single-
mindedly the U-boat war was prosecuted, the faster the war
would end.

The German press at once applauded the attack as an
‘extraordinary success’. While regretting the loss of life, they
praised the action as an example of Germany’s seamanship and
technical prowess. They presented it as a justified attack on a
ship which had been armed and carrying both munitions and
Canadian troops, and which had been warned before she sailed.
They placed the blame firmly on British pride and indifference,
accusing Cunard of wanton irresponsibility for carrying
passengers on board a Royal Navy Auxiliary vessel — in other
words, a warship. One paper declared that ‘hundreds of on-
participant passengers were victims, victims of the haughty
greed of English shipping lines’. Another accused Britain of
cynically using ‘citizens from neutral nations as a shield’. The
Kölnische Volkszeitung went further, claiming the sinking as ‘a



 

success of moral significance’ and a just response to British
attempts to starve the German people to death through her
blockade.

In the early hours of 12 May the Germans, and the British,
finally learned for certain which U-boat was responsible for the
attack. Some two hundred miles from Heligoland and now back
in radio contact, Walther Schwieger instructed his radio officer
Otto Rikowsky to signal German wireless stations with news of
his triumph: ‘have sunk . . . one sailing ship, two steamers and
Lusitania’. In a further signal he stated that he had sunk the
Cunard liner with one torpedo. The Room 40 team intercepted
both messages and immediately recognised their significance.
Sir Alfred Ewing, head of Room 40, had them checked against
those received by ten different listening posts and asked for
certified copies to be sent to him. He gathered these on a special
file as well as including them in the normal daily list of
intercepts circulated, among others, to Churchill as First Lord of
the Admiralty, Fisher as First Sea Lord, Rear Admiral Oliver as
Chief of War Staff and Captain Reginald Hall as Director of
Naval Intelligence. Each now knew that whatever had caused
the second explosion reported by so many survivors, it was not
a second torpedo.

The Room 40 team also decoded the fulsome congratulations
sent within hours by von Pohl to the: ‘My highest appreciation
of commander and crew for success achieved of which the High
Seas Fleet is proud and my congratulations on their return.’ On
13 May Schwieger was ordered to sail not to Emden but on to
Wilhelmshaven. This presented no problems — he still had
about one-third of his fuel left. As the U-20 arrived at the end of
her journey of 3,006 nautical miles, 250 of them under water,
jubilant sailors assembled on the decks of nearby warships
gave three cheers.
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Transcription of Schwieger’s signal.

The reaction in the British press, meanwhile, was bitter,
virulent and predictable. The papers raged about the LATEST
ACHIEVEMENTS OF GERMAN FRIGHTFULNESS AT SEA and THE
HUN’S MOST GHASTLY CRIME. Editorials suggested that the act
was a further example of a new and unprincipled form of
warfare: ‘Sowing of illegal mines, submarining of
merchantmen, butchery of fishermen, the Falaba case, the
Lusitania case — it is a long and terrible list. On land the
sacking of towns, the massacres of non-combatants, the use of
explosive bullets and asphyxiating gas . . .’ Photographs of
confused, pale-faced orphans, bereaved women and dead
babies stared out from the pages. Survivors’ accounts depicted
the liner’s last moments with grim pathos. They conjured
traumatic ours spent clinging to wreckage among a harvest of
dead bodies. The Daily Mirror played on readers’ emotions with
a tale of how a two-year-old boy was tossed into a lifeboat at the
last moment. An elderly woman tried to comfort this ‘Little
Unknown’ but he ‘pressed his chubbie fists into his eyes and



The crowd was muttering and growling and the shop was dark but there were
people upstairs. So I just picked up a brick and heaved it through the window . . .
Then everyone took to shying them, and in a few minutes the place was a wreck.
Then everyone broke into the place and soon all the furniture, carpets and
everything else were thrown out of the windows into the street. There were
several policemen at the corner . . . and they only grinned. The crowd then went
on down the street and wrecked four German pork shops and carried away some
of the meat. I saw one young fellow going off with half a hog and an old woman
was dancing in the middle of the street with strings of sausages all over her and
flying in the wind . . .

sobbed, “Mummie, mummie”’. The only person able to quiet
him was ‘a burly stoker’ streaked with coaldust who said
soothingly, ‘Don’t cry, sonny. We shall soon be all right.’

Several accounts told of submarines circling around, and
gloating U-boatmen leaning from their conning-towers to taunt
their victims. Some even told of submariners machine-gunning
people in the water. The Times insisted that the countries of the
world ‘must join in branding . . . the renegade among the
nations’. The Daily Express hoped that President Wilson, ‘good
man that he is’, would be stirred to do ‘something more than
protest’. The papers also reported that, according to the sources
which had predicted the destruction of the Lusitania, another
Cunard liner, the Transylvania, would be next. Recruitment
posters depicting a blazing, sinking ship with victims struggling
helplessly in the water urged men to join up to ‘avenge the
Lusitania’. Recruitment offices reported a surge in applicants.

Anti-German rioting broke out at once in many British cities.
In London, German-owned businesses or those whose owners
had German-sounding names were systematically looted, from
the East End to Kentish Town. One bakery lost everything down
to its baking tins. Newspapers reported ‘widespread havoc’,
‘pillage and fire’. The disturbances were particularly violent in
Liverpool. Two Americans who had just arrived on the liner
New York joined in. One of them later told the New York Times
what happened when the mob attacked a cutlery shop:
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In some places the mobs were two or three thousand strong
and by 13 May £40,000 worth of property had been destroyed in
Liverpool alone. In desperation the authorities closed the city’s
pubs early and advised German and Austrian nationals to quit
the city and head inland for their own safety. In Leeds the Corn
Exchange passed a resolution demanding the immediate
departure of anyone of Austrian or German extraction. A small
group hastily left watched by six hundred members roaring out
‘Rule Britannia’. In London the Stock Exchange asked
naturalised members of German and Austrian birth not to
attend and to present their papers for vetting. On 13 May Prime
Minister Asquith announced the internment of all enemy aliens
of military age. The following day the Kaiser’s banner was
unceremoniously hauled down in the Chapel Royal at Windsor
Castle to mark his expulsion from the Order of the Garter,
bestowed on him thirty-eight years earlier by his adored
grandmother Queen Victoria.

There was also serious anti-German rioting in British
dominions overseas. In Canada, the capital of British Columbia,
Victoria, was placed under martial law. The mayor was forced
to read the Riot Act and deploy eight hundred soldiers on the
city streets. He also provided the German-born wife of the
Lieutenant-Governor with special protection.

The French joined their British ally in declaring the sinking
an act of unprecedented barbarity. One paper declared ‘the
German’s divorce from civilisation is omplete’. Another
reported a supposed prediction by an official of the North
German Lloyd line just four days before the attack: ‘As for the
Lusitania we’ll get her for certain.’ All predicted hopefully that
neutral countries would now join the war on the side of the
Allies, and many did indeed condemn the attack. The
Norwegian Morgenblad wrote: ‘The news of the sinking of the
Lusitania puts . . . all other events in the background and
arouses the whole world to a feeling of horror. The Germans
have meant to terrify. They have terrified their friends and
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terror breeds hate.’ The Dutch Telegraaf declared: ‘Criminal is
too mild a word to be applied to this outrage; it is devilish . . .’

In Germany there was surprise at the world’s reaction.
Officials carefully analysed the reporting of the Lusitania
incident in neutral countries and Foreign Secretary Gottlieb von
Jagow moved quickly to brief Germany’s embassies so they
could counter press criticism. The Kaiser was shocked by the
extent to which he personally was being demonised. He was
particularly affronted by the references to ‘Hunnish’ barbarity,
although he was, to some extent, to blame. In a notorious
speech to German troops departing to China in 1900 he had
urged them, like the Huns of old, to ‘Give no quarter! Take no
prisoners!’ but to kill: ‘Even as, a thousand years ago, the Huns
under their leader Attila gained such a name for themselves as
still resounds in terror . . . so may the name of Germany
resound . . .’ The ‘Hun’ imagery immediately caught the
attention of the world press and never faded, although, in
reality, there was no racial kinship between the Germans and
the Huns.

The German government was, of course, most concerned
about opinion in the neutral United States. The immediate
public reaction in America was one of shock. The press
condemned the act as barbaric in an almost unanimous chorus
of horror. Editors broke the news using the banner headlines
reserved for only the most dramatic stories — set in the
enormous typeface they irreverently called ‘Second Coming
type’. The Minneapolis Journal declared: ‘Germany intends to
become the outlaw of ations. Perhaps we are yet to witness
savagery carried to its ultimate perfection.’



‘
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Self Defense’. Baltimore Sun

As the news ricocheted around Manhattan on 7 May, the day
of the sinking, word spread that Ambassador Count Johan von
Bernstorff was staying at New York’s Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
Besieged by the press, he decided to stay in his suite. He asked
the German naval attaché Captain Karl Boy-Ed to attend in his
stead a charity concert that evening at the Metropolitan Opera
House in aid of the German Red Cross. The opera house’s
management feared trouble and stationed plainclothes men all
over the theatre. They banned the flying of German flags and
also the singing of ‘Deutschland Über Alles’, although Madam
Gadski, wife of Krupps’ representative in America and one of
the star performers, substituted ‘the riumphant cry of the
Valkyrie’ for Germany’s national anthem. Boy-Ed and military
attaché Franz von Papen, who was accompanying him, were
booed and hissed, while people complained that the private box
of the missing Alfred Vanderbilt had been sold for a
performance in aid of a German cause.

Count von Bernstorff tried to slip out of New York at 5.30 the
following morning to return to his embassy in Washington
which was now the subject of bomb threats. Even at that early



hour eager newsmen were outside the hotel to jostle and hustle
him as he got into a taxi. He shouted that he would not make a
statement and when the driver showed no sign of moving
yelled, ‘Go on, damn you, go on!’ The shaken diplomat was
pursued all the way to Pennsylvania Station, down to the
platform and on to the train. Persistent reporters asked him for
reactions to claims that he had provoked the attack on the
Lusitania by placing the warning in the papers, even that he
was a murderer. Bernstorff responded angrily that he was
indifferent to anything the papers might allege. This was not
strictly true. When German propagandist Dr Dernburg insisted
to reporters that Germany had an absolute right to sink without
warning any ship carrying contraband ‘without regard to
nationality or neutrality’ and that the Americans on board the
Lusitania had ‘committed suicide’, von Bernstorff reacted to his
gaffe by packing him straight back to Germany.

In Berlin Foreign Secretary von Jagow initially took a bullying
line with American Ambassador James Gerard, asserting to him
that America ‘will do nothing in this case’. On another occasion,
according to Gerard, von Jagow’s deputy Arthur Zimmermann
struck his desk with his fist as he declared that Germany had
‘500,000 German reservists in America who will rise in arms
against your Government if your Government should dare to
take any action against Germany’. Gerard responded that there
were ‘501,000 lamp-posts in America, and that was where the
German reservists would find themselves [hanging] if they tried
any uprising . . .’

But there was real anxiety behind the German rhetoric. The
Kaiser asked for details of the Lusitania incident as early as
possible. Schwieger was therefore ordered to report as soon as
he landed. On 14 May Naval Chief of Staff Admiral Bachmann
sent a telegram direct to the Kaiser relaying Schwieger’s story.
Bachmann added in a postscript that British claims that the U-
20 had fired two torpedoes were unfounded and that the



second explosion was most likely caused by munitions on
board.

In the highly charged atmosphere, with accusations and
counter accusations flying thickly, the German government was
determined to establish the true cause of the second explosion
beyond doubt. German experts carefully scrutinised a report in
the New York Times suggesting that the Lusitania had been
carrying 250,000lb of tetrachloride for the French government
for use in fabricating gas bombs. The German government
decided to commission their torpedo laboratory at Kiel to
undertake a full forensic analysis in the utmost secrecy.
Laboratory scientists looked closely at the construction of the
Lusitania, Schwieger’s report of what had happened and even
press reports of Captain Turner’s comments. They concluded
that the torpedo hit the forward section of the number one
boiler-room, that a boiler explosion could not ‘easily be
discounted’, but that this could not account for the immediate
outbreak of fire observed by Schwieger. The cause of the second
explosion was probably munitions, but they did not rule out a
coaldust explosion which they knew could be triggered when
‘coal bunkers are hit by shells’.

An official version of Schwieger’s war diary was produced.
The standard procedure was for U-boat commanders to deliver
their handwritten war diaries, completed en route, to the
bureau of their flotilla in whichever port they arrived. It would
then be typed, each day’s report personally signed off by the
commander and the original manuscript returned to him.
Significantly, the only surviving version shows that Schwieger,
on this occasion, signed for every day except 7 May.

Schwieger, meanwhile, was ordered to report personally to
Berlin where, as von Tirpitz later recalled, he was ‘treated very
ungraciously’. His reception reflected a growing realisation that
the sinking of the Lusitania had done Germany far more harm
than good.



23 - FOOL OR TRAITOR?
The British government soon recognised that the sinking of the
Lusitania could be a powerful weapon in the propaganda war
and were anxious that no blame for it could be laid at their
door. The Royal Navy and Admiralty moved quickly to fend off
any criticism of their actions, collective or individual. Vice-
Admiral Coke in Queenstown was particularly swift to guard his
own back. At 6.25 p.m. on the day of the sinking, well before the
first survivors had reached land, he had signalled the Admiralty
in London that the Lusitania had been ‘specially warned that
submarines [were active] on southern coast and to keep mid-
channel course, avoiding headlands, also position of submarine
sighted off Cape Clear 10.00 a.m. today was communicated by
W/T to her . . .’ Captain Richard Webb, Director of the
Admiralty’s Trade Division and responsible for guidance to
merchant shipping, dashed off a message to Coke asking him to
confirm that Queenstown was continuing to warn merchant
ships of U-boat movements. Coke confirmed tersely that he was.

Admiral Jackie Fisher ordered all reports of U-boat
movements and sightings to be collated. He remained under
great strain. In early May Clementine Churchill had been
sufficiently concerned about him to suggest vainly to her
husband that he should not go to France as planned to discuss
Italy’s entry into the war. She tried to support Fisher in
Churchill’s absence and invited him to lunch. Although he
seemed ‘as nervous as a kitten’, all appeared to go well. Fisher
left the room in a cheerful mood, but when Clementine
followed a moment later she encountered him lurking in the
corridor. He suddenly burst out, ‘You are a foolish woman! All
the time you think Winston’s with Sir John French he is in Paris
with his mistress.’ She interpreted his spiteful remark as a sure
sign his mind was becoming unbalanced.



In taking the course he did, the Master of the  acted directly contrary
to the written general instructions received from the Admiralty, and completely

It could not have improved Churchill’s mood on returning to
London on 10 May to learn of Fisher’s unfounded accusations.
Clementine would have been a remarkably trusting wife had
she not told him. As well as being worried about Fisher’s mental
state, Churchill also faced that day a barrage of key questions
about the Lusitania in the House of Commons from, among
others, his old bête noire Lord Charles Beresford. What was the
ship’s speed when she was sunk? What were the captain’s
instructions? Where were the naval patrols? Why had she not
been escorted when submarines were known to be in the area?
What action had been taken in response to the newspaper
warning in America?

Churchill’s performance in the Commons was not among his
best. He was, he noted, inhibited by the requirement not to
disclose classified information. As announced that morning, the
Board of Trade had set up an independent inquiry into the
sinking of the Lusitania. It would be chaired by Lord Mersey, a
senior judge and Britain’s Commissioner for Wrecks, with ‘the
assistance of skilled assessors’. While confirming that the
Lusitania had received instructions and at least two warnings
from the Admiralty, Churchill said that he could not discuss
them since ‘it might appear I was trying to throw blame on the
Captain of the Lusitania in regard to an affair which will be the
subject of full investigation’.

This was a mere hint of the ‘blame Turner’ attitude in the
Admiralty being spun to the British and American press in the
early days after the sinking. Vice-Admiral Coke’s detailed report
of 9 May on his own activities included a gratuitous dig at
Turner: ‘From reports received, the Lusitania was 8 to 10 miles
from the land which in view of the warning given her was
dangerous.’ Captain Webb built extensively on this theme in a
memorandum he was now composing. The key paragraphs
read:

Lusitania



disregarded the telegraphic warnings received from Queenstown during the
hours immediately preceding the attack. On the facts at present disclosed the
Master appears to have displayed an almost inconceivable negligence, and one is
forced to conclude that he is either utterly incompetent, or that he has been got
at by the Germans. In considering this latter possibility it is not necessary to
suppose that he had any conception of the loss of life which actually occurred,
and he may well have thought that being close to the shore there would be ample
time to run his ship into a place of security before she foundered.

Supposing, however, that no suspicion of treachery attaches to the Master, it is
conceivable that in conversation with his fellow officials he may have expressed
his intention of following his usual track, regardless of the Submarine menace. In
this case, having regard to the nationality and sympathies of the high officials of
the Cunard company in New York, it is very possible that his intention may have
been communicated to the German Embassy, and in this case it is not difficult to
explain the confident prophecies spread abroad in New York.

s

Webb attached to his memorandum a telegram from Britain’s
ambassador to the US Sir Cecil Spring-Rice reporting Consul-
General Bennett’s comments about the Germanic antecedents of
many of Cunard’s New York staff and questioning their loyalty
and sent it to Rear Admiral Oliver on 12 May. Oliver in turn sent
Webb’s memorandum on to Churchill and Fisher with a note of
his own supporting Webb’s views and suggesting action be
taken over the staffing of the overseas offices of British hipping
companies. Fisher had little doubt who should be blamed for
the Lusitania, scribbling ‘Fully concur’ in his characteristic
green ink against Webb’s comment that Turner was either
utterly incompetent or had been got at. Fisher added: ‘As the
Cunard Company would not have employed an incompetent
man the certainty is absolute that Captain Turner is not a fool
but a knave. I hope Captain Turner will be arrested
immediately after the enquiry whatever the verdict.’ He then
noted on Oliver’s submission, ‘Ought not Lord Mersey to get a
hint’ and ‘I feel absolutely certain that Captain Turner of the
Lusitania is a scoundrel and been bribed’. He concluded, ‘No
seaman in his senses could have acted as he did.’

Churchill was only slightly more circumspect. He wrote in red
ink ‘fully concur with DTD [Webb]. I consider the Admiralty
case against the Captain should be pressed before Lord Mersey



 

by a skilful counsel and that Captain Webb should attend as
witness if not employed as assessor. We should pursue the
captain without check.’ Having agreed this very clear
government policy guidance for what should have been an
independent and impartial inquiry, Churchill and Fisher now
left the detail to their staffs. They turned instead to a topic
which both considered more important than the Lusitania but
over which they disagreed — the Dardanelles.

Captain Webb’s memorandum with Admiral Fisher’s comments.
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A final confrontation between the two men was not long
delayed. Bolstered by intercepts from Room 40 indicating that
further German submarines were on their way to the
Mediterranean, Fisher insisted on 12 May that the navy’s
newest battleship, the Queen Elizabeth, be withdrawn back to
the Home Fleet. He reluctantly agreed to Churchill’s demand
that she be replaced in the Dardanelles by older vessels. On
Friday 14 May, Churchill pressed for further additions to the
Dardanelles force. That evening the two met. At the end of the
meeting Fisher believed that they had agreed to limit further
reinforcements to a level acceptable to him. He retired to bed
early as usual, but on rising before dawn discovered hat in the
small hours Churchill had written him a minute requiring
reinforcements ‘greatly in excess’ of those they had agreed.
Around 5 a.m. Fisher wrote his letter of resignation, concluding
‘I am off to Scotland at once so as to avoid all questionings.’

At first neither Prime Minister Asquith nor Churchill took his
resignation seriously. The volatile old man had, after all,
threatened to resign on at least nine previous occasions since
the beginning of 1915. However, they became alarmed at his
continued absence from his post. Both tried to persuade him to
relent, but he would not.

At the same time Asquith and his administration were
themselves under great pressure following an article in The
Times on Friday 14 May alleging a ‘scandalous shortage of shells
on the Western Front’. The author was a correspondent by the
name of Colonel Repington. The rumour was that Churchill had
leaked him the story during his visit to France to further his
own political ambitions. If so, the affair backfired on him badly.
To avoid an onslaught from the Conservative opposition,
Asquith decided on Monday 17 May to seek a coalition
government of national unity with the Conservatives. Churchill
had crossed the floor of the House of Commons, deserting the
Conservatives in favour of Asquith’s Liberals. Also, his conduct
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of the Dardanelles operation and other naval matters, including
the Lusitania disaster; was under severe criticism by
Conservatives such as Beresford. Part of the Conservatives’
price would therefore be the removal of Churchill.

Fisher saw an opportunity for himself to ride back to power,
and on 19 May he wrote to Asquith a most ill-judged note. He
graciously agreed to return and ‘guarantee the successful
termination of the War and the total abolition of the submarine
menace’ on six conditions including that ‘Mr Winston Churchill
is not in the Cabinet to be always circumventing me’ and that
he should have ‘absolutely untrammelled sole command of all
the sea forces whatsoever’ as well as an absolutely free hand in
all appointments. He had clearly overstepped the mark. This
extraordinary ultimatum’ with its megalomaniac demands
angered Asquith who told the King that it ‘indicated signs of
mental aberration’. Fisher’s resignation was to his chagrin
accepted.

Churchill did not long survive him. Under the new coalition
government he was moved on 26 May to the less important
position of Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster with a few ill-
defined duties. He resigned from the government entirely on 12
November to become a battalion commander on the Western
Front. His successor as First Lord of the Admiralty was the cool,
languid, self-contained former Prime Minister Arthur Balfour.
Thus, by the time the inquiry into the sinking of the Lusitania
opened on 15 June, two key figures had disappeared from the
Admiralty scene.

One of Captain Webb’s first tasks in preparing the Admiralty’s
case for the inquiry was to ensure that nothing was said which
might undermine national security. He therefore had deleted
from the list of questions proposed for the inquiry by the Board
of Trade (the government department responsible for setting up
the inquiry), which had to be answered in the published report,
the simple question: what were Captain Turner’s instructions
from the owners or the Admiralty? He did, however, allow two
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questions to stand. Had the captain had instructions? If so, had
he carried them out? Both were susceptible to single-word
answers — ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

The nature of the instructions would, however, be discussed
in closed sessions. Captain Webb therefore had to decide which
ones had been received by Turner. In a carefully constructed
schedule he listed the detailed note of 10 February 1915 with its
instructions to avoid headlands; to steer a mid-channel course;
to operate at full speed off harbours; to post extra look-outs;
and to ram any attacking submarine. He added four further
instructions including some which had been issued earlier and
related mainly to avoiding attacks by surface vessels. His sixth
and final choice was an instruction dated 16 April advising
captains hat ‘fast steamers can considerably reduce the chance
of successful surprise attack by zig-zagging’.

Webb was not on firm ground here. He knew that a more
comprehensive version of the zigzagging note including an
illustrative diagram had not in fact been issued until 13 May.
However, he thought it possible that an initial three-paragraph
note had gone out on 16 April. If so, and if Turner could be
claimed to have received and ignored it, it would be further
proof of his incompetence. Webb put inquiries in hand with
Cunard to establish whether they had received and issued it.
The answer was inconclusive: Cunard’s marine superintendent
believed that Captain Turner had either received a copy or had
read it. A manuscript note on the Admiralty file, added as an
afterthought, carefully distanced the Admiralty from this
information. It qualified the statement that the instruction had
been received with the phrase ‘It is understood that . . .’ These
four ‘weasel words’ remain a standard formula in the British
Civil Service to imply doubt and indicate that the information is
not directly known to the writer, who cannot vouch for it.

Captain Webb also had to decide what should be said to the
inquiry by the Admiralty about the signals sent to the Lusitania
during her final voyage. He asked the various wireless stations



to provide details of all messages and then produced a list. The
list included only general messages to all ships in the area, such
as the one sent out nightly and based on the February guidance
about avoiding headlands and steering a mid-channel course. It
did not include messages sent to the Lusitania alone during the
two days before the sinking. It did not, for example, list the
‘QUESTOR’/’WESTRONA’ exchange which established which
code the Lusitania was using, or the seemingly personal
messages such as that from May Barwell to Alfred Vanderbilt.

It appears probable — from gaps in the telegram sequence on
Admiralty files and from informal statements made by the
Ministry of Defence to previous historians — that there were
further official messages sent only to the Lusitania. Their nature
has been a matter of much speculation. If they indeed existed
they were certainly not included in any draft of Captain Webb’s
note. What he did include, albeit in more statesmanlike
language than in his internal memorandum, was criticism of
Turner for failing to follow instructions. He had failed to zigzag;
he had not kept a mid-channel course; he had tarried at
reduced speed in a danger zone. Webb’s concluding sentence
read: ‘He thus kept his valuable vessel for an unnecessary
length of time in the area where she was most liable to attack,
inviting disaster.’

The sensitivities were such that Webb produced at least two
drafts of his note. The major change in the later version was to
spell out the trouble taken by the Admiralty to ensure that
Captain Turner received the messages sent and to give further
details of some of them. All the drafts of Webb’s note and the
final version are dated 8 May — the day immediately after the
disaster, and a Saturday. This must have been an error. The
information could never have been collected, collated, checked
and reviewed on that single hectic day.

Webb was being pulled in many directions. On that Saturday,
8 May, the UK’s wartime censor had stopped a report from the
Daily Mirror’s New York office to its London headquarters



 
* * *

reading: ‘Cunard guaranteed passengers Lusitania would be
conveyed by destroyers, big guns. White Star captains never see
destroyers.’ However, on Monday 10 May the harassed Webb
still had to draft a reply to an urgent letter from the chairman
of the White Star Line asking whether, in view of the sinking,
the Admiralty still considered vessels ‘of good speed’ as ‘almost
immune from the consequences of torpedo fire from
submarines’. The reply did not go until the following Friday, 14
May. It read: ‘No special protection which it is in the power of
the Admiralty to afford would be of service in protecting fast
liners from the danger of a surprise torpedo attack which is the
only form of attack to which these ships are liable.’ Rather
curiously, perhaps, it did not mention the benefits of zigzagging.

Webb’s note and a mass of other information were put before
Lord Mersey and his four assessors. These comprised Admiral
Sir Frederick Inglefield; another serving naval officer,
Lieutenant Commander H. J. Hearn, a submariner, and two
Merchant Navy captains. Admiral Inglefield clearly believed it
was his duty to ensure that the inquiry took government views
on board and that its findings were not contrary to government
expectations.

Lord Mersey himself was not only an intelligent man but also
a patriot with a clear understanding of the national interest. At
the time of the inquiry the Wrecks Commissioner was seventy-
four years old and highly experienced in marine investigations.
He had led the inquiry into the loss of the Titanic and was
currently pondering his report on the sinking of the Falaba. Out
of court he was a mild man with a love of good food and wine;
in court he could be impatient and brusque with both witnesses
and counsel who failed to follow his thinking.

Appearing for the British government were the Attorney-
General Sir Edward Carson KC and the Solicitor-General Sir
Frederick Smith KC, usually known as ‘F.E.’. Carson had
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successfully defended the criminal libel suit brought by Oscar
Wilde against the Marquis of Queensberry which had led to
Wilde’s imprisonment in Reading Gaol for homosexual acts.
Smith was devastating in cross-examination with a strong line
in witty put-downs. Tall and vain, he habitually wore a red
flower in his buttonhole and smoked large cigars. Butler
Aspinall, another distinguished lawyer, represented Cunard.
Only the government and Cunard lawyers would attend the two
closed sessions which discussed the classified information, but
passengers, crewmen’s unions and the Canadian government
were all represented in the open sessions to which the public
was admitted.

In addition to Webb’s material, statements had been collected
from every surviving member of the crew. All were recorded in
an identical hand on partially pre-printed forms but signed by
the witness. In cases where itnesses were illiterate — such as
Able Seaman Hennessy, who had been on look-out in the crow’s
nest when the torpedo was sighted — each man marked them
with his cross. In almost identical wording they stated that the
ship was in good order, unarmed and that boat drills had been
carried out before the vessel left New York. Hugh Johnston, the
quartermaster who had been at the wheel until told by Captain
Turner to save himself, later recalled the pressure from Cunard
to be loyal to the company. More surprisingly, perhaps,
witnesses were also encouraged to testify that there had been
two torpedo strikes. According to Johnston, ‘I was asked in
Liverpool getting ready to go to London how many torpedoes
struck the ship. I said one. Well I was told two would help the
case. I said there was only one.’

A careful sift was made of passengers’ statements. Five
passengers were initially invited to give evidence and a few
more volunteered to do so during the course of the inquiry and
were accepted. Oliver Bernard’s repeated offers were, however,
ignored, despite the prominence given to his statements and
drawings in the press. He wrote to the grieving mother of Dick
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Prichard that ‘I have been prepared and am still ready to
declare under oath that we were struck by only ONE torpedo . . .
abaft the bridge.’

The inquiry was held at Central Hall, Westminster, where
Lord Mersey and his assessors took evidence from 15 to 18
June. Sir Edward Carson opened proceedings for the
government. He was clear that the first torpedo had hit
between funnels three and four. Then, contrary to the
information known to the Admiralty through Room 40’s
decoded messages, he stated that ‘there was a second and
perhaps third torpedo’. He said that the ship was only eight to
ten miles from land when hit. She was capable of travelling at
twenty-one knots at the time of the sinking but was in fact
doing only eighteen. He suggested that the court would need to
consider whether the captain was right in travelling at this
speed. He added that the captain had received ‘specific
instructions and directions’. Again, he court would need to
consider how far the captain had acted upon them.

Predictably, after such a prologue, most interest centred on
how Captain Turner would defend himself. He gave evidence at
both the open and closed sessions. The inquiry was taking place
barely a month after the sinking. There were whispers that he
should have gone down with his ship and claims that he had
ordered survivors off an upturned lifeboat while continuing to
cling to it himself. One well-dressed woman gave him a white
feather as he entered the building. Turner may well have been
suffering from post-traumatic shock. Indeed, just before the
inquiry opened he wrote to a well-wisher that he still could not
bear ‘to think or speak’ about the disaster. However, he had to
do so now, in the witness box.

He would not have been encouraged to know that the
Admiralty had been thoroughly investigating his background.
On 18 May Captain Webb had announced the results: ‘As
regards Captain Turner I have ascertained that he was born at
Liverpool in 1856 and that he has been in the service of the



Company off and on since 1877. He joined as a Boy before the
mast and worked his way up by sheer merit.’ He noted that
Turner had an English wife and concluded that there was no
evidence to suggest that Turner had German connections or
sympathies.

At his first appearance in open session Captain Turner
surprised those present by his answer to a question probing
whether the Lusitania’s crew had been proficient in handling
lifeboats. He replied simply, ‘No, they were not.’ He later
explained that they lacked practice and experience. Later still,
in response to prompting by Cunard’s counsel, he confessed
that he was ‘an old-fashioned sailor man’ who did not believe
that present standards matched up to those of his youth. Also
surprisingly, he denied that he had ever given instructions for
women and children to be removed from the lifeboats.
Furthermore, contrary to his evidence at the Kinsale inquest, he
now seemed convinced that there had been two torpedoes, not
one, and that the first had struck between the third and fourth
funnels.

The matter of the Admiralty’s instructions to Captain Turner
was discussed at two closed sessions. Sir Edward Carson cross-
examined him very precisely and aggressively. He described all
the instructions Turner had received, including those relating
to avoiding enemy surface vessels which advocated sticking to
the coast and urged captains to ‘remember the enemy will
never operate in sight of land if he can possibly avoid it’. These,
of course, directly contradicted advice on how to avoid
submarines, which was to stay out of sight of land. Carson was
very careful to quote the date of each instruction and on each
occasion to ask Turner, ‘Did you get that?’ However, when it
came to the guidance on zigzagging Carson read out all three
paragraphs of the note of 16 April flagged by Webb but did not
give a date for it. He simply asked Turner, ‘Did you read that?’
Perhaps bemused, Turner replied, ‘I did.’ Carson then hopped
back to another note dated 22 March 1915 about steering a mid-
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channel course. Reverting to his previous style of questioning,
he quoted the specific date and asked, ‘Did you get this?’

His cross-examination probed further into why Turner had
been so near to land. Carson suggested that land was eight to
ten miles’ distant; Turner thought he had been some fifteen
miles from the Irish coast. He insisted that he had closed in to
take a four-point bearing to find out precisely where he was.
Carson suggested that he must already have known this
approximately. Turner replied that while he had, he was in part
relying on guesswork. In response to further pressure he for
once showed some animation, snapping back, ‘I wanted to get
my proper position off the land — I do not do my navigation by
guesswork.’ Turner went on to say that he had been doing only
eighteen knots to allow him to time his arrival at the Mersey
Bar so that he could cross it, as advised, without delaying in
known dangerous waters outside the harbour. Pressed on why
he was not zigzagging at the time his ship was struck, Captain
Turner said that he thought he need only do so when he saw a
submarine. In any case, the ords about zigzagging which had
been read to him seemed different from those he recalled.

Throughout his appearances, Turner’s answers tended to the
monosyllabic. He seemed anxious and on occasion confused.
Butler Aspinall guided him as best he could, on one occasion
asking him ‘to pull yourself together and think before you
answer’. Aspinall also interpolated extra information helpful to
Turner and thus to Cunard’s case. Before the final closed session
on 18 June he apologised to Mersey for Turner being ‘a bad
witness’ in the sense that ‘he was confused’. Mersey replied that
‘in my opinion at present he may have been a bad Master
during that voyage but I think he was telling the truth’.

The lawyers then discussed evidence substantiating Turner’s
view that it would have been hazardous to tarry outside
Liverpool harbour. In the process Mersey discovered that
Captain Webb and the Admiralty had supplied him with a less
full memorandum, in particular with regard to signals sent to



 gthe Lusitania, than had been iven to the solicitor-general. Both
were, however, dated the same day. They were probably the
different versions of Webb’s memorandum of 8 May. Lord
Mersey was plainly annoyed. He agreed with the solicitor-
general that because of the confusion and possible uncertainty
over which version Turner had thought they were referring to
during cross-examination, they would find it difficult to use
much of the information contained in them formally against
him.

The day after Captain Turner’s appearance, Lord Mersey took
evidence from Commander Anderson, the only member of
naval or Admiralty staff to be called. He testified to the benefits
of zigzagging and of sailing at top speed to avoid submarines.
Surprisingly, he was not questioned about the Admiralty’s own
deliberations on how best to warn and protect the Lusitania,
and their consequent action or inaction.

The remainder of the open sessions included evidence on the
number of torpedoes. Most witnesses, including Leslie Morton,
said there had been two, but two crewmen, both British naval
reservists, said that in addition a third torpedo had been fired,
perhaps by a second submarine from the port side. Lord
Mersey very pointedly and firmly deflected the seamen’s union
representative Clem Edwards from discussing the nature of the
alleged torpedo strikes, their points of impact and the
consequences for the watertight compartments of the ship —
this despite Mr Edwards’ pleading that both he and Mersey had
found bulkheads a fruitful avenue of exploration at the Titanic
inquiry. Thus any discussion of the effect of the torpedo on the
vulnerable longitudinal bulkheads was ruled out.

Neither was there any substantive discussion of the nature of
the cargo at the main sessions of the inquiry. Five days before
the inquiry had begun, on 10 June, a major broadening of the
Defence of the Realm Act had made it an offence ‘to collect,
record, publish, or communicate or attempt to elicit
information’ on the nature, carriage and use of His Majesty’s
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‘war materials’ for any purpose. Previously the Act had only
prohibited the acquisition, publication etc. of such information
if intended for communication to the enemy. Thus, in
compliance with the Act, there was no detailed discussion of the
Lusitania’s cargo. Sir Edward Carson merely read out the
American government’s note to Germany refuting German
allegations about the cargo, backed up by a confirmatory note
from Collector of Customs Dudley Field Malone to Cunard
General Manager Charles Sumner that the cargo was not in
violation of American law on what could be transported on
passenger steamers.

However, Mersey did decide, after reflection, to hold an
additional session on 1 July at the Westminster Palace Hotel.
The purpose was to hear evidence from passenger Joseph
Marichal, who was claiming that ammunition had exploded on
the Lusitania. Marichal was a French-born lecturer in Romance
languages at a Canadian university. He was a former officer in
the French Army and had been travelling to England with his
pregnant English wife and three children for a holiday. His wife
had miscarried as a esult of the trauma and he had written to
Cunard threatening legal action unless he received substantial
compensation. Lord Mersey probably feared that if he did not
call Marichal, and if the Frenchman subsequently publicised his
claims, the German government and others might be able to
cast doubt on the breadth of evidence taken by the inquiry.

Mersey and the government and Cunard legal teams handled
Marichal roughly and he did not have his own counsel to
protect him. The thrust of his evidence was that he considered
the second explosion on the Lusitania to have sounded ‘similar
to the rattling of a machine gun’. He thought that it might have
occurred beneath the second-class dining-room at the aft of the
ship where he was sitting. He claimed that it shook the whole
floor but he could not identify the location clearly. He went on
to complain about the poor treatment of the survivors by
Cunard, the low speed of the ship, the incompetence of the
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Lusitania’s captain and the fact that some crew members had
neglected passengers in order to save themselves. He even took
the opportunity to disparage the cooking of the second-class
chef.

Under cross-examination Marichal denied, on the basis of his
experience in the French Army, that the sounds he heard could
have been caused by the fracturing of steam lines rather than
by ammunition. He admitted that he had written to Cunard
stating that unless he received an immediate payment he would
produce publicly ‘evidence which will certainly not be to the
credit either of your company or of the Admiralty’, but he
denied that this meant that if he had been paid he would have
said nothing — in other words, he was not a blackmailer. He
concluded by complaining to Lord Mersey about the shameful
way witnesses had been treated by the inquiry.

After Marichal’s evidence, a plan showing where the cargo
had been stowed was admitted as an exhibit. Captain Turner
was asked to confirm its accuracy — that is, to state that the
cargo was some way from where the torpedoes had exploded.
This he did. The British overnment was, however, sufficiently
perturbed by Monsieur Marichal to initiate enquiries into his
background with the French government. They replied on 9
July that he had been found guilty in June 1903 by court-martial
of brawling and concealing his identity. A fortnight later he had
been sentenced to two months in prison for desertion. In
November 1903 he had been cashiered from the army and in
1904 had been convicted of fraud. In 1915, after his return on
the Lusitania he had applied for reinstatement in the army only
to be refused on 26 June. This information was immediately
leaked to the British press to discredit Marichal and was
exaggerated in the telling.

The only other witness to question the behaviour of the crew
was David Thomas, Margaret Mackworth’s father, whose
character, unlike Marichal’s, could not be impugned. As Thomas
had done in his indignant statement to the Morning Post, he
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suggested that organisation was lacking on the sinking ship,
that there was some panic, that the boats were badly launched
and that the order ‘women and children first’ had not always
been obeyed. The solicitor-general did, however, suggest that
much of his evidence was hearsay and drew from him the
admission that, in the case of the only lifeboat he knew about
directly, the one in which he had got away, everyone had
behaved correctly.

Lord Mersey and his assessors retired to contemplate their
verdict. It was clearly Mersey’s original intention to blame
Captain Turner. He enquired through Admiral Inglefield
whether the government would consider it expedient that
‘blame should be very prominently laid upon the Captain’ for
disregarding Admiralty instructions. Mersey was apparently
concerned that if he did so the Germans ‘might use it as another
pretext for defending their action in sinking the vessel’. Both
the new First Lord of the Admiralty, Arthur Balfour, and the
Foreign Office were consulted. The Admiralty’s reply, direct to
Lord Mersey, was that neither Balfour nor the Foreign Office
would object to a erdict ‘that the Master received suitable
written instructions which he omitted to follow and that he was
also fully informed of the presence of hostile submarines . . . If
you should still have any doubts on the subject, Mr Balfour
would be glad to see you . . .’

Whether Lord Mersey took up the invitation is unknown.
However, he decided not to place the blame on Captain Turner.
His short, two-paragraph-long report was published on 17 July.
It placed responsibility for the disaster fairly and squarely on
the captain and crew of the German submarine which carried
out the attack and on their superiors in Berlin. The second
paragraph gave the unsubstantiated view that ‘In the opinion of
the Court the act was done not merely with the intention of
sinking the ship, but also with the intention of destroying the
lives of the people on board.’
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In a ten-page amplificatory annex Lord Mersey stated that
both Captain Turner and Staff Captain Anderson were
‘competent men and . . . did their duty’. He went on: ‘No doubt
there were mishaps in handling the ropes of the boats and in
other such matters but there was, in my opinion, no
incompetence or neglect and I am satisfied that the crew
behaved well throughout and worked with skill and
judgement.’ Like the masters and officers, ‘They did their best in
difficult and perilous circumstances and their best was good.’
The passengers generally behaved well although some did
‘more harm than good’ in attempting to assist in launching the
boats. The German warning was evidence that the attack was
premeditated and planned before the Lusitania sailed.

Lord Mersey concluded firmly that there were two torpedo
strikes, the first hitting the starboard side between funnels
three and four. He gave some credence to the evidence of a
second submarine firing from the port side. Mersey dismissed
Marichal with the damning sentence ‘I did not believe this
gentleman.’ He went on: ‘In my opinion there was no explosion
of any part of the cargo.’ He said that the Admiralty had
devoted the most anxious care and thought ‘to the questions
arising out of he submarine peril’ and that the officials
concerned deserved ‘the highest praise’. The advice given to
Captain Turner was not meant ‘to deprive him of the right to
exercise his skilled judgement . . . His omission to follow the
advice in all respects cannot fairly be attributed either to
negligence or incompetence. He exercised judgement for the
best . . . The whole blame for the cruel destruction of life in this
catastrophe must rest solely with those who plotted and with
those who committed the crime.’

With this judgement the Lusitania sank from the front pages
of the British press, submerged by news of further massive loss
of life in battles which failed to break the stalemate on the
Western Front.
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In America it was a very different matter — the Lusitania
incident would remain a live issue until her own entry into the
war and beyond. The news of the Lusitania’s sinking reached
President Wilson shortly after the end of a Cabinet meeting. At
his first meeting with his private secretary Joe Tumulty there
were ‘tears in his eyes’ as he told him that if he pondered over
the personal tragedies reported in the newspapers he would
‘see red in everything . . . I am afraid that when I am called
upon to act with reference to this situation I could not be just to
anyone. I dare not act unjustly and cannot indulge my
passionate feelings.’ After a pause, he added, ‘In God’s name
how could any nation calling itself civilised purpose so horrible
a thing?’

On Wall Street industrial stocks plunged on news of the
sinking. Bethlehem Steel went from 159 to 130, Amalgamated
Copper from 74¾ to 63 and National Lead from 65½ to 56. News
of these sudden falls was followed by a message from London
from Colonel House arguing that ‘America has come to the
parting of the ways when she must determine whether she
stands for civilized or uncivilized warfare . . . We can no longer
remain neutral spectators.’ A telegram from Ambassador Page
warned that ‘the United States must declare war or forfeit
European respect’.

Faced with this and with continuing angry American ress
reaction, Wilson told Tumulty that he was bound to consider
his first step carefully and cautiously ‘because once having
taken it I cannot withdraw from it’. He took his time, pondering
the public mood. British Ambassador Cecil Spring-Rice gauged
correctly that although there was widespread indignation and
hostility to Germany in the United States there was no real
appetite for war. Wilson’s Secretary of State, William Jennings
Bryan, was leading the call for moderation, arguing that the



Allies could not rely upon neutral passengers to protect ships
carrying contraband from attack. ‘It would be like putting
women and children in front of an Army,’ he wrote to Wilson.

Spring-Rice noted that the ‘German Embassy is openly
provocative and it is probable that war would not be
unwelcome as it would mean prohibition of exports of arms.’
He was equally worried about the aggressive tone in the British
press. On 9 May he telegraphed London that ‘As our main
interest is to preserve U. S. as a base of supplies I hope language
of our press will be very guarded.’ The British press was indeed
watching with growing impatience. The Glasgow Herald
cautioned that if America held back ‘There [would] not be
enough of American dignity and honour left to cover the coffins
in which American rights [were] enclosed.’

The 10th of May was a busy day for Wilson. He had fallen
passionately in love with Edith Bolling Galt, a handsome,
buxom Southern widow sixteen years his junior. On 4 May she
had refused his proposal of marriage on the grounds that she
had not known him long enough and that it was less than a year
since his wife had died, but she had encouraged him to
continue their relationship. On 10 May he found time to meet
her at least once as well as to write to her: ‘When I know that I
am going to see you and am all a-quiver with the thought how
can I use this stupid pen to tell you that I love you? . . . the
greatest and the most delightful thing in the world [is] that I am
permitted to love you.’ This was all before heading to
Philadelphia where he had determined to test public opinion on
the Lusitania. He addressed an audience of 15,000 including
4,000 newly naturalised citizens in the convention hall. He
dwelt on America’s unique character and told the crowd that
‘The example of America must be the example not merely of
peace because it will not fight but of peace because peace is the
healing and elevating influence of the world and strife is not.
There is such a thing as a man being too proud to fight. There is
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such a thing as a nation being so right that it does not need to
convince others by force that it is right.’

Wilson had, for once, misjudged the mood badly. While the
American public did not want war, neither did they want
intellectual theorising which seemed close to cowardice in its
suggestion that principles were not worth fighting for. The
backlash was immediate, not only from hawks like Theodore
Roosevelt, who was calling for ‘immediate decision and vigor’,
but from the moderate press.

Wilson recognised his misjudgement and called a press
conference next day. He explained to the journalists that he had
been ‘expressing a personal attitude’, that he had had no
specific thing in mind, neither had he been giving ‘any
intimation of policy on any special matter’. He confessed to
Edith Galt that ‘I just do not know what I said in Philadelphia . .
. because my heart was in such a whirl.’ Spring-Rice
telegraphed London: ‘Impression is that President’s speech was
a feeler and response to it from country showed him that a
stronger line was advisable.’ Nevertheless, the phrase ‘too
proud to fight’ would dog Wilson for the rest of his career.

On the same day as Wilson’s speech, Count von Bernstorff
submitted a note from his government addressed to all neutral
countries affected by the sinking. It expressed ‘deepest
sympathy at the loss of American lives’ but placed all
responsibility on the British government. The sinking was one
of the retaliatory measures to which the British hunger
blockade had forced Germany; British merchant ships were
usually armed and had ‘repeatedly ried to ram submarines’,
thus preventing the use of ‘visit and search’ procedures; the
Lusitania was carrying contraband. In spite of heartfelt
sympathy the German government had to regret that the
American passengers had relied on British promises rather
than heeding German warnings.

But although Germany appeared to be presenting a tough and
united front, the Lusitania incident had deepened the long-
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existing divisions between the Imperial Navy hawks and the
more moderate civil and military voices. The Kaiser was at the
castle of Pless in Upper Silesia, a magnificent white palace of
three hundred rooms with marble staircases. Among his
accompanying entourage were Admiral Georg Alexander von
Müller, Chief of the Naval Cabinet, and Carl Georg von Treutler,
the foreign affairs liaison official at Imperial Headquarters.
Both shared Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg’s misgivings
about the unrestricted U-boat campaign. On 9 May, as von
Müller was settling into his ‘splendid quarters’ overlooking
Pless’s famous lawns, von Treutler came to see him. Von Müller
told him of despatches received that day from Admirals von
Tirpitz and Bachmann arguing for a hard line with the United
States over the Lusitania. Bachmann was insisting that
‘shackling U-boat commanders beyond their current orders is
utterly impossible’ and that any attempts to impose limits
would anger the public, ‘especially now when the effectiveness
of submarine warfare is evident as a result of the Lusitania
case’.

A deeply alarmed von Treutler fired off a telegram to the
Chancellor declaring, ‘I am outraged about the torpedoing of
the Lusitania and its incalculable consequences.’ Von Bethmann
Hollweg telegraphed back to say that the torpedoing of the
Lusitania was justified but it would not be advisable to ‘destroy
another passenger ship in the near future’. Von Bethmann
Hollweg was by now aware of a report from Kriege, Director of
the Foreign Office’s Legal Division, that although the British had
intended the Lusitania for possible operation as an rmed
auxiliary cruiser in war she had not actually been taken into
the navy for this purpose. He did not pass this information —
marked secret on the file — on to von Treutler.



 
Von Müller, meanwhile, tackled the Kaiser about the political

risks of attacking neutral shipping but found it hard going. He
wrote gloomily that ‘His Majesty has no understanding of the
seriousness of the situation’. All he won was ‘a halfway
concession’ that Bachmann should be told to respect the
Chancellor’s views.

When the United States Cabinet met on Tuesday 11 May to
consider their response to the German note, the general feeling
was that the reply must be tough while neither severing
diplomatic relations nor being likely to precipitate an
immediate break by Germany. During a three-hour discussion
the Cabinet worked through a draft response based on material
prepared by Counsellor to the State Department Robert
Lansing. Later that day, the President redrafted it himself. The
note, which was cabled under Bryan’s signature on 13 May,
reminded Germany of the principle of ‘strict accountability’ and
that America had warned Germany not to destroy the lives of
American citizens on the high seas. Employing submarines
humanely against merchant shipping was a ‘practical
impossibility’. Referring to the German newspaper warning,
Wilson made clear that ‘no warning that an unlawful and
inhumane act will be committed can possibly be accepted as an
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excuse or palliation for that act’ or abate ‘the responsibility for
its commission’. The note looked forward to the German
government disavowing the action, offering reparation and
taking immediate steps to prevent its reoccurrence.

A Letter from the President of the United States’. Philadelphia Record

Bryan had fought for a simultaneous protest to Britain bout
her blockade of Germany. He had also revived his previous
suggestion that the United States government should warn its
citizens of the danger of sailing on the ships of combatant
nations. Wilson rejected both proposals, the latter after
consultation with Lansing, still Bryan’s subordinate, on the
grounds that his ‘strict accountability’ statement of the previous
February could be seen as giving support to US citizens
travelling on belligerent ships. To change policy now might
cause the public mind to reflect on the wisdom of the
administration’s previous judgement. Bryan also argued in vain
for a more friendly tone in the final paragraph of the note to
Germany, including the insertion of references looking forward
to the continuation of the friendship between the two nations.

Bryan believed he had had greater success in persuading
Wilson to agree that publication of the note to Germany should
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be accompanied by a press statement suggesting that a ‘cooling
off’ period might permit a peaceful settlement. This proposal
was not at all to the taste of either Lansing or Secretary of War
Lindley Garrison. Garrison alerted Tumulty, who was likewise
appalled. He immediately went in to see the President and used
all his persuasive skills. He said that the American people
would be outraged and accuse Wilson of double-dealing; the
Germans would conclude that the US would not fight for her
rights and, in this belief, ignore the forceful formal note. At first
Wilson argued that Bryan was a sound politician and a
competent judge of public opinion, but Tumulty persisted.
Finally the President gave in. Tumulty emerged ‘white as a
ghost’ to join Garrison for lunch. ‘I have just had the worst half
hour of my life,’ he explained, but Garrison, learning of his
success, told him that he should ‘receive a medal for this day’s
work’.

The more hawkish members of Wilson’s Cabinet and entourage
were now clearly in the ascendant. This was perhaps not least
because Wilson’s private and deepest sympathies chimed with
theirs, even if Wilson did not dmit this to himself, committed
as he was to the principle of even-handedness. In any event, the
administration’s firm note to the German government struck
the right chord with most American opinion. The Baltimore
thought it contained ‘all the red blood that a red-blooded nation
can ask’. The New York Times stated that the President had ‘the
united support of the American people’. In London, The Times
declared that ‘both in substance and expression [it] recalls the
best traditions of American diplomacy’. America’s fellow
neutrals approved as well. La Prensa in Buenos Aires
considered that ‘if the principles laid down in the Note don’t
prevail, there will be an end to all neutrality and universal war
will come’.

American opinion turned further against Germany with
publication of a British government report by a highly
respected former British ambassador to Washington, Lord
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Bryce. Compiled with the help of thirty barristers who had
sifted all the evidence, this account of the German atrocities in
Belgium carried great weight. In addition to such confirmed
atrocities as the burning of Dinant and Louvain and some
indiscriminate shooting of civilians, it contained allegations of
rape and baby-murder which were later found to be
groundless. Nevertheless, Bryce’s prestige and the outrage at
the sinking of the Lusitania ensured that they were readily
believed when the report was released in May 1915. The
Washington Herald remarked that the Germans who were
guilty of the ‘frightfulness against Belgium’ were the same ‘who
sank the Lusitania and murdered 115 [sic] Americans because
England interfered with her commerce’.

On 15 May the London Times first published a horrific story
which had been circulating widely among troops at the Front
for some time. It described how counterattacking Allied troops
discovered the body of a Canadian sergeant crucified on a
Belgian barn door, hands and neck pierced by German
bayonets. No firm evidence was ever produced and the story is
almost certainly untrue, but again it was immediately believed,
relayed around the world and grew in the telling. It provided a
further pur to the revulsion felt by American public opinion
against Germany and made it ever more difficult for Bryan to
soften the President’s approach. Neither was his case helped by
what Bryan adamantly claimed was a misrepresentation by the
Austro-Hungarian Ambassador Dr Constantin Dumba of a
conversation between them on 17 May. Immediately afterwards
Dumba had cabled Vienna to report that according to Bryan
‘The United States desires no war. Her Notes, however strongly
worded, meant no harm, but had to be written in order to
pacify public opinion.’

A copy of Dumba’s cable was passed to Arthur Zimmermann,
the Deputy German Foreign Secretary. Zimmermann was still
highly irritated by the ‘blunt and abrupt manner’ of the
Anglophile American ambassador to Berlin, James Gerard,
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when he had presented the American protest note. Gerard had
further annoyed Zimmermann by personally and ostentatiously
going to the train reservations office in Berlin to book ‘places
for himself and his family as if a break of diplomatic relations
between Germany and the United States were imminent’.
Zimmermann decided to get his own back. When Gerard next
called, Zimmermann read him the text of the Austro-Hungarian
envoy’s telegram, remarking sardonically, ‘You see from
Dumba’s telegram that the State Department’s Note is not meant
to be taken very seriously but only as a sop to public opinion.’

An alarmed and highly annoyed Gerard at once wired Bryan,
reporting the conversation. Bryan contacted Dumba who wrote
pacifyingly that he agreed with Bryan’s recollection of the
conversation. Although Bryan had said that the US had no
desire for war he had not suggested her warning note to
Germany was for home consumption only. Dumba insinuated
that the German Foreign Office must have been trying to bluff
Gerard. Bryan reported all this to Wilson, who formally
accepted Bryan’s version. Privately, however, he probably
agreed with Robert Lansing, now his most trusted State
Department adviser, that Bryan was ‘indiscreet’ and that ‘It is
impossible to void the conclusion that he said something
which conveyed to Dr Dumba an intimation such as the latter
sent to his Government.’ It is certainly true that Bryan was
suggesting to foreign diplomats that he, at least, was doing his
best to ensure peace. Von Bernstorff reported to Berlin that
‘Bryan spoke to me very seriously about the Lusitania incident.
His influence will be exerted in a peaceful direction. This
influence is large, since Wilson depends on Bryan for his re-
election . . .’

Meanwhile, in Germany the American protest note of 13 May
had been angrily received. It encouraged an incensed Kaiser to
pay yet greater heed to von Tirpitz’s views and to speak of ‘the
necessity of intensified submarine warfare, even against
neutrals’. Germany’s uncompromising reply reached
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Washington on 31 May. It simply said that her general note to
neutral countries had already expressed ‘deep regret’ for the
deaths of neutral citizens and suggested the American
government should order a ‘careful examination’ of events
surrounding the sinking. Despite the report from the Foreign
Office’s legal director it repeated Germany’s claims that the
Lusitania was an armed auxiliary cruiser. The British
government allowed their ships to hide behind American flags,
British merchantmen had orders to ram submarines and the
Lusitania had been carrying Canadian troops and munitions of
war whose explosion had caused the sinking.

Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg, anxiously awaiting
American reactions, appreciated just how much depended on
no further incidents. He warned his colleagues that if the U-boat
campaign continued as at present it would provoke America to
declare war, and he asked the Kaiser to convene a Crown
Council of military and civil leaders. The Kaiser agreed and
summoned the Chancellor, Chief of the Army General Staff
General von Falkenhayn and Admirals von Tirpitz and
Bachmann. Von Treutler was to represent von Jagow. Von
Tirpitz and Bachmann arrived on the evening of 30 May to find
the Kaiser playing skat, one of his favourite card games, and
unwilling to be isturbed. They were served sandwiches in
their rooms and waited. Von Müller dropped in on von Tirpitz
and was irritated to find him ‘on his high horse again’. Von
Tirpitz claimed that members of the Reichstag were warning
that any attempt to restrict the U-boat war could result in
serious public disturbances.

The next day, 31 May, the council convened. The mood was
tense. Von Falkenhayn stated that Germany’s military position
on land would be prejudiced if ‘more neutral powers joined our
enemies as a result of the U-boat war’. Von Tirpitz and
Bachmann clung passionately to their argument that the safety
of neutral ships could only be guaranteed by suspending the U-
boat war, a course which they would not support. The Kaiser



 d

agreed with them, adding that the Chancellor would have to
bear the responsibility for stopping submarine warfare, a
decision ‘which would be very unpopular among the people’.
Von Müller recommended a compromise. It should be possible
to issue orders to U-boat commanders about attacking neutral
ships ‘which would take the political situation into account’. To
his relief, the Kaiser agreed. Orders were duly issued on 1 June.
They instructed U-boatmen that if in doubt it was preferable to
allow an enemy ship to escape than to sink a neutral.

However, frictions continued. On 5 June the Chancellor
complained that Bachmann would not agree to his further
request that, for political and diplomatic reasons, U-boats
should be ordered not to torpedo passenger liners, even enemy
ones. An exasperated Kaiser ruled that the Chancellor’s wishes
must be met during the negotiations with America about the
Lusitania. The orders of 1 June must be amended to forbid
attacks on any large passenger liners whatever their
nationality.

As the weather grew hotter, so did tempers. Von Tirpitz and
Bachmann sent coded telegrams for the Kaiser’s attention
inveighing against the Chancellor, refusing to accept
responsibility for the amended orders and arguing that by
restricting the U-boat war Germany was giving up her last
weapon against Britain. The Kaiser stood by his ecision,
insisting that the new orders remain secret, and hence
undisclosed to the United States, to prevent von Tirpitz,
Bachmann and their allies from whipping up public anger in
Germany. On 7 June the two of them offered their resignations,
which were rejected.

While the German High Command bickered and sniped at one
another the American press strongly condemned Germany’s
latest note. ‘Impudently trifling in spirit and flagrantly
dishonest in matter’ wrote the Philadelphia North American.
The New York World called it ‘the answer of an outlaw who
assumes no obligation to Society’. George Viereck’s mouthpiece



for the German propaganda bureau, The Fatherland, was
virtually alone in praising it as ‘sweetly reasonable’.

President Wilson immediately began to bash out a draft
response on his Hammond typewriter. It took him several
hours. Its tone was firm. He put it to a Cabinet meeting the next
morning, 1 June. Bryan seemed to another Cabinet member to
be ‘under great strain’ during the meeting, sitting back in his
chair most of the time ‘with his eyes half closed’. When his
renewed suggestion of a simultaneous protest to Britain about
her blockade was rejected, he burst out, ‘You people are not
neutral — you are taking sides!’ President Wilson turned on
him with a ‘steely glitter’ in his eyes and told him coldly, ‘Mr
Bryan, you are not warranted in making such an assertion.
There are none of us who can justly be accused of being unfair.’
Bryan apologised, but after the meeting he continued to insist to
Wilson that ‘arbitration was the proper remedy’.

Wilson’s next draft of the response asserted that American
customs officials had done their duty in verifying that the
Lusitania was not a naval vessel, was not armed, was not
serving as a troop transport and that her cargo was in
compliance with the laws of the United States. If the Germans
had evidence to the contrary they should produce it. In any
case, questions of carrying contraband and of any contribution
to the sinking from exploding munitions did not justify
attacking the Lusitania without warning. Only her resistance or
refusal to allow ‘visit and search’ could justify the submarine
commander hazarding the ship.

Deeply worried by the latest draft’s persistently
uncompromising tone, Bryan argued that there was no hurry
for a reply and, as usual, that a period of reflection or cooling
off would be beneficial. But he could see that his efforts were
futile and he was losing all influence. On the afternoon of
Saturday 5 June he briefly discussed the latest version of the
reply with Lansing, who was about to leave to watch a baseball
game. He then visited William McAdoo, the Secretary of the
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Treasury, who was not only an old friend but also President
Wilson’s son-in-law. A ‘visibly nervous’ Bryan told him that he
feared this second note, as drafted, ‘would surely lead to war
with Germany’. He felt that ‘his usefulness as Secretary of State
was over’ and proposed to resign. McAdoo tried to dissuade
him, arguing that his resignation would create the impression
that the Cabinet was divided. Bryan replied that it was a matter
of conscience.

Later that day McAdoo called on Bryan’s wife Mary. She told
him that Bryan had spent many sleepless nights. He felt that
Colonel House and Lansing had more influence with the
President who, in any case, produced most of the policy drafts
himself. Bryan was unhappy to remain a mere figurehead. Both
Bryans ‘looked jaded’. McAdoo persuaded them to go to the
country for the weekend to think it over but was under no
illusions that Bryan would change his mind. He went to the
White House to warn the President. Wilson showed no surprise,
remarking that Bryan had been ‘growing more and more out of
sympathy with the Administration in the controversy with
Germany’. Wilson had been more blunt in his private
correspondence with Edith Galt, remarking that Bryan ‘is a
traitor, though I can say so as yet only to you’.

Bryan spent a restless, troubled weekend. His wife had to
summon a doctor to prescribe him a sleeping draught, but his
views remained unchanged. On 8 June Bryan called on Wilson
and tried for an hour to make him hange his policy but
realised it was hopeless. He commented bleakly that ‘Colonel
House has been Secretary of State and I have never had your
full confidence’. Then he went back to his office and wrote out
his resignation.

Lansing was immediately installed as Acting Secretary of
State. His first act, on 9 June, was to despatch the final version
of the United States’ second protest to the German government.
It remained firm, concluding with the curt request to the
German government to accept the right of American citizens
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‘bound on lawful errands’ to travel as passengers on merchant
ships of belligerent nationality and that the lives of non-
combatants ‘cannot lawfully or ightfully be put in jeopardy by
the capture or destruction of an unresisting merchantman’. The
German government was requested to adopt the ‘measures
necessary to put these principles into practice in respect of the
safeguarding of American lives and American ships’.

The Kaiser Applauds Bryan’s Reasons for Resigning.’ New York World

Bryan had fully expected to be vilified by the press and by his
opponents following his resignation. He was not wrong. A
sarcastic New York Times called his resignation the wisest
action of his political career. The New York Telegraph said that
his ‘idea of an ultimatum seems to be that it should be
addressed to the President of his own country’. To the
Springfield Republican he had suffered a ‘Mad Mullah outbreak’
and was ‘a statesman destroyed by an interior explosion’. The
New York World declared his resignation to be ‘unspeakable
treachery, not only to the President, but to the nation’. The
statement he issued ‘To the American People’ on 11 June



justifying his actions ‘as an humble follower of the Prince of
Peace’ cut little ice.

Even fellow Democrats rejoiced. Ambassador Page sent
delighted congratulations to Wilson on being a fine
‘executioner’. He also wrote: ‘One American newspaper says
truly: “There always was a yellow streak in him [Bryan], and
now in this crisis he shows a white liver.” . . . Conscience he has
about little things — grape juice, cigarettes, peace treaties, etc.
— but about a big situation, such as embarrassing a President,
he is fundamentally immoral. Well, cranks always do you a bad
turn, sooner or later. Avoid ‘em son, avoid ‘em!’



25 - GERMAN AGENTS ARE EVERYWHERE
The political drama of Bryan’s resignation had been played out
against a backdrop of tales of espionage and conspiracy that
would continue all summer. Washington and New York
hummed with rumours. Robert Lansing received a letter from a
man claiming that while standing in an elevator at around 10
a.m. on 7 May he overheard a messenger from the German
Embassy say, ‘This is the day we are going to blow up the
Lusitania.’ On 2 June a gentleman called Speiden, who claimed
to be known to State Department officials, sent a telegram to the
President insisting that he had ‘first hand dependable
information from one of the submarine captains that for six
weeks prior to sinking of Lusitania they had special instructions
to get her going either direction East or West, that is regardless
nature of cargo; avowedly for the moral effect expected thereby
in enemy country. This can be substantiated.’ The German
warning in the newspapers and the bombarding of newspaper
editors’ offices with questions on the eve of the sinking seemed
further evidence of premeditation and foreknowledge. Sir Cecil
Spring-Rice alerted London that ‘I hear from [US] Secret Service
that warning was issued by instructions from Berlin, and that
exact manner of attack was known in Washington at 8.30 a.m.
on May 7.’

A worried President Wilson became so concerned about the
possible involvement of German and Austrian Embassy staff in
the sabotage of shipping and in arms dealing that on 14 May he
ordered William Flynn, Head of the Secret Service, to put a
special watch on them. This included tapping their telephones.
Among the first clandestine activities to be revealed were von
Bernstorff’s amorous calls to various Washington ladies during
which they likened the athletic, fashionably dressed blond
diplomat to the hero of a popular play called Great Lover. Each
evening Flynn received and reviewed the stenographer’s notes
of all conversations — ‘dull, interesting, spicy, naughty, and —



occasionally — important’. Every word was passed to the State
Department.

The constant reports of alleged German sabotage attempts at
American munitions factories and at the docks prompted the US
government to tighten security. Spring-Rice reported to London
that ‘Extraordinary measures of precaution have now become
necessary in all the arms factories, at the docks, and on board
vessels, even vessels of the United States Navy.’ He added, ‘It is
probable that German agents are everywhere and excellently
organised under the leadership of Boy-Ed, the German naval
attaché.’

Spring-Rice had good reason to suspect the complicity of Boy-
Ed and his colleague von Papen in espionage activities. From
the day of the sinking they had set their own network of agents
to search out firm evidence that the Lusitania had been
carrying explosives or volatile materials, knowing such
evidence would be of great value in the propaganda battle.
Unfortunately Neal Leach, to whose arrival from Germany Dr
Dernburg had been so specifically alerted and who had sailed
on the ship as a steward, had drowned. So had the three
German stowaways. The British press had been quick to report
the fate of the ‘three alleged German spies who were arrested in
the Lusitania during her voyage and put into irons’. Although
Detective Inspector William Pierpoint steadfastly refused to
speak publicly of his interrogation of the three stowaways, it
was widely reported that they ‘all went down with the
Lusitania’.

Nevertheless, the agents tried to piece together what evidence
they could about the ship and her possible armaments and
cargo from among their surviving espionage contacts. At their
instigation spymaster Paul König sent agent Harold Thorsten to
see Dr Herbert Kienzle of the Kienzle Clock Company at 41 Park
Avenue, his mission to ascertain whether Dr Kienzle ‘knew
what was the nature of a bronze powder said to have been
shipped on the Lusitania, and also, if possible the name of the
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shipper’. The Lusitania’s last manifest had become known to the
press and it clearly listed fifty barrels of bronze powder.

König also at once set about obtaining a sworn affidavit from
a ‘witness’ prepared to swear that he had seen guns aboard the
Lusitania the night before she sailed. This witness was the
German reservist and associate of Neal Leach, the slightly built
twenty-seven-year-old Gustav Stahl, whom König had employed
previously to spy for him for three dollars a day.

On 1 June, the day on which Bryan confronted Wilson at the
Cabinet meeting, Count von Bernstorff submitted Stahl’s sworn
affidavit to the Secretary of State. Stahl claimed that ‘On the day
prior to the sailing of the SS Lusitania April 30th, 1915, I was
asked by my friend, A. Lietch [sic] who was employed as first
cabin steward to help him bring his trunk on board.’ On deck
towards the stern he saw ‘two guns, of 12 to 15 centimeter’, one
on the port side and one on the starboard. ‘They were covered
with leather, but the barrel was distinctly to be seen. To satisfy
my curiosity I unfastened the buckles to ascertain the calibre of
the guns.’ He claimed there were two similar guns on the
foredeck. Von Bernstorff also submitted four further affidavits
apparently supporting Stahl’s story.

Lansing at once sought and received written confirmation
from Dudley Field Malone that his customs officials had made
proper checks of the cargo and for armaments. The American
Department of Justice began carefully evaluating Gustav Stahl’s
claims, together with the supporting affidavits. Mrs Josephine
Weir, proprietress f the boarding house at 132 West 16th Street
where Neal Leach had lodged until the night before the sailing,
claimed that she had asked Leach in the presence of a man
called John Greve about the dangers of sailing on the Lusitania
‘under the present conditions’. Leach told her that there was no
cause for alarm since ‘to protect herself the Lusitania carried
four brightly polished copper-coloured cannons on board’.
Greve’s own affidavit reported Leach’s comment that ‘we are
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not afraid, because we have four guns on board the ship for our
protection’.

The third affidavit was from a thirty-two-year-old Lutheran
pastor and superintendent for the Society for the Care of
German Seamen in the Port of New York, a German citizen
named Brückner. He claimed that he had sailed past the
Lusitania on a ferry while she was lying at her pier and had
noticed ‘the pipe of a light gun’ between two shields which were
painted white to match the colour of the superstructure. The
fourth affidavit was from Josephine Weir’s daughter Gertrude,
who stated that she had heard Leach say that the Lusitania was
carrying cannons on board and that ‘you may just as well call it
a warship’.

Stahl’s affidavit, published almost immediately in full in the
New York Times, aroused huge interest. The inquiry into the
evidence was therefore conducted amid avid press and public
speculation. Some Lusitania survivors became involved.
Michael Byrne, who had carried out his own search on board,
wrote to the then Secretary of State Bryan on 6 June insisting
that the ship had not carried any guns and offering to make a
formal affidavit. Austro-Hungarian Ambassador Constantin
Dumba also weighed in, forwarding to Lansing an affidavit
signed by a naturalised former Austro-Hungarian chemist from
Cleveland called Dr Ritter von Rettegh. Yon Rettegh insisted that
British naval attaché Captain Guy Gaunt had summoned him to
Washington on 26 April to seek technical advice because of ‘my
experience and skill’. Gaunt had asked him what would happen
if sea water were to come into contact with the explosive
pyroxiline, ommonly known as ‘gun cotton’. When von Rettegh
asked why he wanted to know, Gaunt said that ‘We are required
to send by one of our fastest steamers in the next day or so
about six hundred tons of gun cotton, which we have
purchased from the Dupont Powder Company.’

Von Rettegh told him that a certain type of gun cotton could
explode if it came into contact with sea water. The chemist then
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claimed that after the Lusitania incident he told the Austro-
Hungarian consul in Cleveland, Ernest Ludwig, about his
conversation with Gaunt. Ludwig, apparently puzzled as to why
the Lusitania had sunk so quickly, wondered whether exploding
gun cotton could have been the cause. He asked von Rettegh to
investigate whether Du Pont had supplied gun cotton to the
British. In his affidavit von Rettegh claimed to have uncovered
evidence that some six hundred tons had indeed been shipped
to New York in late April addressed to Cunard for loading on
the Lusitania.

In his letter to Lansing, Dumba described von Rettegh as a
clever chemist but ‘highly nervous’ and insisted that he took no
responsibility for the veracity of his account. He merely wished
to place at the disposal of the State Department ‘information
which seems interesting’. In a further note to the State
Department Dumba, who was perhaps himself nervous of being
drawn into another potentially embarrassing situation,
suggested that von Rettegh was ‘possibly not quite normal’. The
State Department took the hint and did not pursue the matter.

They were, however, interested when on 17 June Cecil Spring-
Rice wrote to Lansing reporting that one Mr Morris Spiers,
proprietor of the Spiers Theatre Realty, was offering to sell the
British consul-general in Philadelphia ‘a moving picture film’ of
the Lusitania leaving New York on her last voyage. Spiers had
been approached by ‘a German or Austrian who wished to
purchase the negative’ and reasoned that if they wanted to get
their hands on it so, too, would the British. The US Department
of Justice appointed a special agent to investigate. He reported
on 27 June that he had viewed the film twice and that ‘I could

ot see the slightest evidence on any of the decks of a gun,
neither exposed or hidden’.

The investigators took additional evidence from Neal Leach’s
uncle and cousin. They testified that they had seen him the
night before he sailed and that he had said nothing about guns.
Daniel Genny, who had known Leach, also said that he never
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heard him mention guns, adding that ‘Stahl lied awfully’, was
very hard up and probably ‘thought he could make a couple of
dollars by saying he saw guns’. Leach’s friend Heinz
Hardenberg, who had lodged at the same rooming house, gave
damning evidence that Stahl had said, ‘Come on Heinz, I have
got a fine thing, we will make plenty of money, we will go
together to the Consul, tell him there were four guns on the
Lusitania . . . that we were together with Leach on the Lusitania
the day before she sailed; that he took his trunk on board, that
we would get $10,000 . . .’ Even the lawyer who had taken
Stahl’s original statement told the Department of Justice that he
had seemed to be untruthful, unwilling and only acting under
Paul König’s direction.

Pastor Brückner’s claim to have seen guns on the Lusitania
from the decks of a passing ferry was also discounted when it
became clear that the ferry in question passed a mile and a half
away from where the Lusitania had been berthed and that her
decks would anyway have been visible to him for only thirty
seconds. Officials concluded too that Mrs Weir, her daughter
Gertrude and John Greve had taken seriously remarks made by
Leach ‘in a joking way’ while they were dancing to his
accordion in the kitchen.

Stahl’s story soon fell apart in the face of the evidence.
Perhaps anticipating this, Stahl vanished from New York and
fled upstate to Albany. He only returned when ordered to do so
by König, who, knowing that he was the star witness on whom
the German case depended, had promised ‘to produce Stahl’ for
examination. A nervous, furtive-looking Stahl confirmed to the
investigators that he was a German reservist who had served in
the army rom 1909 to 1911. He said he had known Leach in
Germany three or four years earlier as a travelling salesman.
He then reiterated his claims about what he had seen when he
helped Leach carry his trunk on board the Lusitania. The
investigation concluded that he was ‘a man of bad reputation,
untruthful’ and that ‘he had been employed by the German
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Secret Agents’. At the time he claimed to have been with Leach
there was conclusive proof that both he and Leach had been
elsewhere. There was also proof that Leach’s trunk had never
been near the Lusitania — the large leather trunk was in fact
discovered to be still at the boarding house. Mrs Weir then
testified that Leach had left the boarding house alone, carrying
only some hand baggage.

Stahl was asked to appear before the Grand Jury in the hope
that he might break down. Wearing his finest clothes — a dark
suit, new straw hat, green tie with a stickpin bearing a
porcelain dog’s head, polished tan shoes and lavender socks
with scarlet-embroidered flowers — he repeated his story
under oath and through an interpreter for two and a half
hours. He was immediately arrested and charged with perjury.
The American press reported Stahl’s subsequent trial with
gusto. He pleaded guilty and was sentenced to eighteen months’
imprisonment with a fine of one dollar.

The climate of suspicion was further heightened by acts of
violence. On 2 July a bomb exploded in the Senate wing of the
Capitol. The very next day brought an attack on the financier
J.P. ‘Jack’ Morgan Jr, head of J.P. Morgan and Company, the
British government’s commercial agents in America. Cecil
Spring-Rice was a guest of Morgan and his wife at their house
on Long Island at the time and witnessed it. The three were
breakfasting when the butler suddenly shouted for Morgan to
go upstairs at once. All three dashed up believing fire had
broken out. They found nothing but, as they turned to go down
again, were horrified to see the butler backing up the broad
staircase before a gaunt-faced man brandishing a revolver in
each hand. Seeing the banker, the man raised his pistols ith a
cry of ‘So you are Mr Morgan!’ Before he could fire Mrs Morgan
sprang at him, but her husband pushed her aside. He wrestled
his would-be assassin to the ground but was shot twice, in the
stomach and thigh. Luckily the wounds were slight. The
assailant was arrested and gave his name as Frank Holt, though
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he was later identified as a German called Erich Münter. He was
already known to the police. He had taught German at Harvard
but had vanished a few years earlier after being questioned
about the death of his wife from arsenic poisoning. He now
confessed to the bombing of the Capitol and refused all food
and drink.

Just two days after this murder attempt, Spring-Rice reported
that ‘what may possibly have been an attempt on me occurred
at night’. He was being driven from the Morgans’ house after
his visit when a large car without lights and carrying five men
passed him and stopped. The men got out, lined up across the
road and signalled to Spring-Rice’s driver to pull up. Luckily the
chauffeur had the presence of mind to drive straight through
them.

When Erich Münter was found dead in prison in mysterious
circumstances Spring-Rice was convinced he had been killed
because he had offered to make a full confession which would
have exposed the extent of the German spy rings. As the news
of Münter’s death broke in the press, further sensation was
provided by a message from Münter’s new wife in Texas. She
claimed he had confessed to her that he had planted time
bombs on eastbound liners. Within days there was a violent
explosion on the Minnehaha en route for England with
munitions.

The British had already become sufficiently concerned about
the risks to British shipping in America to take steps
themselves. While Captain Webb had been carefully preparing
the Admiralty’s evidence for the Mersey Inquiry, urgent
investigations had been launched into Consul-General Bennett’s
accusations that staff with German sympathies or origins
working in Cunard’s New York offices had passed information
about the Lusitania o the Germans. Bennett, of course, had long
believed Cunard General Manager Charles Sumner to be
‘rabidly anti-British’; now he also accused Herman Winter, the
assistant manager and ‘pure German’, of being a probable



traitor. Bennett cited as proof the fact that he had asked a friend
to ring the Cunard office, as a test, to warn of a plot to waylay
and possibly murder the consul-general. The caller was put
through to Winter who replied that the matter was no business
of his and that ‘the Consul-General should protect himself’. The
pompous Bennett was outraged to have received no
communication from Cunard on the matter ‘although common
decency would have required some action to be taken even if
the message concerned merely an Italian Boot Black . . .’

Bennett went on to list a number of other suspect employees,
concluding ‘I do not go so far as to say that the Lusitania met
her fate through information supplied by the Cunard Office in
New York as to her movements, but there is at least more than a
little reason to suspect that if the knowledge of the movements
of the Lusitania were in the possession of certain persons in the
New York Office, such knowledge might have conceivably been
conveyed to German agents.’ He added that ‘the Cunard New
York Office should be overhauled, cleaned and made reliable,
and every single German, male and female, dismissed, or we
will have still more trouble.’

In London, Cunard chairman Sir Alfred Booth was summoned
to a meeting with President of the Board of Trade Walter
Runciman. He did his best to defend his New York staff from
what was threatening to become a witch-hunt. At the same time
he tried to reassure Charles Sumner, writing to him: ‘I assured
Mr Runciman, that while your manner might sometimes be
exasperating, I was convinced of your loyalty . . . You might be
inclined to growl, but nevertheless you delivered the goods.’
Runciman accepted Booth’s assurances. Nevertheless, the
British Embassy ‘practically insisted’ that Cunard place an
Englishman in the New York office to act as Sumner’s assistant.
Booth appointed Captain J.T.W. Charles of Cunard to transact all
personal business between the company in New York and the
British Embassy and Consulate.



Booth wrote soothingly to Sumner that this was no personal
reflection on him. Sumner nevertheless felt threatened. He
protested his loyalty and pointed out that although he was an
American citizen he had unbroken English ancestry going back
to one Roger Sumner of Bicester in 1575. He added: ‘I am
willing to do almost anything to save you trouble or
embarrassment that does not tend to reflect upon me or
prejudice my position before the public. Rather than that you
can have my resignation upon request. No human being in this
country has done more to forward government requirements
than myself.’

Meanwhile, the heightened security in the aftermath of the
sinking of the Lusitania had proved deeply frustrating to
Captain Franz von Rintelen who had been forced to place his
own schemes, including the use of Dr Walther Scheele’s
cunningly contrived cigar-shaped fire-bombs, on hold. He
hoped for a while that America might decide to embargo
shipments of arms to the Allies. When this failed to happen he
decided ‘we simply had to carry on!’ He resumed his attacks
and claimed that his first success was the SS Phoebus, which
caught fire at sea. But a telegram from Berlin addressed to the
naval attaché Boy-Ed put paid to further activities. It read:
‘Captain Rintelen is to be informed unobtrusively that he is
under instructions to return to Germany.’

Von Rintelen suspected that this was the handiwork of his
enemies Boy-Ed and von Papen. Certainly both were fearful of
being embarrassed by the antics of the maverick agent and
must have rejoiced at the prospect of his removal. Also, the
intriguing of all three with Huerta to set up a pro-German
government in Mexico had been exposed. Guy Gaunt’s Czech
agent Voska had succeeded in bugging the rooms of the New
York hotel where Huerta was secretly conducting his
negotiations with the Germans. Huerta was arrested by a
Federal marshal before he could cross the border at El Paso.
Boy-Ed, who was also deeply implicated, could hide at least for



a while behind diplomatic immunity. Von Rintelen, on the other
hand, was in some danger of arrest. He sailed from New York
on 3 August aboard the neutral SS Noordam, once again under
the identity of the Swiss citizen Emile Gâché. But ten days later,
when the ship was off Ramsgate, he was arrested by the British
who had been waiting for him.

Yet another absurd twist to this complex tale of spying and
subterfuge that summer in the aftermath of the Lusitania
sinking was the affair of German Commercial Counsellor Dr
Albert’s briefcase. On 24 July an American secret agent who was
trailing him picked it up from where he had left it on the
elevated railway. The briefcase was delivered that night to
William McAdoo, who was on vacation in Maine. The contents
painted such a damningly comprehensive picture of German
espionage activities in America that House advised Wilson to
give them the widest possible exposure. They gave the papers to
the New York World which published them all. Von Bernstorff
hurried off to the Adirondacks where, the State Department
was informed by the Department of Justice’s agent, ‘he has been
buried for the last ten days with his inamorata’. Dr Albert was
less adept at avoiding unpleasantness and found himself
lampooned mercilessly for his lost briefcase as the ‘Minister
without Portfolio’.

Next, one of Voska’s agents tracked down a newspaperman,
John J. Archibald, who was acting as a courier for the Germans
and Austrians under his neutral American passport. Captain
Gaunt alerted Captain Hall and Archibald was arrested
immediately on reaching England. The documents seized
included a report by Count Dumba describing strikes his agents
had provoked among Hungarian munitions workers; details of
payments to agents and saboteurs; progress reports from Boy-
Ed and von Papen about sabotage; and, less sinister but almost
as damaging, a letter from von Papen to his wife referring to
‘these idiotic Yankees’. Boy-Ed’s and von Papen’s role in the
Huerta affair was also conclusively proved.



Captain Hall presented the findings with considerable glee to
Ambassador Page in London. An exasperated President Wilson
demanded Constantin Dumba’s recall, although he did not yet
seek to expel Boy-Ed and von Papen — ‘the obnoxious
underlings’, as House called them. They would not leave until
the US administration finally requested their departure in
December 1915 after further revelations of their ‘undiplomatic’
activities.

Yet this series of incidents, from the von Rintelen affair to Dr
Albert’s briefcase to these latest disclosures, exacerbated the
tensions caused by the sinking of the Lusitania and its
aftermath. Colonel House wrote to Wilson in mid-September
that a break with Germany would come before he got the letter.
However, as with his previous predictions of war, he was
wrong.



26 - THE KAISER’S BUSINESS ONLY
In Berlin the American outrage over Germany’s espionage
activities was noted with dismay. The arrival of the second
American protest, the uncompromising tone of which had
prompted Bryan’s resignation, also exacerbated the tensions.
Hard on its heels came unequivocal evidence that
Fregattenkapitän Hermann Bauer, leader of Schwieger’s U-boat
Half-Flotilla, had deliberately failed to pass on at least some of
the flood of restraining orders to his U-boatmen. These orders,
issued earlier in the year on 18 April after a submarine attack
on the neutral Dutch ship Katwijk, had called for special care to
be taken with Dutch shipping. Bauer’s attitude seemed to the
Kaiser to demonstrate arrogance of the highest degree. On his
instructions von Müller wrote to von Pohl calling for Bauer’s
dismissal and seeking advice on a suitable replacement.

In the end, the Naval High Command rallied round to defend
Bauer. Bachmann and von Pohl argued that Bauer had not
recognised the orders to be orders because of ambiguity in the
way they were transmitted to him. They also claimed that a
relevant and damning section of Bauer’s log expressing his
view that ‘such an instruction would only complicate matters
further’ had been wrongly transcribed. Bauer kept his job, but
it was worrying evidence of a spirit of determined
independence, even rebellion, within the navy.

On 23 June the Chancellor and Foreign Secretary von Jagow
arrived at Pless ‘in a very depressed mood’. There was
increasing agitation in the Reichstag and in the newspapers
against von Bethmann Hollweg, while ‘pro-Tirpitz sentiment
was growing’. They predicted a violent reaction in the press if
the second American note were not vigorously rejected. The
next day von Müller sat down with the Chancellor to try to draft
a response that would satisfy German public opinion but also
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ward off a hostile United States reaction. But they knew that the
real stumbling block would be von Tirpitz.

They had underestimated their wily and determined
adversary. Von Tirpitz and Bachmann had been busily
producing their own draft which they presented at a meeting
on 25 June. The Chancellor and his confederates were dismayed
by von Tirpitz’s text ‘because there was no agreement to the
positive points of Wilson’s note’. Later that day they all
gathered to report to the Kaiser. The discussion soon reached
stalemate. The meeting lamely agreed that naval staff should
confer further with the Chancellor in Berlin to seek a
compromise. Von Tirpitz and Bachmann left that evening
‘deeply disturbed and agitated’.

It was not until 8 July that the German reply was sent. It was
as unsatisfactory to the American administration as the last. It
affirmed that Germany agreed completely with America’s belief
in ‘the principles of humanity’ and the freedom of the seas for
peaceable trade but evaded the issue of sinking enemy ships
without warning. The note asserted that Britain had violated
the freedom of the sea by her illegal blockade and her mining of
the North Sea; that Britain was flouting America’s principles of
humanity by attempting to starve the German population; that
Germany had been obliged to resort to submarine warfare to
defend ‘her national existence’. It offered to guarantee the
safety of American ships and lives, not by abandoning
submarine warfare but by introducing a safe-conduct scheme.
Designated American ships, flying the Stars and Stripes,
appropriately painted and carrying no ontraband, would be
given safe conduct through the submarine zone provided
reasonable advance notice was given.

The German note misjudged the American mood. Wilson had
no intention of abandoning his quest to see Germany give up
her inhuman weapon of ‘self-defence’. Neither was he disposed
to give up any American rights. The American press backed
him. The German suggestion that American ships should be
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painted with red, white and blue stripes like barber’s poles was
insulting. The papers made quips about ‘barber ships’ instead of
‘barber shops’. Nevertheless, there was still no appetite to go to
war. The press and the public were, like Wilson, content to
continue to press America’s case through diplomatic exchanges.

America was far quicker to respond in the battle of words
than Germany. Her third protest note was despatched less than
two weeks later, on 21 July. Largely the handiwork of Lansing, it
was in many ways the firmest statement yet. The note declared
that by offering special privileges to American ships Germany
was setting international law aside; that by proclaiming that
their submarine blockade was an act of reprisal they were
admitting their use of illegal tactics (reprisals being by their
nature illegal); that what was at issue was the ‘grave and
unjustifiable violations of the rights of American citizens’. Even
if Britain were acting illegally, this was a matter for Berlin and
London. Germany had no right to retaliate with a weapon and
in a way that endangered neutral lives. Any further violation of
American rights would be regarded ‘as deliberately unfriendly’.

If Britain was gratified by this final American note, Germany
was not. The Kaiser wrote furious comments in the margin:
‘immeasurably impertinent’, ‘You don’t say so!’, ‘Unheard of!’
and ‘i.e. war’. At the bottom he scrawled angrily that in bearing
and tone it was ‘about the most impudent note which I have
ever read . . . It ends with a direct threat!’ Meanwhile, the
internal sparring was continuing. Bachmann and von Tirpitz
believed that he position for the U-boat service had become
intolerable: ‘Order, Counter order, Disorder!’, as von Tirpitz
later wrote.

On 19 August 1915 the U-24 sank the 16,000-ton narmed
British White Star passenger ship Arabic fifty miles off the Old
Head of Kinsale. Forty-four people, including two Americans,
were killed. The U-boat commander, Schneider, claimed to have
mistaken her for a freighter but had clearly contravened the
orders issued in June. The Chancellor induced the Kaiser to



impose yet further limitations on U-boat deployment. Germany
now openly promised Washington that no unresisting
passenger liners would be sunk without warning or without
ensuring the safety of those aboard. Bachmann wrote to the
Kaiser complaining that the definition of what was a ‘passenger
ship’ was unclear and would cause confusion. A furious von
Tirpitz insisted that it was impossible to follow these
instructions without gravely endangering the U-boats.

His arguments were underlined by the fact that on the same
day that the U-24 sunk the Arabic the German U-boat service
learned in brutal fashion of the existence of British ‘Q’ or decoy
ships. Originally the brainchild of Churchill and Fisher, these
ships were disguised to resemble ordinary tramp steamers but
carried guns hidden behind collapsible screens. Their role was
to entice U-boats to surface and approach, sometimes by
pretending to be foundering, sometimes even by launching
lifeboats crammed with apparently panic-stricken crewmen.
Then, at the last moment, they would hoist the White Ensign of
the Royal Navy and attack. Their holds were filled with timber
to make them more buoyant in case their hulls were ruptured.

Among the ‘Q’ ships was HMS Baralong. On 19 August she
approached the U-27, the submarine which earlier that year
had lain in wait for the Lusitania and which was now attacking
a British freighter. The Baralong suddenly revealed her guns
and opened fire. The U-boat began to sink and her crew
abandoned her. The Baralong’s crew shot some of the
submariners while they were in the water, then hunted down,
killed and threw overboard those who had sought refuge on the
freighter. The British action was reported by horrified American
muleteers on board the freighter.

Ambassador von Bernstorff protested to Secretary of State
Lansing that the Bar along had been flying the United States flag
until just before revealing her guns, at which time she hoisted
the British one. But Lansing did not protest to the British about
either the use of the American flag or the merciless killing of
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the U-boat survivors, which the British tried lamely to defend
on the grounds that they had believed the men to be armed.

Once again von Tirpitz submitted his resignation. Once again
the Kaiser refused to accept it. He wrote to von Tirpitz trying to
convince him that it was absolutely vital to prevent America
from entering the war since she could provide ‘unlimited
money for our foes’. He also asserted his absolute right as
‘Supreme Warlord’ to dictate policy: ‘First the war must be won,
and that end necessitates absolute protection against a new
enemy; how that is to be achieved . . . is My business. What I do
with My navy is My business only’ The Kaiser did, however,
dismiss the vociferous Bachmann.

In the weeks that followed the Kaiser must have wondered
what more he needed to do to bring the U-boat service to heel.
On the evening of 4 September, as dusk was falling, Walther
Schwieger in the U-20 sighted a ship some eighty-five miles
south-west of Fastnet Rock. He wrote in his war diary that she
was outside the usual shipping channels, zigzagging and had
dimmed her lights. It was not dark enough, in his view, for a
surface attack so he submerged and fired a torpedo. He scored a
direct hit and did not remain in the vicinity to watch her sink.
His victim was the 10,920-ton British passenger liner Hesperian.
She went down in the waters through which the Lusitania had
passed just two hours before her own sinking. By a strange
quirk of fate she had been carrying the corpse f a Lusitania
victim recently retrieved from the sea.



‘The Old Man of the Sea’. 
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Schwieger was summoned to Berlin and asked why he had
attacked a passenger ship against orders. His explanation that
he had believed the Hesperian to be an ‘auxiliary cruiser’
received short shrift. He was even asked whether he was
suffering from a guilty conscience, which he angrily denied.
Schwieger was then ordered to acquiesce in the fiction, already
put about by the authorities, that the Hesperian had not been
torpedoed but had hit a mine and to tell his men to keep quiet.
He was also told ‘hereafter follow your instructions exactly’.



This hostile reception took Schwieger by surprise and he
wrote a bitter letter to Hermann Bauer. His flowing black script
covers six pages of thick, now yellowing paper and is one of the
very few documents in his hand to survive. He ended the letter
with a complaint that it was impossible to expect U-boatmen to
distinguish between auxiliary cruisers, troop transports and
ordinary shipping, particularly at night. Bauer was
sympathetic. He believed that the German government should
have had the courage to claim the sinking of the Lusitania as a
victory and to have followed it up by attacking further such
targets.

The Germans suffered another self-inflicted propaganda set-
back in October 1915. To the horror of the world press they
executed nurse Edith Cavell, with whom Madame de Page had
so wanted to work, for hiding British and Belgian soldiers and
assisting them to escape. Then, on 7 November, the U-38 sank
the Italian passenger liner Ancona bound for New York. The
tally of more than a hundred dead included over twenty
Americans. At Lansing’s prompting, Wilson allowed his
Secretary of State to use the Ancona incident to press for a reply
to the last American note. The Germans had been hoping, as
Ambassador Gerard wrote from Berlin, ‘to keep the Lusitania
matter “jollied along” until the American papers get excited
about baseball or a new scandal and forget’.

Lansing turned up the heat yet further under Germany while
the President, who had married Edith Galt on 18 December, was
away honeymooning at Hot Springs, Virginia. Von Bethmann
Hollweg felt that the stark choice confronting Germany was
either to admit the illegality of the sinking of the Lusitania or
face war with America. But in early 1916 President Wilson
suddenly reined Lansing in. He had discovered to his surprise,
while on a tour of Mid-Western states, that the public were
rather less concerned about the Lusitania than Lansing had led
him to believe.



Encouraged in turn by Lansing’s apparent mellowing,
Germany presented a draft of her reply informally on 4
February to test the reaction of the United States. It said that in
deference to American concern Germany had already limited
the scope of U-boat warfare. It also expressed ‘profound regret’
for the American dead of the Lusitania, assumed liability for
them and offered to pay ‘a suitable indemnity’. The note did not
specifically acknowledge any illegality in Germany’s act. In
submitting it von Bernstorff told Lansing firmly that the
wording was as far as his government was prepared to go given
the state of public opinion in Germany. Lansing, conscious that
he had little support from Wilson in forcing a breach, told the
President that although the word ‘illegality’ was not used,
America could interpret Germany’s concessions as an indirect
admission of wrongdoing. The preliminary note of 4 February,
with some minor changes, became the formal and final German
note of 16 February.

German public opinion was less tractable. Feelings in support
of unrestricted submarine warfare were continuing to run
high. So was anti-American sentiment. Gerard was convinced
that America, not Britain, had now become the true focus of
popular hatred. The American defence attaché in Berlin had
previously reported to Washington that ‘every German feels
and believes that America has been unneutral and that America
is aiding in a great measure the Allies. They feel that by sinking
the Lusitania they have “got back” at us in a small way for what
we are doing.’

Nevertheless, having defused the American situation, the
Chancellor with the Kaiser’s backing continued to have his way
in holding back the submarine lobby. In March 1916 von
Bethmann Hollweg even induced the Kaiser to remove some of
von Tirpitz’s ministerial powers. This was the final straw for the
naval secretary who for the third time offered his resignation.
This time it was accepted. Despite the war, Admiral Fisher, who
perhaps saw some parallels with his own exit, quickly
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despatched him a frank and consoling letter. It began ‘Dear Old
Tirps’ and ended ‘Cheer up, old chap! Say “Resurgam”! You’re
the one German sailor who understands War! Kill your enemy
without being killed yourself. I don’t blame you for the
submarine business, I’d have done the same myself . . . Yours till
hell freezes.’

Within days of von Tirpitz’s resignation the small, slow
French cross-Channel steamer Sussex was torpedoed without
warning and a portion of her bows was demolished. Although
the ship did not sink and was towed into Boulogne, some eighty
people including a number of women and children had been
killed. The wounded included four Americans. The attack once
again violated Germany’s promise, given just seven months
earlier at the time of the Arabic, not to attack unresisting
passenger ships without warning. At first Germany denied any
responsibility, as she had done in the case of the Hesperian, but
in the face of overwhelming evidence changed tack and
declared that the U-boat captain had taken her for a warship.
The New York World carried a cartoon showing the Kaiser
clutching a wreath labelled Lusitania while behind him the
stricken Sussex exploded. The caption read: ‘Of course I didn’t
do it — Didn’t I promise I wouldn’t?’

President Wilson issued an ultimatum: ‘Unless the Imperial
Government should now immediately declare and effect an
abandonment of its present methods of submarine warfare
against passenger and freight-carrying vessels, the Government
of the United States can have no choice but to sever diplomatic
relations.’ The Kaiser had y now come to the conclusion that
‘there was no longer any international law’, but on 4 May he
yielded and ordered that no more unresisting merchant ships
and passenger liners were to be sunk without prior warning.
Von Tirpitz called this ‘a decisive turning point of the war, the
beginning of our capitulation’.

Later that year there was embarrassment when reports
began to surface in the foreign press of a German medal
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celebrating the sinking of the Lusitania. Investigations revealed
that a Munich metalworker, Karl Götz, had cast about one
hundred such medals. One side carried a German inscription
reading ‘No Contraband’ at the top; beneath it was a depiction
of the Lusitania’s decks so crammed with aeroplanes and
weaponry that there was barely space for passengers. She was
sinking by the stern, rather than the prow which reared up,
looking viciously sharp as if it could slice a U-boat in two. The
inscription at the bottom read ‘The liner Lusitania sunk by a
German submarine. May 5, 1915’. On the other side was a
heading ‘Business Above All’. A line of male passengers was
queuing to buy tickets from a Cunard agent depicted as a
skeleton representing Death. One passenger was reading a
newspaper warning of the submarine risk. A bearded German
official in a top hat was trying to warn another not to sail.

The British press decried it as another example of German
‘frightfulness’ and the Hun’s heartless gloating over death and
destruction. They also pointed to the date — two days before
the actual sinking — as evidence of a German conspiracy to
sink the ship. A discomfited German government launched an
inquiry which traced the medals to Götz. He explained that he
was a satirist and that the medals, which he had cast for the
first time in August 1915, were intended to be allegorical. He
was not celebrating the sinking but condemning the cynicism of
Cunard in enticing innocent people on board an armed ship
carrying contraband. He attributed the mistaken date to an
error he had later corrected. Since the medals were so
obviously open to misinterpretation, von Jagow asked he
Bavarian government to prevent their distribution. The
Germans only discovered later that British propagandists,
having learned of the Götz medal, had cheerfully commissioned
Gordon Selfridge, owner of the famous department store on
London’s Oxford Street, to strike a further quarter of a million
copies. These were to be distributed worldwide to help win



 

When you have read it carefully through kindly pass it on to a friend.

German Naval Victory

 

This medal has been struck in Germany with the object of keeping alive in
German hearts the recollection of the glorious achievement of the German Navy in
deliberately destroying an unarmed passenger ship, together with 1,198 non-
combatants, men, women and children.

On the obverse, under the legend “No contraband” there is a
representation of the  sinking. The designer has put in guns and
aeroplanes, which (as was certified by United States Government officials after
inspection) the  did  carry, but has conveniently omitted to put in the
women and children, which the world knows she carry.

On the reverse, under the legend “Business above all”  the
figure of Death sits at the booking office of the Cunard Line and gives out tickets to
passengers, who refuse to attend to the warning against submarines given 
German. This picture seeks apparently to propound the theory that if a murderer
warns his victim of his intention, the guilt of the crime will rest with the victim,
not with the murderer.

 
Replicas of the medal are issued by the Lusitania Souvenir Medal Committee, 32,

Duke Street, Manchester Square W. 1.
All profits accruing to this Committee will be handed to St. Dunstan’s Blinded

Soldiers and Sailors Hostel.
 

sympathy for the Allied cause and raise money for the British
war charities.

Please do not destroy this
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Meanwhile, the German position was changing and
hardening. The naval battle of Jutland in May 1916 had failed to
dent the British blockade and the German High Seas Fleet had
retreated back to its base, never to re-emerge. As the year drew
on the Kaiser faced increasing pressure to unleash the U-boats.
The pro-submarine lobby told him that Germany now had even
greater numbers of submarines of improved design. They
produced table after table illustrating the effectiveness of the U-
boats while they had been allowed to operate without
restriction and showing that a relentless campaign of only five
or six months would be enough to push Britain out of the war.
Even if such action brought America into the conflict it would
not matter — U-boats would sink much of the Allies’
transatlantic shipping before America was ready to send troops.
When US forces did finally embark, U-boats would prevent
them reaching Europe.

An additional factor in German thinking was that Wilson had
in November 1916 been re-elected President. Although he won
by only a very narrow margin, his victory suggested to many
Germans that Americans preferred a ‘writing’ to a ‘fighting’
President and that his campaign slogan, ‘He Kept Us Out of
War’, remained potent. Ambassador Gerard was convinced that
Germany now believed that ‘America could be insulted, flouted,
and humiliated with impunity’.

In January 1917 the Kaiser called a meeting at Pless at which
Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg, vainly arguing against a
new unrestricted submarine campaign, found himself
completely isolated and yielded to the will of the majority. In
despair he told a court official that this was finis Germaniae’ —
the end of Germany. The Kaiser signed the document, which
stated: ‘I order that unrestricted submarine warfare be
launched with the utmost vigour on the first of February . . .
Wilhelm I R.’ All ships, enemy and neutral, armed and
unarmed, would be attacked. The decision was to be kept secret
and only announced to neutral countries on the evening of 31
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January, within hours of the first potential torpedo attacks.
America, however, was offered a small concession: one specially
marked merchant vessel a week would be allowed to enter and
leave the English port of Falmouth on designated days.
Washington’s response was instant and emphatic: on 3
February it severed all diplomatic relations with Germany.
Captain Guy Gaunt, the British naval attaché in Washington,
sent a jubilant telegram to Captain Reginald Hall: ‘Bernstorff
goes home. I get drunk tonight.’

President Wilson determined to wait and see whether the
Germans meant what they said before taking the final step.
Hall, however, had in his safe a document of such potency that
it would place an irresistible pressure on the President. The
German government had foreseen that their declaration of
unrestricted submarine warfare would be likely to bring the
United States into the war. They had therefore made plans to
keep her busy at home. As usual, these plans involved Mexico.
On 16 January 1917 Arthur Zimmermann, who had replaced
von Jagow as Foreign Secretary, sent a telegram to von
Bernstorff for onward transmission to the German Embassy in
Mexico. It baldly proposed an alliance between Germany and
Mexico: ‘Make war together, make peace together, generous
financial support, and an understanding on our part that
Mexico is to re-conquer the lost territory in Texas, New Mexico,
and Arizona.’ It also proposed that Japan should be invited to
switch sides and declare war against the United States.

Room 40 had decoded this extraordinary telegram and passed
it to Hall, who pondered, in his usual cool, detached fashion,
how best to use it. He waited until the iddle of February, by
which time it was clear that the German announcement of an
unrestricted submarine campaign was not going to push Wilson
into an immediate declaration of war. Hall then showed it to
Edward Bell, intelligence officer at the American Embassy and
his close, long-term associate whom he used to get messages
quickly and accurately across to Washington. Bell, in turn,



showed Zimmermann’s telegram to Ambassador Page. Together
the three men devised a way of presenting it to the rest of the
United States administration which, while emphasising its
veracity, would not betray its source and thus expose to
Germany the success of the Room 40 team. The message was
forwarded to Wilson on Saturday 24 February. Wilson and
Lansing decided to release it to the press. ‘Profound sensation’
was how Lansing described its reception. Then, in mid-March,
U-boats sank five unarmed American freighters with the loss of
thirty-six lives.

Wilson summoned Congress. On 6 April 1917 the event von
Bethmann Hollweg had feared for so long, and in particular
since the sinking of the Lusitania, finally happened — America
went to war. Just three months later, in July, hounded by von
Hindenburg and Ludendorff and a large part of the Reichstag,
von Bethmann Hollweg resigned. The Kaiser, who had lacked
the strength, albeit not the will, to save his Chancellor,
remarked, ‘Now I may as well abdicate.’

In America recruitment posters appeared headlined
REMEMBER THE LUSITANIA. One depicted a drowning woman,
hair streaming like seaweed in the blue-green water and a baby
clasped tightly in her arms. A single blood-red word was
superimposed over the image: enlist. It would be said that the
Lusitania had failed to deliver 198 American passengers to
Britain but finally delivered two million American soldiers to
the Western Front.



27 - ‘THAT STORY IS FOREVER DISPOSED OF’

 a

As American troops went into battle shouting ‘Lusitania!’, the
aftermath of the sinking rumbled on back home. Sixty-seven
law suits had been filed against Cunard claiming compensation
for injury and loss of life and property. These were consolidated
and heard in New York by Judge Julius Mayer in 1918. By
agreement between the plaintiffs and the defendant Cunard,
the fifty-two-year-old judge heard the case alone without a jury.
Mayer was a staunch Republican with a strong sense of the
national interest who was once described as ‘more a Czar than
a judge’. His obituary recalled that ‘one of his most famous
remarks to attorneys was to come to the point and be brief. His
methods did not please all by any means.’ He had ruled in
favour of the White Star Line in the similar Titanic case, during
which Captain Turner had given evidence before embarking on
the Lusitania for the last time.

Significantly, during preliminary discussions between the two
sides’ lawyers, the plaintiffs agreed to drop allegations that the
ship had been armed and carrying clandestine ammunition and
Canadian troops, all of which, if proven, would have
considerably aided their case. Judge Mayer said simply, ‘That
story is forever disposed of so far as we are concerned’.

A formidable array of evidence was assembled. In June thirty-
three British witnesses gave evidence under oath nd were
cross-examined before Commissioner R. V. Wynne in London,
mainly because of the difficulty of bringing serving seamen to
New York in wartime. Judge Mayer also reviewed the evidence
given in open court to the Mersey Inquiry. However, the British
Admiralty refused on grounds of national security to disclose
either their communications with Captain Turner or the
evidence given to Mersey in closed session. The extended
British Defence of the Realm Act was cited as the reason why
witnesses could not answer questions on these topics. Judge
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Mayer also took evidence in New York from American and
other witnesses. Curiously, though, neither the witness
statements collected by the American consul in Queenstown,
Wesley Frost, nor his own reports from the scene were
volunteered by the US government.

The key witness giving evidence in London was Captain
Turner, again supported by Cunard’s counsel, Butler Aspinall.
His evidence on zigzagging differed from what he had told the
Mersey Inquiry. He now argued that his experience up until
May 1915 had suggested that there was no need to zigzag in a
ship as fast as the Lusitania. (He also pointed out tartly that in
between his respective appearances before Lord Mersey and
Commissioner Wynne, his new command, the troop ship
Ivernia, had been torpedoed and sunk while he was zigzagging.)
He said that he had been closing into the coast to avoid what he
believed to be the location of the submarine off Coningbeg, to
which he had been alerted. Questioned about his orders, he
replied wearily, ‘It would be a task to tell you what instructions
I have had from the Admiralty and everyone else; I could paper
the walls with them.’ The experience of giving evidence was
clearly stressful. At one stage he confessed to Commissioner
Wynne that he was still haunted by the events of 7 May 1915: ‘It
is two years ago and I have been trying to forget the thing and I
cannot.’

Other British captains were questioned about whether
merchant ships routinely zigzagged before the sinking of the
Lusitania. Fifty-eight-year-old Thomas Taylor insisted hat prior
to the incident no one zigzagged. ‘We would not have done it.
We never thought of it up to that time.’ Edwin Fear, master of
the Canadian Northern Steamship Company’s Uranium, said,
‘No, I never heard of any [such] practice, it was more of a joke
than anything.’ However, at least one of Turner’s fellow master
merchant mariners was less than sympathetic about his
insistence on taking a four-point bearing on the Old Head of
Kinsale to determine his precise position. James Durie asserted
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that a two-point cross-bearing should have been sufficient. An
accurate cross-bearing could be taken between Galley Head and
the Old Head of Kinsale in ‘only three minutes’. It could even
have been done while the ship was zigzagging since a single
straight leg of a zigzag took more than the three minutes
required to take the bearing.

Officials from Cunard’s New York office, examined before
Judge Mayer, claimed not to have known that one boiler-room
was shut down and that they could not therefore have told
passengers. They did however confirm that they knew that the
Lusitania’s crossings were slower than before the war.
Therefore they had given passengers an ‘indication’ that she
would arrive on the ‘sixth day’, rather than a precise time.

Passenger after passenger confirmed that many portholes had
been open on the day of the attack. Fred Gauntlett testified that
‘nearly all were open’ in the dining-room. James Brooks said
that passengers had never been told to close the portholes
‘during the voyage’. Expert witness Professor Hovgaard, a
prominent marine architect from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, stated unequivocally that if an open porthole with
an eighteen-inch diameter were submerged to a depth of three
feet in the conditions of the Lusitania’s sinking, it would let in
3.75 tons of water a minute. Twenty-four such portholes would
let in 360 tons of water in four minutes.

Judge Mayer took much evidence on the total and location of
the torpedo strikes. The number of torpedoes people claimed to
have seen or heard ranged from one to hree, while the
locations varied from between the first and second funnels to
between the third and fourth.

Judge Mayer also focused on the Lusitania’s cargo as detailed
in her manifest. Armaments specialists from the Winchester
Repeating Company and the Remington Arms Company stated
that the small-arms ammunition in the Lusitania’s cargo would
not have exploded through shock from the torpedo impact. One
testified that ‘We have dropped cases of those cartridges on a
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cement floor. We have dropped them about 60 feet without
exploding them.’ Another said that he had seen a rifle fired into
the cartridges without causing them to explode. They were
equally unanimous about the effects of fire. William Thomas of
Remington waved a report which ‘shows that you could not
explode the cases of cartridges by setting them afire in mass or
in bulk’. Irving Lippincott agreed: ‘We have made what we call
a fire test putting in full cases of cartridges and starting with a
hot fire. They went off like a lot of firecrackers . . . There was no
explosion in mass, the individual cartridges went off as the
primer was heated to the flashing point.’ He added that these
flying pieces were insufficient to penetrate any substantial
piece of metal.

William Struble, superintendent of the Bethlehem Steel
Company’s Reddington Plant, was asked whether the shrapnel
shells supplied by his company had powder in them. He replied,
‘None whatever.’ He added that they could not have been filled
elsewhere and furthermore that the contract with Britain had
specifically provided for them not to be filled. He also stated
that the separate consignment of fuses did not contain any
explosives.

Unsurprisingly, Cunard seem to have continued to encourage
their staff to be supportive of the company when giving their
evidence. Crewman Jack Roper, who had rescued Captain
Turner, wrote to the Cunard chairman in 1919 claiming
expenses and payment. He insisted he had been promised them
for following the line ‘on going to court that I was a Cunard
Line servant and whatever evidence I had to give was to be in
avour of the C.S.S. Co. [Cunard Steamship Company]’.

Judge Mayer’s Opinion, published on 23 August 1918, absolved
Cunard and Turner from blame. He ruled that ‘The cause of the
sinking of the Lusitania was the illegal act of the Imperial
German Government, acting through its instrument, the
submarine commander, and violating a cherished and humane
rule observed, until this war, by even the bitterest antagonists.’
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But he also remarked wisely that ‘throughout the case it must
always be remembered that the disaster occurred in May 1915
and the whole subject must be approached with the knowledge
and mental attitude of that time’. Mayer also ruled that no
materials had been carried which ‘could be exploded by setting
them on fire in mass or in bulk nor by subjecting them to
impact’. He agreed with Lord Mersey that there were two
torpedoes, declaring ‘The weight of the testimony (too
voluminous to analyze) is in favour of the two torpedo
contention’ and that ‘as there were no explosives on board it is
difficult to account for the second explosion except on the
theory that it was caused by a second torpedo’.

On Captain Turner’s actions Mayer concluded that ‘the
fundamental principle in navigating a merchantman whether
in times of peace or of war is that the commanding officer must
be left free to exercise his judgment. Safe navigation denies the
proposition that the judgment and sound discretion of the
Captain of a vessel must be confined in a mental straitjacket.’
He dismissed the possibility of ‘open portholes being a
contributory factor’ to the sinking and praised the ‘calm
heroism’ of the passengers who showed ‘marked consideration
for women and children’. There was ‘no panic but naturally . . .
a considerable amount of excitement’. In his view, the number
of boat drills and other emergency arrangements were fully
satisfactory by the standards of 1915. Judge Mayer suggested in
conclusion that American claimants should apply to the
German government for compensation under the promised
indemnity.

This was to prove a lengthy process. The last awards ere not
made until December 1925 by a commission set up in 1922.
Survivors and relatives of the deceased claimed nearly fifteen
and a half million dollars. The total sum awarded for personal
injury and for loss of personal possessions was just over two
and a half million dollars.
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For some, like champagne magnate George Kessler who had
died in 1920 from an enlargement of the liver, the awards came
too late. His estate received $35,000 to compensate for the four
hours Kessler had spent in the water, for contusions and for
shock. Charles Frohman’s and Alfred Vanderbilt’s families
received no compensation. The principles drawn up by the
commission were based on a calculation of the benefits
claimants could have expected to receive from the deceased
had they lived. As such they favoured rich passengers over
poor. However, Frohman’s and Vanderbilt’s heirs were excepted
because the commission judged that they had suffered ‘no
pecuniary loss’. Their wills left the beneficiaries financially
better off than they had been during the dead men’s lifetimes.

The awarding of compensation closed a chapter in the Lusitania
story. But for survivors, and those who had lost loved ones, the
process of trying to forget and move on was traumatic. In the
immediate aftermath of the sinking there had been some very
public expressions of grief. Charles Frohman’s embalmed body
had lain in state in New York’s Temple Emanu-El. Like those of
Charles and Mary Plamondon, his corpse had arrived on the
American liner New York which also brought thirty survivors
home. Admission to his funeral was by ticket only. A simple
bunch of violets from actress Maude Adams adorned the coffin.
Although she continued to deny that they had ever married, she
gave up her stage career on Frohman’s death.

Some three thousand people attended Elbert Hubbard’s
memorial service at East Aurora. His disciples were convinced
the Kaiser had ordered the Lusitania to be attacked precisely
because the outspoken Hubbard was aboard.

Nightmares of being trapped in a sinking ship troubled many
survivors for years. No payments could truly ompensate them
for waking night after night drenched in sweat and screaming
with fear. It was particularly hard for the many young children
who had lost parents, brothers and sisters. Nine-year-old Edith
Williams had lost her mother and four of her five siblings. The
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ghostly sensation of her dead little sister’s hand slipping
through hers as they were dragged apart in the panic haunted
her. Margaret Mackworth also suffered recurring bad dreams,
but at the same time the realisation that she had found the
strength to survive gave her a new self-confidence. She lost her
fear both of water and of dying. After the death of her father
David Thomas in 1918, she succeeded by special dispensation to
the peerage he had been given in 1916, becoming Lady
Rhondda. She took over his business interests, divorced her
husband and by the time she died in 1958 had become one of
Britain’s most successful businesswomen.

The Lusitania brought romance to some. Gerda Nielson and
Jack Welsh had fallen in love on the ship. The disaster bound
them yet closer and they married a week after the sinking.
Another female survivor later wed a sailor from the rescue
vessel which saved her.

For others, the terrifying events of 7 May 1915 became the
prelude to deep, lifelong friendships. Nurse Alice Lines kept in
close touch with Audrey Pearl, the tiny baby she had wrapped
in her shawl and saved. In 1994, aged nearly one hundred, she
told the National Geographic that Audrey was still ‘her baby’.
The lives of Professor Holbourn, laird of Foula, and Avis
Dolphin became similarly interlinked. As he had promised
when she complained on board ship that books for girls were so
dull, he wrote her the adventure story The Child of the Moat.
They remained close until his death in 1933, seven years after
Avis’s marriage to journalist Thomas Foley.

But for others their experiences on the Lusitania were
followed by further danger or sorrow. Margaret Cox, who had
managed to fight her way onto the decks and into a lifeboat
with her baby son Desmond, was very nearly killed the
following year when she became nwittingly trapped during
fighting in the Irish Nationalist Easter Rising. A man trying to
help her was mown down by machine-gun fire in front of her.
Sir Montagu and Lady Allan, already grieving for the loss of



their two pretty young daughters on the Lusitania, lost their
only son two years later when he was shot down flying over
German lines. Julia and Flor Sullivan, who had settled on the
Sullivan family farm in Kerry, lost their only daughter, a nurse,
when she was killed in an early bombing raid on London
during the Second World War.

The psychological burden was especially hard for the
relatives of victims whose bodies were never found. Groups of
relations were invited to Cunard’s offices to gather in silence
around a table. Laid out neatly in rows were photographs of
120 unknown victims of the Lusitania who had been buried in
mass graves in Ireland. Leaning over them friends and
relations of the missing blanched at images of little children still
clutching teddy bears and dolls and mothers cradling drowned
babies. For many there was disappointment. Their friends and
loved ones were not among the stark, stiff forms in the
photographs. Mrs Prichard tried persistently but fruitlessly to
contact any surviving passenger or crew member who might
have seen her medical student son Dick. She was tormented by
the thought that he might have died trapped below decks in the
darkness. Theodate Pope, Oliver Bernard, Belle Naish, Elizabeth
Duckworth and Margaret Mackworth were among the many
who wrote consolingly but could provide no insight into his
fate. All she learned was that her normally carefree, cheerful
son had taken the precaution before sailing of putting his
papers in order and of telling a fellow student at McGill
University, Montreal, where to find his will in case anything
happened.

Even when bodies were recovered the stress was sometimes
too much. Rita Jolivet’s sister Inez was so distressed at the loss
of her husband George Vernon that in the summer of 1915 she
dressed herself carefully in a black evening gown, put on her
jewels, sat down at her dressing table and shot herself through
the head.
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Some survivors, such as Oliver Bernard, James Brooks and
Charles Lauriat, managed to pick up their lives again. Several
wrote accounts of what had happened to them, perhaps as a
form of catharsis. The year after the sinking Rita Jolivet married
Count Giuseppe de Cippicio. Two years later they made the film
Lest We Forget in memory of her beloved mentor Charles
Frohman. Elizabeth Duckworth, though still weak from her
ordeal, summoned up the grit to report for war work at the
Royal Arsenal ammunition factory in Blackburn. She later
returned to America and after a worrying five-hour wait on
Ellis Island was readmitted. She died in 1955 aged ninety-two,
one of the real though unsung heroines of 7 May 1915.

Theodate Pope also made a good recovery. Within a year of
the sinking she had married former US Ambassador to Russia
John Wallace Riddle. Her convalescence had been helped by
reports from the American Society for Psychical Research of
visitations from Edwin Friend. His face was apparently ‘flushed’
as he thundered against the ‘dastardly deed’ which had cost
him his life while his impressive oratory was interrupted by the
witty asides of Elbert Hubbard. Theodate died in 1946.

The Lusitania’s crew met a variety of fates. After being
orpedoed a second time, as he had described to Judge Mayer,

Captain Turner finally retired in November 1919 at the age of
sixty-three. He had given forty-one years’ service. His marriage
over, he spent his last years living quietly, almost reclusively, in
Liverpool. His most flamboyant gesture was to fly the Union
Jack from a tall flagstaff in his garden on important occasions.
He died in 1933 aged seventy-six, having rarely talked about the
events of 7 May 1915 to anyone except a few close friends and
Mabel Every, who had remained as his housekeeper. His grave
overlooks the Mersey estuary.

Several other crew members were also torpedoed again. First
Officer Arthur Jones, one of the three deck officers to survive
the Lusitania sinking, was drowned when his ship was
torpedoed not long after the Mersey Inquiry. Able Seaman Leo
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Thompson was more fortunate. Although torpedoed on two
further occasions — in 1916 on a westbound banana boat and
again in 1917 on a small steamer — he survived to sail again.

Many Lusitania crewmen chose to remain at sea. Able
Seaman Leslie Morton became a master mariner. Bellboy
Robert Clark went on to serve in the Royal Navy although he
later became a clergyman. But for many the memories of 7 May
1915 were hard to erase. Sixteen-year-old cook George Wynne
never recovered from the trauma of being unable to save his
father. By his bedside in the Liverpool sailors’ home where he
spent his final years, he kept a photograph of Joseph Wynne
and another of himself wearing a black armband the day after
his return to Liverpool from Queenstown.

Inevitably, myths about the Lusitania’s crew and assengers
grew. Many newspapers reported the story of the indestructible
stoker Frank Tower who, it was claimed, had survived the
sinking of the Titanic in 1912, the loss of the Empress of Ireland
with over a thousand casualties two years later in the St
Lawrence River and then the torpedoing of the Lusitania.
However, the records of all three ships reveal that such a man
never existed.

The sinking of the Lusitania has not been forgotten in Ireland.
A memorial to the dead stands in Cobh (Queenstown). A Gaelic
inscription beneath an angel with tranquil face and
outstretched hands reads ‘Siochain in Ainm Dé’ — ‘Peace in
God’s name’.



28 - DIVING INTO THE WRECK

‘

The Lusitania had lain at the bottom of the Irish Sea for fewer
than three years when the first newspaper reports of salvage or
recovery operations appeared. The American Sunday Examiner
of 7 April 1918 described the plans of Carl Lundquist, a marine
engineer, to raise the ship. Lundquist and his investors claimed
to be motivated not by money but by the ‘sentimental interest
of the American public’ roused by the tragedy and heightened
by America’s entry into the war. Nevertheless, they estimated
the value of the cargo, jewellery, precious metals and bonds on
board to be around $12 million.

Lundquist proposed to construct a special salvage ship. Its
hull would be capable of extension to the sea bed to reach the
wreck. Hydraulic jets would then be used to shift the sand and
create a trough beneath the vessel to allow lines to be placed
beneath her. Next, four huge, hollow, cylindrical steel pontoons
would be sunk and attached to the wreck. Once these were
emptied of water the Lusitania would rise with them to the
surface.

Nothing came of this theoretically elegant scheme, nor of a
plan in 1920 to slice the Lusitania into five sections underwater
‘as though by a giant saw held by a giant hand’ and raise each
separately with large pontoons. A newspaper ghoulishly
reviewed how the bodies might look, telling its readers that
drowned bodies were usually found in the same position as
medieval crusaders represented in sepulchre sculptures —
arms folded and legs crossed’. The paper suggested that, if
raised, the contents of the ship should be inspected by a neutral
commission to silence continuing German claims that the ship
had been an armed ammunition carrier.

Interest in the wreck remained high, prompting further
proposals for salvaging the ship or diving on her. In 1922 the
German ambassador in London was sufficiently concerned
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about press reports that an American company was attempting
to raise the Lusitania to make informal enquiries. An American
Embassy official in London reported his comments that
Germany was ‘naturally much concerned and anxious that
there be no possibility of misrepresentation of conditions found
to have existed when [the] ship was sunk’ and that the exact
truth should be ‘certified beyond question by unprejudiced
observers’. The plans were, however, soon abandoned.

As time passed, estimates of the value of the salvage
increased while ever more novel recovery techniques were put
forward. One scheme proposed extending air-filled tubes down
to the ship. Divers would then descend through them to an air-
lock near the wreck from where they could move into the
water. It was even suggested that there should be a spectator
viewing platform at the end of the tube. Although a modified
version of the tube concept was used elsewhere, once again
nothing came of the proposed scheme.

The site of the wreck was not formally pinpointed until 1935
when a Glasgow-based consortium located the Lusitania lying
on the bottom of the Irish Sea at a depth of 312 feet with the
highest point of the wreck some eighty-four feet higher. The
consortium secured the necessary permissions to dive on the
wreck, including from the British Admiralty.

In Germany, the Lusitania was still an issue of great national
sensitivity. On 7 May 1935 an article by Karl Scherb, the U-20’s
officer of the watch at the time of the sinking, was published in
the Nazi Völkischer Beobachter o mark the twentieth
anniversary of the attack. Scherb repeated all the claims that
the Lusitania had been an armed vessel carrying munitions.

The consortium began their exploration of the wreck. Jim
Jarratt, a British diver, donned one of the exceedingly heavy
diving suits of the period and was lowered to the Lusitania. He
established her identity partly by checking the size of the ship’s
large rivets, which still stood proud of the plates. She was
indeed the Lusitania and these were the rivets which had so
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lacerated the port-side lifeboats during the frantic attempts to
lower them. In the murky light and with his vision impaired by
his cumbersome suit, Jarratt wrongly thought that the ship was
lying on her port side. After this single dive, bad weather forced
the postponement of any further activity for the winter. The
consortium began to plan their next expedition, intending to
use novel, more flexible diving suits and better equipment and
lighting. In the event, no further dives could be made before the
Second World War broke out.

After the end of the war there were persistent rumours of
Royal Navy diving expeditions to the wreck to remove any
armaments or evidence of large amounts of ammunition. The
Royal Navy refused to comment and the alleged key
participants, naval and civilian, denied any involvement. The
Royal Navy also allegedly depth-charged the wreck to destroy
evidence. The latter seems particularly unlikely since the force
of depth charges is mainly directed upwards rather than
downwards and charges are known to be of little use for
removing obstacles on the sea bed. If the navy did depth-charge
the wreck, it was likely to have been during the Second World
War either as an exercise or because naval radar operators
aboard destroyers mistook the Lusitania’s image on their green
flickering screens for that of an enemy submarine.

The Lusitania lay in peace until the 1960s when an ex-American
Navy diver, John Light, arrived in Kinsale to explore and film
the wreck on behalf of American and British TV interests. The
possible presence of arms nd ammunition was a key
preoccupation of all concerned. Light and his team made a total
of forty-two dives to the wreck over a period of two years,
diving with compressed-air equipment to depths beyond
recognised safety limits. As a consequence they suffered badly
from the mental and physical effects of a condition known as
‘nitrogen narcosis’. Divers call it ‘the Martini effect’ — every
additional ten metres’ depth beyond the limit has as much
effect on the brain as a double Martini. They also found it



intensely cold. Light reported that the ship was lying on her
starboard side and that the bow had been almost severed on
the visible port side by what must have been an internal
explosion, probably of a cargo of ammunition. One of Light’s
companions saw what he believed to be a gun barrel but he was
at the limit of his time on the wreck and had no opportunity to
make a detailed exploration. The black and white film they shot
in the murk shows very little.

The next few years brought rapid improvements to diving
equipment and methods, stimulated by the demands of
underwater oil exploration and production. John Light,
meanwhile, had not lost his interest in the Lusitania wreck and
its mysteries and began to work hard seeking information from
government and Cunard archives. In 1967, with financial
backing from an American publishing house, he bought the
wreck, but not the cargo, for a thousand pounds from the
insurers, the British War Risks Association, and assembled a
new team of divers. After securing further financial support
from private investors and TV companies, he set to work to
convert a trawler into a sophisticated diving facility. However,
the novelty and technical complexity of his equipment caused
time and cost overruns. At the end of 1969 the project was
abandoned with a reputed half a million dollars spent and
without a single dive having been made.

John Light continued his work in the archives, unearthing a
considerable amount of material. Financial pressures led him to
collaborate initially with Sunday Times journalist Colin Simpson
on a book about the Lusitania. They soon quarrelled. In
Simpson’s own book, published in 1972, he claimed to have
found evidence that the Lusitania was armed and carrying
large quantities of ammunition and gun cotton. He also implied
that the British authorities had deliberately exposed her to the
risk of being sunk by a submarine to embroil the United States
in the war. John Light disputed his use of the evidence and most
of the conclusions drawn from it, as did academic researchers.
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The next diving expedition to the Lusitania was made in 1982
by the major international underwater contractor Oceaneering
International backed by ABC Television and the British
Broadcasting Corporation. The British Ministry of Defence
warned Oceaneering International that ‘it would be imprudent
not to point out the obvious but real danger if explosives did
happen to be present’, but added that ‘the Ministry does not
know of any evidence whatever that might substantiate
rumours of other explosives than the ammunition in the
manifest’.

Initial surveys used a remotely operated submarine vehicle to
photograph the wreck. The next stage was a diving expedition
using new saturation methods. The expedition’s main success
was the retrieval of artefacts. These included three of the four
sixteen-ton bronze propellers, two of the ship’s anchors, the
ship’s whistle, one reel of a 1915 film The Carpet from Bagdad
which an American distributor had been bringing to England,
crockery bearing the Cunard crest and personal possessions of
all kinds. From a historian’s perspective, the most significant
finds were brass fuses. Examination showed that they
conformed exactly to the fuses listed on the ship’s manifest and
could not have been the source of any explosion.

The expedition was less successful in exploring the strong-
room and locating the purser’s safe where the gold of wealthy
passengers like Mr and Mrs Theodore Naish presumably still
sits. The team burned and blasted the trong-room door but
found no precious metals, although they did locate some brass
boxes containing valuable chronometers. Perhaps surprisingly,
when the recovered items were auctioned at Sotheby’s the
prices they made were much lower than expected. Indeed
many failed to reach their reserve. One of the propellers was
melted down by an American company and turned into 3,500
sets of golf clubs priced at $9,000 a set. Another is now
exhibited on the Liverpool dockside.



In 1993 Bob Ballard, fresh from his explorations of the Titanic
and the Bismarck, mounted a large expedition backed by the
National Geographic to explore the wreck using much improved
remotely operated vehicles and modern video and lighting
equipment. Like John Light, he too expected to find evidence of
explosions caused by ammunition. He and his team produced
the first really clear pictures of the Lusitania. They showed the
liner lying on her starboard side, her bow unsevered from the
rest of the wreckage. Ballard described how, because it had
bent upwards when the ship hit the bottom, the bow was one of
the few areas of the ship where it was possible to see the
starboard side. One of his key conclusions was that ‘We were
able to inspect the entire exposed area of the magazine and it
was clearly undamaged. If it held munitions, they were not the
cause of the secondary explosion that sank the ship. The
distance between the torpedo’s impact and the magazine was
too great.’ He decided that the most likely cause of the second
explosion was one of those suggested by the Kiel torpedo
laboratory study — a coaldust explosion in the longitudinal
bunkers.

In 1994 a further team of divers went down to the Lusitania.
They used modern mixed-gas diving techniques and could thus
move around the wreck relatively unencumbered. They were
led by Englishwoman Polly Tapson, and the leading team
members included well-known American wreck diver Gary
Gentile. In his book on the dive, Gentile gives the latitude of the
wreck as 51° 24.727’ North and the longitude as 8° 32.866’ West.
The nearest land was Brow Head, eleven and a half miles away,
with the Old Head of Kinsale eleven and three-quarter miles
away. The Lusitania’s bow was pointing north-east. The highest
point of the wreck was now 270 feet beneath the surface. The
wreck had thus collapsed in on itself considerably since the
explorations in 1935, which had shown a minimum depth of
228 feet, and John Light’s dive, which had shown a depth of 240
feet.
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Among Gentile’s finds on the bridge was the annunciator
which registered communications with the engine-room. It
showed the engines to be still in forward drive. If Captain
Turner had ordered the engines to be reversed, as stated in
evidence, the order had apparently been neither acknowledged
nor carried out. More sensationally, Polly Tapson claimed to
have identified lead containers which she believed housed the
lost works of art, possibly including pictures by Monet and
Rubens, which Sir Hugh Lane had been transporting to Ireland.
The containers seemed to be intact, raising the prospect that the
canvases had survived. The Irish Arts Minister shortly
afterwards placed a Heritage Protection Order on the wreck
and its contents, the first such order on a ship less than a
hundred years old. Divers now require governmental
permission to explore the Lusitania.

A team supported by the wreck’s current owner, Gregg Bemis,
was licensed to dive in 1999, 2000 and 2001. They reported that
the wreck is collapsing ever more rapidly. One of the divers,
Mark Jones, described the Lusitania as ‘smashed to pieces and
very tricky’ but he still rates her as ‘the best wreck in the
world’.

Cutlery, plates and fruit bowls litter the sea bed but the fate of
Sir Hugh Lane’s case of oil paintings remains a mystery. Some
argue that the canvases were unlikely to have been particularly
valuable or significant. The British art market was in serious
recession and prices had dropped by some 50 per cent since the
start of the war. Commercially there would therefore have been
little point shipping them to Europe. On the other hand, Lane
was an rt connoisseur with passionate feelings about art. He
might have had other motives for bringing certain works with
him. It will take more dives and much luck to provide a final
answer.

The remains of the U-20 also lie under the sea. In November
1916 she ran aground off the coast of Denmark in thick fog.
Walther Schwieger’s attempts to re-float her were unsuccessful.
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Rather than allow her to fall into Allied hands as the notorious
submarine which had sunk the Lusitania, he blew her up by
detonating two torpedoes in her tubes. Crowds of Danes who
had travelled from nearby towns in specially chartered trains to
see the strange sight of the stranded U-boat had to dash into the
dunes to escape the shower of hot metal. However, the U-20’s
conning-tower, deck gun and one of her propellers were later
retrieved and are on display at the Strandingsmuseum in West
Jutland.

Walther Schwieger was subsequently given command of the
better-armed, larger and more powerful U-88. In July 1917 he
was awarded the prestigious Pour le Mérite, the highest honour
a German naval officer could receive, in recognition of the
190,000 tons of Allied shipping he had sunk. The citation
praised him for seizing ‘every opportunity’ but did not
specifically mention the Lusitania. Two months later the U-88,
Schwieger and her crew were lost at sea, probably as a result of
sailing into a British mine cordon.

The Lusitania affair clearly had a profound effect on
Schwieger. Although he did not allow it to affect the single-
minded way in which he carried out what he believed to be his
duty, a rare surviving letter reveals a softer, more reflective
side. At Christmas 1916 he wrote to a submarine comrade of his
hope that the ‘very sad time’ would soon end. A post-war
newspaper interview with his fiancée, the daughter of a Berlin
physician, also hints at a sense of melancholy and guilt. The
‘very frail . . . prematurely-old young woman’ recounted how
Schwieger had visited her after the sinking. He was ‘so haggard
and o silent and so different’ that she knew immediately that
something was wrong. With deep emotion he described the
attack and how he had prevented his comrades looking through
the periscope at the stricken liner. He also told her that he did
not believe the second explosion was due to exploding
munitions because too long a time elapsed between the first



and second explosions. He thought it might have been a steam
plant explosion.

The two wrecks of the Lusitania and the U-20 symbolise a
conflict between opposing nations. They also represent a battle
between two technologies. When the Lusitania left New York on
her final voyage she was the apogee of technological
sophistication. No-one on that thronging quayside could have
realised that the great liners would soon be in decline. They
would serve in future wars as troop carriers but their ultimate
destiny would be as cruise ships, hopping from port to port, not
as ‘ocean greyhounds’ competing to shave time off the
transatlantic run. Conversely, the submarine had entered the
First World War as an untried, somewhat crude and widely
underestimated weapon; by 1918 it was on the way to becoming
the supreme naval vessel whose strategic importance would
outstrip battleships. Today it is the submarine which carries the
weapon of total war — the guided nuclear missile.



PART FIVE - WILFUL MURDER?

29 - A LEGITIMATE TARGET?
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The first official accusation of guilt for the loss of the Lusitania
came within seventy-two hours of the sinking. Coroner
Horgan’s verdict of ‘wilful murder’ against the Kaiser and the
German government was unequivocal. So were the conclusions
of the Mersey Inquiry a few weeks later and the Mayer hearing
in 1918. The statements put out by the German government,
denying any guilt, were equally clear-cut. But it was wartime.
The loss of the Cunarder had far-reaching political and
propaganda implications. Each government, British, American
and German, immediately recognised this and sought to
distance itself from blame. But was a charge of ‘wilful murder’
correct, and, if so, against whom? Was any party guilty of lesser
charges?

In assessing the evidence we should recall Justice Mayer’s
words that ‘the disaster occurred in May 1915 and the whole
subject must be approached with the knowledge and mental
attitude of that time’. Also, in assessing statements by
eyewitnesses we should try to distinguish what they really saw
as opposed to what they thought they saw. People in fear of
their lives often have a distorted picture of what is happening,
particularly when events are occurring quickly. Afterwards
their recollections may be conditioned by the expectations of
the public and the press. People ‘remember’ incidents which,
according to press reports and popular perception r desire,
‘should’ have happened but in reality did not.

In the case of the Lusitania many people, including Harold
Boulton and Rita Jolivet, later recalled that the German
submarine had surfaced after the attack, even that heartless U-
boatmen taunted those struggling for their lives in the water.
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According to other evidence neither event seems likely. Yet
these stories of ‘frightfulness’ matched British and American
public perception of how the barbarous ‘Hun’ would behave.
They were also helpful to propagandists. There are parallels
with the persistent story that British and American aircraft
machine-gunned survivors of the Allied bombing of Dresden
during the Second World War. A recent German book has
shown that this too is probably a myth as the Allied aircraft
involved lacked the necessary ground attack capability. A less
contentious, more modern parallel is that in virtually every
case of an air crash, whatever the cause, at least one witness
will assert that an engine was on fire because that is what we
expect to happen in air disasters.

Also, people quickly forget. They cannot accurately recall
sequences of events or the passage of time. Speech and gesture
are particularly difficult to remember and susceptible to
involuntary elaboration, the so-called trick of memory. In the
case of the Lusitania problems are compounded by the absence
of surviving witnesses and the difficulty of gaining access to all
the written evidence. The latter is a long-standing issue. When
the former Secretary of the Admiralty Sir Graham Greene asked
in 1924 for a reminder of the position on arms and ammunition
carried by the Lusitania following some press comment, Sir
Oswyn Murray of the Admiralty confessed ‘curiously enough I
had some difficulty in laying my hand on any document
containing the exact facts’. Sir Oswyn concluded that ‘it is better
to let sleeping dogs lie!!’

The British government is still unwilling to disclose all its
information about the Lusitania case and the associated
machinations of its espionage and counter-espionage activities
in the United States. A letter to MI6 in connection ith this book
produced the polite, perhaps eccentric, rebuff that the security
agencies ‘depend for their effectiveness on maintaining the
confidentiality . . . of their methods of operations which, despite
the passage of time, are still extant’.
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Even evidence that apparently was once available has
disappeared. The present Lord Mersey has no knowledge of the
papers belonging to his forebear which author Colin Simpson
states he examined at the family home in the early 1970s.
Neither are they in any national collection. Many of the Cunard
Company’s Lusitania files disappeared in mysterious
circumstances; some but not all of them have resurfaced and
been purchased by the Cunard Archive. Official files in Britain,
the United States and Germany give tantalising leads which
then disappear. Blank sheets inserted to preserve pagination
sequences suggest that certain documents, like telegrams, have
been removed. The authenticity of other documents or alleged
statements is open to question.

On the other hand, the passage of time has made access
possible to new documents, particularly in the German
archives, which help illuminate the complex and extraordinary
circumstances surrounding the attack on the Lusitania. They go
some way to answering the charges of conspiracy which still
dog the events of May 1915. Britain, Germany and the United
States continue to be accused of activities of varying malignity,
scale and probability both before and after the sinking.

Of course, conspiracy is always more interesting than ‘cock-
up’, though rarer in practice than in the minds of conspiracy
theorists. It has been alleged since ancient times. Did Alexander
the Great’s generals conspire to poison him? Did Harold
promise the English throne to William of Normandy? Did the
English and the French conclude a deal which saved Joan of Arc
from the flames and allowed her to live to a comfortable old
age? Was Richard III really the crook-backed murderer of the
Princes in the Tower? Who or what killed Napoleon? Was the
identity of Jack the Ripper concealed because he as heir to the
British throne? Did Hitler’s deputy Rudolph Hess fly to Britain
to try to negotiate a compromise peace with the British
aristocracy? Was Yuri Gagarin the first man in space or did the
USSR cover up an earlier flight by Vladimir Ilyushin because his
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crash landing and serious injuries would have reflected
weaknesses in their space programme? Who killed President
Kennedy? Some conspiracy theories have been laid to rest by
political change and the arrival of new scientific techniques like
DNA testing, but many persist because they are so fascinating.

Assessments of the evidence in the Lusitania case will
inevitably be influenced by perceptions of the character of
alleged conspirators as revealed by their actions elsewhere and
of the climate in which they operated. But there is sufficient
evidence from sufficient sources to deduce a realistic picture of
what really happened and why. It reveals conspiracy on all
fronts, but it also shows a significant and related element of
simple ‘cock-up’. Conviction for ‘cock-up’ often follows acquittal
for conspiracy. ‘Cock-up’ is more pervasive and frequently even
more damaging. Examples of devastating mistakes through
history are legion. A recent Mars space probe failed simply
because NASA scientists confused metric and Imperial
measurements. Thousands of lives were lost because the British
failed to grasp that their first day’s landings at Gallipoli were
not heavily opposed and so did not occupy the high ground. The
stupidly magnificent Charge of the Light Brigade down the
wrong valley and into the teeth of the Russian guns was the
result of a basic error in communication. The Lusitania
incident, too, was influenced by simple errors and complacency
as well as by deeper, more disturbing and deliberate factors.

In the angry exchange of words following the sinking of the
Lusitania the German government made a series of specific
allegations. Replying to the first American protest note on 31
May, they insisted that the Lusitania had not only been
constructed with government funds as an uxiliary cruiser but
was ‘expressly included in the Navy List published by the
British Admiralty’. Therefore, under international law,
Germany had been entitled to attack her without warning. But
the Germans already knew that the Lusitania was not a naval
ship. Director of the German Foreign Office’s legal department
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Kriege had told Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg quite
explicitly that, although the British had originally intended the
Lusitania to operate as an armed auxiliary cruiser in wartime,
she had not actually been taken into the navy for this purpose
at the beginning of the war.

He was correct. The Lusitania was listed in Jane’s Fighting
Ships for 1914 along with all British and German liners capable
of eighteen knots and over, but for identification purposes only.
In Brassey’s Naval Annual 1914 she was described as ‘a Royal
Naval Reserved Merchant Cruiser’. The designation ‘Reserved’
reflected the fact that under the terms of the agreement
between Cunard and the British government the Lusitania
could be called into naval service in crisis or in war. But this
had never happened. When war broke out the British
government considered whether to use her as an auxiliary
cruiser, but after a month they decided the cost of fuelling the
Lusitania was excessive compared to her utility as a naval
vessel and released her back to Cunard for commercial service.
The Lusitania was therefore undertaking her normal
transatlantic run at the time of her destruction, as evidenced by
the advertisement of her service and departure dates in the
press on both sides of the Atlantic and duly noted in Berlin. The
departure of naval vessels was, of course, not advertised.

Another key German claim was that the Lusitania was armed.
There are two sources of evidence for this. The first is the
statements made by Gustav Stahl, at the instigation of Paul
König, to the American authorities just after the sinking. The US
Department of Justice investigated them and found them false.
Stahl was duly convicted and imprisoned for perjury. The
second is the reported sighting of a gun by one of John Light’s
diving ompanions when they visited the wreck in the 1960s.
However, the divers were at the limit of their dive time and
could not search further. They were also working beyond the
limits of their diving and lighting equipment and the
technology of the time. According to modern dive experts they
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must have been suffering from nitrogen narcosis which, in
addition to its physical effects, numbs the mind and blurs
perception. John Light himself did not regard the identification
as definitive and his own films and photographs reveal nothing
— the water was murky and visibility low. No subsequent
expeditions with the benefit of improved technology have seen
any sign of guns. What the diver might have glimpsed was a
spar or rail protruding at an angle.

There is no evidence in surviving records that guns were ever
mounted. The only preparations made for the possible use of
the Lusitania as an auxiliary cruiser were the emplacement in
the deck of four six-inch gun rings in 1913. These are visible in
some photographs of the ship after that date. Yet no-one saw
guns mounted on them or elsewhere on the ship despite many
careful inspections, including by Dudley Malone’s US customs
staff before departure and by some of the Lusitania’s curious
passengers during the final voyage.

After the sinking, US Consul Wesley Frost specifically asked
all American survivors whether they had seen guns. None had.
Those questioned included Michael Byrne who, after Stahl’s
evidence was published, wrote to the US administration stating
that he had made a thorough search and found nothing.
Equally, the movie film of the ship leaving New York for the last
time and anxiously viewed by both US and British officials
showed nothing. In June 1915 the British consul-general in
Philadelphia wired the Foreign Office ‘have seen pictures in
company with Naval Attaché. There are no guns. Splendid view
of decks.’ The same is true of still photographs taken as the
Lusitania departed.

Some writers have suggested that guns were stored secretly to
be mounted if need arose. If so, they were either reported by
officials, passengers or crew nor seen on the wreck by divers.
More significantly, it would have taken at least twenty minutes,
perhaps more, to have retrieved and mounted them at sea in an
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emergency. By that time any raider would have disappeared or
the Lusitania would have been sunk.

There would, anyway, have been little purpose in mounting
guns on the Lusitania in the spring of 1915. All Germany’s
surface raiders were accounted for and the Lusitania’s best
defence against submarines was her speed. Even with only
three boiler-rooms in operation she had an advantage of some
six knots over a submarine on the surface, even more over one
which was submerged. If a periscope had been sighted the
Lusitania’s most sensible course would have been to turn away
at speed rather than waste time taking pot shots.

One may question the veracity of statements made by US and
British government officials after the sinking. One may question
even the reassurances by Alfred Booth to Charles Sumner that
he was safe in testifying that the ship carried no armament.
However, when British Consul-General Sir Courtenay Bennett
writes in a letter dated eight months before the sinking that ‘the
Lusitania has no guns’, his words carry conviction. So do the
words of German naval attaché Captain Boy-Ed in a post-
sinking note sitting in the German archives and overlooked
until now that, in his personal opinion, regardless of the
affidavits, the Lusitania was ‘certainly not carrying guns on
deck or concealed below’. So does the agreement of the
claimants in the case heard by Judge Mayer to rule out
discussion of armaments. If they had been able to establish that
the Lusitania was armed their case would have benefited
substantially. Most conclusively of all, if the Lusitania was
armed why did no survivors report attempts to man or mount
the guns when the U-20 attacked? The evidence that the
Lusitania was not armed is therefore overwhelming.

Another charge made by the German government was that
the Lusitania was carrying Canadian troops on her ast voyage.
If the troops were ‘organised and armed’, their presence would,
under international law, have made her into a troopship which
could legitimately be sunk without warning. Yet the survivors’
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accounts show no evidence of any organised body of troops. No-
one saw anyone in uniform, carrying rifles or drilling. Certainly
a few men, such as Oliver Bernard and Harold Boulton, were
travelling with the intention of enlisting, but they were not yet
soldiers. Dudley Malone and other US customs officials testified
on 4 June 1915 that ‘the Lusitania did not have Canadian troops
or troops of any nationality on board’ when she left on her last
voyage. Malone added that since the beginning of the war the
Lusitania had ‘never carried . . . Canadian troops or troops of
any other nationality’.

In 1973 the Canadian Ministry of Defence checked whether
any unaccompanied male passengers of British nationality
(there was no separate Canadian nationality until 1947) whose
journeys began in Canada and who died in the disaster were
listed in the Canadian Book of Remembrance for 7 May 1915 as
servicemen dying on duty. There were none. Neither was there
any evidence elsewhere in the ministry’s records of the
presence of Canadian troops on the Lusitania.

German suspicions that the Lusitania was transporting
Canadian soldiers may have been aroused by the fact that
Canadian Lieutenant Robert Matthews was among the five dead
named at the public inquest at Kinsale. His presence on board
has certainly been cited as evidence by previous writers.
However, far from leading a body of troops he was travelling
alone with his mistress, Annie, who also drowned. Matthews
had had a commission in the 60th Rifles of Canada, a local
militia regiment, but had missed all the drills in the winter of
1914-15 when he left his wife and moved with Annie from
Moose Jaw to a farm in northern Manitoba. He had
subsequently applied for a commission in the 46th Battalion of
the Canadian Expeditionary Force but had been rejected. It is
not clear why he was travelling to England. Perhaps it was to
enlist, erhaps it was simply to make a new life with Annie. The
lapel badge found on Matthews’ corpse was Annie’s prize for
coming second in the ladies’ egg-and-spoon race, not a
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regimental badge as one writer has suggested. His presence on
the Lusitania is no evidence that Canadian troops were aboard.
Neither is there evidence that there were troops of any other
nationality.

The German accusation that the Lusitania was carrying
ammunition and other ‘contraband’ was, on the other hand,
entirely correct. Her supplementary cargo manifest, given out
at the New York Custom House after the sinking, specifically
states that the Lusitania was carrying 4,200 cases of rifle bullets,
with approximately a thousand cartridges per case. It also lists
1,250 cases of 3.3-inch shrapnel shells (afterwards said not yet
to be filled with their explosive), and eighteen cases of
percussion fuses (said to have only steel and brass parts and,
once again, no explosive content). The rest of the cargo was, by
the admission of both British and American governments and
officials, ‘nearly all contraband’ — for example, material for
uniforms and leather belts. Nevertheless, the issue of
contraband was largely irrelevant to the circumstances of the
sinking. The presence of contraband would undoubtedly have
justified a German vessel stopping and searching the Lusitania
under the ‘Cruiser Rules’, impounding her cargo and seizing the
vessel as a prize or destroying her after making proper
provision for the safety of the crew and passengers. It did not
justify a ‘sink on sight’ policy.

Yet from the immediate aftermath of the sinking to the
present day, two aspects of the Lusitania’s cargo have een
hotly debated. Firstly, were the munitions on board precisely as
described in the manifest and at subsequent inquiries, or were
the shrapnel shells, in reality, filled and did the fuses contain
explosives? The suppliers denied both charges at the Mayer
hearing, at which a cutaway example of the shell was produced.
Most importantly, a recent researcher has shown conclusively
that the individual shell weight of eighteen pounds, derived
from the anifest and other shipping documents, is, indeed,
that of an unfilled shell; a filled one would have weighed
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twenty-two pounds. Also, examples of the fuses, which were
stowed at the stern (and not forward of the boiler-rooms with
the other cargo), have been retrieved by divers and conform to
their specification. There is therefore no basis for this charge.

Secondly, was the Lusitania carrying additional munitions to
those on her manifest, either undeclared or listed as something
else to disguise them? There have been numerous attempts to
confirm this theory, but none has succeeded. Some have shown
that explosives were handled in the New York docks near to
where the Lusitania was berthed alongside cargo ships, but
have been unable to prove that extra material was taken on
board the Lusitania rather than the cargo ships. One of the
main items suspected of concealing clandestine munitions was
a large consignment of furs, but there is plenty of evidence that
these were, indeed, furs. Many were washed up after the
sinking on the Irish coast, dried and resold.

Any attempts to load clandestine munitions and explosives
would have meant deceiving or suborning Dudley Malone’s
customs officials. Neither was impossible, but, highly
significantly, the Germans were never able to prove that such
materials had been smuggled on board. They had been keeping
a careful eye on the Lusitania through their network of agents.
Captain Boy-Ed commented to Berlin on 27 April 1915 on the
understaffing of the ship and the poor morale of the dwindling
crew members after her last eastbound crossing. He cannot
have heard of any impending arms shipments on her or he
would have mentioned them to Berlin, as he did in his report on
the SS Trinidad, also on 27 April, which he noted was ‘loaded
with powder and munitions’.

Neither could Paul König come up with any conclusive
evidence from his investigations. In the spring of 1914 he had
sent his American agent McCulley to Britain. According to the
US Department of Justice his mission was to telegraph
information on British marine activity or submarine targeting
purposes. König had in addition since 1914 regularly been
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paying Germans such as a man named von Brun, and of course
Gustav Stahl, three dollars a day for searching along the New
York docks and among dockworkers for information about
which ships were carrying arms and ammunition.

It seems highly likely that the Germans were relying on
steward Neal Leach to report on the Lusitania and her cargo. He
was almost certainly a German agent. He may have agreed to
assist them in their activities in New York as a condition of his
release from internment in Germany; he may have been acting
under duress or blackmail; he may simply have wanted the
money. He was frequently in debt and not entirely trustworthy.
According to witnesses his cheque in payment for his New York
room bounced in his absence. He had left his trunk in New York
and it seems likely, therefore, that he was planning to return at
the end of his mission. Leach’s value to the Germans is shown
by the newly found and unique notification from Berlin to their
Washington embassy of his departure from Germany in
February 1915. This message was intercepted by the British
and, because of the code it was in, may not have been decoded
immediately. But his name would have been suspect by the time
the Lusitania sailed and passed to Liverpool policeman William
Pierpoint.

The detective inspector had clearly been assigned to counter-
espionage activities on the Lusitania to thwart attempts at
sabotage and spying, as had some Scotland Yard detectives on
other ships at that time. He was travelling in a first-class cabin
which he could never have afforded on his salary. According to
his evidence to Commissioner Wynne he was assigned a boat
station, clearly marking him as a member of staff and not a
passenger. Crew were assigned boat stations, passengers were
not. His testimony to both Mersey and Wynne adhered closely
to the government line and his silence on the stowaways is
eloquent.

We cannot now be certain about Leach’s mission, but it is
likely it was to have been carried out in association with he



three German stowaways arrested by Pierpoint near a
steward’s cabin, probably Leach’s. Its objective was probably to
find out information on any fixed guns and on the nature of the
cargo. (Some reports say that the stowaways had a camera with
them when they were caught.) It could have been sabotage,
using von Rintelen’s cigar-bombs, although the latter makes no
mention of this in his memoirs. The usefulness of the three
stowaways — anonymously and clandestinely aboard — ceased
with their deaths. Leach was, however, useful dead as well as
alive. Once he knew Leach had not survived Paul König used
his name to give credence to Gustav Stahl’s affidavit, although
he had to look elsewhere for better evidence to substantiate the
German claim that the Lusitania was carrying clandestine
munitions. His attention was caught by the reference in the
supplementary manifest to ‘bronze powder’ and, as shown in a
newly discovered Department of Justice document, he sent one
of his agents to try to find out what it really was.

Clearly, neither these nor König’s other activities can have
revealed anything or the German Embassy would have used it
immediately to discredit the British and the Americans. The fact
that they could not produce any proof despite their wide-
ranging and numerous contacts on the docks and in arms
factories where, according to the papers taken from the
journalist and courier Archibald and the German diplomat
Albert, their agents were fomenting strikes is one of the
strongest pieces of evidence that there was no additional
ammunition on board. So too is the dropping of claims related
to concealed munitions by the Mayer claimants. Also, on a
practical level, the Lusitania’s cargo capacity was small — a
tenth of that of a cargo ship of the time. She was hardly the best
of ships on which to transport large quantities of war materials.

Yet accusations about whether the Lusitania was armed and
carrying troops and munitions were only part of the picture. In
the weeks and months following the sinking came other deeper
allegations. Germany charged that the British had allowed the



Lusitania to be sunk for political ends, even that they had used
the ship to spring a trap to lure America into the war. She also
accused the United States of conspiring against the laws of
neutrality to favour one belligerent against another through the
supply of arms. The British, in turn, claimed that the Germans
had deliberately plotted to sink the Lusitania in contravention
of international law.

The truth was that no government, British, German or
American, was entirely free of blame for the situation leading
up to the attack. Nor, in its wake, was any government hesitant
to twist the facts or use the disaster to its own political ends.
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The British Admiralty had known from the first of the sailing of
the U-20 and her sister boats through intercepted radio
messages. Indeed, Captain Reginald Hall and British Naval
Intelligence had actually provoked the U-boats’ departure by
feeding false information to the Germans about likely troop
sailings from Britain in a ruse to discourage the German High
Command from diverting forces to the Dardanelles. The
Admiralty also knew from decoded messages that the Germans
considered the Lusitania a target. The Admiralty was
additionally aware that the Germany Embassy in Washington
had openly inserted a newspaper advertisement warning
passengers not to sail on British ships and that this had
appeared next to Cunard’s timetable on the day the Lusitania
sailed. Also, as the Lusitania sailed eastwards, they learned of
the sinkings of the Earl of Lathom, Centurion and Candidate in
the waters she would soon be entering.

British inaction towards merchant shipping in May 1915
contrasted sharply with the Admiralty’s determined albeit
abortive attempts to protect the Lusitania in March, another
time of U-boat danger, when two destroyers were assigned to
escort her. Despite all their foreknowledge, this time the
Admiralty sent no specific warnings and instituted no special
measures to protect the Lusitania. They only issued general
warnings to all commercial shipping in the area,
notwithstanding the liner’s well- nderstood importance as a
symbol of national prestige and the political sensitivity of the
fact that she was carrying important neutral Americans. The
Admiralty did not even tell the relevant naval bases in
Liverpool and Queenstown of the U-20’s departure although
they knew from a decode that she was to operate in their area.
Conversely, they took precautions to protect battleships and
other naval vessels which were due to sail through the waters
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concerned. These ships were held in port, given destroyer
escort or diverted to safer routes.

Those few messages sent by the Admiralty to merchant
shipping were vague. Included in the list submitted to the
Mersey Inquiry was one which advised captains to avoid
headlands, pass harbours at full speed and steer a mid-channel
course. This warning was routinely issued every night in code
to all relevant shipping. Room 40 knew that it had been picked
up previously by the Germans and decoded, thus seriously
invalidating its utility. For all they knew U-boats might by now
have sensibly decided to wait in mid-channel for their prey. Yet
despite knowing their Merchant Vessel code had been broken,
the British continued to use it. On the night of 6 May they
simply added to the usual message the additional caution
‘Submarines off Fastnet’.

Some writers have cited Churchill’s comments of 12 February
1915 to Walter Runciman, president of the Board of Trade, that
‘It is most important to attract neutral shipping to our shores in
the hope especially of embroiling the U. S. A. with Germany’.
They link these words with the oddly limited efforts made to
warn or protect the Lusitania to suggest that Churchill
deliberately conspired to expose the Lusitania to bring America
into the war. In some moods the Kaiser, too, subscribed to this
theory. Nearly a year after the sinking he told Ambassador
Gerard in Berlin that ‘England was really responsible as the
English had made the Lusitania go slowly in English waters so
that the Germans could torpedo it and so bring on trouble’.

There is, however, no evidence that the Admiralty
eliberately ordered the Lusitania into the path of a submarine.

The real issue is whether they deliberately did little to keep her
out of harm’s way. Any credible conspiracy would be through
acts of omission rather than commission.

If there was indeed a conspiracy to expose the Lusitania the
motive must have been to bring the United States into the war.
Yet this was by no means British government policy at the time.
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The British were aware that if America joined in the war she
would also wish to join in dictating the peace. More
importantly, many on both sides of the Atlantic, such as Robert
Lansing who produced a detailed analysis to this effect,
believed that it was in Britain’s interest to maintain the United
States as a friendly neutral supplier of arms. That was why on 9
May 1915 Sir Cecil Spring-Rice sent his hasty telegram to
London cautioning that ‘As our main interest is to preserve U. S.
as a base of supplies, I hope language of our press will be very
guarded.’ He believed there might be an initial advantage to
Germany if the United States joined the Allies because she
would keep her munitions for herself. He even suspected that
Germany might have sunk the Lusitania deliberately to provoke
war with the United States for this reason.

Churchill and Fisher were ruthless enough to be credible
conspirators. Fisher had stated over and again that war was
hell and that it was futile to attempt to humanise it. He had
suggested shooting German prisoners in reprisal for air raids.
Although Churchill brusquely rejected the idea he was
nevertheless one of the first British ministers to advocate
bombing military targets inside towns. He contemplated
violating Dutch and Danish neutrality to invade Germany. He
advocated the use of poison gas against the Turks at Gallipoli.
He was prepared to make secret alliances to facilitate his war
aims. In the First World War he at one stage considered
allowing neutral Spain to annex Britain’s oldest ally Portugal as
her reward for joining the Allies. In the Second World War he
was prepared to conclude covert eals with Stalin which
sacrificed the interests of eastern European nations and China.
He has also been accused of withholding information from
President Roosevelt about the likely attack on Pearl Harbor
because he hoped it would bring the USA into the war.

Also, Churchill’s and Fisher’s joint anti-submarine policy with
its advice to ram and the defensive arming of merchantmen
was, by Churchill’s own admission, designed to force



submarines below the surface. This reduced the risk to British
shipping, particularly if ‘Cruiser Rules’ were observed, but
increased the likelihood of neutral shipping being attacked in
error or of U-boat captains feeling compelled to fire without
warning. The use of ‘decoy’ or ‘Q’ ships, not seen in action by
the Germans until the summer of 1915 but developed during
Churchill’s reign at the Admiralty, was also designed, as
Churchill later said, to keep submarines beneath the surface.

These factors, coupled with Churchill’s clear belief that the
Lusitania sinking redounded to Britain’s benefit, make a
plausible circumstantial case. So does the curious absence of
any surviving correspondence from either Fisher or Churchill
over the period of the sinking. So does the extent of other
missing documentation and the continuing secrecy of the
authorities. However, a more likely explanation is that Churchill
and Fisher were simply distracted by other matters. Churchill
was part of the manoeuvre to bring a new ally, Italy, into the
field. That is why he went to Paris on 5 May, two days before the
sinking. He was also intriguing with General French against
Kitchener, which is why he remained in France after the
sinking.

Above all, Churchill and Fisher were arguing bitterly and
constantly about the Dardanelles — Churchill’s ‘quick fix’ to win
the war. The initial landings had not gone well and the two men
disputed the priorities for the use of the navy. Churchill knew
his political ambitions depended on success in the Dardanelles;
Fisher knew that his past reputation would be eclipsed by
disgrace if he allowed his Home Fleet to be so weakened that it
lost an engagement with the German High Seas Fleet. Both were
preoccupied with matters far removed from the Lusitania and
her fate. Fisher, as he later admitted, was in a state of high
agitation and close to a nervous breakdown. In such a condition
he could not have initiated a conspiracy. Neither would he have
been likely to keep silent had Churchill done so.



There was, however, another credible conspirator — Captain
Reginald Hall. He was neither out of the country nor ill. He
knew that Churchill and Fisher were distracted. Above all, he
was aware from the Room 40 decodes that the Lusitania was a
German target and the subject of keen espionage activity in
New York. He also knew that a submarine pack had been sent
out, in response to his own misinformation, to look for large
troop transports off Liverpool, the Lusitania’s home port. He
had access to all the relevant decodes and to material about
sightings of submarines off Ireland. He had the right
temperament too. Hall clearly believed that ends justified the
means and he was a capable, ruthless operator. His close
contact and confidant American attaché Eddie Bell said of him
that ‘no man could fill his place — a perfectly marvellous
person but the coldest blooded proposition that ever was —
he’d eat a man’s heart and hand it back to him’. Hall is alleged
to have sacrificed the agent who stole a German code to prevent
the German authorities from discovering it had been taken. He
is also alleged to have had a hand in the use of the so-called
‘Black Diaries’, detailing homosexual behaviour to discredit
Irish nationalist Sir Roger Casement and to stifle protests
against his hanging for treason in April 1916. In addition, he
seems to have advocated torture of captured enemies to secure
information.

Hall’s cool, independent approach to big issues is shown by
his keeping secret for some days the momentous Zimmermann
telegram before disclosing it even to his naval colleagues and
British ministers. His love of conspiracy is evident from his
attempt in early 1915 to render the Dardanelles campaign
unnecessary by bribing the Turks to break with the Germans
and allow the British fleet free passage through the
Dardanelles. Using the Chief Rabbi of Turkey as an
intermediary, he personally guaranteed a bribe of £4 million.
He claimed only to have told Fisher and Churchill of his entirely
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unauthorised actions two months later when their own plans
were about to frustrate his continuing efforts.

If anyone conspired by omission to allow the Lusitania to be
attacked, it was probably Hall, sitting calmly behind his desk,
recognising the threat and failing to raise the telephone
receiver. He knew that if the sinking reflected badly on anyone
it would be on Room 40 supremo Sir Alfred Ewing and Chief of
War Staff Rear Admiral Henry Oliver, with neither of whom he
was on particularly good terms. But the greater likelihood is
that everyone believed, like Cunard chairman Sir Alfred Booth,
that there was ‘no reason to believe that the ship was in any
serious danger of being sunk’.

But even if the key figures were preoccupied, this does not
explain the apparent complacency and inactivity of other
Admiralty staff towards the Lusitania. Part of the problem was
that Churchill and Fisher had gathered the reins of power to
themselves. They controlled information carefully and did not
share it widely. This was justified in the case of the Room 40
decodes, which had to be restricted for security reasons, but
was much less valid in the case of day-to-day operational
material. Churchill and Fisher also discouraged initiative,
preferring issues to be referred back to them. Hall called
Churchill a ‘one man show’ and believed ‘it was not in his
nature to allow anybody except himself to be the executive
authority when any action of importance had to be taken’.
When they were not accessible, their subordinates felt it wiser
if in doubt to do nothing. As the Lusitania steamed across the
Atlantic and into the possible path of a U-boat no-one at
operational level was either sufficiently well informed or
prepared to take responsibility for actions likely to attract
public or parliamentary criticism.

The Admiralty certainly failed to supply the Lusitania ith an
escort vessel. In their defence, the view in 1915 — as it
remained during the Second World War — was that the main
protection for ships like the Lusitania was their own speed, not



naval escort. It was highly unusual in the first year of the First
World War to provide a naval escort, and the loss of the
Lusitania did not alter this opinion. The Admiralty confirmed to
the anxious chairman of the White Star Line immediately after
the sinking that they still thought speed the best defence. The
well-intentioned but farcical March 1915 attempt to escort the
Lusitania shows the difficulty of providing an escort which
actually meets the ship without forcing her to slow down or
break radio silence. There was also the compelling point that
under the international law of the time a merchant ship which
allowed herself to be protected by naval ships forfeited her
right to ‘stop and search’ and exposed herself to sinking without
warning.

But was the Admiralty remiss in not doing more to warn the
Lusitania specifically? The fact that the Admiralty knew that
their code had been breached probably made them circumspect
in the messages which they did send. Perhaps they feared that if
the Germans decoded them they would, in turn, discover that
the German codes had been broken. Such games of deceit and
the desire to protect intelligence sources have often led to field
commanders receiving vague information and hence to
suspicions that their headquarters were starving them of
information for their own purposes. A friend of Admiral
Kimmel, Commander-in-Chief at Pearl Harbor, wrote that
‘Kimmel maintained to his last breath that the routine type of
warnings sent to him were by no means adequate considering
the far more specific knowledge Washington had as to Japanese
intentions’.

There was also a suspicion in the Admiralty that the Germans
were making use of their knowledge of British practices and
codes to lure ships to their destruction. There is clear evidence
of this in Admiralty files, not only in the fears of the captain of
the Narrangasett that the Lusitania’s distress calls were a hoax,
but also in the Admiralty’s frantic but vain efforts, only days
after the sinking, to check the claim by the master of the British
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SS Demerara that he had received a message at sea ordering all
ships to divert around the north of Ireland because of a
submarine threat to the south. (Nothing was found, but traces
of such stories appeared in sensationalist books published later
in the war, including one with a preface by Theodore Roosevelt
maintaining that the Lusitania had been summoned to her
doom by false wireless messages.)

There is insufficient surviving evidence that Captain Turner
had further secret orders relating to this particular voyage
beyond the general orders provided to all merchant ships,
including those about avoiding headlands and about ramming
which the Admiralty were legitimately eager to protect from
enemy eyes and ears. The Admiralty could, of course, have
ordered the Lusitania to go around the north of Ireland through
the North Channel to Liverpool or Captain Turner could have
made a request to do so which was refused. However, the North
Channel had only just been declared mine-free and there was a
possibility that mines were still in the area. Also, in going
around the north of Ireland the Lusitania would have had to
cross the U-boats’ known outward and return routings.

Diversion to Queenstown or Fishguard was possible, although
one of the main reasons against it would have been
inconvenience for passengers. Some suggest that a telegram
now missing from the files indeed instructed the Lusitania to
come into Queenstown, but this seems unlikely since the ship’s
last turn before the torpedoing was away from the port. Also,
nothing had been said to passengers and nothing had been said
in Queenstown where preparations would have had to be made
for an imminent arrival. US Consul Wesley Frost would surely
have been alerted to it, but he made no mention of it in his
reports. Above all, what was there to gain from concealing such
an instruction?

The overriding evidence is that, whatever the merits of
sending an escort, specifically warning the Lusitania and

iverting her out of harm’s way, none of these actions was ever



systematically considered. The reason why the tragedy was
allowed to happen was that the Admiralty at senior levels was
preoccupied with bigger issues, in particular the Dardanelles.
Its First Lord, Winston Churchill, was overseas. Lord Fisher was
close to a nervous breakdown. Junior officials preferred not to
act without instructions. All believed that the Germans
probably could not sink the Lusitania and that even if they
could they would not. Far from being the subject of conspiracy,
the Lusitania, in her last days and hours, was the victim of
complacency and neglect. While neither a verdict of wilful
murder nor even of manslaughter is sustainable on the basis of
surviving evidence, a claim of contributory negligence certainly
is.

After the sinking it was a different matter. There is unequivocal
evidence of conspiracy to deflect criticism from the British
government and in particular to divert attention from the cause
of the second explosion on board the Lusitania. The British
government was clearly very nervous about the Lusitania’s
cargo. Their concern may have been that some other material
had been loaded hurriedly at the docks without proper
clearance in the anxiety to meet the demands of an expanding
army suffering from a shell shortage. More probably, the
nervousness was simply a nagging doubt that, despite all the
tests and the opinions of the experts, the cartridges had, in fact,
exploded (after all, a quick calculation would have shown that
the 4.2 million cartridges in her cargo contained a total of some
ten tons of explosive powder). If it could have been proved that
the Admiralty had acted incompetently or that munitions had
exploded on board the Lusitania it would have damaged
Britain’s claim to be an entirely innocent party in the disaster.
British prestige and her ability to exploit the huge propaganda
benefit of the sinking would have suffered. The personal
reputations of Churchill, Fisher and of Admiralty officers and
staff would have suffered too.



Admiralty fears led not only to the use of the official censor to
suppress inconvenient press reports such as despatches from
New York claiming that the Lusitania had been guaranteed a
destroyer escort, but also to the deliberate manipulation by
government of Lord Mersey’s ‘independent Inquiry’. Admiral
Sir Frederick Inglefield, one of the assessors, was the main
channel for this collusion. However, Arthur Balfour, the former
Prime Minister and Churchill’s replacement as the new First
Lord, thought it sufficiently important to volunteer to see Lord
Mersey personally ‘at some convenient time’ to offer guidance
and clarification. In 1972 the then Lord Mersey told the BBC
that his forebear had considered the whole episode
discreditable.

Of course, senior staff at the Admiralty had known
unambiguously from Room 40 decodes on 12 May that the U-20
had sunk the Lusitania with only one torpedo, but it was
quickly realised that a single torpedo left the second explosion
unexplained and raised potentially damaging questions. If it
was not a torpedo, what was it? It would be better if it were a
second torpedo. The crew’s statements were written up for
them in standardised words and expressions and those chosen
to give evidence were carefully selected. Quartermaster Hugh
Johnston’s comments show how the Lusitania’s crew were
pressured to testify to the Mersey Inquiry that she had been hit
by two torpedoes rather than one on the grounds that such
evidence would be ‘helpful’. When Johnston refused to
cooperate he was still allowed to appear as a witness — as the
ship’s helmsman he could hardly have been omitted — but he
was questioned only briefly and, unlike other crewmen, was
not asked to comment on the number of torpedoes. Captain
Turner himself now referred clearly to two torpedoes, whereas
he had described only a single torpedo strike but also a possible
internal explosion to Coroner Horgan at the Kinsale inquest.
(Interestingly, in his only public interview after the war, given



in 1933 to the Daily Mail, Turner reverted to there having been
only one torpedo.)

Particular prominence was given at the inquiry to two men
with Royal Navy experience who claimed that three torpedoes
were fired. This was possibly to make a subsequent verdict that
there had been two torpedoes appear moderate. Indeed, before
evidence was even taken Sir Edward Carson in his opening
statement on behalf of the British government asserted that
there were two torpedoes, perhaps even three.

Statements which claimed that the torpedoes struck aft, well
away from where the ammunition was stored, also found
favour. Captain Turner placed the first torpedo strike between
the third and fourth funnels which was entirely inconsistent
with the ship sinking by the bow. There was also a clear logical
inconsistency in Lord Mersey’s report. This described how the
first torpedo hit between the third and fourth funnels but blew
the number five lifeboat, some two hundred feet further
forward, to pieces. The blast would of course have been carried
backwards not forwards by the ship’s speed.

Careful attention was paid to the choice of passengers invited
to give evidence. For example, despite his prominence in the
aftermath of the sinking, Oliver Bernard’s vehement pleas to
testify that there had been only one torpedo and that it had hit
near the bridge were rejected.

Also, even though pressed strongly to do so by the seamen’s
union representative, Lord Mersey admitted no discussion of
the ship’s compartmentalisation and construction, or of the
damage inflicted by the U-boat and its location, which might
have led to discussions of a second explosion from whatever
cause. Although Monsieur Marichal was called as a witness to
describe the cartridge-like explosions he said he had heard, this
was only so that his potentially damaging claims could be
dismissed in favourable conditions rather than heard in a civil
court or read in the press. His background was investigated and
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his misdemeanours exaggerated and leaked to the press to
discredit him in the public mind.

There is also clear evidence of a plot to discredit Captain
Turner. Turner was a useful scapegoat. Fisher ent so far as to
suggest that, whatever the Mersey Inquiry verdict, Turner
should be imprisoned. The thoroughness of this aspect of the
conspiracy is shown by Churchill’s implied criticism of Turner
in Parliament on 10 May 1915; by Webb’s distorted memoranda
to the inquiry; by the relentless way Sir Edward Carson tried to
confuse a traumatised Turner on the witness stand at the
inquiry, aggressively quoting instructions to him, some of which
were irrelevant and one of which at least, relating to
zigzagging, it was very doubtful Turner had ever received; and
by Lord Mersey’s decision to call only one naval witness,
Commander Anderson, who was not questioned on the
Admiralty’s own actions but simply used to underline the
benefits of zigzagging and steaming at high speed, areas in
which it was implied Turner had been deficient.

In the end, Lord Mersey chose not to blame Captain Turner
explicitly, despite carefully obtaining confirmation through
Admiral Inglefield that the government would be happy for him
to do so. All blame was placed on the two-torpedo-firing
German submarine and the ‘barbarous’ German government.
Perhaps it was simply that the sinking of the Lusitania was
proving of such immense propaganda value that it was judged
better to focus solely on German culpability rather than to
diffuse blame by referring to possible contributory factors such
as the actions of the captain and the crew. Perhaps, and less
cynically, Lord Mersey was an inherently fair man. He
preferred not to blame individuals who were victims of
circumstance and whose actions were constrained by the
expectations and instructions of others. In his earlier inquiry
into the Titanic disaster he had not convicted the ship’s master
Captain Smith of negligence for steaming at twenty-two and a
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half knots at night in poor visibility in an area where he had
been warned repeatedly of the presence of ice.

The plot to discredit Captain Turner does not, however, imply
that he was entirely blameless for the loss of his hip. How well
did he perform on the Lusitania’s last voyage judged against the
standards and culture of 1915?

Turner was, by his own admission, ‘an old-fashioned
sailorman’ who believed that modern ships lacked the skilled
seamen of his youth. He had been doing his best to run his ship
efficiently despite the loss of experienced hands caused by the
call-up of naval reservists. Some of the remaining crew
members had jumped ship on arrival in New York so that he
had to make do with last-minute replacements recruited on the
dockside. Sometimes he was lucky, as with the Morton brothers.
Sometimes he was not.

Like the senior merchant captains called to give evidence to
the Mayer hearing, Turner was scornful of new ideas and
resistant to direction. Nevertheless, he was an excellent
peacetime master who, like many others, in May 1915 had not
understood the power of the submarine weapon or the ruthless
way in which it would be used against his ship. He was,
however, aware of the newspaper warnings and had taken
more notice of the ‘instructions’ issued to him and other
merchant captains at various times by the Admiralty than
Carson alleged.

As Lord Mersey confirmed in his report, these instructions
were, in fact, not ‘instructions’ but advice ‘meant for his most
serious and careful consideration’ and ‘not intended to deprive
him of the right to exercise his skilled judgement’. Judge Mayer
echoed this view. Nevertheless, the captain had to take care
where he departed from the advice. If he deviated irresponsibly
the War Risks insurance, which was paid in the case of the
Lusitania, would be considered void.

Captain Turner certainly did not receive the definitive
government advice on zigzagging which Carson alleged he had.
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If he received anything it was brief and probably oral. Like
other masters who testified to Judge Mayer, he probably
regarded zigzagging as more of a joke than anything else. He
would also have been concerned about the effects of sudden
sharp changes of course on his passengers. But he followed
much of the other guidance: e kept radio silence within a
hundred miles of land and doubled the look-outs. He
maintained his lifeboats ready, provisioned and swung-out
when entering the danger zone. His greatest concern was to
follow guidance not to linger outside ports like Liverpool,
acknowledged to be dangerous, but to arrive when the tide
would allow immediate entry to the docks.

Turner’s desire to avoid waiting at the Mersey Bar was the
reason why the Lusitania was going ‘so slowly’ when she was
torpedoed. It led him to drop his speed to eighteen knots rather
than the twenty-one knots of which the Lusitania was capable
with only three boiler-rooms active. (He did, however, order
these three boiler-rooms to be able to provide extra steam as
soon as required.) To reduce speed other than in fog, which he
had sensibly done, was contrary to Cunard’s own wartime
instructions to travel at ‘maximum speed’. In mitigation, only
nine other ships in the UK merchant fleet were capable of doing
more than eighteen knots and, as Cunard’s chairman Alfred
Booth later testified, no ship doing more than fourteen knots
had previously been torpedoed. But with hindsight Turner was
probably wrong to reduce speed rather than to have used up
the time by taking a circuitous route.

Proud of his precise navigation, a major safety factor in pre-
radar days, Turner was in the process of taking a four-point
bearing when the Lusitania was hit. This was the reason why
she was sailing in a dead straight line. Yet according to the
consensus among maritime experts, a cross-bearing would have
done. The latter would have taken three minutes while his four-
point bearing required forty minutes’ straight steaming.
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Turner’s critics claim it also brought him closer to land than
the Admiralty would have advised near headlands, where the
Admiralty warned that U-boats lurked. However, Turner did not
go in as close to land as eight miles, as wrongly claimed by both
Carson and Webb, without supporting evidence, in their
attempts to discredit him. He was about twelve or thirteen
miles out to sea hen he was torpedoed, which was seven miles
further out than the furthest Captain Dow had taken the
Lusitania on any of the five wartime sailings he had
commanded. Naval patrol boats only reported vessels to the
Admiralty for ignoring the guidance when they came within
five miles of the headlands. In peacetime liners usually passed
about two miles from the Old Head of Kinsale.

Captain Turner has also been criticised for not taking a mid-
channel course, as advised by the Admiralty, which would have
taken him seventy or so miles out. Firstly, it is doubtful whether,
when framing their guidance, the Admiralty had this part of the
Irish Sea in mind. Cunard told the Mayer hearing that ‘there is
no part of those waters that can properly be considered a
channel’. The Admiralty probably intended their guidance to
refer principally to the English Channel, the St George’s Channel
some eighty sea miles ahead of where the Lusitania was sunk
and the North Channel between south-west Scotland and
Ireland. Secondly, on the basis of the limited and hours-old
information that submarines were ‘last heard of twenty miles
south of Coningbeg Lightship’, Captain Turner believed he
would be safer near the coast. He made this point in detail at
the Mayer hearing, though only as an afterthought at the
Mersey Inquiry at the prompting of Cunard’s counsel. His
statement has something of the flavour of rationalisation after
the event. But so do most of the charges made against him.

Some commentators with hindsight suggest that Turner
should have undertaken many more drills, including instituting
passenger drills — even that he should have had passengers in
lifebelts on deck during his entire passage through the danger
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zone. They forget the culture of the liners of that time. Turner
would not have wished unduly to alarm or inconvenience his
pampered passengers. Many would have been reluctant to
attend drills. One candidly gave evidence that ‘we would not
have stood for it at the time’. American passenger James Brooks
even dmitted that although ‘instructions on how to put on
lifebelts were in a conspicuous place’ he had paid no attention
to them. Nevertheless, had there been even the most
rudimentary drills many fewer passengers would have died.
They would have known how to put on their lifebelts, many of
which were of a new design, instead of wearing them upside
down or tying them wrongly or too loosely. Charles Lauriat
estimated that over half the passengers he had seen wearing
lifebelts had not put them on correctly.

Captain Turner ensured the appropriate level of blackout on 6
May. He ordered those watertight bulkheads not required to be
open for operational reasons to be closed on approaching the
danger zone. This appears to have been done, although some
may not have been closed fully. His instructions to close
portholes seem only to have been by word of mouth, not
through any notice pushed under cabin doors. The ship had
only rudimentary air-conditioning and many passengers,
particularly in the stuffy, more cramped third-class
accommodation lower down in the bows, must have opened
portholes in their cabins, some only three feet above the
waterline, to let in the fresh spring air. Stewards were
prevented by Cunard Line rules from invading the privacy of
occupied cabins to check on such matters. More obviously
reprehensibly, Turner does not seem to have insisted on his
order being followed in some of the public rooms like the
dining-rooms.

What of Turner’s actions and those of his crew after the
attack? They faced a difficult task. Unlike today, there was no
public-address system, no loudspeakers placed strategically
inside the ship or on deck. All orders had to be shouted over a
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pandemonium of noise — the screams of the injured, the crying
of children and the noise of attempts to launch lifeboats. Many
able-bodied seamen were trapped below in the mail- and
baggage-rooms and few were left to lower the boats. Also, given
the ship’s rapid list to starboard, launching the boats was near
impossible in the available time. With hindsight Cunard ould
have done well to heed more of the advice of the Titanic
inquiry. For example, they should have spent the money to fit
the recommended davits which allowed the lifeboats to be
swung out more easily; they should have replaced the
rudimentary block and tackle with more sophisticated geared
lowering systems to compensate for a list and for a ship being
down by the head; they should have assigned passengers, as
well as crew, to particular lifeboats, as is done today. This could
have mitigated the chaos. Also, one effect of Cunard’s
preoccupation with appearances was that some of the
collapsibles were stuck by paint to the deck and could not be
released in time.

Despite the problems, many crew members showed real
heroism and devotion to duty, from Staff Captain Anderson
struggling in his shirtsleeves to lower the lifeboats to
Quartermaster Hugh Johnston clinging grimly to the wheel as
the water rose to Robert Leith tapping out his SOS messages
until the last possible moment. Many of the crew on deck or
acting as stairway guides seem to have performed well too. A
number of stewards and stewardesses gave away their own
lifebelts and stayed to help passengers before trying to save
themselves.

Because power and the ability to reverse engines or to steer
were quickly lost after the torpedo strike, Captain Turner and
his crew had few options for remedial action. However, they did
make some mistakes. Although Turner’s initial decision not to
lower the boats while the vessel still had considerable forward
momentum was correct, there came a point where this had to
be risked, and there was obvious confusion about his orders.



Also, Turner should have detailed more men to release the
collapsible lifeboats in the event of an emergency. But neither
he, his crew nor most of the passengers believed the Lusitania
would be attacked without warning, or that she would sink
within eighteen minutes. They were living in a benign fool’s
paradise, but they can be forgiven for that.



31 - ANGLO-SAXON ATTITUDES
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In 1900 one writer described the British and Americans, the
‘Anglo-Saxon race’, as pre-eminent among the white races
because they were ‘in perfect accord with the characteristic
conditions of modern life’. The Anglo-Saxon triumphed in world
markets because ‘he has supreme gifts as an inventor of
material things’. He drove self-interest and ethical standards ‘in
double-harness’ in a way which marked him out from other
races but he was ‘supremely unconscious of this duality in his
nature. There is a psychological difference between English-
speaking men and others which makes that which would be
hypocrisy in others not hypocrisy in them. They are
sentimentalists and, as sentimentalists, not the best analysts of
their motives.’

The Germans charged the British with hypocrisy early in the
war. They alleged that in declaring war they had cloaked their
commercial and imperial motives with a falsely high-minded
moral stand for Belgian neutrality. As the war progressed this
charge of hypocrisy was directed even more intensely against
the United States. Germany accused her of promoting
supposedly ethical standards like mediation and condemning
German infractions of international law in hypocritical double
harness with commercial self-interest. She alleged that America
was supplying the Allies with war materials while downplaying
the Allies’ own infringements of the law. Germany lso charged
that the sentimental attachment of members of the American
administration to the English language and culture prejudiced
their judgement.

There is some validity in this charge of hypocrisy based on
commercial self-interest and sometimes unacknowledged
personal sentiment. It is apparent in the attitude of that most
complex of characters, Woodrow Wilson. He set out high moral
principles to justify his actions. He did his conscious best to be
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fair. He may even have held a secret meeting with von
Bernstorff during the Lusitania crisis to emphasise his
commitment to peace and mediation. Yet throughout he was, at
least unconsciously, influenced by his partiality for Britain, her
culture (such as his beloved Wordsworth) and her
parliamentary system of government. Others, in particular
Lansing, House, Page and Gerard but also McAdoo and
Garrison, acknowledged their partiality to themselves more
clearly, as their private writings and diaries show. Yet they too
cloaked their external actions with a legalistic even-
handedness. Bryan was perhaps the only influential American
closely involved in the Lusitania affair to be genuinely
impartial.

Wilson’s and Lansing’s assertion in 1915 that Americans had
the right to travel unmolested on the ships of belligerent
countries showed that they were prepared to go beyond the
recognised international law of the day. Previously, the United
States had accepted that the flag (or nationality) of a ship
applied to all its passengers. In the Civil War the Union had
released two Confederate commissioners captured in 1861 on
the neutral British ship Trent because it agreed that on a British
ship they were protected by the British flag. Taken to the
extreme, Wilson’s position was that American lives were
sacrosanct on all Allied ships and thus that the Americans were
indeed human shields, as the Germans claimed. The fairer
stance would have been for the US administration to do as
Bryan suggested — formally alert US citizens to the dangers of
travelling on the ships of belligerents.

Another example of hypocrisy was Lansing’s use of a ortuous
legal justification to permit the issue of credits to the Allies
when, at Bryan’s insistence, loans had been prohibited because
‘money was the worst of contrabands.’ Also, German liners
were interned in New York on the grounds that, if released,
they would immediately be converted into commerce-raiding
auxiliary cruisers. Similarly unarmed British ships, with
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equally destructive potential, were allowed to enter and depart
from US ports at will.

The notorious Bar along incident in August 1915 was a
further and very specific incidence of partiality towards Britain.
Ambassador von Bernstorff protested to Secretary of State
Robert Lansing that the ‘Q’ ship Baralong had been flying the
American flag just before she revealed her guns and attacked
the U-27. Lansing did not protest to the British either about the
use of the American flag or about the merciless killing of the U-
boat survivors, which the British sought lamely to defend on
the grounds that they had believed the men to be armed. The
Baralong’s ate must have made U-boatmen even more
reluctant to follow ‘Cruiser Rules’. It certainly hardened
German perceptions of America’s lack of even-handedness
between the two combatants.

Also, the United States was much less forceful in denouncing
Britain’s hunger blockade of Germany than in protesting
against Germany’s campaign of unrestricted submarine
warfare. In part this was due to Britain’s thin arguments of
legality for her blockade, whereas Germany admitted she was
acting in reprisal, and reprisals are always illegal. But President
Wilson reflected the attitudes of many of his fellow countrymen
when he wrote on 2 June 1915 that ‘England’s violation of
neutral rights is different from Germany’s violation of the rights
of humanity’.

There was also a sentimental reaction to the images of dead
women and babies, Americans among them, from the Lusitania,
whereas the devastating effect of the munitions sold to the
Allies was not apparent. Similarly, the deaths on the Lusitania
were irreversible, whereas the gradual starvation through the
British hunger blockade as not. The British also had the
unquestionable advantage of a shared language with which to
chill and outrage American audiences with accounts of German
gas attacks, atrocities in Belgium set out in the Bryce Report, the
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crucified Canadian sergeant and so forth — all occurring within
two months of the sinking.

With an American public increasingly emotionally attached
to the Allied cause (albeit not to participation in the war), a
strong commercial interest in the sale of munitions including
previous decisions on credits, and the doctrine of strict
accountability, the administration could not afford a change of
policy once the Lusitania had sunk. A U-turn at the behest of a
U-boat would not be a vote winner. Neither would it accord
with the personal preferences of those involved.

The rush to justification in the United States was therefore as
marked as in the UK. Collector of Customs in New York Dudley
Malone, himself a Democratic political appointee, was pushed
to confirm denials of German claims about troops and
ammunition. The campaign to identify German espionage
activities was intensified and included telephone-tapping,
which violated German diplomatic privileges. Co-operation
between the US Department of Justice and British officials
increased, as did the exchange of confidences between Captain
Guy Gaunt, British naval attaché in Washington, and Robert
Lansing. There are many references in despatches from the
British Embassy to information directly attributed to Robert
Lansing or which could only have come from him. Co-operation
grew too between Reginald Hall and Edward Bell, the American
Intelligence attaché in London. Thus it was to Bell that in the
summer of 1915 Hall disclosed the contents of Ambassador
Dumba’s papers seized from the American journalist Archibald,
acting as a courier for the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, in the
sure knowledge that they would receive the desired publicity.

These activities bore fruit. German agents were arrested and
tried. The revelations of very undiplomatic German spionage
and sabotage activities on American soil gave credence in
American minds to British allegations, and cooperation
strengthened yet further. The manipulation by Hall, Bell and
Page of the release of the Zimmermann telegram decoded by



Room 40 was the crowning achievement. Once the United States
was at war, declared unity of purpose drew America and
Britain closer. The relationship became so symbiotic that Bell
could claim to have been pivotal in the decision by the British
Admiralty to adopt the convoy system for merchant shipping to
protect against the U-boat menace.

Thus, when the Lusitania case came before Judge Mayer in
1918, the US administration had every motive for acquiescing in
the Mersey findings. An admission that there was only one
torpedo (which must have been known to Bell through Hall)
would have exposed the United States to the charge of being an
accessory to the deaths of her own citizens by allowing
explosive munitions responsible for a second explosion to leave
New York on a belligerent ship carrying American passengers.
It would also have invalidated previous government
statements. As in the case of Britain, any acknowledgement of
mitigating circumstances would have handed Germany a
propaganda advantage.

The US government did not volunteer Wesley Frost’s report
labelling claims about a second torpedo ‘dubious’, or the
statements he had collected immediately after the disaster from
American survivors which were often critical of Captain Turner
and at variance with the two-torpedoes theory. Neither did they
volunteer the details about the content of the warning messages
sent to the Lusitania which were confided by Coke to Frost and
the two American attachés Captains Castle and Miller
immediately after the sinking. Instead the US authorities were
content for the wording of the communications with the
Lusitania to remain classified and for questions relating to them
to be ruled out by reference to Britain’s Defence of the Realm
Act. It is also highly revealing that the copy of the Lusitania’s
manifest submitted to the Mayer hearing omits the barrels of
bronze powder about which, the Department of Justice
discovered, Paul König had asked so many questions. German



interest seems to have prompted the authorities to seek to avoid
further questions on the subject.

Justice Mayer, as an ‘old guard Republican and Establishment
man’, may not have needed the hints so conspicuously dropped
to Lord Mersey to ensure he did his patriotic duty. Perhaps the
clearest surviving indication of his partiality is the way in
which, in his judgement, he dealt with the one- or two-torpedo
question: ‘the weight of the testimony (too voluminous to
analyse) is in favor of the two torpedo contention . . . As there
were no explosives on board it is difficult to account for the
second explosion except on the theory that it was caused by a
second torpedo.’ Firstly, Mayer avoided any discussion of the
weight of evidence about the number of torpedoes. Secondly, he
implicitly discounted any other cause of explosion, despite the
fact that both boiler and coaldust explosions were by then
known to result from torpedo strikes. He also prevented any
serious exploration of the effects of structural damage on the
speed with which the ship sank.

The worst judgement that can be handed down against the
American administration is that before the Lusitania sinking
they were not neutral, but partial to the Allied cause, and that
they masked their partiality by the stretching of legality.
Afterwards they were as committed as the British to justifying
their previous actions, to preventing unwanted questions and
to obtaining evidence of German wrongdoing. Had Wilson not
been perceived by the Germans as hypocritical in his attitudes,
his mediation attempts might have found more favour with
Germany and her suspicious, sensitive and occasionally
paranoid Kaiser.



32 - THE U-BOAT DIARY
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As the United States’ protests and the international press outcry
increased, the German authorities began quickly to claim that
the Lusitania had not been a target and that her identity had
only become clear to the U-20 as she sank. The Kaiser in
particular said that he would not have authorised the sinking
with the consequent death of so many women and children had
he known in advance. However, the German government
continued to justify the act on the grounds of her alleged
armament, carriage of Canadian troops and cargo of munitions.
They did not recognise the logical discrepancy that if Schwieger
had not known what ship he was attacking he could hardly
have known the nature of her armament, cargo or passenger
list, thereby making any justification based on them invalid.

The reality is that the Lusitania was an acknowledged target
for the German U-boat service. This is evident from the
targeting information sent out regularly by the naval
commander-in-chief to submarines, for example ‘fast steamer
Lusitania coming from New York expected at Liverpool 4th or
5th March’. The purpose of the information is clear, especially
when compared with the following communication also sent to
U-boats: ‘American S.S. Philadelphia and West Haverford will
probably arrive in the Irish sea bound for Liverpool. Both
steamers are to be spared.’ By definition, others were not.

In fact, the Lusitania’s name crops up the most requently of
all the merchant shipping targets identified in the telegrams
decoded by Room 40. U-boat commander Wegener was
certainly in no doubt that she was an authorised target when he
lay in wait for her in the U-27 in Liverpool bay in March 1915.
He recorded his actions carefully in his war diary, including the
fact that he was following guidance from Half-Flotilla
Commander Hermann Bauer. He signed off his war diary (not
used by other Lusitania researchers) for each day of the cruise
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and it was circulated as normal. There is no evidence whatever
that he was rebuked or told that he was in error to target the
Lusitania. Indeed, Submarine Command continued to put out
details of her movements.

Against this background, it is more than coincidence that the
German authorities chose to make certain that their delayed
warning was published just before the Lusitania sailed and
placed next to Cunard’s advertisement. Her sinking was
obviously considered a real and desired possibility. Count von
Bernstorff himself told a well-known American newspaper
editor within forty-eight hours of the attack that the notice had
been sent by Berlin ‘two months previously’ (i.e. around the
time that the U-27 had waited for the Lusitania off Liverpool).
However, ‘thinking it a great mistake’ he threw it into his desk
drawer and ‘hoped Berlin would forget about it’. He had
authorised publication only after receiving instructions from
Berlin to do so at once. This account confirms information given
to Cecil Spring-Rice by the US Secret Service that the warning
had originated in Berlin.

What, then, of the orders and actions of Kapitänleutnant
Walther Schwieger in the U-20? His only surviving written
orders were ‘large English troop transports expected starting
from Liverpool, Bristol Channel, Dartmouth . . . Get to stations
on fastest possible route around Scotland. Hold as long as
supplies permit. U-boats to attack transport ships, merchant
ships and war ships.’ In the inter-war years the German naval
historian Admiral Arno Spindler confirmed the evidence in the
U-20’s war diary that Schwieger received additional oral orders
that is particular target area was the waters around Liverpool.
The issuing of oral orders was apparently routine.

We do not know what other oral orders Hermann Bauer
passed to Walter Schwieger. They may or may not have
included a reminder about the Lusitania’s movements. What we
do know is that Bauer clearly believed his U-boat commanders
needed flexibility in their operational instructions both to
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safeguard their crews and to maximise their impact on the
enemy. On occasion he filtered out some of the restraining
guidance issued by the High Command in response to the
concerns of the civil authorities. Correspondence in the German
archives proves that the Kaiser wanted him dismissed for such
actions.

So the U-20 set out. The first use Schwieger made of his
discretion was not to take the ‘fastest possible route’ to his
Liverpool station, which would have been through the North
Channel. Instead he chose to go round the west coast of Ireland,
presumably for safety reasons. He then sank the Earl of Lathom,
Candidate and Centurion. According to his war diary, he took
the momentous decision not to go on to Liverpool because of
the weather, poor visibility, danger of patrols, limited number
of torpedoes and level of fuel consumption. Instead, as he
recorded, he decided to remain in the southern Irish Sea. Here,
of course, he met the Lusitania on 7 May and sank her.

There is good reason to suspect that the U-20’s war diary was
doctored after Schwieger returned to port and does not present
a true picture of what was going on in Schwieger’s mind that
day. On completing a mission U-boat commanders brought their
war diaries on shore, handwritten in pencil. They were
subsequently and invariably typed up, usually on a purpose-
designed form using both sides of the paper. Sometimes a form
was not used, although both sides of the paper were still
covered. Invariably, the U-boat commander signed off each
day’s report. When copies were made the position of his
signature was faithfully recorded. The copy of the U-20’s ar
diary preserved at the German Military Archive in Freiburg
does not follow the normal format. It is not on a printed form. It
is not double-sided. Some of it is in a discursive style quite
uncharacteristic of the war diaries for Schwieger’s other
voyages. Most significantly of all, Schwieger’s signature is
recorded for every day of the cruise with one notable exception
— 7 May, the day he sank the Lusitania. The copy also shows
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many signs of cutting, pasting and rebinding compared to other
war diaries. Entries are typed more closely together and ignore
usual practice on lining up paragraphs.

The war diary’s content is equally dubious. The first doubtful
item is Schwieger’s reasoning about whether to continue to
Liverpool. Some of it relates to practical dangers an operational
submarine commander might expect to face. The most
questionable, however, relates to the shortage of fuel. When the
U-20 arrived back at Wilhelmshaven, according to Schwieger’s
war diary, she still had over 27 per cent of her fuel left. This was
a more than adequate safety margin to have allowed the U-20 to
reach Liverpool without running low, particularly if she had
taken the shorter though admittedly more dangerous North
Channel route home or gone between the Orkneys and the
Shetland Islands as on her outward journey, rather than sailing
north of them both. Perhaps all along Schwieger intended to
wait for the Lusitania, which he new was still following the
Fastnet/Head of Kinsale route. The post-war verdict of British
Naval Intelligence was that, although there was no direct
evidence, prisoner statements made clear that ‘in German naval
circles a view prevailed that Schwieger had definitely been
ordered to lie in wait with a view to torpedoing her’.

We can be more certain that elements of the unsigned entry
for the day of the sinking are either inaccurate or later
additions. There is a catalogue of inconsistencies. According to
Schwieger’s war diary, when the U-20 first sighted the target she
was dead ahead — recht voraus — yet he also recorded that her
four funnels were immediately visible. In practice they would
have been hard, indeed impossible, to distinguish if the ship
were approaching head-on from the horizon. The war diary
also states that the Lusitania made the final, fatal turn which
brought her into range of the U-20 towards Queenstown. This is
not so. She turned away from the port.

Then there is the late identification of the Lusitania by the
name on her bow in gold letters as she sank. There is ample
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evidence from impartial testimony that the ship’s name had
been carefully painted over in black. Curiously, earlier in his
war diary Schwieger also named the Candidate as one of the
ships he had sunk, although her name too was painted out in
accordance with Admiralty guidance. More importantly, a
competent, well-briefed U-boat commander like Schwieger,
assisted by an experienced merchant mariner like Pilot Lanz,
would have known from the start which ship he was attacking.
There were only five British liners with four funnels and the
position of each was well known to the German authorities.
Only the Lusitania could possibly have been inbound at the
time. Schwieger’s claim that he identified her only as she sank
does not fit with his high praise later in his war diary of Lanz,
‘who knows all English ships by their build’.

Schwieger’s diary goes on to reflect in detail on what
happened to the ship. What was the nature of the second
explosion — ‘boiler or coal or powder?’ He states that ‘the ship
stops immediately’. She did not. She was still moving when she
sank eighteen minutes later. He incorrectly states that the
bridge was torn asunder. Neither Quartermaster Hugh Johnston
at the wheel nor Captain Turner mentioned any damage to the
bridge. Johnston, who resisted pressure to toe the company line
about the number of torpedoes, described how Turner went
from one side of the bridge to the other to view what was
happening along the decks.

Most striking of all are Schwieger’s personal comments that ‘it
would have been impossible for me to fire a second torpedo
into this crushing crowd of humanity trying to save their lives’.
Such a remark is out of character and out of place. Personal
remarks of any kind are not usually ound in war diaries.
Neither are such discursive observations as those which follow:
‘It is surprising that just today there is so much traffic here,
although yesterday two big steamers have been sunk south of
the St George’s Channel. Also that the Lusitania was not sent
through the North Channel remains a mystery.’
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All these disingenuous remarks bear the hallmark of
‘institutional afterthoughts’, comments added to the official
record to display German conscience and suggest British
incompetence. The war diary was no doubt ‘beautified’ after the
original had been telegraphed to Berlin, and following
Schwieger’s subsequent ‘ungracious’ reception in Berlin. Some
of the additions and changes may have been made as late as
1918 when a worried Kaiser enquired about the possibility of
war crimes charges. Schwieger was by then dead and could not
have signed off a revised entry for 7 May 1915.

Such misrepresentation of the facts of a sinking was not
unknown. Bauer, Schwieger and his crew were involved in
another such case — the sinking without warning of the liner
Hesperian by the U-20 in September 1915 — as one of the few
surviving letters in Walter Schwieger’s handwriting relates. On
this occasion the Admiralty Chief of Staff told him to maintain
the fiction that she had been sunk by a mine. He was ordered to
tell his crew that they had sunk an auxiliary cruiser (which the
Germans knew the Hesperian was not) and to order them not to
discuss the sinking with anyone outside the crew. Schwieger
and his men dutifully obeyed.

None of the justifications given by the German authorities for
sinking the Lusitania without warning was valid under the
international law of the time — the ‘Cruiser Rules’ — which
insisted upon ‘stop and search’. On the other hand the U-20
would have been perfectly within its rights to stop the ship,
order passengers and crew to disembark in lifeboats and to
sink her because she was undoubtedly carrying war materials.

There are mitigating factors for the sinking. Schwieger would
have known that fast liners like the Lusitania were umoured to
be gun runners and that they had undoubted potential for use
as troop transports or for conversion into armed merchant
cruisers. He would also have known of the British Admiralty’s
advice to merchantmen ‘to steer towards’ attacking
submarines, in other words to ram them. He would have been



aware too of Britain’s segregation of captured U-boatmen from
other prisoners of war, after Germany’s declaration of
unrestricted submarine warfare, for possible trial as war
criminals. Schwieger believed his duty above all was to protect
his crew, and they loved him for it. He took longer but safer
routes. Because he put his own men’s lives above those of his
enemies he was prepared to remain submerged when attacking
vessels even if they turned out to be passenger or hospital ships
or neutral vessels.

Schwieger cannot be condemned for the subsequent cover-up
to present the sinking in the most favourable light in order to
placate and influence international opinion. The conspiracy
was the result of the shock within some parts of the German
hierarchy at the bitterness of worldwide reaction. In this
climate, with the Kaiser taking a close personal interest in the
Lusitania incident, calling for Schwieger’s war diary and reeling
under personal attack in the world’s press, it is not surprising
that the facts of the sinking were ‘massaged’.

However, by firing without warning Schwieger and those who
despatched him were guilty by the standards of 1915 of ‘wilful
murder’. The act was premeditated both by Schwieger, who
knew his target when he fired the torpedo, and by the naval
authorities, who considered the Lusitania a target and had been
briefing their submarine commanders so for some months. The
urgency with which Germany’s nervous civil administration
had the warning advertisement published in the United States
confirms that they too clearly recognised the potential for the
Lusitania to be sunk on her May crossing.

No-one in Germany could have predicted the damage the
Lusitania incident would inflict on her ability to win the war, or
even to achieve a ‘draw’.



33 - A SULLEN RUMBLE
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The British, American and German conspiracies that followed
the destruction of the Lusitania had one thing in common: no-
one in any of the three countries was sure what had caused the
second explosion so no-one understood why the ship had sunk
so quickly. The British and Americans feared a connection with
munitions. The Germans insisted that there was such a link,
and even commissioned their own forensic analysis, as their
newly discovered laboratory report reveals. But no-one knew
for certain. Succeeding years have brought all kinds of theories
— some more plausible than others, some highly technical,
some sensation-seeking, but none entirely convincing. They
have all concentrated on the causes of the second explosion. In
doing so they have failed to consider the full sequence of events
and in particular the devastating effect of Walther Schwieger’s
single torpedo on a ship ill-designed to resist such a weapon.

Having observed the Lusitania’s approach from the horizon,
Walther Schwieger submerged and manoeuvred the U-20 into
an optimal attack position at right angles to he almost eight-
hundred-foot-long Lusitania. The U-20 then launched one G-6
type torpedo at a distance of 2,300 feet with a shallow setting so
that it would travel at a depth of ten feet beneath the surface of
the water. The submarine torpedo was twenty-one inches in
diameter, twenty feet long, weighed over three thousand
pounds nd contained 350lb of a TNT-like explosive. The speed
setting for such torpedoes was thirty-eight knots and so, relative
to the liner steaming at eighteen knots, the minimum approach
speed of the torpedo towards the Lusitania was forty-two knots
(or nearly 50mph). Thus, the U-20 had launched a torpedo
longer and heavier than an automobile with a diameter similar
to that of a steering wheel at a distance of just under three
times the length of the Lusitania.
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Schwieger made some errors in his firing calculations,
including overestimating the Lusitania’s speed by four knots.
However, the torpedo hit her starboard side 160 to 180 feet aft
of the bow, roughly below or just after the bridge. The torpedo’s
twin-detonator system had armed itself during the approach by
using the passage through the water to unscrew a propeller-like
safety cap on its nose. The run time of the torpedo from launch
to impact was just over thirty-five seconds and in that time the
Lusitania would have travelled nearly one and a half times her
own length. Had Schwieger launched the torpedo either five
seconds earlier or twenty seconds later he would have missed
his target altogether.

Witnesses on the deck of the Lusitania saw the bubble wake
produced by the steam exhaust from the torpedo’s propulsion
system approach the ship diagonally, an illusion created by the
weapon travelling towards the liner at right-angles to her
forward motion. When it hit there was a heavy muffled
explosion and extensive vibration. A plume of sea water rose
above the height of the ship’s bridge, some sixty feet above the
waterline. The plume and the associated blast were so powerful
that they damaged weak parts of the superstructure, showered
the decks with debris and blew one of the thirty-foot lifeboats,
number five, the third on the starboard side, from its davits into
the sea.

The size of the plume confirms the shallowness of the
torpedo’s run since much of the energy of its explosion was
dissipated into the air. Despite this waste of energy the damage
inflicted by the explosion was considerable ecause the
surrounding water concentrated the majority of the energy
generated in the direction of the relatively pliant hull of the
ship. Based on damage observed on other ships, a conservative
estimate of the size of the hole punched into the side of the
Lusitania would be at least twenty feet long and ten feet high. In
addition, the damage would have penetrated at least ten feet
into the structure of the ship.
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The consequences would not have been confined to the
puncture area alone. The hull of the Lusitania had been laid
down using a series of overlapping plates, usually one inch
thick by five feet wide and thirty-two feet long, which were
riveted together. The explosion would have loosened or popped
rivets surrounding the hole over an area more than fifteen
times greater than that of the blast hole. Thus, the total area
which the torpedo opened up immediately, either completely or
partially, to the surrounding sea water was over five thousand
square feet.

Many witnesses described how, when the Lusitania was hit,
she trembled violently. The Lusitania had always suffered from
vibrations. Her second-class accommodation had had to be
gutted after her sea trials to allow stiffening of her structure.
She suffered further vibration damage in 1909 after losing two
of her propeller blades, damage so severe that she had to be
dry-docked for repairs. Although attempts were again made to
improve her resistance to vibration, she remained prone to
such problems. Therefore it is not surprising that when she was
hit by the torpedo and yawed abruptly to starboard the whole
ship shuddered violently. This structural vibration led to
substantial further weakening and popping of the riveted plate
hull around the area originally damaged by the torpedo. It is
difficult to quantify the extent of the hull damage caused by the
vibration, but it was probably equivalent to that produced by
the initial explosion, so that up to ten thousand square feet of
the starboard side of the ship were now exposed to sea water to
some degree.

The most important factor in the amount of damage a torpedo
causes is the point at which it hits. At the forward nd of boiler-
room one, at or just in front of the point of impact inside the
hull, was a major transverse bulkhead. This bulkhead was a
vertical wall of steel plate, designed to be watertight, which
braced the two sides of the ship with the keel to a height of
about ten feet above the low waterline. A similar bulkhead,



nearly thirty-five feet further forward, created a cross-bunker
where coal destined for boiler-room one was stored. Forward of
the bulkhead and beyond the cross-bunker were storage areas
for baggage and cargo. Above the cross-bunker, inboard of the
orlop deck access way, was a refrigeration plant used to chill
perishables. Access to all these cargo areas was via number two
cargo hatch located on the main deck, some thirty feet in front
of the bridge.

Immediately behind the bulkhead which separated the cross-
bunker from boiler-room one were two single-ended Scotch
boilers followed twenty feet further aft by two double boilers.
Stokers used the gangway between these facing pairs of boilers
to fuel them. Two vertical vents above the stoking gangway
against either side of the ship rose from boiler level through all
the decks to exhaust above the navigation deck on top of the
ship. These pairs of boilers were positioned symmetrically
about the centre line of the ship, as were those in the other
boiler-rooms running back to the stern.

Between the boiler-rooms and the hull, along the length of the
ship, ran the longitudinal coal bunkers which were similar to
those in the British cruisers Aboukir, Hogue and Cressy sunk by
the U-9 in September 1914.

Significantly, there was another longitudinal access way —
the lower orlop deck — below the orlop deck. This ran along the
outer hull and over the longitudinal wing bunkers on both sides
of the boiler- and engine-rooms for most of the length of the
ship. The floor between the orlop and lower orlop decks was
approximately ten feet below the waterline, hence on a level
with the strike of the torpedo. Thus the water would have
immediately gained access not only to the longitudinal and
cross-bunkers but also to both orlop decks.

The conclusions of a British Institution of Naval Architects
committee, set up during the First World War to investigate the
structures of merchant ships subjected to torpedo and sea-mine
explosions, are highly relevant when visualising the effects of
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the impact and detonation of the torpedo. Having examined the
voluminous evidence, the committee concluded in early 1918
that in comparison with large cargo vessels the hatchways in
large passenger ships were small and so did not permit
‘instantaneous relief’ from any air and gas pressure created by
an explosion. Therefore the bulkheads near any explosion were
more liable to damage in passenger liners than in cargo ships.
Watertight doors in these bulkheads could not be relied upon to
close, and hence seal, after an explosion due to both the
resultant bulkhead distortion and collateral damage to the
bridge-activated electrical and hydraulic systems which
operated the doors.

In essence, the safety features in passenger liners, designed to
prevent water reaching undamaged parts of the ship after a
collision, did not work after a major explosion. Hence, large
passenger ships suffered considerably more damage from the
impact of the same amount of explosive in similar
circumstances than cargo ships. The committee’s conclusion is
borne out by the speed of sinking of such ships. The White Star
liner Arabic of some 16,000 tons went down in nine minutes
when torpedoed outward-bound for the United States from
Liverpool off the Irish coast just three months after the
Lusitania was sunk. There was no question of an outward-
bound ship carrying explosives. The speed of sinking of the
cruiser Aboukir which capsized and sank only twenty-five
minutes after being hit by a single torpedo demonstrates that
ships with longitudinal bulkheads were also particularly
vulnerable. Vice-Admiral Coke recognised this when recalling
the cruiser’s sister ship the Juno from her rescue mission to the
Lusitania on 7 May.

In the case of the Lusitania, the inability to seal off damaged
sections of the ship, allied to the huge area of the hull which
had lost its structural integrity, meant that othing prevented
the free flow of sea water between and around the damaged
compartments. Many of these abutted on open, capacious
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sections of the ship, e.g. longitudinal bunkers, access ways and
boiler-rooms. The forced flooding of some, if not all, of these
immediately after the explosion — created by the pressure
generated by the ship’s passage through the water at eighteen
knots — explains the rapid list reported by all eyewitnesses. The
speed with which water entered is illustrated by the fact that
only one crew member in boiler-room number two survived —
he escaped through a ventilator shaft — and that the most
forward bulkhead of this boiler-room was some eighty to a
hundred feet from the torpedo impact. While making his escape
from boiler-room number two the crewman saw water pouring
into that boiler-room from the starboard longitudinal bunker.
This suggests strongly that the orlop and lower orlop decks
immediately above were also flooding by that time.

As the committee’s report suggested, the general layout of the
Lusitania inboard of the impact position did not allow explosive
pressure to be relieved rapidly. Accordingly, the pressure wave
generated by the torpedo detonation would have torn into the
ship creating the major structural damage and distortions
which disabled the safety features. In doing so, the pressure
wave would have taken ‘the path of least resistance’ in order to
disperse its energy.

After the blast had caused extensive damage in and around
the two orlop decks, the bulkhead of number one boiler-room
and surrounding equipment, the confines of the ship’s hull
channelled the blast upwards through the decks immediately
above, outwards throughout the closely packed nearby
companionways and central stairwells and also through weaker
structures such as partitions and vent walls.

The electrical power failure, which plunged much of the ship
into darkness almost immediately after the torpedo exploded,
and the loss of hydraulic power exacerbated difficulties in
coping with the flooding and with disabled afety systems. For
example, the longitudinal or wing coal bunkers should have
been isolated from the boiler-rooms by sliding watertight doors.
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However, these hatches could have proved difficult, if not
impossible, to close manually in the dark not only because of
the normal build-up of coaldust and other debris in their access
ways and runners but also due to lumps of coal and other
material thrown about by the explosion. In any case, such was
the speed of the flooding that the stokers had no time to act
before being overwhelmed or fleeing for their lives.

The Lusitania’s hull, with its one-inch-thick riveted steel
plates, was designed to be strong enough to withstand only the
pressure of the outside water, just as an aircraft fuselage is
designed to confine internal air pressure and not internal
explosions. The liner’s overall rigidity and resistance to bending
was provided by the internal honeycomb of decks, stringers
and the main bulkheads that defined the major compartments
of the vessel.

The relative weakness of the hull meant that the damage
from the torpedo impact significantly changed the overall
structural loadings on the hull and bulkheads, thus
compounding the damage. In addition to the damage to the
plates of the hull caused by structural vibration, the entry of sea
water into the liner had its own effect on the structure. On the
very conservative assumption that the flow rate of sea water
into the ship through the hole created by the torpedo explosion
was only 10 per cent of the potential, the liner would have been
shipping well over eight hundred tons of sea water per minute
when travelling at a speed of eighteen knots. Some researchers
have suggested that the parent steel from which the Lusitania’s
plates were manufactured could have been gradually
embrittled and thus become less shock or impact resistant over
time. If so, then any damage from the torpedo explosion and
consequent events would have propagated throughout the hull
even more rapidly and hastened her sinking by increasing the
rate of water flow.

Additionally, there is clear evidence from witnesses that
ontrary to Captain Turner’s orders many portholes were open,



some close to the waterline. Expert evidence at the Mayer
hearing stated that each open eighteen-inch-diameter porthole
submerged to a depth of three feet would have let in three and
three-quarter tons of water a minute. This is also a very
conservative estimate. There were five hundred portholes on
each side of the ship. Assuming that only 20 per cent were open,
by the time half of those open were submerged the ship would
have been letting in 375 tons of water per minute from this
source, or about 1,200 tons per minute in total. Also, because of
the list the open portholes on the starboard side would have
gone below the water more quickly than those on the port side,
increasing the water flow on the starboard side and hence the
list.

As the Lusitania sank, water levels against bulkheads would
have built up and so would the hydrostatic pressure created by
the sea water’s own weight. Distortion and then buckling of
these bulkheads under such strain would produce
characteristic sounds of groaning, creaking and cracking. Final
catastrophic failure would sound like an explosion. If a large
amount of pressure and hence water volume were released, the
explosive failure would be accompanied by a rumbling sound
similar to a large waterfall. Oliver Bernard’s recollection of ‘a
sullen rumble in the bowels of the liner’ could hint at such a
failure.

Water entering the ship towards the bow changed the balance
of the Lusitania. A starboard list allied to the bow-down
position altered her buoyancy loading in such a way that the
stern of the ship attempted to lift and rotate, as described by
Margaret Mackworth and by Wesley Frost in his book based on
survivors’ accounts. Twisting and bending pressures increased
the rate of failure of the plate joints and the popping of rivets.
(Dr Robert Ballard and his team proved that a major section of
the stern of the Titanic had split from the main hull in a
comparable manner as she sank nose first.) Such a gradual
reduction in the overall stiffness of the vessel’s hull transferred



 sfurther loading to the internal tructures such as bulkheads and
so hastened their failures.

Whether on the surface or during the reported pivoting of the
liner’s prow on the sea bed immediately prior to her sinking,
the Lusitania’s hull was subjected to forces which far exceeded
her strength. Using the hole created by the torpedo explosion as
a precursor, the mechanisms for hull failure discussed here
probably tore open a major section of the starboard side of the
ship towards the bow. This allowed both water in and coal and
cargo out. This would go some way towards explaining why
significant amounts of coal were found on the sea bed and
much of the liner’s consignment of furs was washed ashore.

To summarise, what sealed the fate of the liner was the
position at which the torpedo hit her hull. An explosion at or
near the main bulkhead between boiler-room number one and
its cross-bunker storage area, at a level which allowed sea
water access to the orlop and lower orlop decks and the
longitudinal coal bunkers, was one of the very few events
which could have damaged the Lusitania’s structural integrity
so severely. Secondary effects from both the explosion and
structural vibration substantially increased damage to the
plates of the hull and the area open to sea water. Loss of
electrical power and light, and of steam for hydraulic power
and propulsion, severely reduced the chances of remedial or
delaying action. The ship could not be steered, neither could her
engines be reversed to slow her forward momentum through
the water. The collateral damage caused by the explosion to the
ship’s safety systems prevented the closure of watertight doors
and thus allowed additional large volumes of sea water to pass
rapidly into and through major sections of the liner impelled by
both hydrostatic pressure and the velocity of the liner through
the sea.

Regardless of any second explosion, the catastrophic level of
hull damage was clearly the principal cause of the rapid sinking
of the Lusitania. Even without a second explosion the Lusitania
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could not have remained afloat more than a minute or two
longer than she did.

Yet it is this second explosion which has so fascinated and
preoccupied researchers. Undoubtedly there was one; there
were probably several more. The varied evidence of its
location, timing and nature is the seed from which many
controversial theories have grown. One of the most frequently
advanced is that some of the munitions declared on the
supplementary manifest exploded. Among these were some
1,250 boxes each containing four 3.3-inch shrapnel shells. When
fully assembled these anti-personnel weapons had two separate
sections comparable to a bullet. The front section comprised the
shrapnel, the airburst delivery charge and the timing fuse; the
second stage was the propellant cartridge which would
detonate and then accelerate the shrapnel stage along and out
of the gun barrel.

According to the Mayer evidence, the shells carried by the
Lusitania contained no powder, propellant charge or fuse.
These would have been fitted later in Britain. As shown earlier,
these shells were almost certainly as specified in the manifest.
However, even if they had contained their powder and
propellant charge they would have remained inert since shells
were never fused during transport for obvious safety reasons.
Also, the shells’ robust design allowed them to withstand the
enormous shock loadings associated with being fired from a
gun barrel. Thus, the combination of shock, explosion and
flame from the torpedo impact is highly unlikely to have caused
filled but unfused shells to explode.

The consignment of arms included over four million complete
live rounds of .303 rifle ammunition; these contained powdered
charge in the propellant cartridge section. In theory they had
the potential to cause fire or explosion, but safe transport of this
and similar ammunition was routine over many decades.
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Therefore the question of safety had already been investigated
through extensive practical testing by both the manufacturers
and the military. These comprehensive tests, as reported to the
Mayer hearing, included exposure to severe shock and irect
flame or fire. The results showed to the satisfaction of the
United States authorities that these types of live rounds would
not explode en masse but would smoulder or burn harmlessly.
This led the United States authorities in 1911 to clear such
ammunition for transport on passenger liners as ‘non-explosive
in bulk’.

More recent US military experience suggests that heat applied
to an unboxed and exposed pile of similar ammunition would
only cause them to ‘cook off’ — in other words the cartridge
case would rupture with little or no expulsion of the projectile.
Cartridges adjacent to the ruptured one would not explode
sympathetically but would instead be tossed aside by the burst.
An opinion given by the US military in 1973 was that any
explosion would be similar to that of Chinese firecrackers.
Another anecdote from a senior US Navy munitions officer in
1972 provides further evidence: ‘A [railway] boxcar full of 7.62
millimetre open round (0.3 inch) ammunition caught fire and
was about half-consumed. Much of the ammo cooked off but
none of the bullets penetrated the metal boxes in which they
were packed. Each box when opened afterwards contained
nothing but scrap. The boxes weren’t even bulged.’

The only types of explosive that would detonate
sympathetically (e.g. through concussive effects) would be
unstable substances such as nitroglycerine and, perhaps, gun
cotton. Despite rumours, it has never been proved that such
materials were aboard. Had they been present in any quantity
the explosion would have been immense and obvious, probably
blowing off the bows of the ship, as suggested by the Scientific
American some three weeks after the loss of the Lusitania. The
journal dismissed as ‘absurd’ the exploding munitions theory
and suggested that structural damage from the torpedo
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explosion was the primary cause of sinking. The conclusive
evidence against exploding munitions is that provided by
Robert Ballard’s thorough survey of the wreck. This showed no
evidence of any damage to either side of the hull caused by an
explosion in the areas in the bows where the munitions were
stored.

It has also been suggested that aluminium powder might
account for the second explosion. The Lusitania’s
supplementary manifest included significant quantities of
aluminium powder destined for the explosives-manufacturing
section of the Woolwich Arsenal on the River Thames near
London. Aluminium powder is highly volatile and can ignite
spontaneously in air. It burns fiercely when exposed to
moisture, producing highly flammable hydrogen gas. When
distributed in air to create a uniform cloud, aluminium powder
can be ignited by static electricity, a friction spark or a naked
flame to produce a violent explosion.

Although we have no details of the barrels and cases in which
the aluminium powder was stored, the latent danger of this
material was well known in 1915. Thus, the robustness of their
transport containers would have matched the danger. Storage
containers could only have been breached by a sharp point
being driven into them with great force. Although several
compartments separated their storage area from the point
where the torpedo hit, it is conceivable that debris like shrapnel
did, indeed, damage some containers allowing powder to
escape or air or water to enter.

Normally, burning hydrogen alone, such as that released from
a chemical reaction between water and aluminium powder, is
not visible. Aluminium powder itself burns so brightly, rapidly
and hence so fiercely that it is used in film-making as a special
effect to simulate lightning. Thus, a fierce and lightning-bright
flame is the signature of burning aluminium powder. The only
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way these flames can show another colour is through a
‘parasitic’ effect from the glow of other flames — from, say, a
burning wooden transport box — when they would appear
bright orange. However, witnesses reported no intense flames
of any colour.

Particulate explosions, such as can occur in aluminium
powder and coal, require a roughly uniform distribution of the
powder in the air, akin to an aerosol. This allows an xplosive
reaction or ‘flame-front’ to propagate efficiently throughout a
volume of powder and air. If the mixture is too dense or too
lean it will not explode. The likelihood that these ideal
conditions were present aboard the Lusitania is very remote.
Also, despite its location directly in front and in full view of the
wheelhouse and main forward passenger observation room,
no-one reported the explosive destruction of number two cargo
hatch which any significant blast would have caused. This and
the Ballard evidence that the bow is relatively undamaged in
the cargo areas mean that a significant aluminium powder
explosion or fire is unlikely. The fact that only a few men,
including boatswain’s mate Sikking and Able Seaman O’Neil,
escaped from the baggage-room is explained not by the
explosion but by the fact that the only access to it was by the
lift, which was quickly disabled by power failure. Had there
been an immediate explosion in the cargo area none would
have survived.

Another theory is that there was a coaldust explosion. The fuel
used to generate heat and hence steam for the Lusitania’s
turbines was, of course, coal. Her fuel consumption averaged a
little less than a thousand tons a day. The coal was stored in the
longitudinal and cross-bunkers, allowing easy access from the
main boiler-rooms. These bunkers held a total of about six
thousand tons of coal, so well into the final day of her voyage
only some thousand tons would have remained, spread
proportionately through each of the bunkers so as to preserve
the balance of loading and hence the ship’s ‘trim’. The trim
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aimed to ensure the most fuel-efficient and stable passage
through the water possible. With proportionate usage of coal
from each bunker, the bunkers around boiler-room number one
would have contained at least 80 per cent air. The loading of the
coal and the subsequent shovelling of it would have generated
coaldust and fine debris.

When the torpedo hit close to the corner of the cross-bunker
and the wing bunker of boiler-room one the shock from the
torpedo’s detonation and the whip response rom the ship
could, theoretically, have shaken the dust and debris into the
air. Coal, like many types of dust, including not only aluminium
powder but other everyday substances such as flour and
sawdust, can ignite if subjected to a spark or flame while in a
uniform mixture with air. The torpedo impact and explosion
would have created the necessary ignition sources.

However, ‘ideal conditions’ for an explosion were unlikely.
The bunkers were not insulated and were only separated from
the cold sea by the hull plating. Seepage of sea water into the
hull of any vessel was an inherent problem. Moisture migrated
to the lowest parts of the ship to produce pools of bilge water.
Also, all air contains some water. The moist air from the
Lusitania’s boiler-rooms would have penetrated the very much
cooler bunkers and condensed against the cold hull to produce
a film of condensation, if not further pools of water, in those
compartments. Even if we ignore the almost instantaneous
spray of sea water that accompanied the rapid flooding of the
bunkers after the torpedo detonated, the coaldust would almost
certainly not have ignited. The dampness of the compartments
would have prevented the dust being shaken uniformly into the
air to create an explosive aerosol.

Reliable witness reports of dense, moist steam accompanying
the second explosion and enveloping the decks suggest strongly
that some part of the liner’s power plant was involved. None of
the other postulated causes produces steam. Similarly, the
second explosion was reported as loudest by those on the decks,
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supporting the theory that it occurred in a boiler-room where
sound could be carried to the decks via the funnels and vents.

The torpedo struck the hull towards the forward end of
number one boiler-room which contained five double- and two
single-ended fire-tube boilers. Each single boiler had a diameter
of over seventeen feet and a length of eleven feet, while the
double-ended boilers were twenty-two feet long. Within the
lower half of each single boiler ere four furnaces which
extended through the length of the boiler and were each about
two feet in diameter. Stokers shovelled in coal through furnace
doors at the front of the boiler. The hot gases generated in the
furnaces by the burning coal passed to the back into a
combustion chamber; thence the gases were distributed
through several hundred fire-tubes running the length of the
boiler above the furnaces; finally, they were exhausted through
boiler uptakes to the funnel. The complete boiler structure was
held together by rivets and the pressure integrity was achieved
by caulking and machining of joints to tight tolerances.

The heat of the gas produced in the furnaces was well over
2,000°F (1,100°C). Only the pressurised water in the boiler
surrounding the furnaces and tubes prevented them from
melting. The boiler was designed to operate at a pressure of
around two hundred pounds per square inch and at about
400°F (200°C). Pressurised water at 400°F has the capability to
cool the steel tubes and furnaces sufficiently. However, since
steam has far less capacity than water to absorb and transport
heat energy, if the water changed to steam at a similar
temperature, the cooling effect would reduce dramatically and
the tubes would quickly overheat. The tubes would then melt
and burst inwards allowing pressurised steam and water to
reduce to atmospheric pressure within the furnace and fire-
tubes. In this process the high-pressure, high-temperature
water would expand almost instantaneously and explosively to
about fifteen hundred times its initial volume and escape by
blowing off the end of the boilers.
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During the nineteenth century this type of boiler explosion in
coal-fired, fire-tube boilers was common. Loss of water level
was nearly always the cause. Any rapid drop led to an explosion
since it was physically impossible to prevent the hot gases from
passing through the furnaces and fire-tubes. Only shutting
down the furnaces’ forced draught ventilation fans and then
raking out the burning coals from the furnaces by hand could
halt the production of combustion gases. Such raking could ot
easily be done rapidly, especially in an emergency.

The Lusitania’s number one boiler-room suffered tructural
damage when the torpedo exploded. If this damage extended to
the feedwater system or to a boiler then one or more boilers
would have suffered rapid water loss and exploded. (In modern
naval engineering all primary systems, like boiler feedwater,
are fitted well clear of the hull of the ship to avoid their being
damaged by a torpedo exploding against the hull.) Had one of
the single-ended boilers exploded as a result of water loss, the
amount of energy released to create physical damage would
have been equivalent to around 480lb of high explosive such as
TNT (a double-ended boiler could release twice this energy).
The steam generated in a boiler explosion had on land been
known to blow boilers almost a hundred feet, or through brick
walls, such was its latent energy. When released into an
enclosed space such as a ship’s boiler-room there was the added
danger of pressurising the space. Even a small rise in pressure
would have caused substantial damage to an area not designed
to withstand it, resulting in buckled plates and decks.
Therefore, any energy generated by boiler explosions would
have added considerably to the damage caused to the liner’s
hull.

The steam released explosively would also attempt to escape
the confining space. In the boiler-room the escape routes were
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restricted to the funnel, the forced draught fans and the air
vents. The boiler would almost certainly shear its connection to
the funnel leaving a route to atmosphere, but the damage
caused to the funnel would probably restrict flow through it.
Similarly, the forced draught connection to the furnace would
probably be sheared and badly damaged. The only other route
the steam could take would be through the standard ventilation
shafts from the boiler-room. These vents were not connected to
the boiler and would have suffered less or little immediate
damage from an explosion, thus offering a relatively direct
route for the steam to escape.

The consequences of a boiler explosion would have een
massive shocks throughout the liner with steam and smoke
blown through the vents and funnels. Smoke would have been
carried with the steam due to the furnace coals being ejected as
the boiler exploded. Hence, the air on deck would have been
filled with a dense vapour mixture which would have made it
difficult for any passenger to breathe. This chimes well with
many witness reports.

However, the main argument against boiler failure as the
cause of the second explosion is that there were survivors from
both boiler-rooms number one (Madden and Davis) and
number two (McDermott). This would have been unlikely had
there been immediate boiler explosions. Certainly the survivors
reported none before they escaped. If a boiler was the cause of
the second explosion, the explosion could not have taken place
until at least a minute or two after the torpedo hit. As the ship
sank there were undoubtedly boiler explosions, which
accounted for the expulsion from the funnels of survivors such
as Mrs Gwyer after they had been sucked in as the ship went
under.



The final theory as to the cause of the second explosion is the
failure of the steamlines which carried high-pressure
superheated steam from the boilers to the turbines. The steam
generated by each boiler was transferred by branch piping to a
main steamline at roof level of the boiler-room (the steamlines
were at the level of the torpedo explosion). The main steamline
then carried the steam from each boiler-room along much of
the length of the ship through the bulkheads to the distribution
manifold in the turbine-room. From this manifold steam was
supplied directly to the high-pressure turbines and thereafter
reduced in pressure to the low-pressure turbine system.

The steamline and its branches were made up of sections of
pipe connected by flanges welded to their ends. At each
bulkhead specialised couplings allowed for expansion or
contraction of the pipes between the ship’s ambient
temperature and 400°F (200°C) during operation. Because of
these differences in temperature the pipes could expand over
the length of boiler-room number one alone by nearly two
inches. This may appear insignificant. However, these twelve-
inch or larger pipes were confining forces approaching four
hundred tons. Their couplings could only withstand the
mechanical loadings associated with normal operation, such as
changes in temperature and flexing caused by steam pump
vibration.

A survivor from boiler-room number one stated that ‘the
bang seemed to come from the after end on the starboard side
of the number one boiler’. The first potential cause of a steam
explosion was the shock vibrations created when the torpedo
detonated close to this boiler. They would have severely shaken
both boiler and steamline. The shock would certainly have
damaged some if not all of the steamline connections in that
area. The failures probably resulted in the explosive release of
high-pressure, superheated steam produced by boiler number
one and considerable back-pressure steam from other boilers in
that boiler-room and beyond. Almost on top of boiler number
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one was the vertical vent to the upper decks, probably already
punctured or otherwise damaged, so this is the likely path along
which steam reached passengers on various decks and also
became a cloud visible over the top of the liner.

Alternatively, if cold sea water sprayed into the area
drenching an exposed steamline the thermal shock produced
would have caused the pipe to contract almost immediately,
causing joint and connection failures and the explosive release
of steam.

Some researchers have proposed a third mode of steamline
failure: thermal shock allied to a catastrophic condensation of
the steam back into water. If steam is cooled suddenly, its
volume collapses by a ratio of more than a thousand to one as it
changes back to water. This reduction in volume would have
created a near vacuum in the feed-pipe. More importantly it
would have created a ‘slug’ or ‘slugs’ of water in the pipe
travelling at high speed. The enormous energy of these slugs
would again ave caused the pipework to fail catastrophically,
producing the effects described previously.

However caused, steamline explosions are easily the most
likely source of the second explosion. Captain Turner certainly
believed one occurred. In his evidence to the Mayer hearing he
said, ‘The torpedo burst the steampipe and put the engines out
of commission.’

Nevertheless, both the diverse eyewitness reports from
different positions on the ship about the timing, location, nature
and sound of the second explosion and the technical analysis of
potential structural and steam plant failures mean that there
was probably more than one ‘second explosion’. The Lusitania
experienced a series of structural shocks: hull breach, torpedo
detonation, collateral structural damage, shock- and motion-
induced vibration, secondary hull plate and joint failures and
steamline explosions, culminating in boiler explosions as she
sank. Each produced noises of differing types.



But the truth is that the Lusitania sank so quickly because she
was not designed to withstand a torpedo hitting her in such a
vital spot as did that fired by the U-20. On 7 May 1915 her
captain, Walther Schwieger, had mounted the perfect attack.



EPILOGUE - A NEW BARBARISM
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Public opinion and its manipulation were more important
during the First World War than in any previous conflict,
particularly with regard to neutral countries. The sinking of the
Lusitania brought the British a propaganda victory which
eclipsed the loss to her in lives and war matériel. Churchill was
right, if hard-hearted, when he wrote in 1937 that ‘In spite of all
its horror, we must regard the sinking of the Lusitania as an
event most important and favourable to the Allies . . . the poor
babies who perished in the ocean struck a blow at German
power more deadly than could have been achieved by the
sacrifice of a hundred thousand fighting men.’ To many neutral
countries the enormity of the incident confirmed everything
Britain had been arguing about the illegality and barbarity of
German behaviour since the start of the war. The United States
became an ever more sympathetic neutral, ever more prepared
to overlook Britain’s own infringements of international law
and to function as an arsenal for the Allies.

Indeed, the Lusitania affair came to have an even greater and
more enduring resonance in the United States than in Britain.
Once she was in the war ‘Remember the Lusitania!’ became a
talismanic reminder for America of what she was fighting for.
Images of the sinking ship and of drowning women, hair
streaming behind them in the surf, were used on recruitment
posters and to sell war onds. Americans quickly forgot that
nearly two years had elapsed between the sinking and their
declaration of war. The myth grew, and it still persists today,
that the United States entered the war as an immediate
consequence of the sinking of the Lusitania.

Although the sinking was initially celebrated by her
government and her people as a great naval victory, Germany
was unequivocally the loser in the Lusitania incident. Not only
was it a propaganda disaster but in the weeks and months that
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followed it disrupted and distracted the German High
Command and government at a critical stage of the war. It
became a flashpoint for the already brittle and combative
relations between the civil and military wings of the
government with a vacillating and increasingly neurotic Kaiser
caught in between. As the crevasses in Germany’s leadership
structure widened and deepened so the decision-making
process suffered. It took ever longer to agree responses to the
successive American protest notes. The ‘constant battle’ over U-
boat deployment, as Schwieger’s commanding officer Hermann
Bauer bitterly described it, also resulted in disjointed,
sometimes contradictory, orders to the U-boat service.

This bickering and indecision contrasted with Germany’s
single-mindedness in the early stages of the war. Germany’s
attack on Belgium had been prosecuted with a directness and,
in some cases, calculated brutality von Clausewitz, the Prussian
military theorist, would have admired. When the war in the
west became bogged down von Tirpitz secured agreement to an
equally single-minded and ruthless policy of unrestricted
submarine warfare. He and the German government were fully
aware that, like the attack on Belgium, this new policy was
illegal. Not only did it contravene the ‘Cruiser Rules’, but the U-
boat blockade itself was formally illegal because it could not be
deemed ‘effective’. Indeed, the German government conceded
the illegality of the blockade in an intercepted telegram from
Berlin to their Buenos Aires embassy. Admittedly, the Kaiser
had only given permission for the U-boat campaign nervously
and had immediately begun o impose all sorts of restrictions at
the behest of his equally nervous civilian ministers.
Nevertheless, despite this internal debate, the U-boat service
had embraced the new policy wholeheartedly.

Germany’s naval strategists, led by von Tirpitz, had been
quick to grasp that the new weapon of the submarine could not
be humanised or regulated by outdated rules. Germany had
been the first to use the new technology in an illegal way, just as
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she had ignored Belgian neutrality and been the first to use
poison gas. Perhaps the undemocratic German government did
not fully appreciate the impact such actions would have on
public opinion in both neutral and belligerent nations. The
Kaiser’s civilian ministers understood better than their naval
and military colleagues the power of the press and the way in
which public opinion influenced policy in Britain and the
United States. However, before the Lusitania affair, even they
failed to appreciate its importance and the extent to which they
should actively court popular opinion in neutral countries.

The most important neutral was, of course, America, and in
the period before the sinking of the Lusitania Germany had
failed dismally to win her over. Part of the problem was that in
framing their Eurocentric policies German ministers had only
half appreciated the latent military and commercial power of
the United States. Hence they had taken little trouble to woo
her. British ministers like Sir Edward Grey were prepared to
welcome Wilson’s emissaries, to debate British policies and to
provide moral and legal rationales for them, even if the latter
often stretched the bounds of the law. They were prepared to
spend time discussing proposals for mediation with House and
Page and to agree to give them careful consideration. In the end
they conceded little to Wilson but acted in a way which
preserved the relationship and converted United States
emissaries to the British cause. The behaviour of the German
government and its officials towards the United States was, with
a few exceptions, in particular von Bernstorff, more direct,
blunter, even ullying. Germany seems at an early stage to have
viewed the United States as a lost cause.

Wrapped up in a sense of grievance, few were prepared to
empathise with American officials or to anticipate American
reaction. Germany’s attachés in Washington took little trouble
to conceal their contempt for their hosts. A factor here, as
elsewhere, was a feeling shared by Germans of all backgrounds
of ‘race treachery’ on the part of Britain and America. A sense
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of betrayal quickly combined with a pervasive inferiority
complex to produce the unremitting petulant anger of the
spurned suitor. Initial angry recriminations had focused mainly
on the British, but had soon moved with equal venom against
the Americans and their unevenhanded arms sale policy. Von
Papen, for example, remarked that the Americans only began
walking on two legs instead of four when someone suggested
that there was more profit to be made that way.

The sinking of the Lusitania and Germany’s response to the
world’s outrage hardened American attitudes and exacerbated
the tensions between the two countries. So did evidence that in
direct contravention both of American national law and
international diplomatic usage the Germans had ham-fistedly
plotted bombings and sabotage, fomented strikes and intrigued
on American soil to bring back Huerta to Mexico to make
trouble for the United States.

However, Germany’s great mistake after sinking the Lusitania
was to edge slowly away from unrestricted submarine warfare.
The personality of the Kaiser is key here. His nervous,
mercurial temperament combined paranoia, inferiority
complex and a yearning to be loved with an intense pride and
sense of his own and his nation’s position in the world and
what was owed them by others. Anxious for approval and
acceptance, he was acutely sensitive to the wave of criticism
directed against Germany and in particular to his personal
vilification in cartoons and elsewhere as a barbarous,
murderous ‘Hun’. At times he even seems to have been close to
nervous breakdown. Yet he was the unelected, irremovable
head f a government and the ultimate arbiter of German
policy. In the aftermath of the sinking, his ministers and
commanders had to compete to exploit his changing moods and
feelings. For a while Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg and his
allies managed to win the Kaiser’s ear and eventually to secure
his agreement to a suspension of unrestricted U-boat warfare.
Conversely von Tirpitz argued that Germany should have



 

persisted. By calling a halt she was losing her best chance of
winning the war.

Von Tirpitz was probably right. Fisher’s extraordinary mid-
war letter of consolation to von Tirpitz on his resignation
underlines that naval strategists recognised an inevitability in
the unrestricted use of the submarine weapon. All nations
practised unrestricted submarine warfare in the Second World
War. It had been a mistake to launch the U-boat campaign in
February 1915 before Germany had sufficient boats to maintain
a concentrated and concerted attack, just as the British should
have waited until they had more, and more reliable, tanks
before introducing them on the Western Front. Yet by
continuing her campaign, once launched, Germany would have
had her best chance of arriving at a mediated peace. The United
States would have been unlikely to enter the war before the
1916 Presidential election, particularly if the U-boats had
avoided sinking passenger ships. German war production could
have concentrated on the U-boat. British imports would have
diminished and after Verdun and the Somme there might have
been a chance of peace. Instead, the abandonment of
unrestricted submarine warfare meant that Britain and France
benefited from the easy transport of war materials from the
United States. Had these materials been better used by less
hidebound commanders they might even have shortened the
war. By the time Germany resumed unfettered U-boat warfare
in 1917 it was too late to help her achieve either victory or even
a brokered settlement.
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If the Lusitania incident significantly influenced the conduct

of the war, it was also one of a series of events in he spring and
early summer of 1915 that altered the very nature of warfare.
On the evening of 22 April German soldiers opened the taps of
some four thousand cylinders of chlorine and released 168 tons
of the gas on to the French and Canadian trenches in the
world’s first poison gas attack. On 1 June a solitary German
Zeppelin launched the first air-raid on London to bring war to
the civilian population of the world’s largest city. The Bryce
Report on Belgian atrocities was published in May. Together
with the destruction of the Lusitania, these acts provoked an
unparalleled outcry. They seemed to symbolise a retrograde
step in the conduct of warfare, back to the barbarity of the
Middle Ages. No longer could commanders claim to operate
under a chivalric code of honour protecting civilians, the
wounded and those willing to surrender.

The concept of a clean, ‘no hard feelings’ war which had
prompted the fraternisation and games of football between
opposing troops on the Western Front, mainly at the instigation



 

British recruitment poster, 1915.
 

of German soldiers singing ‘Silent Night’, at Christmas in 1914
was banished. Instead, the events of early summer 1915,
including the destruction of the Lusitania, were signposts on the
path to Guernica, Hiroshima and beyond. They heralded a time
when the best available technology would be unleashed
without warning on an enemy’s population regardless of age,
sex and whether or not they were combatants in order to
secure victory at the lowest cost to the attacker. Despite their
protestations as to the moral superiority of their cause, each
major power would feel compelled to follow that path. The new
barbarism of total war had begun.



Survivor Rita Jolivet stars in Lest We Forget, her 1918 film about the sinking of the
Lusitania.

 



The disaster inspired songwriters.
 



A German postcard depicting the sinking of the Lusitania with an inset picture of
Admiral von Tirpitz.

 

A British reconstruction for propaganda purposes of bodies being taken from a
lifeboat. The name Lusitania is much larger than on a real lifeboat.

 



The image of a drowning woman and child from the Lusitania is used to urge
Americans to enlist.

 



 



 



An early 1920s plan to raise the wreck of the Lusitania by means of floats, fixed by
divers, which would lift it in three stages.

 



Photographs from the seabed: a porthole and a mooring bollard.
 

One of the percussive fuses manufactured by Bethlehem Steel recovered from the
wreck. Examination confirmed its non-explosive character, consistent with the

Lusitania’s manifest and the evidence given to the Mersey Inquiry.
 

One of the Lusitania’s propellers, salvaged from the Wreck.
 



Danish women and children standing on the hull of the stranded U-20.
 

The memorial to the dead of the Lusitania in Cobh (formerly Queenstown)
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